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ABSTRACT

( CH. I )
The Indo~Greeks or the Yavanas were not all hellenistic Greeks
settled by Alexander and the Seleucids; they consisted also of earlier
settlers, who were anti-Macedonians and who had probably mixed with
the Iranians*

Their history must be

studied against two backgrounds :

the aftermath of Alexander's invasion and the fall of the Mauryan
Empir e .
( CH. II )
Their rise to power was the result of a revolt by Diodotus I.
theXE

consolidation of their kingdom was achieved by Euthydemus I

and his son Demetrius I* The far reaching conquests
for Demetrius

I are rejected and an

in India claimed

attempt is made to show that

the

Demetrius who is said to have conquered India by the Western Classical
sources was probably second Demetrius who struck bilingual coins.
( CH* III )

The extension pf Yavana Power in the Paropamisadae and Gandharg
Pantaleon and
was made by Antimachus I, his successor Demetrius II,/Agathocles
Eucratides successfully rebelled and annexed much of their Sn kingdom.
He was not related to the Seleucid Antiochus IV . The Joint-king who
murdered Eucratides I was possibly Plato. There is np proof of the
existence of Apollodotus I .
( CH* IV )
The climax of the Yavana Power was reached during thd reign of
Menander, the greatest of the Yavana kings. The actual extent of his
kingdom in India is discussed and due importance is given to the

existence of regional Indian Powers in Madhyadesa. The evidence of the
Yuga-purana is analysed, and several hitherto accepted views are rejecec
ted. The Yavana kingdom at its climax did not extend beyond the Ravi.
( CH. V )
The kings after Eucratides and Menander are divided into groups
on the basis of their coin-types and are dealt with the help of the
geographical distribution of coins and the use of common monograms.
The discussion of Apollodotus is continued to show that there was
only one king of this name. A gap of fifteen years is proposed i7\ the
long reign of Strato I.
( CH. VI )
/
It has been shown that three distinct peoples, the Sakas, the
Pahlavas and the YUeh-chih, overthrew the Yavana Power from three 3&x££
different directions at different times,. Their movements are clearly
distinguished. The YUeh-chih finally occupied Bactria proper much
later than 139-28 B.C., and there was a long gap between Hermaeus
.and Kujula Kad)(phises.

Three Appendices, five plates and three Maps and X a select
Bibliography are included.
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The importance of a story is not always proportionate to the
amount of material which has survived about it. In the early part of
the l 8th.century two Bactrian coins were found and suggested to
Theophilus Bayer the plan of his work, tfHistoria Regni Graecorum_
Bactrianin

published at St, Detersburgh in 1738. And exactly two

hundred years later in 1938 appeared the monumental work o£
Sir) William Tarn, ” The Greeks in Bactria

India

Dr. (now

of which a

second edition came out in 1931* The history of the Indo-Greeks is
in itself a long story of arduous research and no work can be done
without paying dun credit to the investigations of James Prinsep,
C.Lassen, H.H.Wilson, Alexander Cunningham, Percy Gardner, H.G.Rawlinso
E.J.Rapson, Sir John Marshall, R.B.Whitehead

John Allan and many

others. This woi'k ventures only to follow in their footsteps and it
is mainly a result of a study of their works. But we have also been
fortunate in getting fresh information which has given some strength
to our conclusions. Especially noteworthy are the discovery of a
hoard of Indo-Greek coins from Kunduz lying unnoticed in the Kabul
Museum until it was rediscovered by A.D.H.Bivar and brought to light;
the publication by Daniel Schlumberger of an account of a remarkable
treasure found in Mir Zakah, of coins of the Indo-Greeks and

their

successors ; and the discovery of a new Ms. of the Yugapurana used by

ii
D.R.Mankad. We have also "been rewarded in checking up old Sale
Catalogues which gave us some coin-types hitherto ignored by scholars.
Our re-examination of some passages of the Western Classical sources
also brought about unexpected results. Similarly , the Chinese
evidence has thrown striking new light on the problems of Yavana
history which is bound to affect even the later periods of Indian
history.
It will be difficult for anything to be written now and in
future on the Indo-§reeks

without making a thorough re.ading of Sir

William's book, the close packed pages of which will probably produce
a library. Scholars must be forever grateful to him> for the service
he has done both to Classical and Oriental learning by his wonderful
utp
work. His magic style conjures^before us a splendid picture of the
achievements of the Yavanas in India^and skilful advocacy adds force
to his judgements. Though the evidence now does not permit us to draw
a picture on the lines of that of Sir William Tarn, nevertheless he has
provided an essential basis for our research.
The k reconstruction of the history of the Indo-Greeks is
primarily based on numismatic evidence, and naturally much stress has
been given to it, but very important conclusions have been strengthened
also by an analysis of the literary sources. Yet certainties are not
many and surmises have to be made, &ut they have been made with caution
and

we do not put

m i

forward our hypotheses dogmatically. This is an

attempt to reconstruct the political history of the Yavanas ; the

Ill

cultural side has not been 'discussed. In one Appendix the term Yavana
has been examined and in another the relevant passages of the Yugapuran;
have been analysed and re-edited. In the third Appendix a list of
the coin-types, published and unpublished, has been prepared.

I would express my sincere gratitude and affection to Dr. A.L,
Basham without whose help, guidance and encouragement the thesis
would not have been possible ; in fact it was his painstaking care
and unfailing counsel which gave me strength to complete my
investigations. I am deeply indebted to Dr. R .B.Whitehead for the very
keen interest he took in my work from beginning to the end, and for
allowing me to learn from his wide experience of numismatic studies ;
his kindness and support have been invaluable to me. I am also grateful
to Professor E .H »Warmington and Mr. A.G.Way for helping me to read and
understand the implications of the Western Classical sources. I am
much indebted to Professor Kazuo Enoki for. his ungrudging help in
reading the Chinese sources and translating afresh the relevant
passages for me. I am very thankful to Mr. G.K.Jenkind and Mr. A.D.H,
Bivar for their unselfish generosity in making available to me new
*
materials which have not as yet been published. I would here also
thank and pay my respects to Professor H.V/.Bailey for his valuable
suggestions. I thank Dr. John Walker, the Keeper of Coins and Medals
in the British Museum and also the Keepers of the Fitzwilliam and

P. S.

Bivar's report on the Kunduz Hoard has now k been published in Spink's

1
i

Numismatic Circular, May, 195A»

I

iv

Ashmolean Museums

, and Major General H.L.Haughton and Mr.H.de S.Shortt

for giving; me all facilities to study coins in tlieir collections.
And I am grateful to many others who gave me different kinds of help,
advice and encouragement. I cannot complete this list without paying
my due respects tp Professor A.S.Altekar, who encouraged me to take
up this work five years ago, and at whose instance I began collecting
the materials in India.
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CHAPTER

I.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

There are few episodes in history as remarkable as -ifewfe. «€ the
story of the Indo-Greeks, and even fewer

the problems of which are

so fascinating* These Indo-Greeks were called Yavana**" in ancient
Indian literature* They were regarded by the law books
degenerate

2

and epics

3

as

atriyas, and were considered to be of Indian origin, the

descendants of Turvasu.^ But their names alone are sufficient to prove
that they were foreigners.

5

It is clear from inscriptions of Darius I that the word Yauna
or la-ma-nu (-ma

was actually pronounced as -va, hence Ia-va-nu ), the

name of the Ionians of Asia Minor who weee conquered by Cyrus in 3A5
B.C., was applied to all Greeks without distinction.

6

The Hebrew word

*Yawan 1(Javan) was also originally the designation of the Ionians, but
it gradually came to be used for the whole Greek race, and the ethnic
name denoted

7
also a political entity .

The

term Yavana

may well

1* It had a precise meaning until qwarto--a
JLL&e into the Christian
era, when gradually its original significance was lost and like the
word Mleccha it degenerated into a general term for a foreigner,
:Pp- 56^-70
2, ''Manu , X*
3. Mahabharata (Santiparva),
5 Harivamsa, XIII ,763-36/41 775-83
A . Mahabharata, I. 80 .
. n Yadostu Yadava jatasturvaryavanah sutah*u
3 . C H I .,p. 3A0
6 . R.G.Kent, Old Persian, p. 20A » CHI. loc.cit*
7. C.C.Torrey, JAOS * XXV.
pp. 302-11

have been first applied by the Indians to the Greeks of various cities
of Asia Minor who were settled in the areas contiguous to North-west
India.^
It has recently been suggested

2

that these Indo*)Greeks or Yavanas

were the people who were settled in these areas by Alexander and his
Seleucid successors. This is not only a narrow definition but one which
does not agree with the evidence.
The date of Panini, the Sanskrit grammarian, is still controver
sial, but it has been sflg^jcsialthat he should be dated in the middle of
the fifth century B.C.

3

; undoubtedly, in the general consensus of the

scholarly opinion , he is placed mush before Alexander.^ He was an
inhabitant of Salatura in the vicinity of Taksasila. In his Astadhyayi,
he states that the feminine form

- «5
of Yavana is Yavanani. This latter

form according to Katyayana^ denoted the Greek writing - Yavanallipygm;
rj
and this is paraphrased by Patanjali as - Yavanallipyam iti vaktavyam
Yavanani lipih.

It is reasonable to suppose that Panini knew of their

script, that his knowledge of the Yavanas was not mere hearsay, and

1. R.L.Mitra,
JASB. l87k»P* 279, considered that it denoted a geograph
ical term rather than an ethnical. Cf. also, infra.pp.£6^-70 Appendix 1
2. Tarn, cf.
generally the whole of & his Chapter I and also pp.
118-25
15. V .3,Agrawala, India as known to Panini■^ucknow, 1933■ *P»
h. Cf. CHI ,p. 5^-0 5 Keith, A History of Sanskrit Literature,Oxford,1928
p. k 26 ; Max Muller, A History of^Siskrit Literature,p. 521
Wmternitz »
, History
Indian— --------Literature
I ., p. if2 ; Hannes Skold,
—
-— -— d of
— -----Papers on Panini, p. 2 k
5. Panini, If.l.if9
_
6 * Varttika 3 on Panini k*l»k9
• Some scholars consider Katyayana
a contemporary of Panini(Max Muller) and some consider him later
(Kwith)
7. Patanjali's time is generally taken to be middle of the Second cent.
B.C.

that the people known by this name may well have inhabited some area
near his homeland.“^Like other early Indian sources Panini associated
2
the Yavanas with the Kambojas. He may even have seen the ’shaven headed'
Yavanas and Kambojas,

3

who were probably known as such because^ unlike

the Indians^they wore their hair short*^ A Yona state is mentioned in
5
the Majjhima Nikaya , as flourishing along with Kamboja in the time
&
—
of Gautama Buddha* and Assalayana , and we are informed that among them
there were only two social grades.

6

That settlements of Greeks existed to the North west of India
before Alexander may be deduced from Western Classical sources also.
Arrian narrates the tradition of the Indian invasion of Dionysus

7

and

it is noteworthy that he attaches more weight to this story than that
of similar exploits of Heracles, since he remarks,” about Heracles there
g
is not much tradition” , and he discusses in sober terms whether the
Theban Dionysus started from Thebes or from the Lydian Tmolus.

1. cf. also, N.N.Dasgupta,
2* Panini's Ganapatha 178

g

There

IC_. ,II.,p. 35& f*
on 2,1.72.- Yavanamunda , kambojamunda

3. There is an interesting statement in Harivamsa, XIV.16 , that foreign
tribes such as Sakas,Yavanas,Kambojas and others were degraded^by
Sagara and were ordered to shave their heads:"Arddham Sakanam siraso
mundam krtva vyasarjayat, Yavananam sirah sarvaip Kambojanam tathaiva
ca ...»
■”
k* Moti Chandra, A Geographical and Economic Study of Upayanaparva,p#35
5* Maj.jhima Nikaya, II. Ik9
6 . YonaKambojesu dveva vangta Ayyo ceva Paso ca ...
7* Arrian. V. i,ii. ; VI. ik. 3* 5 VIII.i.5*
8 . Ibid., VIII. v.9
9* Ibid.,,V . i , ii.

are specific references to the settlement of Nysa, its
Tinferior' citizens,

1

and to its cavalry*

2

'free 1 and

The chief of Nysa , whose

name was Acuphisjtold Alexander, ’’this city of Nysa, in which we dwell,
has been free, and ourselves independent, and living as orderly citizens"
He added that the government was in the hands of the aristocrats.^Moreover, Arrian gives further explicit and circumstantial details:” the
Nysaeans are not an Indian race ; but part of those who came with
Dmonusus to India; probably even £hose Greeks who became past service
in the wars which Dionysus waged with Indians; possibly also volunteers
of the neighbouring tribes whom Dionysus settled there together with
the Greeks*........ ”

5

Originally Nysa itself was imaginary and was put

in differeht parts of the world, but the Nysa mentioned in connection
with Alexander's invasion of India, is ’probably stood on the lower

6
spurs of the three-peaked Kohi-i-Mor 1 * Dionysus may be mythical but
Nysa and its Greeks seem to be real.
7
The story of the Branchidae provides further evidence to
g
same effect.
The Branchidae claimed to be a sacred gens, descended

1. Arrian, V. ii.3
2. Ibid., VI. ii.3
3* Ibid., V . i .6
Ibid. , V , i i .2
3. Arrian, Indica., px I. A-5
6 . CHI. p. 353 ; cf. also Smith, E H I \ ,p.56 fn.2
7*

Strabo, XI.11.A ; XIV.1.3 ; Diodorus XVII, Table of contents,
Plutarch, Moralia, 557 b. ; Curtius, VII, 5, 28-35

k

;

8 . Beal, LA. 1880, pp. 68-71 ; Franz V.Scwarz, Alexander desGrossen
Feldzuge in Turkestan
,p, 37
; B.V.Head, N C . 1906 p. 6
;
H.G.Rawlinson, Bactria, pp. 33»AI* Ike latter notes (p.Al) •’’The
story is only found in Curtius. There is unfortunately , no reason
to doubt it.” But as we have shown above the story is repeated in
other sources also and thus there is all the more reason to believe
it.

$■

from Branchos, the mythical founder of the temple of Apollo near Miletus
in Ionia, Their forefathers had yielded up the treasure of their temple
to Xerxes; this affair brought so much odium on them that they retired
with Xerxes into the interior of Asia, Xerxes transported them to a
small town in Sogdiana which may have been betweeh Balkh and Samarkand,
/Qwhere their descendants were found by Alexander, They were now a
bilingual and partially dishellenised race, but still attached to their
tradition and origin. They received Alexander with great joy and
surrfi*uidlfcci their hKHkhHxs

city and themselves to him. But they were not

as fortunate as their brothers in Nysa, and Alexander was not as gener
ous to the Milesians as he was to the followers of Dionysus. He madly
destroyed the city and massacred its innocent citizens for the deeds
of their forefathers. To us there seems to be no reason to call this
story a 1clumsy fabrication'

a
.
; it is in fact attested by sever^al later

classical sources,
There is evidence to show that the Greeks of various city-states
in Asia Minor were sometimes threatened by the Persians with exile to
the far eastern portions of theawr Ashaemenid empire

3

and were actually

settled in those areas.^

1.
2.
3.

A.

Beal, op.cit., p. 69
Tarn, Alexander the Great, I. p. 6?,
Herodotus. VI. 9 i cf. also , H.G.Rawlinson, dp.cit ., p. 32 ,"Bactrim
seems to have been used as a sort of'Siberia1 under the Persian
kings."
Besides the colonies of the Thracians(?) at Nysa and of the Branchi
dae in Sogdiana , we know from Herodotus, IV. 20^, that a colony
of Libyans from Barca was settled in Bactria. Cf, also for other
references, Trever, p. ^

1
The numismatic evidence confirms the literary reports. The regular
wve

currency of the Acfeae^nids consisted of gold darics and silver sigloi.
Silver sigloi are only sparingly

found in the eastern parts of the

Achaemenid empire , and it has been recently shown that they were issued
chiefly for

the western cities.

2

It is strange that the Achaemenids,

who coined silver for one area)did not do so for the other. It may
reasonably be suggested that the so-called Bent-bars coins and other
pieces of smaller denominations bearing similar marks were struck for
the eastern region with their knowledge and consent.

Side by side

with this class of money, which served the needs of some peoples and
areas in the east, there also circulated in large numbers the silver
coins of the various cities of Asia Minor. The Athenian 1owls 1,together
with £he issues of other Greek cities, which have been found in
Afghanistan,^ must have been brought there by the Greeks both as traders
and settlers. Undoubtedly

1.
2.
3-

there

was

a

continuous flow

of

such

D .K .Bhandarkar, Carmichael Lectures,1921?(Ancient Indian Numismatics
pp. 2^-32 ; also B.V.Head,
N C . 1906, pp. 1 ff.
Schlumberger, pf.3-^
This is indicated by (i) the weights of the Bent-bar coins,(ii) the
close relationship to Indian
'Hot1 Punch-marked coins, although they have
distinct symbols which are^generally found on the Indian Punchmarked series (iii) style, and (iv) the fact that Worth-west India
and adjoining areas were for sometime included in the Achaemenid
empire. Cf. Allan, BMC. Ancient India , introduction.,pp. clxi,clxii
xv-xvi, PI. 1.1-5. Also, Schlumberger, Appendix I,p. 37 f. Pl.IIIjy

if. “Enquiry has failed to bring to light any trustworthy records of the
actual discovery of 'owls* in India", this remark in CHI.,p. 3&7
is true to this day. But we are concerned here with areas in
Afghanistan, where these coins have been found., Cunningham, JASB .
l 88l.,pp. 169-82.186 etc., and Schlumberger,
pp-46 §.

coins from the West and it is probable that x>ieces of similar character
were also struck locally,*^As the Achaemenid power declined, local satrap*
became virtually independent, and we get such money as the coins call*
uf
ed ’Imitation owls’ and ’Eagles', and the issues of a certain Sophytes.
7

Erudite studies have appeared on these coins.J Morphologically they
seem to form a single group, one series being linked with tjs-e other
by features of type and fabric.^ And they ap*parently confirm to an
independent system of metrology which may have arisen from local custom
and the exigencies of trade.
With the background of literary evidence, both Western and Indian
before us, and with the knowledge that the coins can ultimately be

1. This appears to be clear not only from the 1taurineS,’Caduceus’ and
other symbols which sometimes appear on 'owls', but from the coins
bearing A i r *
instead of A 0 E , which B.V.Head interprets as
perhaps referring to the Aigloi, whom Herodotus,III.92* mentions as
dwelling to the north of the Bactrians. c f . also Macdonald, CHI.,p.
387 . Schlumberger (op.cit .,p. k) however, thinks that they denote s
some satrapal name.
2. I have not included the satrapal coinage of the Achaemenids and suah
controversial issues as the Double-darics, coins of Vaksuvar (?),
Andragoras etc., in this discussion since they do not concern us
directly.
3. Cunningham,
EC. 1866.,pp. 220 ff.; JASB.j88l.,pp. 169-82,186 etc,
Gardner,
NC. i860.,pp. l8l ff,; Howarth,
NC. 1888.,pp. 293 ff*
Hill, B M C .Persia,Mesopotamia,etc .,pp. cxlviii ff*; Macdonald,
CHI*
pp. 386 ff. ; Whitehead , N C . 19A3i PP* 60 f f . ; Schlumberger,pp. I
A. The numismatic sequence of types is as follows : Original Athenian
’O wls’ === Imitation ’Owls' including coins which bear the inscrip
tion Alf ===== Smaller Imitation ’Owls’ having ’taurine’ and other
symbols === 'Eagles'
= = = 'Eagles' with 'caduceus' among other
symbols ( this is very clear on two unpublished specimens in the
British Museum ), === Coins of Sophytes with Cock and Caduceus.

traced back to the Athenian 1owls' and other city-coins of the Greeks,
it is reasonable to suggest that they are the surviving material remains

1
of the Greeks settled in Afghanistan* It is possible that these peoples
played an adventurous part in the confused drama of the last days of
the tottering Achaemenid empire, and that here and there satraps or
peoples started minting their own coinage. At least one name, that of
Sophytes,

2

s
is left to po^erity. This ruler, whose name

does not seem

to be Greek, minted coins without any royal title, with his portrait
on the obverse ; this might be that of a Greek ; the features are notA
of an Indian. Sophytes may well have been a Eastern Satrap under the
Achaemenid rule, a Yavana with the semblance of an Iranian name.

3

The Greeks who were settled in Eastern Iran must naturally have
intermarried with the Iranians and other local elements of the populace;
hence the hybrid names and coin-types just mentioned. The Yavanas thus
in our opinion were much mixed with Iranian elements. Although they
had not forgotten their traditions, they had probably to some extent

1.

D.R.Bhandarkar, op.cit., pp. 2^-32

2.

Cunningham,
NC . 1866, pp. 220 ff. ; Gardner,
BMC. pp. xix-xx
Sylvain Levi, JA. ,1890 ,p p .W -33
; Macdonald,
C H I , p. 388
Whitehead,
N C . 19^3 PP* 60-72
; J.N.Baner jea, JNSI, 19^-5jPP« 23-26
A.K.Narain, JNSI. 19A9»PP* 93-99 > Schlumberger, p. 29

3.

It is possible that Acuphis , the name of the chief of the Yavanas
in Nysa , is another of the same type. That the Yavanas took such
Iranian names appears to be proved beyond doubt by the Junagadh
Inscription of Rudradaman, dated A.D. 130» which refers to a Greek
king, 'Yavanaraja1 who ruled the district as a Viceroy of Asoka in
the 3rd. Century B.C., and whose name, Tusaspha is Ksxsi Iranian.

identified themselves with the local Iranians in social and political
life. When Alexander proceeded eastwards after the death of Darius III,
they had already become an organised body, both socially and politically
Some of the cities inhabited by them and some of the Greco-Iranian
chiefs may have welcomed Alexander, some to meet his pleasure and
some destruction at his hands. The Western Classical sources give the
impression that warn/ of the Greek settlers in these regions were antiMecedonianj* and

were not happy imsztm- the treatment they received

from Alexander and some of his Generals.

It is not surpsising that

some of the Greeks^who were already Greco^Iranians, made common cause
with the Iranians, with whom, under the perpetual menace of the northern
nomads and bordering powers, they constituted a sort of march state. It
is 110 wonder that, like the Indians, they lost no time in throwing off
their allegiance to Alexander. We are informed that the Greeks settled
in the

'Upper Satrapies' were submissive through fear when Alexander

was alive, but when he was dead thdy rose in revolt. Pithon was sent
by Perdiccas to quell them,^and Seleucus had to reconquer some of their
territory and to lose some to Chandragupta Maurya.

2

Even then the

successors of Alexander in the East could not control the Yavanas for
more than two generations. Such were the people who dominated the
country from the Oxus to the Indus for almost two centuries.
Tarn finds difficulty in accounting for the

1.
2.

large

number

of

Diodorus.
XVIII. 7
Seleucus reconquered Bactria,but lost A r i a ,Arachosia,Gedrosia and
Paropamisadae, C H I .p. A31*
5 Strabo, XV,1.10 ,
These latter provinces were ceded perhaps because among other
reasons he thought it difficult to keep them under control.

10
.
1}
Greeks in Bactria , and suggests that the early Seleucids must have
encouraged settlements,"*' But there is no definite evidence of any such
settlement on a large scale. The difficulty disappears if we agree that
the ’Greeks' in Bactria were not Hel3„enistic Greeks, but mostly the
descendents of earlier settlers preserving their traditions , but much
intermixed with the Iranian peoples, and in some measure reinforced by
newcomers.
Thus, the people with whose history we are concerned included
not only late arrivals on the scene, the veterans of Alexander or
colonists of the Seleucids, but also many settlers from Greek cities of
Asia who had dwelt in the region for some generations, and incidentally
who were generally anti-biacedonianff Burther , their growth and the
extension of their jJower would not have been possible were it not for
the

Iranian element which afforded support and strength. We prefer to

call these peoj>le Yavanas,rather than Bactrian Greeks or Indo-Greeks,
terms which are exclusive,but not inclusive* In this thesis we use
the terms Yavanas and Indo-Greeks as synonyms.

1. Tarn.,p , 72

If
11
When Tarn wrote his book on ” The Greeks in Bactria and India” ,
he had the Middle East in his mind. ” For in the history of India the
episode of Greek rule has no meaning; it is really part of the history
of Hellenism,.....

for there were not four Hellenistic dynasties -

Seleucids, Ptolemies, Antigmnids, Attalids - but five, and on any
showing

the Euthydemids

, both in the extent of their rule and in

what they tried to do , were vastly more important than the Attalids..
.. . The Greek empire of Bactria and India was a Hellenistic state,...
and its history was a branch of Seleucid history,

just as the iuthydemid

dynasty was on the distaff side a branch of the Seleucid line.”

1

This is a partial judgement because the Hellenistic aspect is
overemphasised. The story of the Yavanas or the Indo-Greeks, has to be
studied against two backgrounds. First , that of the decline of the
Achaemenid empire In the east and the aftermath of Alexander's military
career; and second , that of the fall of the great central authority of
the

Maury as in India.
By the first half of the

tpth. century B.C. under Artaxerxes I

large parts of the Achaemenid empire were asserting their
independence.

2

” The magnificent organisation of the empire by Darius

1.

Tarn,, Introduction,p. xx.

2 ,
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the Great had merely earned for him the title of the 'shopkeeper' from
the Persian nobility, and corruption and

intrigue

had reduced the

greatest kingdom of antiquity to a huge unwieldy mass of states...
The corruption, however, had not spread across the Carmanian desert, an
and the Eactrians of the East,owing to their constant wars with the Ss;
Scythians, and their great distance from Susa, retained in their far
off rugged country some of the virtues of the early Iranians of the days,
of Cyrus the Great.
Then came Alexander. Persepolis was burnt; Darius Codomannus
was murdered by his own officers. But again the unruly eastern Iran was
not prepared to submit tamely to the victor. In fact " eastern Iran
was fighting a national war," ^
The experiment of leaving the eastern provinces under local
satraps did not succeed. Alexander

had appointed a certain Philip to

govern both Bactria and Sogdiana. By the treaty of Triparadisus in 321
Philip was transferred tp Patthia , and Stasanor, a Cypriot of Soli ,
was transferred from Aria and Drangiana to become satrap of Bactria and
Sogdiana, Justin says

that n thd government of Parthia was committed

'YV

to Stass^or, a foreign ally, because none of the Macedonians would deign
to accept it."

2

It may well have been thought that a governor who

was a Greek , not a Macedonian, was more likely to manage the restive

)\
1.
2,

H
, b<xcWCx .p .yq
Tarn, Alexander the Great, I. p. 6l
Justin, XLI . if.

lb
-1

Greek colonists.^ Antigonus Gonatas did not dare to disturb Stasanor in
h£s satrapy for had he been attacked he would have many friends to
fight in his support.

This must have added to the strength and resources

of the Bactrian satrap Stasanor.
Meanwhile the death of Alexander had unchained the conflicting
ambitions of his "successors11. By yiZ Seleucus had regained Babylon an d
later, as Alexander's successor in the east, he proceeded to take
possession of his heritage. But Seleucus' eastern journey involved a
reconquest and not merely an assertion of his right. Pie failed in India
to the extent of ceding four satrapies, and

when he wanted to reclaim

Bactria, he had to fight for it, since Stasanor had already declared
himself Independent. It seems that the Yavanas and the Iranian nobility
were never really loyal to the Seleucids. ‘
The difficulty of holding the
East was such that Seleucus made his son Antiochus I, a joint-king to
manage his eastern affairs.But the complicated struggles for power kept
the attention of Seleucus

and successors directed towards the West, and

before long the inhabitants of Bactria, Parthia, and other adjoining
areas recognised the folly of paying tribute to a distant monarch who
o •lf-!e
was lhdA|>a61e of

enforcing respect or obedience. Bevan has rightly

remarked that, "

the new colonies in this region , being mainly composed

of Greeks , had shown themselves impatient of Macedonian rule, and a
leader who could

play upon this national feeling could make himself

strong.

the Satrap, pi’obably a Greek like his

'Uodotus

very

predecessor

Stasanor and his successor Euthydemus, abjured allegiance to his Seleucid
master and declared himself an independent king." A new power was born,

1. E.B.Bevan,op.cit. p. 277
3* E . R .Bevan,op.cit. pp. 286787

2*

Diodorus. XIX. A 8

/4

India had already shown sign of
Alexander , who could sutCdue the

vigour in her resistance to

petty powers of the ianjab and Sind

only after severe battles. No sooner had he left India than he heard
the tidings of revolt, and of the murder of Philip. When the trusted
generals of Alexander were busy tearing one empire to pieces , a youth
ful Maurya laid the foundation of another. But this Maurya Empire,too,
which was so vigorously built by Candragupta (321-297) and so piously
nourished by Asoka ( 269-232 ), began to decline fast and was soon
torn apart by centrifugal, tendencies. Already, according to the
generally accepted view , a son of Asoka
possession of Kashmir.

1

, named Jalauka, had taken

He is supposed to have crushed a Mleccha horde

and advanced as far as Kanauj,

2

It is difficult to agree with the view

that these klecchas "probably refer to the Bactrian Greeks",

for it

seems unlikely that they penetrated as far as Kashmir aI this time.
Either Kalhana , the 11th. century author of Kajatarangini, attributed
a later Havana invasion to the time of Jalauka, or he made use of a
tradition of a raid or incursion of some
From the late and confused evidence

unknown tribes from the bordei^t

of Taranatha , Gandhara was

apparently ruled by Ijfrasena, another descendent of Asoka; ^ and from

1. kajatarngini, I. 1G7-10E

2. Ibid., I. 113-117

3 . k. K.Hooker 3ee , The Age of laiperial Unity , p .9^
E- he should note that we have nothing to substantiate the contents of
Ha ;ja tar an gi nr , I. 107, about the mlecchas in Kashmir durin0 the time
of Asoka : Mlecchaih same ha dele Jk.se sa taducchittaye nr pah, Tapah
sant o si tal 1 e bh e Ehu t esa t suIdbti -s ut am,
Anton Schiefner, Geschichte Des Buddhismus in Indien , p. 30-^2

ir

Polybius we know that Antiochus III

" renewed his alliance with

-yV
T
Sophagase^us , the Indian king."
I he common termination of the two
names suggests that this Spphagasenus or Subhagasena was a successor
2
of Virasena . The existence of an independent kingdom in North West
India before 206 and the evidence concerning defections in Gandhara
and Kashmir, shows that the Maurya empire must have begun to break up
^
nearly a quarter of a century before the usurpation of Pusyamitra. 3 $0^
If Kalhana's account of Jalaukafs advance as far/as Kanauj ^ is correct ,
even though that conquest may only have been temporary, and if the local
and tribal coins of Northern India indicate the existence of free
powers in western Uttar Pradesh and the areas adjoining it,

5

Pusyamitrar£

coup cannot have resulted in the creation of a large empire either
under him or his successors. The Sungas , though in possession of kkx
some

key centres of power

, probably had neither the strength nor

the resources to reclaim all parts of the Maurya empire, though Pusyainijjra’s two Asvamedhas indicate that they attempted it. But their
success can have been but slight, for the few traces they have left are
all associated with only three prominent administrative centres of the
—
—
<'— 6
preceding kings, Pataliputra,Ayodhya and Vidisa.

1 . Polybius, XI. 39
2. Thomas ,IA. 1875
3^2 ; Smith., SET', p. 236; OKI ,p.3I2 ;K, A. Nilkanta Sastri
The Age of the Nandas and Mauryas ,p . 6 ; H .G .Eaychaudhury,PHA 1 ,6th,
edn.p.^a
3 . H .C .Rayc haudhury, op .cit .,p . 362
q. ka ja t ai*an gi ni . I. 117» Smith, iSHl. ,p.j^Qf
; Mo oker je e ,0 p .ci t^. ,p .90
3- c f . John Allan, BMCJ Ancient India, under Ayodhya,Mathura,Pancala,
Rajjnya, Taxila, Tripuri etc.; cf. also ,infra, , vf, tyJpVA
6 . The evidence of Divyavadana about Sagala is doubtful.cf, infra.p./foO

Under

such political conditions it was not surprising that the

new power of the Havanas, should invade and occupy parts of the out
lying provinces of the Mauryan empire, e.g. Aria,Arachosia and the
Paropamisadae. Having consolidated their power the Yavanas attacked
the Panjab. Still later, when they extended their rule as far as the
Ravi, they made occasional incursions even beyond the Beas, without
any permanent result; echoes of such attempts are left in the literary
sources, both Indian and Western. Pusyaniitra ruled for 36 years (l8qli|8) and his reign appears to have been one of struggle and stress
for the new dynasty. His position as the General of the last Mauryan
king may have helped hqm with the neighbouring local powers. But about
the time of Pusyamitra's death , some of the latter combined to attack
Pataliputra, and the Yavanas appear to have joined them.

1

Just when

these Yavanas were at the height of their power , their ambition was
shattered by their internal feuds , And to make their plight worse, the
nomads, Sakas , Pahlavas and the Yueh Chih-kusanas, poured into India
and spread in ali|directions, until the Yavanas

maintained only a

precarious existence as a forlorn island amidst a sea of successive
invaders and were gradually submerged.
Keeping alljthis in view , it becomes difficult to agree with
Tarn's claim that the history of the Yavanas is an essential part of
Hellenistic history.

There is a definite connection with the Seleucid

1. cf - infra. ,t>,113 f f
2. Tarn, p .XX .fItAJvpdMtItgtiJ

history , inasmuch as Bactria was administratively a geographical
unit under the Seleucids until the Yavanas broke away. But they did
not look back to the Seleucids $or to the Greek world in the Middle
East for inspiration and help, and they never cared to meddle in the
struggles of the Hellenistic powers. The new state of Bactria cannot
be regarded as a succession state of Alexander 1s .empire ; it developed
from the revolt of a Governor who had the backing of the people. It
did not come to Diodotus or Euthydemus as a heritage, nor was Its
independence the result of the family policies of the successor
Generals of Alexander. Bactria became independent in the same way as
Parthia and possibly other areas close to it ; but the Yavanas never
called themselves

'Philhellenos1 as did some of the Parthian kings.

Once they stood upon their own feet , their isolation prevented them
from planting new Greek settlements in their kingdom as the Seleucids .
did in the Middle East. The constitution of the Yavana kingdoms was
not the same as that of the Hellenistic states of the Middle East and
the ±hs. Yavana kings did not share the outlook of the Seleucids or
the Ptolemies. Bactria was not a ’* fifth Hellenistic state

much less

the little Yavana kingdom in India. An important fact is not to be
ignored that

whereas in countries like Syria and Egypt there

was no break in the continuity og Greek domination after the death
of Alexander, there was the intervening Mauryan period between his
death and the rise of the Yavanas. The Yavanas were more influenced

($

by Indian religion and thought than any Hellenistic king by the faith
and ideas of the land in which he lived and ruled. Tarn agrees that
no Seleucid ever put Iranian or Babylonian legends on his coinage,
no Ptolemy ever used Egyptian, but the Yavanas introduced Indian legends
in Indian scripts on their money. The history of the Yavanas is part
of the history of India and not of the Hellenistic states ; they came,
they saw, but India conquered.

CHAPTER

II.

THE RISE AND GROWTH OF THE YAVANA POWER
IE

INDIA

The birth of the new kingdom o.f the Yavanas in Bactria was an event
fraught with momentous consequences to Indians immediate future, for
Bactria was the fertile and rich country between the Oxus and the HinduKush ; Strabo , quoting Aristobulus and earlier writers , has emphasised
the importance of the Oxus region in India's trade with the West,

i

The details of Bactria's achievement of independence are shrouded
in dark^ness and the sources are confused. The work of Apollodorus ,
which might havd given us reliable information, is unfortunately lost.
Trogus

2

and Strabo

3

appear to have drawn on him copiously, and we know

from them that a certain Diodotus rebelled against Antiochus II and
established his independence in Bactria.^ While describing the rise of*
Parthia and the course of Parthian history , Justin gives some incidental
information by way of synchronism and similitude.

3

11 After his ( Antigonus *) death they ("the Parthians with other
peoples of Upper Asia") were under the rule of Seleucus Nicator, and then
under Antiochus and his successors, ftfom whose great-grandson Seleucus
they first revolted , in the first Punic War, when Lucius Manlius Vulso
and Marcus Attilus Regulus were consuls.,... At the same period, also ,

1. Strabo. XI. ?.3
2. Preserved by Justin in the Prologi Historiarum Philippicarum Pompeii
Trogi.
3* Strabo1 Geography.
A. Trogus, XLI , " In Bactrianis autem rebus , ut a Diodoto rege
constitutjm est
and Strabo, XI. 9*2, XI.9*3
3 . Justin, XLI. A-

«Vtr*" the— g ante— pesf-i'
O ^ — ?rhsT>, Theodotus, rove nor of the thousand
a

cities of Bactria revolted, and assumed the title of king, and all
the other people of the E a s t } influenced by his example, fell away
from the Macedonians,

One Arsaces, a man of uncertain origin

overthrew Andragoras. * . .. . and after putting,- him to death, took
r
upon himself the govermen! of the country.
Dot long a\ter
, too,
/*■
c.
he made himself master of Eyr^ania and thus, invested with authority

over the nations, raised a large army through fear of Seleucus and
Iheodotus, aing of the Bactrians.

But being soon relieved of his

fears by the death of Theodotus, and not long after, engaging with
king Seleucus, who came to take vengeance on the revolters, he
obtained a victory; and the Parthians observe the day on which it
was gained with great solemnity as the date of the commencement
of their liberty."
It would appear from this passage that, (l) Bactria rebelled
earlier than Parthia,(ll) that Parthians observed with great
solemnity the day of their independence, and (111) before the
Parthian victory over the Seleucids, the first Diodotus had died
and the Parthians had made peace with Diodotus II.
Strabo

1

tells us that,"those who had been entrusted with their

goverment first caused the revolt of Bactriana and of all the
country near i t , ...... and then Arsaces .... invaded Parthia .
and also, "... when In flight from the enlarged power of Diodotus
and. his followers he (Arsaces) caused Parthia to revolt."^

1. Strabo, XI. 9°2.
2. Strabo, XI.9*3*
s

X h
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supposes that Arsaces was a Bactrian under Diodotus, and that he
fomented the revolt of Parthia, through discontent with his Greek
master.
Although the chronology of early Parthian history is contro
versial it is generally beli-Aved that Parthia revolted in the
3
2
year 230, ' and that the Parthian era started in 2lf8-i+7 B*C.' ,
■?}
whatever might have been the occasion for it." Another important
date, that of Seleuces I I ls Invasion of Parthia, is said to have
fallen not earlier than 238,^
With the help of these three dates, it may be deduced that
Bactria rebelled before 230 and that by 238 the Parthians had not
only made an alliance with Diodotus II but had also strengthened
their power by annexing Hyrcania.

5

Hyrcania must have been

conquered after his alliance with Diodotus II rid Arsaces of the
fear of Bactria.
In order to arrive at the correct date of the Parthian revolt,
it was suggested by St. Martin^ that Justin confounded two distinct

1.George Rawlinson, The Sixth Great Oriental Maonarchy,
Cunningham, CASE p„30; Wroth, BMC Parthia, pp.XVIII-XIX
PortW
Tarn, CAH. IX. p«373
5 Debevoise. A -Political History pf/p»9
2.Since the discovery of a double dated tablet by G. Smith (Assyrian
Discoveries, LondonI^^,3S9) it is almost definitely settled.
3*cf. Debevoise,, o p .cit .; Tarn CAH IX p»3?6
Gardner, The Parthian Coinage (International Numismatic Orientalia
pt. V, p„3 (represents the date pf the revolt); Tarn, C A H , IX,p.37£
(coronation of Tiridates I), cf, Debevoise, op.cit. p .9
;.j.eGeorge Macdonald, CHI. p.^-AO; Bevan, House of Seleucus, I,p.283 f »
3, Jus tin , X L I .l\..
6.Teste, Cunningham CASE p.79

dates9 that of the commencement of Seleucus I I 1s reign and that
of the two consuls mentioned above,

Seleucus II began to reign

1
2
in 2L.6 and the two consuls functioned in 2^6 B.C.

The Parthian

era starts before Seleucus II's accession, and the date of the
consuls mentioned by Justin appears to be too early to
synchronise with the Parthian revolt.

It has therefore been

suggested that Justin made a mistake in the names of the consuls;
In ijlace of Marcus Attilus we should read Caius Attilis and the
date would then be 250. 3

It would appear more probable from the

context of the passage quoted that Justin confused the date of the
Parthian revolt with that of Bactrian independence.^

If so, it

may well be that Diodotus broke away in 2f>6 B.C., the fifth year
of the reign of Antiochus II,

The political circumstances of the

time were very congenial to such defections, and a worthless king
of such contemptible morale as Antiochus could have hardly inspired

1, Bevan, op. cit. p.l79» 3-89 f*
,2^’^Br ought o n , The Magistrates of the Roman Republic^ W* I p. 208
tf* H.G. Rawlinson, Bactria, p»57i noticed this possible confusion
but also assumed the mistake in the name of the consul and so
gave the date as 250; the phrase "eodem tempore'* of Justin led
scholars to regard the Bactrian independence as almost contem
porary with the Parthian revolt; but this phrase does not
necessarily indicate the exact synchronism of the two events,
but may imply a longer duration especially when referring to
events long past.
We have therefore translated the phrase in the
passage quoted above as nin the same period" which implies a laps*
of a few years between the two events.
G. Rawlinson, The Sixth Great Oriental '"anarchy, p
Rostovtseff, C A H , vol. VII pol59; McGovern, Early Empires of
Central A sia, p.67; Newell, Eastern Seleucid Mints, p.2^9 but
see also his Western Seleucid Mints, p.38*8
It 'was also accepted by the very early writers on this subject
such as Bayer, Bistoria Regni Graecorum Bactriani,p» 3 8 , :Lassen,
JASB I8/+0, p .668 -------------- — — ---------- -3•

Cu~wv\.w\

^^

£3

respect or fear*

l
T arn’s very late dating of the Diodoti is based

oh the assumption of matrimonial relations connecting them with
the Seleucids and the Euthydemids, for which there is no good
evidence,,

Newell has very ably shown independently from the

numismatic

evidence that the break away of Bactria from the

Seleucids is to be placed in 256-55 B.C., ’’However abrupt the
political transition may (jSiay not) have been.’
"*1"
It was suggested by Macdonald^ and supported by T a r n \

that

the revolt of Diodotus was not sudden, but that the numismatic
evidence indicates gradual ascendency to power and independence*
They thought that the Diodotus’ coins belong to the second Diodotus,
and that the monograms which resolve into DIO

and which are

variously represented as

etc,, on certain

©

A!

© ^

Seleucid coins of both Antiochus I and II, stand for the name of
the first Diodotus when he was reaching out towards independence.
Though it is

usually beleived that monograms in general stand

either for a mint or a moneyer, the alternative interpretation in
this case has been supported by reference

to Aspeisas, satrap of

Susiana, and Nicocles king of Paphos, who put their names on the
coinage of Alexander, with results disastrous to themselVes.
This view is
apply*

most unconvincing and the examplesjgiven by Tarn do

Both Aspeisas and Nicocles put their full names and not

1, Tarn., p*73 f*2„ Newell, Eastern Seleucid Mints* p*2A5
CHI pp. i+35-37
A • Tarn p p .7 2-7A
5. Tarn p.73

not

1
their monograms on

their coins.

Moreover, it is not likely that

Diodotus knew about the coins of Aspeisas of Susiana and Nieocles of
Paphos; and even if he did , the example of them would hardly encourage
him to imitate them. We should also note certain coins of Antiochus I
of the 'Horned horse 1 type where we find the letters

ABI&

, which ,

Gardner suggested , may represent some otherwise unknown satrap or
•

•

semiMn&ependent
A

ruler of Bactria*

3

These coins also

bear the monogram

* They can hardly be regarded as the simultaneous issue of Diodotus

and another satrap Abidbelus.^ There is no sufficient reason to reject
the usual theory that these monograms are those of moneyers or mints.
The monograms illustrated above are found on many Seleucid coins includmg

some issues of Seleucus I and Antiochus III.

5

If they represent thO®

name of Diodotus we must assume that Diodotus was appointed a satrap
as early as the time of Seleucus I, and that he struck coins in three
successive reigns, all the time trying to break away

from the Seleucid

overlords; this is impossible.
Once we reject the idea that the monograms represent his name
the view that Diodotus gradually seceded from the Seleucid empire can
find no support whatever; his breakaway was abrupt, because,

ks

as

Justin clearly indicates, it was a simple revolt with no special feature*

1.
2.
3*
A*
3.

Newell, N C ♦ , 1919»P*
and E.S.G.Robinson,NC.1921»p.37
Newell, Eastern Seleucid Mints,pp. 2^ 0 -41 , PI, LIII,3i Gardner,
NO. l880,,p. 190
Gardner, iop.cit .
Six, NC. 1898 .,p . 231 f*
Newell, op.cit .,pp. 231-33,211-12 ( of Ecbatama mint ); cfi also
Gardner, BMC. Seleucid.,pp. f,9,6,^6, .
The monogram ^
also occurs on the coins of'Head of Zeus and biga
or quadriga'of elephants" type, bearing the name of both Seleucus
and Antiochus. NC. 1906,pl. II. 11-llf

to distinguish it from the many similar rebellions of governors of
outlying provinces, which were common enough in many periods of ancient
history*
The coins of the Diodotus series have two distinct portraits,
one of an older face with a trace of double chin and the other
definitely younger with more angular features.

They can not be the

same person at different ages. The older face is obviously that of
Diodotus I, the founder of the Bactrian kingdom, because coins bearing
this portrait are linked by identical reverse dies with the coins of
Antiochus II issued

2
in the beginning of Diodotus I's reign . Many

scholars have assumed that since the portrait on our coins tends to
grow younger , it belongs to that of the younger Diodotus .

Newell

has rightly noted that this appearance of youthfulness is illusory,
certainly the man who appears on the first of these coins in PI. LII
a
5-6 of his”Eastern Seleucid Mints11, is not/youth , and he considers
any
him to be thd elder Diodotus; but he does nibt admit/of the portraits
as that of his son.^ He thinks that, the son ” continued to use his
father’s portrait, which exlhibited a constant tendency to grow

1 . Compare the specimens in Newell, E S M , PI. LIX, Nos. 5-7»10-11,1516,18-19.; also the commemorative medals struck by Antimachus
( Cunningham,8ASE.,pl. 1*5) and by Agathocles (BMC *P I . IV.2,CASE,pi»
11.10
2* Newell, op* cit. , PI. LIII, A 8c 5*
3. Macdonald, CHI.,p. If37; Tarn, p. 73
if. Newell,op.cit. ,p. 2if8. Tarn, in Addenda p. 5^3» remarks,’’this remove
an old difficulty” but does not make any modification in his theory.
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younger

1
and more idealised as time went on,1' To us , however, they

are clearly two distinct portraits; and we have no grounds to believe
that coin portraits were idealised in this early period; at any rate
those on the coins of Diodotuso are evidently realistic portraits and
not idealised types.

2

Thus we have reason to believe that a certain Diodotus
rebelled in Bactria in the very beginning of Antiochus

1 reign, that

is,in circa. 2^6 B.C. He took liberties with the coins of the latter,
imitating them, but substituting sometimes his name and sometimes his
portrait .for those of Antiochus. Since the portraits of both the
Diodoti are found on the series in which the name of Antiochus continue
and since it appears from Justin that the son of Diodotus I was on the
L.
throne before the Parthian era Started, it is more than probable
that Diodotus II succeeded his father in c. 2Af8 before Antiochus II
died, and at first followed the practice of his father in issuing
coins with the name of Antiochus. Both father and son also struck
money with their name, type and portrait complete.^
We do not know

much about the career and achievements of the

Diodoti.They are not only known as the rulers of the thousand cities

1.
2.
3.

5.

Newell, op.cit., p. 21+3
Cf. also Trever, p. 116.," ... whoever engraved the die, whether
Greek hr Bactrian - this portrait i s the work of a great artist."
Newell, op. cit., PI. LIII, Nos. 6,7*10 for Diodotus I and Pl.Liii
Nos. 11,13 for Diodotus II
Supra. »P* £0
Cunningham, CASE. ,p. 98 . PI.I. These specimens are in BM . They
do not seem to be forgeries as Von Sallet ,pj*.
once believed.
Cf. also Gardner, BMC. p. xxi . The portraits on them are similar
to the elderly ones on the coins bearing the name of Antiochus,
cp. Newell, PI . LIII.

Bactria but their kingdom is also supposed to have included Margiana
and Sogdiana. Strabo says, that, when the Greeks got possession of the
country of Bactriana

they divided it into satrapies, of which that of

Turiva and that of Aspionus were taken from Eucratides by the Parthians,
and that they held Sogdiana also.*** The satrapies of Turiva and that of
p

Aspronus must have been in Margiana, which bordered on Parthia.

The

provenance of their coins also confirm this extent of the Diodotan
kingdom*
Diodotus I had undoubtedly assumed the royal prerogative ,
and with his increased power it is not improbable that he took the
title of Soter; the coins with the legend
issued by him*

3

Ehere

^IO^OTQY

SjftTHPOZ were

is nothing to support the theory of Macdonald

that they are commemorative medals issued by Demetrius.** They bear
neither the name of Demetrius nor any other feature of later known
Indo-Greek commemorative medals. Even the die a d j u s t m e n t s ^ is not
evidence for a date later than Diodotus,as has been argued by Macdonald,
for we have noticed this arrangements on some coins of Diodotus.liifXKfesa
EHKH
xsxE&pESKEHtHdxBHxhx&^mmHayxxasxaxyEHHgxmaH* The portraitsx on this
coin canChot be that of Diodotus II, who is represented on his own
money as a young man; and hence must be that of Diodotus I, who ,

1*
2*
3.

Strabo, XI.11.2.
Cunningham, CASE. p. 115
Cunningham,(op.cit.,p* 98 , pi.I ), regarded them as issues of
Diodotus II since he considered all the elderly portrait as belonging
to him. Whitehead, PMC.p . 10 , has listed it under the Diodotus
series, and has not attempted to discriminate between the two Icings
of the same name.
h* Macdonald, CHI . pp. i±l±0,1+51, also Tarn, pp. 73> 201.
5* Two specimens in Major General H.L.Haughton's collection and also
in BM. It is difficult to make any major point on the basis of die
adjustments unless of course a very large number of coins are
personally examined.

xi
perhaps took this title, Soter, because he considered himself the
Saviour of the Yavanas in Bactria. Ife is not surprising that the
Parthians feared the might of Diodotus I, and that when he died they
hastened to make an alliance with his son. Such an alliance was in the
interest of both the new kingdoms. 0n tthe one hand it gave them mutual
security, and on the other strength to meet any possible attempt at
reassertian of power by the Seleucids; such an attempt was in fact
made, but was unsuccessful. There is n&thing to substantiate the
C

suggestion that Diodotus

I , a rebel, the mutder of whose descendants

1
Euthydemus I tbok pride in when he met Antiochus III , was given a
Seleucid princess in marriage

2

- a princess of whose existence there is

no evidence and whose name has yet to be discovered. Diodotus II
appears to have so consolidated his power that it was beyond the strengt
of Seleuc^

II to re-establish Se^ucid hegemony over Bactria and Sog

diana, even after his initial success in Parthia. Once Parthia also re
gained power any such attempt became out of question for more than
a quarter of century until in c . 210-8 we find Antiochus III opposing
Euthydemus I and yet , for all his might, was compelled to acknowledge
him

as king in Bactria.
It would appear from the portrait on his coins that Diodotus II

could not have ruled more than fifteen years , and he must , therefore,

1.

Polybius., XI. 39

2.

Tarn.,p. 73» that Antiochus II married his daughter to Diodotus.

^j9

have died c. 235* From the evidence of Polyb'u\S it would seem that he
met a violent end at the hands of Euthydemus.***
Besxdes the gold staters and the silver money
struck coins in copper . The copper types are,
§
Artemis' and

2

, the Diodoti

'Head of Zeus and

jf
'Head of king wearing flat Kausia and Pallas standing1.

Both these types bear the names of Diodotus. There is another coin in
copper,

'Head of He&i&e&e$ehEiiig petasus and crossed Cadueei'

5

but

bearing the name of Antiochus. Like the other coins in gold and silver
g
this appears to be an issue of the Diodoti struck in Bactria.
The choicd of Zeus as the main type of the reverse suits the
*

name of
suggested

Diodotus,
7

' the gift of Zeus

It may be that, as Trever has

on breaking away from the Seleucids the Diodotus' called on

the greatest of the gods to help him, and the figure of the Zeus
vieilding the thunderbolt may have been intended to intimidate his
enemies. It is possible that Artemis may represent the Anahita of
Bactria. Trever has surmised that the figure of Zeus was engraved not
L
g
by a Greek but^a local craftsman.
Thus the Diodoti laid the foundation of the Bactrian kingdom
of the Yavanas. But the growth and consolidation of their power was
largely due to the achievements of Euthydemus and his son Demetrius.

9
According to Polybius , Euthydemus belonged to Magnesia. There are two

1

.

P o l y B o L L S

•

2. The type of the gold stater and the silver money is the same,e.g.
'Diademed headof king and Zeus standing hurling thunderbolt',cf.
PM C . I, 1.2. Cf. Appendix. Ill for the coin types.
3 . BMC. 1.9
k* PMC. I. if,; Newell, ESM, PI. LIII
3 . Newell, ES M . , PI, LIII. 9. There is one in the Haughton collection.
6 . Ibid. .p. 2lf6
7* Trever., p. 113
8 . Trever., lo c .cit.
9* Polybius, XI. 39

2.0

Magnesias - the Ionian and the Lydian* Cunningham,
and Tarn

3

1

Gardner,

2-

and

favour the former as the origin of Euthydemus, but on the

basis- of coin types Macdonald^*' and Newell^ agree that he originally
belonged to the Lydian city, MagChesia ad Syplum *
Euthydemus could not have been a mane soldier of fortune*
Whether he was a brother of Diodotus

6

7
or a nobleman of Bactria ,it is

difficult to say; but it is not improbable that he was a satrap or a
high ranking military official under Diodotus II* De la Vallee Poussin
and Grousset

g

8

make him a satrap of Sogdiana and Cunningham thought that

he was a satrap of Aria and Margiana."^ We know from Polybius that
Euthydemus fought a battle against Antiochus III on the banks of the
Arius river, and thus there may be some truth in Cunningham's suggestion
If the testimony of Polybius is to be believed,1* after others had
revolted he possessed himself of the throne of Bactria by destroying
their descendants."
Idnts."

11

Although

&

*descendents' would imply more than

one individual, in default of evidence it has been assumed that Euthy
demus succeeded to the Bactrian throne by killing Diodotus II. Tarn
believed that Euthydemus was acting in thd Seleucid interest and in that
of
of Hellenism by doing so ^be cause ^JfeiM^lliance with the Parthians. But
personal ambition is a sufficient motive . His plea to Antiochus III,
of which we shall read below was probably a pretext * Since there is no
evidence for Diodotus 1 marriage with a Seleucid princess, the view that

12
Euthydemus married a daughter born of her is even more doubtful.
1.
if.
6*

CASE* ,p. lij-5
2. BMC * p. 'xxi
3* Tarn. ,pp. 7if-73
CHI* ,p. ijifO
3* Western Seleucid Mints*,p. 27if
Ancient Universal History: History of Bactria,Vol III.p. 8if6 , teste
Tod, Transactions of the First R.A.S,/S2-7p*3^f
7* Lewis, Parisian Empire., p
8 . L'Inde Aux Temps des Maurgas,
9. Histoire de 1 fExt r erne"-Orient, VoT. I.,p. 33*
10. CASE.p.
11* Polybius, s . 33
Tarn. ,p. 73
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It is more than coincidence that almost at the same time as
Euthydemus establishdd his authority in Bactria, Asoka died in India.
We have already seen what happened after the death of Asoka.

1

From

about 235 B.C., when Euthydemus achieved power, until the march of
Antiochus III against him in 208, we know little about his career. It
is not improbable that he was among those who tried to feed upon the
car|icass of the dead Maury an empire. It is likely that Antiochus III ,
who had probably not forgotten his heritage which was lost bo Chandragupta about a hundred years before, was also watching carefully the
events in the four outlying provinces of the Mauryan empire. It appears
therefore, that when he won victories over the Parthian king, whose
2
’apparently' Artabanus (I) , he intended not only to reclaim
*

name was

in that process

the suzerainty over Bactria, but also to recover what

ever portions of the Mauryan empire he could.
Euthydemus was already in possession of Aria. His encounter with
Antiochus 111 is described in detail by Polybius.

3

The highroad to

Bactria crossed the river Arius ( modern Esna-rud). Euthydemus had left
a large body of his excellent Bactrian cavalry, 10,000 strong, to defend
the fords. But taking great risks and with a rapid advance reminding us
of those of Alexander, Antiochus was able to throw the major part of
his select troops across, before he was discovered at day-break by the
opposing cavalry, which had retired from the bank during the night. In
the ensuing engagement Euthydemus tried and failed to hold the lower
Arius, and withdrew upon his capital Sariaspa ( Bactra ), where he^stood

1 . Supra.
2. Debevoise, A Political History of Parthia , p. l6
3* Polybius ,
1 XXXIC ,12 .**5.
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a two years siege, a famous episode which popular historians loved to
embroider. It became clear to both parties that it was in their mutual
Interest to come to some compromise, and Euthydemus shrewdly employed
the offices of a certain Teleas, a fellow countryman, to initiate the
negotiations, and emphasised the need

for such a peace by stressing the

nomadic danger. It was this mutual danger that helped Euthydemus to
win peace with Antiochus who wisely retired and promised to marry his
daughter to

Demetrius , a son of Euthydemus. 'we have no definite

statement that the marriage took place. Euthydemus

was left at peace

in his kingdom, but had to surrender elephants to Antiochus. Polybius

1
does not tell us that Euthydemus acknowledged Seleucid suzeraihjjy , but
according to Tarn, this is ** one thing which matters11, and as u the
first overtures toward peace came from him, and he surrendered his
p
elephants, probably he did, though it soon became a dead letter.11
After his unprofitable encounter with Euthydemus, Antiochus III crossed
the Hindu Kudh and met n Sophagsenus, king of the Indians11, In the
Kabul valley, with whom the Seleucid king 11 renewed his alliance 11 and
3
in return received more elephants." Having traversed Arachosia and
Hrangiana, Antiochus III reached Car m a m a . r
It is impossible to say who was the king of Arachosia at this
time. n It had once been Asoka. Now it may have been Sophagsenus. The
numismatic evidence suggests that ere long it was Euthydemus.

11 5

Polybius

Polybiug,
2. Tarn, p. 82
3 . Polybius , XI.39* Cf. Lassen ( JAS£, l8i40,p. 671)," The Indian king
apparently engaged in this league as a protection from Euthydemus
whose power had already manifested itself in the south of the Caucasu
i-i. Polybius, l oc. cit.
p. QHI ,p. kt 2
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says that it was this expedition in fact, which made Antiochus III
appear worthy of his throne. We know that, if coins can tell us anything,
not long after Antiochus III left the scene Euthydemus and his son
Demetrius occupied some of the Mauryan provinces in the West; but perhaps
in the Paropamasidae, Sophagasenus or his suacessors may have continued
to rule for some time strengthened by the alliance with Antiochus III.
Thus Arachosia and JDrangiana were now added to the kingdom of the Yavanas
which already included Bactria, Sogdiana, Aria and Margiana. We shall
see below whether these conquests

in southern Afghanistan, and also

other conquests off the Yavanas towards & Ferghana which are suggested
by some evidence were due to Euthydemus or to his successors.
Probably Euthydemus did not rule for more than a few years after
the departure of Antiochus III in 206. We do not know how the common
belief gained ground that he died c. 190 B.C,^; there is no basis on
which to synchronise his death with the battle of Magnesia in 189 B.C.
Obviously the war in the far West has no bearing on the death of a king
in the East, although it may have indirectly affected the expansion of
the Yavana power in cdrtain directions. However, if he succeeded in Bactr
ia
c „ 235? Euthydemus may have been fifty or more when he met Antiochus III
in 20 8, and since the oldest portraits on his coins do not suggest an ■
age of more than 6 0 , it is fairly certain that he died about 200.
Demetrius, his son, who was a young man, Vt** Vtcr/<o^
206 B.C.,

1.
23*
l\.

t

of 20 or 25^in

must have been about 30 when his father died.** Whether

CHI., p.
; Tarn, p. 82.
Polybius ., XI. 39*
Of. Tarn for his estimate,p. 73*
C f . also , Macdonald, CHI. ,p p .Zj

3d

Euthydemus had other sons is doubtful.,; the literary tradition has
1
given us only Demetrius.
Tarn has thought of Antimachus and Apollodotus
^
2
*v
as other possibilities, which we shall discuss later
it will suffice
to say here that this supposition is not convincing. But the case
a Euthydemus II may be considered.
There are tetradrachms and smaller denominations of silver
bearing the name of Euthydemus, which have on the obverse a youthful'
bust with draped shoulders, and on the reverse a standing Heracles to
front , with a wreath in his extended right hand.^ Host of the older
JNumismatists including Cunningham,'' considered these coins to belong
to the same Euthydemus, who also issued the seated Heracles type. But
an alternative suggestion, based on stylistic consideration, was made
by Von Sallet^ and Burgon^, to the effect that these coins were struck
by a second Euthydemus , a son of Demetrius. This theory was generally
accepted by later writers

8

and was re-stated by Macdonald,

9

'though

10
Whitehead had earlier entered a note of caution.'
Tarn's account of
of the three sons of

Euthydemus I and the four sons of

1. Polybiu s , XI. 39 5 Strab o , XI.11.1-2
2 . Tarn” p. 73 f.
3* Infra,p.**Off waf-CA-g
k. BBC.,PI III, 3,1, 1 £ M C 5 -21. 1,27,28 ; CHI, PI. III.A.
3 o CASE. pp. lpc,113 *
6 . Von Sallet,
7* Teste CHI.p. Isl8 ;NC,l^2. ^ > 6X^ 3
u. Gardner, BM C . p. xxvi-xxvii.
9 . Mac donald, Chi. p;o. L A 7-13
1 0 . PmC . p. 10.
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Demetrius I

is , in fact, based on this scheme of stylistic sequence

of coins.^ But little nuances of style alone do not always give
conclusive evidence „ nothing can be deduced fro.,, diadem ends;

P

and

that Demetrius

was the first Bactrian king to be portrayed with draped
tshoulders is not certain, for the fact that Antimachus is also portrayed
in like manner in no way proves that he was later than Demetrius,
Similarly , it has rightly been shown i[' that the view that the " bead
and reeluborder became popular after Demetrius I is not true,' The
die-adjustment

also carCnot have started with Euthydemus I .^ in

the early period of iavana history, when new areas were being occupied
and consequently new mints were opened, it was only , r . c l

that various

experiments in style should be made; and to distinguish new kings only
on the basis of such minor changes in style is definitely risky, at
other
least if there is no/reason to warrant such an assumption. On the
other hand , portraits and types are valuable, and sometimes

more

helpful than mere variations of style; it is agreed that the Indo-Greek
portraits on the coins are remarkable as works of art.

7

But here again

we should be forewarned before making conclusions. It is easy to
distinguish two kings of the same name on the basis of varying facial
features, only if

a limited number of coins circulated in a defined

1, Tarn,pp. 75-73
2, Bivar,
N C . 1951 p- 22 f, . Besides several coins of Euthydemus I,
cp. also a coin of Demetrius 1 with .one diadem end down in Newell,
Royal Gre ek Portrait G pi ns , P I .X2T*5* , Whi t e he ad , NC .19k 7 ?21. 1.3
3, Infra.pp.76“7g
if, Bivar, op .ci t . PI, IV.
3. A coin of Antimachus Theos with a similar border Is now known from
Kundus hoard, cf. Plate Appendix.
6. Supra .p .3.7
7* Newell, Royal Greek Portrait Coins, p. 66
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area, and if the types used are widely different; and the numismatic
dkta must link up with other circumstantial evidence to make such a
distinction necessary« If we are entitled to distinguish rulers mer ely
on the basis of style, why should we not have several rulers of the
name of Euthydemus and Sucratides ? But when all is asaid , the ^act
remains that the coins of a Euthydemus which bear the standing Heracles
on the reverse, have

a remarkable individuality of

style. Apart from

the portrait which does not|at all fit in the series of portraits , rather
varying, of Euthydemus whose coins bear the seated Heracles type, the
coins of this new king appear to represent Heracles in a singular way
3
2;
which is not typically Greek', though it recurs on the coins of Zoilus I ,'1
We may , therefore, believe that there were two Euthydemi. But, since we
have seen that there are no substantial grounds to regard Euthydemus II
as of a later generation than Demetrius or as Demetrius' son, we feel
inclined to take him as another son of Euthydemus

I, 3 probably younger

than Demetrius. The types of Demetrius and Euthydemus II would then
indicate that the old Heracles,^1' who on the coins of old Euthydemus I
was seated

as if after his labours, stands up with fresh vigour to

conquer new lands;

5

and , as we shall^bwlow, this supposition may also

explain the nickel coins issued by Euthydemus II.

1. Trever, op.cit., p. 130
2. PMC. PI. VII.
3» Cf. also Kozolubski, Seaby's Coin and Medal Bulletin, 1951,p.228 ,
who says that this suggestion was made by some early writer on this
subject.
4 . Trever, op.cit t,p. 117 j notes that Heracles on Pev. ages with the
portrait of Euthydemus on the Obv.
5. Cf. also Tarn., p. 93* About Demetrius' type, "the new king envisaged,
fresh labour and conquests."
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Tarn is probably right when he says that, after the departure
of Antiochus III, Euthydemus I began to develop his kingdom in such
directions as were open to him , without inviting a fresh attack by
^
Seleucid
the .Seleucid ; actually Antiochus III was the last/aggressor in the
East.

2

3
On the evidence of Strabo,

« Tarn thought that

some time subsequent to 206 Euthyddmus occupied the Parthian satrapies
of Astauene and Apavarktikene and perhaps part of Parthyene, which became
the Bactrian satrapies of Tapuria and Traxiane.^' But the relevant passage
in Strabo only says that,nthe Greeks took possession of it and divided
it into satrapies , of which the satrapy of Turiva and that of Aspionus
tf
were taken away from Eucratides by the Parthians.H It is not stated
clearly that these satraxoies wex^e conquered by Euthydemus.
'While discussing the conquests in southern Afghanistan and Eastern
Iran, Tarn kh writes that Demetrius annexed to his kingdom Aria,Arachosia
and Seistan,

6

Euthydemus first met Antiochus III on the river Arius

and it is probable that Aria was already o c c u p i e d by the former.

That

Demetrius conquered Arachosia seems to be certain, Isidore of Charax
cr
mentions the city of Demetrius in Arachosia.
Tarn is right that

1. Tarn . p®
&
2. Cf. infra.
'There is no evidence of any attempt made by
Antiochus IV. cf. also, Altheim, 1 5p p .21-23}
*h G ,33~B3 •
3. Strabl, 11.? . 3 ,a I.11.2-3
A. larn,p,S8
p. Strabo, XI. 11. 2
6 . Tatn, p. 93
7 . Supra ,P ■3\
8 . Parthian Stations, p. 8 f.

%

3§

Euthydemus must have been dead before the attack was made , otherwise
.
.
.
.
.
1
Bemetrias in Arachosia would have been named Buthydemia. * It is possible
that expansion in these directions in the south took place in about 190
E.G. when it was clear that Antiochus III was too much involved in his
own affairs to interfere; it need not necessarily have followed his
defeat in the battle of Magnesia In 189. The claim to Seistan is,
however, not very explicit. But for a few scattered coins of Euthydemus

2
and .Demetrius we have little evidence to support it, Tarn's reference
to Justin XLI .6.3 for a list of the provinces taken by Eucratides from
the Euthydemid sub-kings^is misleading

because there seems to be no

such list. Justin only says that the Bactrians, har^assed with various
wars, lost not only their dotnc^inions, but their liberty; for having
suffered from contentions with the Sogdians, the

Arachosians,

,the Drangians, the Arians, and the Indian^ they were at last overcome,
as if exhausted, by the weaker Parthians</! If the Drangians denote some
areas in Seiatan we might feel, taking into consideration the few coins
that have been found there, that it was included in the Yavana kingdom
during the period of the sons of Euthydemus I, We must also note that

1.
2.
3.
A,

Tarn,p. 93
Sapson, JRAS, 190A, pp,&72>-go
Tarn, pp. 93,fn./4; 199 fn.3,l<r.
Bogdianorurn et Arachotorum et
Justin, XLI. 6 .3 . n Bactriani ....
Drangarum et Are or urn Indorunique bellis fatigati ad postremum ab
invalidioribus Parthis .... oppressisunt. n In some editions,however,
Arachosia and Aria are otnitrivet.
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the

coin- types of both

Euthydemus and Demetrius were used by thd

early Scytho-Parthian kings of Arachosia,1 We agree with Tarn that
Demetrias in Arachosia was situated somewhere between Seistan and
Ghazni,

2

as is evident from Isidore's account,
Demetrius certainly never conquered Carmania, but it is

possible that he held the eastern part of Gedrosia'*» The idea that it
was governed

not from

Demetrias in Arachosia but

Demetrias in Sind

is given up by Tarn because of the doubtful evidence for the

latter

I
city. h Some
coins of early Yavana kings have been found in Baluchistan 3

but they are not sufficieht
that

to confirm the occupation of a portion of

region.
To the northward, with Sogdia'na already in their hands, if

6
we are to believe, with Strabo , the statement of Apollodorus, the
Greeks of Bactria " extended their empire even as far as the Seres and
the Phryni." Before we discuss these conquests it is important to deter
mine, if possible

, the exact location of these people.

It is generally agreed that Apollodorus' work is rather too
therein, to

has preserved a notice of the

Seres which has nothing to

he mentions

1.
2.
3.
q.

them as

denote

7
the Chinese. Pliny

early for the term Seres^used

dowith

China;

a very tall race with red hair and blue eyes,

P M C . PI. XIV, 3 7 9 s385"*386, Cf. also infra. p . 2 ^
Tarn, p. 9A*
Ib i d .p.93
Ibid.p. 93-9*11 Addenda p, 52^,536; Cf. also, Johnston, JPAS 1939 »
p. 217, 19*1-0 ,p. 189
5 contra. Tarn, JRAS . 19*f0,p. 17^
5 . Rapson, NC, 190*h pp.319-21
‘
,*7,9
6 . Strabo, XI,11.1
7. Herrmann, Das Land der Seide und Tibet in Lichte der Antikejp. 27 f.
Tarn, p. 110; Altheim, I. p.3*i-7-*i-8
^

4o
living north of the monies Hemodes (Himalayas).

1

It has been supposed

that the Seres of Apollodorus and Pliny are connected and that they
should be located somewhere in the ‘
larim basin.
blonde Seres of Pliny with Tochari.

3

2

Kennig identified the

Tarn commends the view of Herrmann

that Pliny's Seres might be^the Wu-Sun, or that section of the TochariYu eh Chih who had remained behind in the Wu-Sun country.^'But as to
the Seres of Apollodorus,
as middlemen

both Herrmann and Tarn prefer to regard them

for the Chinese trade , who dwelt near Issyk-kol.'

Bhryni ,(rhuni,Phruri) too, are

The

difficult to locate. For some time

the common view has been that they were the Hsiung-nu,^ Hut Tarn and
Altheim , have both strongly rejected this theory, 7 although they are
unable to offdr a certain alternative; they seem to regard Phryni

,

of

either as a general term for the peoplesAthe Kashgar-Yarkand or the
Khotan country,
had

8

9
or simply as peoples of Pastern Turkestan. Cunningham

made a plausible suggestion about these people. He noted that

instead

of ‘z r jp c a v

some Ass read % -v^uiV , which he believed to be the

true reading, and the equivalent of which he found in Ou-le, the old
Chinese name of Kashgar.

Similarly , he took the Phryni (Phuni,

1 . Pli ny , VI. k%\V *88
2. Herrmann, loc« cib.
; Tarn, p.Ill
3 * 2 .F.iiassenk unde ,II 1939 >P * 9^, Hyyvy
f-Uo
jLj• H e r r m a n n o p. cit . p. 28
; Tarn , loc .cit .
9* H e rrmann, op?»c i t . p. 2? f.
; Tarn, 1 5c .cit . ;ft\3erthelot seemingly
located Pliny's Sdres in Liberia,cf. L'Asia ancienne central© et sud-- ---- — — --W3qI,
— -— _ — —
O n entale d ’apres rtoIe.;cef
. my;. ,
6. Herrmann, loc .cit. ; Namio E garni ,E ur asi a Ko d ai Hoppo Bunka ,2nd. editioi
1950, pp. 33*4-35
7. Tarn,p. 8i;; Altheim,p.3i1.8-A9; also , E.A.Thompson,A History of Attiia
and the Iluns,p. 20 ( Coe^Vi8. Tarn, p. 83
9. A-1C!theim , p. 319*H
10. Cunningham , CASE,p .1 i\ S -1-\ 9
11.
Wylie , (Journal of Anthr ovolo gi ca 1 I.nst.it at
X ,I*.k 8

h\

Phruri, etc,) as identical with Phu-li. It appears

that the people

mentioned "by Cunningham are the P^u-li of the Ch'ien Han Shu,who are
described

as pQO li south of Su-le, and who have been located near Ta

Tashkurgan , a little west of Yarkand, on the direct route from Kashgar
to Gilgit*^ Since the Seres and the Phryni appear to have inhabited

ks

2
contiguous areas, their identification with Su-le and P'u-li (Kashgar
and the area near Tashkurg'an) may be considered likely•Kashgar was an
important city on the route between China on the one hand and the
"Western regions" on the other; it may well be regarded as the door to
China, and from Kashgar, according to the Chinese historian Pan-Ku,
" the road to the Ta-Yueh-Chih,Ta wan and K'anggkiu lies direct to
the west" 3 It is not improbable,therefore, that the name Seres which
was first given to Kashgar ( Su-lo,Su-le,Sha-lo) ^ was later applied
to the,whole of China, just as the name Chi-Pin came
course

to denote in

of time the whole of Kashmir and in some cases probably the

„
5
whole of Ku§hna empire.
The name India itself is such an example* The
theory that the Seres and the Phryni of Apollodorus denote areas or
peoples east of the line drawn from Kashgar to Tashkurgan would involve
us in many difficulties,

1. Cf* map T2T
2«. Shiratori ,

. Also,Herrmann, Die Alten Seidenstrassen../ map.
oux *
uI k K
om . CffK

3, Wylie (
p. t/g
c|> K e r r v * j a - \ \ K ,
5. Infra,pp. SUfc-17

sj

• VS 3 K .

But does the statement of Apollodorus imply that the Greeks
occupied these areas ? If they did we have hardly any evidence for
it. It is interesting
W to note that in the Sat:a

documents in Kharosthi
6O

foimd in Chinese Turkestan the word Yonu or Yona^'(= Yavana) is used
as a proper name, and two words for coins, Satera ( Sadera, S(r)adera )
anc^ Trakhme ( Drakhme ) ," occur repeatedly, and must stand for the
Greek

Stater and Drachm. A word mi lima

Greek origin, derived from ju.eSL^*vo*>

:is also thought to he of

(bushel)^. We can not suppose that

these words were brought by traders from Roman Asia in Imperial times,
5

for it is impossible that they could have used the word stater . It is
\

very probable that these words passed into Chinese Turkestan from India
in the course of trade and were used by Indian traders settled in these
areas as early as the latter part of the first century B.C.

6

No Greek

stater and for that matter no drachms of early Yavana kings have been
found there.
and

Wi_th the exception of a few gold pieces of Eucratides

Menander, no Yavana kings later than Euthydemus are known to have

struck staters ; but the word survived as a measure of weight in some

1. Thomas, JRAS , 192^,p.672; Boyer,Kapson,Senart: Stein's kharosthi
Inscriptions from Chinese Turkestan ,p .15 no. A 6, p .29 n o .79,P •50 110 *
129 ,p .79 no •2C)h *
2. Thomas , op.cit . ,p .671 ,
^ 92 6, p .507; Boyer ,Raps on,.8enar t , op.cit
p. 18 no. 43 ,p.ll8 no. 32k, P* 130 110.^19
3. Thomas, loc .cit . ; Boyer ,Kapson ,Benar.t, l oc. cit.
l\-, Thomas, JRA.S. 1930, p. 201 ; Burrow,
ESQ.S. V I I 1933 ,P -7o5
3. Tarn, p. 65
6. Stein, Asia Ma jor ,Kirth Anniveraary volume ,1923 ,pp.367-72

*{*, ATiitehead, NC,19k-0,p- 105-
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Kharosthi inscriptions of India,^ and the symbols of all the three coins
Stater, Drachm and obol, are given ina Silver Saucer Inscription from
Taxila.

2

3

However, on the basis of two occurences of the word

camp, Tarn thinks that since this word points to Greek military occupa- .
tion rather than trade, it is probable that the coin-names are survivals
of Euthydemus1 conquest/ 5 though he admits it is not possible to
prove this point. We are not inclined to believe in the probability of
an event of such far reaching consequences only on the ground of
occurrences of a word in literature separated by about

two

ke

centuries

frou the actual time of that event*5 Tomaschek once argued that the
dissemination of the vine in Central Asia is connected with Macedonian
£
Greek rule over these parts,
but Laufer remarked that this is
decidedly wrong, for the vine grows throughout Northern Iran, and
vine-culture is certainly older in these pareas

7
than in Greece** He

also noted that nothing Greek has yet been found in any Mss. from
Chinese Turkestan.^ Apart from the absence of Indo-Greek coins, even
the early Sino-Kharosthi coins do not reflect any Greek influence. Hot

1. Konow, C l I , to, XXXVII, 3 end 1 ( pp. 93-95 )? also Kunow, Acta
Orientalia , V I ,1928,p . 233
2 * A S K 1929-30,pp.62,no.A6 and 63; Marshall,Tax ila , X pp. *57 ,*88
3* Acta Orientalia, X I V ,it. p
tTA* P' V■
6 . Journal of China Branch H A S ., XIV,pp. 3,19; also,Hirth, JAQL ,XXXVII,.
1917,p.lh6.
7. Laufer, kino-Iranica, p, 226
8 . Laufer, loc .cit ■

until

Ch'ang Ch'ien

reached Ferghana did he meet people who wanted

to contact the Chinese, and this clearly shows that all the regions
east of Ferghana were closed lands to the Western peoplesjbefore the

1
tune of C h !an iL> Ch'ien !s visit. Tarn postulated these conquests apparent2
ly to account for the gold supply 7 But this was a needless worry,since
the Havanas or for that matter all the Greeks in the middle last used
little gold money; and what need they had of gold they could probably
meet without looking towards Siberia. Chinese literature knows of four
kinds of foreign silver and five kinds of foreign gold: the gold of
Persia is mentioned and gold dust is specially attributed to the country
of the Arabs.'

In India gold was produced in the south and the early ±

literature shows that it was well Known in the north, but it was

not

needed for coinage^until the time of the Kusamas and Guptas, when
gold coinage bee- r.e _ oux.lar perhaps on account of Aoman trade. Keeping-"'
these facts in view thw utmost we can justifiably say is that the Greeks
of ‘Bactria may have conquered some parts beyond Sogdiana in the east;and the statements of Apollodorus -M as far as the Geres and the Phrynin
- here indicates only an exclusive rather than an inclusive limit.

1. 'iiirth ,p
2. Tarn, p. lG/{ f. The whole question of the gold route has been
discussed at length.
3 . Lau fer , op .cit »pp*.SOS - t o
l \.

Burn , JAAS , 19f 1,p .66.

3° Strabo, XI.11.1

A5-

One of the results of this conquest|
nickel trickled into Bactia,

1

may have been that some

enabling Euthydemus II and later Pantaleon

2
and Agathocles to strike a few coins in that metal." But we have no
evidence that there was regular trade along this route at this time.
The fact that the nickel coins were never struck, again by the Yavanas
confirms this and incidentally proves that their occupation

of such

regions beyond Sogdiana was limited in time and space.
if anything can be deduced from Strabo's reference

3

to Apollo-

dorus, where only Ilenander and Demetrius are listed as the great
conquerors among the Bactrian Greeks, this northward march , which
resulted in the limited occupation of some parts of country beyond
Sogdiana, was not undertaken by Euthydemus I.
:
ruled

Though now there is a possibility that Menander may have
/
too
over Bactria for some time ,he is certainly^late
to be

credited with these conquests.

.Demetrius is thus the only possiblity.

But on the other hand Euthydemus II was the first to strike nickel
coins and since the Heracles on his coins , though standing, is not so
typically Greek as on the coins of Demetrius, it is likely that the
attack was led by Euthydemus II, the younger brother of Demetrius,
when their father was dead and Demetrius had just succeeded to the
Bactrian throne. Euthydemus I had told

Antiochus III of the -peril from

1. Tarn, p.tll
2. P i l O . P l . I ,2 9 ( K u t l i y d e m u s II) ;P I .II ,1)3 (Agathocles);BMC? p. 9 (Pantaleon
3. Strabo, XI.11.1
k* Cf. infra. p. tS“6
3. Menander* s date, c, 153 B.C., cf. infra,yp, U9-9.t
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the nomads of the north,

1

and that danger might well have been a real

one. So when Antiochus had departed, and Euthydemus I started on his

k

career of expansion^he entrusted to Demetrius the conquest of the south
and to another son Euthydemus II that of north; the final success in
both directions was probably achieved whan Demetrius had succeeded him.
It is not impossible that the copper coins of the Euthydemit which have
a 'free prancing horse* on one side may have something to do with the
pt

’heavenly horses’ in Ferghana.

Thus the Yavanas of Bactria extended

their kingdom to Sogdiana and possibly beyond towards Ferghana in the
North and North-east, Aria and Margiana in the West, and Arachosia and
Dranglana in the south, Demetrius ruled over allthis region , and his
yonu,_,er brother , who shows no change on his coins, must have predeceased
possibly
him, after/ruling for some time as a joint-king.
It is almost universally accepted that it was-Demetrius who
crossed the Hindu Kush and made himself master of the Kabul and the
Indus Valleys. In spite of the warning that, u when we try to take h:iin
further

, we enter a doubtful region,*13Tarn has asserted that, n he

(Demetrius) ruled from the Jaxartes to the Gulf of Cambay, from the
Persian desert to the Kiddle Ganges."^'Traditions though not always
based on sound evidence , die hard, hut after a careful analysis of the

^ * Folybius, X I . 39
2. Wylie, X .
3- Macdonald, C H I . p.
A » Tarn , p. 153
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sources we may be compelled to revise our opinion.
The Kabul Valley or the Paropamisadae

1

in the Western classical

2
sources, was ceded by Seleucus to Candragupta ; it was in the possess. ion of Asoka,

3

and was ruled by Sophagasenus !king of India*

, when

Antiochus III visited him in 206. There is nothing to indicate that any
attempt was made to suppress him, nor do we know how long Sophagasenus
or his dynasty continued to rule. Since Antiochus III renewed the
dynastic friendship with him and the latter in return helped him with
a contingent

of elephants, Sophagasenus was probably strong enough ,

especially after this new alliance, to meet any immediate intrusion into
his territory. Tarn has noted that it cannot be said whether Euthydemus
I or Demetrius acquired the Paropamisadae prior to l8i^ and that its
history between 206 and " Demetrius' invasion of India" is a blank.^But
since the theory of Demetrius' "conquest" of India is unlikely unless
the
his possession of the Kabul and/Indus valleys is shown, Tarn made a
sweeping statement later," it is just possible that the Paropamisadae
were- his already; anyhow he took Gandhara, crossed the Indus, and
occupied Taxila."

5

1. The forms Paropanisadae and Parapanisadae also occur; Strabo spells
Paropamisadae and Arrian Parapamisadae. cf. for a geographical defini
tion, Tarn, p. 96 ; see Map.H^HV
2. Strabo, XV.1.10. ,2.9* ; cf. CHI♦ pp. Ly31,i|.72
3 . The discovery of the Aramaic inscription of Asoka in Laghman confirms
the general view that Asoka' dominion included Kabul valley; Tarn
assumed that Lampaka had remained in Greek hands since Alexander's
time (p.96 ), and put the frontier between Chandragupta and the Greeks
along the Kunar river (p. 100).Cf. W.B.Henning, BSOAS, 1949 PP*80 ff.
Tarn.,pp. 101-2
5 . Ibid. ,p. 133* cf. Whitehead, NC. 19if0,p. 9^-}" The campaign is describ
■•ed by Dr« Tarn in the ordinary language of conquest."

k<&

But practically the only evidence for this supposition consists
of the

bilingual coins hearing the name of a certain Demetrius; the

silver tetradrachm with standing Zeus holding a thunderbolt and sceptre''*'
and

the square copper coin having a winged Thunderbolt on the reverse*

2

On the silver coin there is a portrait of the king wearing a flat Kausia
like that on the coins of Antimachus The o s ,"'and on the copper there is
a bust , in no way a por trait, wearing an elephant scalp of clumsy
delineation which is not very similar in style to the one used by
Demetrius

of the well known

Attic silver tetradrachmsl* Both

the

these

issues have legends in Greek on the obverse and in Kharosthi on the
reverse* Apart from this new feature it is also remarkable that the king
—

tares the title of Anikei05 ( kharosthi, Apadihatasa ). Cunningham

5

6

who discovered the copper, and Whitehead , who discovered the remarkable
silver coin, which is still unique, thought these coins to belong

to

Demetrius, the son of Euthydemus I. Macdonald distinguished a second
Demetrius on coins which bear the figure of helnieted Pallas,standing,
holding spear and shield * Tarn has combined all these types oj! issue

1. NC, 1923, PI* XIV,2
2* PMC.,PI.I.26
3* Cp* Plate App. PI-I >
-2-h &6.
q. Cp* Plate App* PCX-1
3* CASE, pp. 133,139
6. NC_. 1923 iPP* 301,318,
buthe has noted the similarity with the coin
attributed to Demetrius II by Mac d onal d (CHI. ,p .11.C )
7 * CHI* ,p *q.A 8 , PI * 111 •3 •

MB
and lias attributed them to a supposed second son of Demetrius I bearing1
the same name. And he has further maintained that Demetrius II coined
for his father, not for himself;

2

on silver money he put his father’s

title and on copper not only the title but also his father’s head. He
explained this oddity by postulating that,uthe tetradrachrns would circu
late principally among Greeks, who understood the position, hence his
own head. But the copper coins would circulate ,or so it was hoped,
3
among Indians, who might not understand; hence his father's head.”
And he thinks’that the introduction of the Kharosthi
legend
was the
I4
OU
result of a " radical development in policy (which) could only have
been due to Demetrius himself, not to any sub-king, and (this) proves
yet again that Demetrius II was coining to his father’s instructions.”^'
This conclusion Is not only very speculative but an unjustifiable
inference from the numismatic evidence. Why of all the four sons

of

Demetrius I suggested by Tarn was it only the second s o n ^ n o t the
eldest , who coined for his father, using his father's title and father
head,but never the type of his father, nothing related with the cult

1.
2.
3.
A.
5*

Tarn, po. 77-7Ibid.pp. 133,156
Ibid., lo c . cit .
Ib i d ., lo c .cit.
Tarn (p.73), refers to Demetrius II as the second son of Demetrius I
But, on the other hand the analogy which he provides (p.13-) is
that of Antiochus I, who was the eldest son and successor of Seleucu
IS631PP *67-71 ) jnnd was a crown prince.

$0

of heracles ?

If silver was meant for the Gi*ee3Ls who couldflunderstand

the position'*, what was tile need of the Kharosthi legend ? Where is the
evidence , other than these coins,

that Demetrius I had taken the title

of Aniketos,io that simply putting this title on the silver money was
deemed jfcHxshHw sufficient to show that Demetrius II was acting in the
interest of his father ? And the most important objection to Tarn's view
is that the silver

bilingual coin bearing the name of Demetrius is not

of the Attic weight; if it were meant for the Greeks it should have been
an Attic tetradrachm. On the other hand, if the copper coins were for
the Indians, who might not understand the position, how are they supposed
to have been familiar with the head of Demetrius I , who did not strike
. '

coins m

India, as Tarn also admits,

2

and whose coins are not known to

have circulated in those areas ? It is strange that Demetrius I,who,
according to Tarn," ruled over a considerable part of India, should
on entering the Kabul valley,hove permitted
when the son had no status , and according

his son to strike coins,
to Tarn, uerely accompanied

his father to the Paropamisadae. Demetrius I does not figure on the
coins found in Begram and other places in the Kabul V a l l e y I n

the big

treasure found recently in Mir Zakah Demetrias I 's coins are altogether

1. no coins of Demetrius 1 (with elephant-scalp headdress) bears the
epithet Aniketos; For ik&xtirtin its occurrence on the Commonora tive
piece of Agathocles, cf, infra.
; 9*7^
2. Tarn,,p. 139
p# Io.l q o
1yy
i|.. Masson, JA D r . l8y6,p,y/;7? Though usually specific in details ,
Cunningham , CAGE,p p .Ilf6-139s while dealing with Demetrius, is not
so in regard to the geographical distribution of Demetrius' coins,
lie is apparently more impressed by the square copper coin with the
bilingual legends than by the actual discovery of Demetrius' coins
in the Kabul valley; cf. also, Gardner,K M C p .x x v , Whitehead,KKH 13?
p. 15, In KC_. 1923 ip. yl^ 5 Whitehead says that the bilingual silver
tetradrachm is not fi'om the Kabul find.

SI

absent.

Tarn has said in one place that Demetrius I presumably took

title of Aniketos after crossing the Indus, because he hoped to be a
second Alexander.

2

We have $ no other example of such unparalleled

disinterestedness on the part of a king who was ambitious enough to
emulate Alexander, but chose to record the most important event of his
career only on the coins of an insignificant son. Obviously there is
much confusion somewhere, which we shall take up in the next chapter.

■3

Here we need only say that no coins of Demetrius I have bden reported
as found in the Kabul valley and that the bilingual coins belong to
another Demetrius , whoever he may have been ; we have no reason to
believe that he struck coins under instructions from Demetrius I.
With no evidence for the occupation of the Kabul valley , the
claim of Demetrius I ’s conquest over Gandhara loses strength. Gandhara
* —
ji
included Taksasila among other areas. And out of 519 coins discovered
in Taxila excavations there is only one copper coin with Trident bearing the name of Demdtrius,

5

which probably belongs to the other

Demetrius.^ There are other places in Gandhara in which numberless
coins of Yavana rulers, even of those who probably did not rule there,

1.
2.
3.
if.

Schlumberger, p. 75
Tarn.,p. 132
Cf. infra. ,pjt\
} 93
P' ^
Tarn. ,p. 135
5 Whitehead, NC, 19i}-0, p. 109
, and others have
have* excluded Taksasila from the geographical boundary of the &
Gandhara but we have included it . cf. Rapson, CHI. ,p. S1TX;
Raychaudhuri, PHAI.,p « 3U~)
. In the literary sources Puskalavati
and Taksasila have been considered as theVtwo chief centres of
Gandhara, cf. IHQ. 1953» PP- 14~15
5. Marshall, Taxila, II.,p. 798
6. cf. infra. ,p

Sh

have been found, but none of Demetrius I, There is only one inscription
mentioning a Yavana king in an area otherwise rich in epigraphic
remains, but this bears the name not of Demetrius but of Menander.

1

Nor is there any literary evidence from the west to show the existence
of any city called Demetrias in Paropamisadae and Gandhara, as we

have

noticed in Arachosia. But Tarn believed that Demetrius I built a new
city in Taksasila , on Sirkap , to be his capital, to which he transfer
, - a
red the population of old Taksasila.' The fact remains , however, that

until now the excavations of Taxila have failed to show any major
settlement

of

the

Greeks

of

a

permanent

1. Bajaur Inscription, cf. Bp. Ind. XXIV.,pp. 1-8

pkhy

nature.

3

; cf. infra.pfe

2. Tarn. ,p.4V7
3. Marshall's stratification of Sirkap was found to be incorrect in
the excavations carried out by P.E.M.Wheeler and A.Ghosh in 19AA“A5(c f . Ancient India,Bulletin of the Archaeological Survey of India,
No. Zj., ,pp. ij.1
)•
so called Indo-Greek® layers, Sirkap V and
VI, actually do not exist, and "the only occupation prior to the
fourth city of Marshall's series consisted of a few pits cut into
the natural soil." " Systematic occupation begins here with the
construction of the city wall c. 30 B.C. ...... after the end of the
Indo-Greek regime."(p. 8q).But curiously enough Wheeler assumes ,
that an Indo-Greek settlement may have existed, but if it did we
must await for some fortunate archaeologist's spade. Meanwhile the
fact remains that even purely on grounds of stratification there is
no proof of an Indo-Greek city at Sirkap. Moreover, Marshall's
Indo-Greek layers have not revealed remarkably distinct Greek objects
either qualitatively or quantitatively. The material remains , e.g.
pottery, terracotta, etc. do not differ from those of the Saka
layers. And above all, it is very significant that out of A71 IndoGreek coins found at Sirkap, only 30 are recorded in the so-called
Indo-Greek strata whereas in those same layers there have been found
6l Sak&^Pahlava coins. The majority of the Indo-Greek coins (316)
are found in II and III layers.
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Taksasila
Mauryas

1

-

is well known for its restiveness under the
_

_

and if Taranatha is to believed a certain virasena was ruling

.
,
2
Gandhara some time after Asoka..
If Sophagasenus was a descendent of
—
V
virasena,
he may have ruled both the Paropamasaidae and Gandhara. We

canyiot say whether he issued coins or not , but even if he did they
can not now be identified among the many later Punch-marked coins. But
there is no doubt that some of the Taxila coins which bear the legends
kegama , Pamcanekame and Hiranasame
uninscribed

, and probably many of the local

copper coins also , were struck in the period between

the fall of the Mauryas and the occupation by the Yavanas/1 Apart from
the fact that the conquest of Taksasila as early as the reign of
.uemetrius would ta scarcely allow sufficient time for these numerous is
coins to be issued, it is strange that, if he conquered the area, the
local types did not influence his currency. Even if we suppose with Tarn
that the bilingual square copper money was struck under his instructions
, its me re shape does not necessarily indicate Taxilian influence; it
could well have been struct in the habul valley. The characteristic fx
features distinctive of Taksasila first appears on the coins of
Agathocles and^curiosly enough, Tarn thinks that he never ruled there. 3
In fact, Tarn himself has admitted that one -f the great difficulties

1.
2.
3.
k.

THAI
363
A.Schiefner, Geschichte Des Buddhismus in Indian,p„ dO-GB
Thomas, I A .lo?3 1P <■ 36^., for other references cf* supra:p *M
Allan , 33l4G . Ancient Indla.. ,p . cxxxix ,u . .. The copper coinage of
Taxila seems to have been a short lived one, beginning late in the
3rd* century B.C...... and ending with the Greek conquest before
the middle of the second century.1* Cf. also, Allan in .'.arshall *s
Taxila, II.p. 8331 and Marshall in fn. 2 , l oc *cit .
3. Tarn,, pp. 139-60. But
contra . Allan,o p.cit. ,g .8p7;C f .also,infra *p 31

in reconstruction has been that the coin-type used by the Greeks for
* "
i
Taksasila was unknown.
He adds
*

*

—

that the Taksasila type ought to be

»

discoverable on Taksasila's own coinage*, That coinage uses among several
types, the Iron,the humped bull, the horse and the elephant.

P

Tarn takes

* "3
the elephant as the missing type of Taksasila
and though he recognises
the difficulty in one place he alludes elsewhere in his book to "the
Elephant of Taxila”\

khitehead has pointed out that the elephant is
t

—

found on no more than three of Allan's nine classes of local Taksasila
money and only on A7 of the 171 specimens described. The elephant and
the bull are Indian animals par excellence

and constantly recur on smnHy

5
many series. If any of the Taksasila animals was used with other tyjjes

6

by Agathocles on his coins it was the lion.tAnd certainly the copper
bilingual coin bearing the name of a Demetrius has nothing to do with
/t —

rv

Taksasila.

/

r\

but it has been supposed ^ that Demetrius did not stop at
Taksasila . He had two possible lines of advance on either side of the

1.
2.
3A.
5®

Tarn. ,p. I.63
Allan, in Marshall 1s Taxila. , I-I. o0 855.
Tarn.,p. 163
Ibid., pp. 16>i ,31A b
In Marshall *s Taxil a , 11.pp. dpi"32. Cf. BmO.Anci ent India.,p. 21A f •
T a r n ’s theory based on Allan, I,MC Ancient India,p. xxvi} that the
elephant was particularly associated with Eran and Taksasila and
thus possessed local significance, loses strength, in view of the
fact that Allan himself hasy.since modified his opinion ,Marshall’s
Taxila, II., p. 832.
6 . P M C .,p . 17 ; BMC.,p.11
7. 11 The matter would admit of no doubt if the Greeks had adopted the
well known Taxilah| mark, or perhaps if they had reproduced the
deity of whom it is tempting to think as the city goddess of Taxila.”
Whit e h ead i11 Mar sh a11 ’s Taxi1a , II., p .83 2
8 . Tarn. .t>. II]0
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"

Indian desert, one down the Indus and the other eastward to the Ganges
valley.

It is claimed that the aim of Demetrius I was to restore the

huge derelict empire of the Mauryas, but under Greek rule and with
1
himself on the throne of Asoka, for, according to Tarn, Demetrius was
on the distaff side and the Maurya dynasty was descended £

a Seleucid

from or anyhow connected with, Seleucus; so Demetrius might well have
regarded himself , if not as the next heir
nearest at hand.

, at any rate as the heir

This was an ambitious plan , for a king who has

left fewer coins than at least a dozen of his successors, and it was
hardly possible to achieve the feat alone; so Tarn suggests that Demet
rius I was fortunate in having two able commanders in Apollodotus and
Menander, 3 besides his hypothetical grown-up sons who managed his
affairs in other parts of his empire.^* And thus Tarn pleads for literal
Greek ’conquest 1 over country extending from kabul in a straight line
nine hundred miles south to Broach and eleven hundred miles east to
Patna.

3

This brilliant reconstruction would indeed big remarkable,if

it were based on more solid

foundations. Several authorities, however,

have believed in the substance of £ Tarn’s story, though disagreeing on'
its details.^

1. Tarn.,p. Ip2
2. Ibid.,pp. 152-33
3* Ibid. p . 11,0 ; But cf. infra,pp.
>L9
Apollodotus are not contemporary to Demetrius I.

,Menander and

A*

Ibid., p. 13A ( Euthydemus II ),p.l37 ( Demetrius II ),p,156
(Pantaleon ) and p. If? f- ( Agathocles )
5- Ibid.,P. 155.
6 . E.g., Marshall, Taxila , cf. his Preface, p. xix.
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We shall discuss the actual extent and influence of the Yavana
power in India in the appropriate c h a p t e r ^ M e a n w h i l e we examine the
evidence on which Tarn

bases his claim for Demetrius I's far reaching

c onquests *
There are only two passages which refer to a
in connection with India so far as the
concerned. One is in Justin,

certain Demetrius

western classical sources are

who says, while clescribibg the career of

Eucratides, that, ,fEucratides, however, carried on several wars with
great spirit, and though much reduced by his losses in them, yet , when
her was besieged by Demetrius king of Indians, with a garrison of only
three hundred soldiers

, he repulsed, by continual sallies?a force of

sixty thousand e n e m i e s f

3

Kdmx&k We are not certain who this Demetrius was, since the
passage does not say that he was the son of Euthydemus, but he was
certainly a contemporary of Eucratides who flourished in the same period
as Mithridates I of P a r t h i a . H e is called in the passage

1r e gi s In d or urn}

but this is vague and it may well Mean India in the limited sense

,with

1 . Infra. ,
^
■
2. Justin, XLI. 6 .
3. H Mult a tamen Eucratides bella rnagna virtute gessit, quibus adtritus
cum obsidioneni Demetrii, regls Indorum, pateretur, cum CCC militibus
LX milia hostium adsid/.uis eri|bionibus vic.it
Justin, X L i . 6 . TT Bodem ferine tempore, sicut in Parthis Mithridates,
ita in Bactris Eucratides, magni uterque v i r i , regna ineunt.”
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which the western classical sources seem to have been more familiar;
narrower
it was in this/sense
that Sophagasenus was called 1 king of India’.1
Another point which is manifest from the passage in Justin, is that
Bucratides could successfully outmanouvre with only three hundred men
a king who had a large force - though the number 60,000 seems grossly
2
exaggerated - and that this Demetrius

fought him,alone.

The second passage is in Strabo, who quotes Apollodorus of
Artemita that, M More tribes were subdued by them ^ than by Alexander5
mostly by Menander,

( at least if he actually crossed the Kypanis i

towards the east and advanced as far as the Imaus ), for some were
snbdiied by hi m personally and others by Demetrius,, the son of Luthydemus
the king of the Bactrians; and they took possession, not only of Patalene
but also, on the rest of the coast, of what is called the kingdom of
Maraostes and oigerdis. In short, Apollodorus says that Bactriana is
the ornament of Ariana as a whole; and more than that, they extended
their empire even as far as the feres and the rbryni. H

1. Iolybius , XI.39
2 . hatson,(. Translation of Justin in Bohn Classical Library ser1 e&),
p. 27?iffi*calls this figure ■'very improbable” . Cf. alsoT a r n g n 2 0 0 ,
"The figure 60,000 is naturally untrustworthy."
3. Strabo, Xl\ 11.1-2.
. n The Creeks who caused Bactria to .revolt H
3.
The word flOf X cCXe* is translated by H. L. Jones asninparticular"
in the Loeb series, (Strabo,
. 279)

But before we analyse this passage we must take notice of two other
1
passages an Strabo, lie notes in one place, M At any rate, Ai>all odor us
who wrote

'the Parthica1, when he mentions the Greeks who caused

Eactriana to revolt from the Syrian kings who succeeded Seleucus Hi cat or-,
says that when those kings had grown in power they also attacked India,
but he reveals nothing further than what was already known, and even
contradicts what was known, saying that those kings subdued more of
India than the Macedonians; that Eucratides, at any rate held a thousand
'
p
,

cities as his subjects.

ft

On another occasion Strabo noted,' 51 Of the

eastern parts of India, then, there have become known to us all those
parts which lie this side of the Hypanis, and also any parts whinh
beyond the Hypanis of which an account has been added by those who, x&fcw
after Alexander, advanced beyond the Il'ypanis, as far as the Ganges and
Palibothra. n
be have quoted these relevant passages from. Strabo to show that
the general impression they leave is that Apollodorus was not thought
to be very reliable, and that he contradicted what was already known.
Strabo has quite explicit doubts esjjecially about Apollodorus'information
that the Greeks of Bactria actually crossed the Hypanis, and that they
subdued more of India than the Macedonians. And in the last passage
quibted above

,2 ri ...those who, after Alexander, advanced beyond the

Hypanis, as fa.r as the Ganges and Palibothra*1, might not indicate the

1.
2.

Strabo, XV. 1.-3
Ibid., XV.1.27-38.

$9

military expedition of the ” Greek kings of Bactria n and cannot
exclude the possibility of the reference being to the envoys and
travellers like Megasthenes who visited these parts later
Alexander. We fail to understand that the word

than

X0oVres shows that

a military expedition is meant and that the passag'd implies that
Pa^aliputra
on

was

taken.^ The word

1 to go forward ’, ’ to advance

means simply 1 to go
* and in none of the examples

given by Liddell and Scott is a military expedition

implied.

2

Moreover,

a confusion between the envoys and kings who followed Alexander is
quite likely,

3

for there is a passage in Pliny

Seleucus and Antiochus (reges)

t

where Alexander

,

are contrasted with Megasthenes and

Dionysius (auctores).
But in spite of these doubts cast on the value of Apollodorus1
statements we are much indebted to Strabo for having honestly preserved
them with his own remarks, and we must now consider the chief passage
with which we are concerned. It is very clear that Menander was the
most prominent among those Greek kings, who conquered more territories
s
in India than Alexander, if Apollodorus id to be believed. The other
personage who is also supposed to have

conquered

some regions

of

1. Tarn., p. 1AA , fn. 6
2. Liddell and Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, 8 t h . E d i t i o n O x f o r d ,
190(

..p .l& g jL

3. Altheim., I. p. 327
A. Pliny. VI. 38
5*
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•So

India is Demetrius

, who is mentioned as u the son of Euthydemus,

1
the king of the Bactrians n . The direction of their conquests in India
is indicated by the places mentioned, which are given as Saraostus
and Sigerdis

in India and the Seres and the Phryni towards Ferghana.

It is true that it is very difficult to demarcate the respective areas
of the conquests of these two kings. But there is no ground to connect
Menander with the Seres and the Phryni. We have seen that Demetrius
was rather connected with Bactria than with India, and consequently
with such conquests as might have taken place further north. But on
the other hand the statement of Apollodorus is explicit about the
direction of Menander's advance

2

and since he definitely conquered most

3
of the areas mentioned , it is probable that it was he who is supposed
to have taken possession of the kingdom of Saraostus and Sigerdis ;
whether he actually did so is doubtful.^ If we suppose that Strabo
gives a respective order of sequence in statement,we then

also come

to the same conclusion. But the matter does not end here. The Demetrius
who is said to have been a contemporary of Eucratides by Justin is
5
, and, as we shall see
Euthydemus,
in the next chax^ter, he appears to be later than Demetrius,the son of/
not mentioned by him as the son of Euthydemus

SA.^ ^ / a^X^OJLCLS A.-£.V o a

u

ulAs. f .TQV B<x/<-Tf>(c6V ygflrfl-tXeftiS>

2 •......................... .Sui^.T]
3. The words

jul^ \ lq--cc^

M e v c * \ s s ---** must not be ignored.

i\.. No Indo-Greek coins have ever been noticed in Gujarat.The location
of Sigerdis also is not certain. C f . infra. ,pp ,t(s9-*S*0
5. Justin. XLI. 6. calls him only 1 regis Indorurn J

—

It is clear that we must distinguish between

two Demetrius', one
tv

'King of India' - in whatever limited sense

'India' is used, end the

other, the son of Euthydemus, connected with Bactria and probably
responsible for conquests

as far as the Seres and

V

the Phryni♦

Vi
V

Apollodorus was naturally more familiar with histories' which were not
primarily concerned with India, and it is thus possible that the young
Demetrius, the son of Euthydemus, who figures in

Polybius inconnection!

with Antiochus Ill's treaty with Euthydemus^ was better known

to him

Who
than the other Demetrius.also
ruled south of the Hindu Kush and struck
A
2
,
bilingual coins* This confusion seems apparent in the statement of
Apollodorus, who first associates Demetrius

}

with Menander as one who

I

i
i
4
|
4

also conquered some parts in India, and later, as if to correct himself
mentions the expansion

3
towards the Seres and the Phryni. Thus, there

'5
}
j

}

is nothing in the Western classical sources, to prove any conquest
in India, in whatever sense we take the term , by Demetrius,the son of p
Euthydemus;

this accords well with other evidence some of which we

have already shown and more of which we shall discuss later.^
4
d

We must note here an unimportant piece of literary evidence

V
i

from the West. This is Chaucer,

of the 15th. century of the

I
-4

«
•

Christian era, who in his

'Knight's Tale', describes

the grete

Emetrius , the Kjii^ of >£ude." The source of Chaucer's Emetrius
r I ■
': .-■T—
1. Polybius, XI. 39»
2 . C f . infra ,p .$2,
3. S trabo, X I .11.1
i\., C f . in fra. ,cfc-HT.
3.
knight's Tale, 2153

-

is

..j

j
i
?
q

,1
J

unknown,

1

his own

phrase in the preceding line is n in

stories as

men fynde." But the lineage of the Knight's Tale goes back through
Boccaccio's
Emetrius*

2

may refer

Teseide

to Statius, and Boccaccio does not mention

q

....
If Emetrius is Demetrius, as is generally thought , one

him to Boccaccio's Latin work ?f De Casibns Virorum Illustrium1,*'

where a brief mention of Demetrius and Eucratides

does occur,

vlhieh

is rather .remiiiscent of Jiistin's passage discussed above *^ Even so it
is not clear which of the two Demetrius' is referred to by Chaucer
because neither1 he nor Boccaccio tell us that he was the son of
Euthydemus. On the other hand it is evident that Boccaccio refers to
the other Demetrius who was contemporary with Eucratides as Justin
thought, Chaucer probably called his

Emetrius,

'the grete' because he

Combined the two Demetrius;, further, it is quite likely, though uncer
tain ,that

"Chaucer's Emetrius may be a corrupt reading of the

'Ernenidus';ving of Eoreloys, said to

be in India, who occurs In the

Drench romance " Art us de Petit Bretagne", and possibly elsewhere."
Apart from all

these

points which show that Chaucer's Emetrius has

probably nothing to do with .Demetrius ,the son of Euthy deniis, we may
reasonably wonder \ly so much value should be attached to an unreliable,
literary source of as late a period as that of Chaucer. It Is strange

L
2.
3*

1,
5.

i
q

Tarn,, p. 15A and fn. 5
A. W .pollard 's edition of 'The Knight's I le 1
jgoE-e"lcurw. p* ts^t -fn-5
A.D.H.Bivar, JEAC 1930 ,pp. 7-13 • He quotes the passage,"Eucratides
Bactrianorum Hex se a Demetrio Indorum re6e obsessum et a filio
dc.uuni occisum,ferE. sque lacerandum re lie turn querebatur .” (VI.6 )
Justin, All.tf
; cf. supra.,p.
A.D.H.Bivar, in an unpublished addenda notes to his paper,o p .cit .
sent by him.

that the scholars

, who have found in Chaucer an example offf legend

remembering where history has forgotten,n are not prepared to give
the same latitude to Plutarch^* when he refers to Menander as king of
Bactria, though Plutarch lived centuries before Chaucer

2

and wrote

more sober literature than he.
Besides Demetrius (I) and Menander

, like many others before

him, Tarn has taken Apollodotus from the oft quoted passage of Trogus,
n Indicae quoque res additae, gestae per Apollodotum et Menandrum,
reges eorum,'13 and following Rapson A has considered these three men as
contemporaries, who between them achieved the temporary conquest of
5
Northern India ; the statements of the Greek and Latin writers
according to him are inclusive and not exclusive.^ But we hope to show
that neither Menander nor Apollodotus were contemporaries of Demetrius
1. 7 that the reading n Apollodotum !l in Trogus is an unwarranted
emendation made by later editors,8 and that probably there is no need
9

to x^ostulate the existence of a prominent king called Apollodotus I ;
in fact there is only one Apollodotus.

-L*
2.
3.
A.
3.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Moralia. » 821, D,E.
Chaucdr flourished in 15^
century,cu.^A D U v W t K
Trogus.XLI.
CHI.,p. 3A3
Tarn.,pp.lA2 ff.
Ibid. loc.cit.
Infra . , pp. 103-10, 119-21, 20l-2.
Infra. ,pp. 106-8
Infra.,pp. 110 , 198

U
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It is generally believed that the Indian sources also contain
references to the Yavana king Demetrius (I) and a town which Tarn
called Demetrias-in-Sind,^ Fortunately for us the evidence has now

2
been fully discussed , and we need not cover the whole ground again.
There seems to be no proof f°r the equation off Dattamitra

or Datta-

- .3
mitra mentioned in the Mahabharata with Demetrius , and Tarn has
withdrawn his original conclusions.^ Still we are asked not to ignore
the evidence of the Mahabharata wh:].]ch refers to a Yavanadhipa and
Dattamitra or Dattamitra in connection with Sauvira.
concerned

But the passage

6 has been excluded from the text given by the critical

Poona editionj where the entire episode is printed in an appendix.

7

Apart from the spuriousness of those passages, the internal evidence
is not coherent and it hardly leads to any conclusion. It is quite

1.

R.G.Bhandarkar, Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. I,ii.,pp. 11, 17'- ;
D.H.Ehandarkar, IA. 1911*p* 12.
g
T a r n , pp. 1^2,237,1-53
j ATU.p.107
; PHAI .p. 382

2.

Johnston, JKAS , 1939*PP* 217-10, 1910,p .1^9 » contra. Tarn, JDAS.
1910, p. 1 ? 9 1 but cf. T a r n ,Addenda. , pp. 326,338

J>,
1.
3.

Johnston, o p .c i t . ,p p . 222-23
Tarn , Addenda. ,|jqc .cit.
PHAI,6th. edn.jp.382

6.

11 Na aasaka vase kartturn yam Pandurapi viryavan
Soriunena vasam nito rajasidyavanadhipajh
Atxva’
b alasampannah

sada man! hurunprati

Vittalo naiiia Sauvirah Bast ah Part he na dhimata
—

— —— .

- —_

,—

Ml

-®

«

•

«— —

««

—

— ■ ,-, —

*

Da t tamitramiti khyatam samgr amakr tani sc ay am
Bumltram nama Sauvxramar ,junodamayac charaih.*f
It is worth noting that there are variant readings for Dattamitra,
e.g. Dattamitra, Datavakra, Dantavakra etc.
7 • I-lahabharata,, Vol. I . , Appendix I . ,t ext SO ,p p .927-29

clear that Dattamitra was not the name of the Yavanadhipa mentioned

5

in the passage; it seems to be only an epithet of Sumitra, a king of
Sauvira; and the name of the Yavanadhipa

was actually VIttala1 . In

fact, being a very late interpolation, the passage caiCnot be used
as an evidence of positive value for the identification of Dattamitra
with Demetrius. If this identification is uncertain the connection
of Dattamitrji

, the femetrias-in-Sind, with Demetrius also loses

ground. Johnston has shown that this is one of the unfortunate

2

examples of misreporting,

and that "this unusual type of place-name
it

occurs only in the case of towns called after eponymous rsis; the
true explanation of the name may be

that Dattamitra

or Dattamitra

3
/
was a r s i . The mention of this town in one of the Naiik inscriptions+
is also of little helx>, for this only testifies to tho existence of
— —
—
g
a town named Datam.i ti in the north ( otaraha )"'„ The many known pI&ssHX

lists of Indian

place names are all unanimous in treating the coast

of Sind as being in

the western region rather than the northern.^

1. Other variant readings for this name are Kuntala, Vipula, and Vitula.-.
2. The mistake has been traced «^to D.D.Ehaudarkar,op.cit. where he
thought that the town Dattamitri was mentioned In Patanjali; many
3ch.0la.rs including Tarn copied this mistake. But in fact, Johnston
has pointed out that Patan jali did not comment on Paninl,IV .2.7-6,
which is the sutra in question,
3* Johnston, op. cit. eg, 223-21
L\• Ludors list , Jo. lli-O, Bp. Ind. Vol.
3"

- -

o ta ra K a S a

InJ

"

l a

'

f j YVxiln y cx-VOxS-cy

2*

ZEr.

Y o fta k g s q

p.9 o .(Moonk-Nb'U3
T>K(Xwvywcx .4 e V q - 'p iA .ttx s to
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Jayaswal sought to discover the name of Demetrius in one of
- 1
2
the lines of the Yugapurana where he read a word as dharmamita.
Presumably it support/’dd his reading of *Pi mi t a

in the Kathigumpha

3
iriGcription of Kharavela . This identification was used to advantage
by Tarn/'5' who thought that," the name has been 'adjusted' to bring in
the word Dharraa and

to make it signify

'friend of Justice",' for he

imagined that Demetrius appeared to the Indians not as a foreign
conqueror but as the king of Justxce

!

It is curious

that Tarn

did not accept four other identifications of Greek kings by Jayaswal in
the same work.

6

However

, there was another reason why Tarn accepted

this identification. He noticed ,in a Tibetan translation of a lost
Sanskrit work,

7

the name Dharmamitra,which he thought was the name

of a city, Tarmita , Termedh,Termez, his Demetrias-in-Sogdiana.
unfortunately this identification

8

But

was due to a confusion on his part,

1.
2.
3.
A|»
5.
6.

Cf. Appendix
II, pftoC?7~7$
JBORs/xiV,pp. /+17-18, JLj.03 line. /+G
Ibid. XIII,p. 228 5 XIV,pp. 127-28, Il17~18
Tarn, p. 178
Tarn, pp. 178-79, T33*
Jayaswal identifies Amlata,
Gopalobhama,
Pusyaka and Savila
with Amyntas, Apollophanes, Peucftlaus, and Zoilus respectively.
‘ (JBOKS, op. cit. p. 112 ; contra. Tarn, p« l\35 )

9 ’ Vinayasntra Tika
in its Tibetan version, cf. Lylvain Levi
JA."l93T p. 27 fn.l
S. Sylvain Levi, JA. 1933, p* 27 fn. 1 ; Tarn, pp.llS-19*

,

67
and the true facts have been given by Whitehead1and Bailey2 , IbCordier
has noted that Dharmamitra, a teacher of the Vaibhasika school of the
Tukhara country was the author of a commentary, the first colophon
of which describes him as n or1ginaire de Tarmita (?) au bord du
fleuve Fak§u.n

3

Sylvain Levi identified Paksu with Oxus and thought

Tarmita ( T'ermez) on the Ox us «

Bailey traces the allusions to the

colophon in the Tibetan Tanjur, which mentions Tarmita, and he has
set out the full colophon with literal translation. This confirms that
Dhaiunamitra was the author, a native of Tarmita. There is no suggestion
that one word was derived from the other and there is no justification
for Tarn's identification. Apart from this impossibility of identifica
tion.* of Demetrius with Dharmamitra, it is questionable whether
Jayaswal*s reading of dharmamita

in the Yugapurana is correct. The

line containing this supposed word has been edited by Jayaswal as :
1

Dharmamitasc tama-vrddha janam bhoks(ksy)anti nirbhayah.

.. s

This is

indeed a difficult line which baffles interpretation, but Jayaswal
—

7

thought that it referred to the Tama-elders of Dharmamita (Demetrius).

8

1. wc.19^7. iP-35
; ML- 1950, ,pp.213-1/4
2 . BSOAS» XIII, pt. 2. pp./.)00-3
3 * Catalogue du Fonds Tibetain de1a Bibliotheque Rational e , Tome
LXXXVI. it. iii.,p. !;08
Ia . Sylvain Levi ,ffbp »cit . p.TJ
^ 0 BSQAS , X I I I , p t ,2.. ,pp . /;00-3
6. JBULS, XIV . ,p.
03, line /j.0
7. Jayaswal ( Ibid. XIV,p.128), says, M I can not
say what tarna stands
for: it may be a corrupt misspelling ora survival of some
Greek
fiscal expression (cf. tampion - treasury), Aiders may denote
senior officers.fl Curiously Tarn accepts Jayaswal and say s , cam- tainly ‘tax-collectors ' gives the required sense. (Tarn, p. i|35) .But
cf. Appendix, II ,p$.Vr?~?f5
8 . JBCXL . XIV. ,pg. 127-28 , U

6$
Since Jayaswal edited this v;urk two more Mss. have come to light",
and now we have thd variant readings,
tama . Even if Javaswal1s reading

d V a n v r i t a t a y a and dharmabhita-

Dharmamita bama-vrddha >JL. ....

is correct it does not necessarily follow that
of Demetrius ; the long medial vowel _i__

dharmamita is the name

in mita

should be noted,

and it is not easily explainable why tama, an' ordinary superlative
,
5uffix sb omld be attache d w.1 th vrddha

* 1/o disc uss this line 1 ater

in an appendix- and propose to read this line in the context of its
preceding lines which seem?/;

normal/" There is thus no name

of

Demetrius in the Yugapurana.
It is unfortunate that we have not discovered large number
of inscriptions of the Yavana kings like those of the Saka-Pahlavas
and kusanas. Other than the Bajau.r inscription-" which refers to
Menander and the Besnagar inscription**' which mentions Anti ale ids 5
no other epigraph gives clearly the name of any Yavana king whom we
S
t
know from their c o i n s / It was supposed that the Rathigumpha Inscript! 01
contains the name of Demetrius. 7 Tarn has taken this for granted, and

1. Paris Ms. (JPOPS. XV. pp. 129-3D) and M s . ' C ’ (^ankad's edition,
JUPhS, X a .u v .32-h8, later his monograph, Yugapuranam ):cf. Ann. II.
2. Cf." Appendix, II .pp>.*77~7*
‘
"" ""
3. k .0 ,/;ajuiiidar , B p .Ind. XXIV ,pp .1-8 ; Konow , IIIA,1 1 ,p p .639 If ? also
Bp.Ind. X-vVII ,pp. 32 ff.; Sircar, S elect Inscriptions ,p. 102
A. Marshall, JPAS , 1909 jPP- 1033 ff? Chanda, MAS I , ko. 1
Sircar, o p .cit. p. 90
3 . We are doubtful whether Theodamas of the Bajaur Seal inscription
( C I I .,p . 6 ) was 'king*. But cf. Tarn, p.312.
6 P There are many editions of this inscription.Cf. Jayaswal and
Banerjee, Ep.Ind. , XX ,pp. 71-89; Sircar, op.cit . p. 206. See also
Bi b 1i ogr a ph.y .
7» Jayaswal, JBQHS. X I I I ,sp.221, 228; Jayaswal and Baner je e ,o p .ci t . ,p p .
76 ,8/f. ; Konow , Ac ta Or 1 n tall.a .I . ,p • 27 -But c ontra. , Bar ua , Old
Brahrnl Inscrj-jpti ons_ in the tiday.aglri and Khandagiri C a v e l / / "18 ,
IHu. 1938 (SZ)/f-^ 6b" t. Sircar, op. cd t .p. 208 jkaychaudhurj., PHAI .
.ij-20 ■

thinks

that there is a pi mi ta

in the^inscription , who must he

identified with .Demetrius, and this was apparently confirmed by the
once general view that the Hatbigumpha inscription was to be dated in
the second century B.C.'*’
But bothfj

the reading B pi mi ta

and the' date of the n

Iiathigumpha inscription are highly controversial. It is now generally
accepted that the inscription is not earlier than the middle of the
1st. Century B.C.

2

A
And aftkr careful examination of the fasciinile"'

we come to conclusion that there is no justification whatsoever for
the reading pi ml.ta. , We disagree entirely with the latest reading of
Altheim, who finds therein the name of Apollodotus.

Jayaswal who

5 and Banerjee 6 and Konow 7 who

first suggested the reading Dimita ,

supported him, were sure of the letter

ma

only and they read pi inita

by supplying the first and the last letters, since t’
dfls was supposed
that this word was preceded by Y av anar a ja , and because it was then
considered that Kharavela was a contemporary of Pusyamitra. But the
identity of the latter with Bahasatimita is no longer seriously
considered.

And apart from the very doubtfully restored word pimita

o

1 . Tarn. ,p <J.j.p7 f«
2. Sircar, o p .ci t .,p . 2u6.n The angular
forms and staright bases of
letters like va, b h a , p a , h a , and
which are usually found in
the iiathigumpha record suggest a date not much earlier than the
beginning of the 1st. century A.D. ( cp. da -)n It is certainly
later than the Besnagar Inscription of tieliodoros.Cf.also,Sircar,
A I U . ,p. 21C. Be la Vallee-i-oussin,p. .198 , ibaravela must be ,
i!apres ,beaucoup apres 1 5 0.,r
3Plates in JBQIiS ,III p. Aj-73 f f ,XIII ,p .221 Pf ; liiCt* XIV ,p ,26.1 f f .
Sircar, op.cit. p. 208
,
A 1 I b e i m , 1 .Vo-(. XfffiO
C.
I . 5i * ? JXI.■■£.«A.,.
X
BdAWtUX, --1 -‘-i j P «
D'd ? “'-‘
B-a
m j|vp • y O J
f
t
(m

j

o p»

2{

S. PkAI ,6 th. edn.,p. 373 f«
x
3 . Sircar ,the latest editor of the text of the ipijsc^xyipt-i on (oP.♦Pl.t . )
put the
wi th ouer‘v ~in a bracket,vi ft•( Duma t»a ,)

7o

th e.

precedi n gw ord Y a van araja

be . Tne 1 ast letter ja.
dissimilar to ina

w3iich is restored by t]ie ed:i tors

can also be^ read as ma

and vlce versa.. Besides

2

or ma •

later restored as Yavanaraja Bimita
the earlier

.pi!.ilta

is not very

, the second letter

in fact the letters which were
were read very dif .'Vrently by

editors'"; Jayaswal himself read them in

Ye va na r d o

1

to

in the foil ovvin^ word, and if the former is ya the

latter should a3.so be 3a
va

is n ot *£ c 1 ea 3"a s i t i a su j>poa ed

(na ma ) . Even

1917}

as ,

if we accept the reading Yavanara3a

we can neither place Demetrius, the son of Euthydemus, in

the lateer half of the 1st, century B.C., nor can we find any other
Yavana king in that period who might have retreated to Hatbura from
to the
>
■ 3
some region/east bf it, unless , of course, we take the possible
Yavanaraja in the inscription as denoting a Saka ki ug of rlathura ,who
invaded Eastdrn India and was compelled to retreat, a theory for which
we have no supporting evidence. The reading is
Yavanaraja
Yavana

not

certainly

, and,if it is so, this seems a very early use of the term

to denote a .3aka .The Hathigumpha inscription ■

KotkiHjJ to do

EWiK&vje

with the history of the Yavanas ; certainly it has nothing

to do with Demetrius I*
1.
2.

4.
3*

Jayaswal and Baner jee , Ep.lnd♦ X X .p p • 79 ,8ij ; Sircar ,op.cit • ,p *208
Cp. the fascimile, especially PI. Ill in Barua, IHO,XIV,pp.139 ff•
Bhagawanlal Indrajee, Sixlerne CongresInternational desOrientalistg
it. I l l ,ppp 133 if* ( P* I60, madhuramapayatonavame
ca vase....)
Also Jayaswal, JB0K3. III.,p. h36*
JBQHS. IV.pp. 37S7399 ; XIII,p. 227
Some have suggested that if pim.ita ,the name of the Yavanaraja in
the inscription ,is correct,of which there is no likelihood, it
may have a reference to Diomedes rather than to Demetrius (cf.
Sircar, op .ci t . ,p .2C8 , Eaychaudhury, PBA1 . ,p. ij20)„<But we have
no evidence to think that Diomedes ever invaded the Gangetic valley.

Thus we have little evidence to support the theory of extensive
conquests in India by Demetrius I } the son of Euthydemus. It is also
p.robable that the credit of having conquered the Paropamisadae and
Gandhara has been unjustifiably transfered from Demetrius II to the
homonymous son of Euthydemus.^ It is unfortunate that Demetrius I has
enjoyed his unjustified fame for do,long that time and again scholars
have falsely traced his name in various Indian words closely or even
remotely resembling it in sound or meaning, without any regard to the
nature and date of the source concerned.The mTimitrd11of a'
1Besnagar
o
s e a V ‘ may very well be an Indian, name with -mitra ending, which was
very common; 3it is also interesting that the Sunga kings with names
ending i 11 ~Ki tr a ar e known t o havc r u1 e d 1 n the Vidisa (resnagar )
region. Sohoni suggested that

king Damodara in the Dajatarangini

might be Demetrius^" but this lacks a.1,1 proof. Similarly we fail to
agree with the suggestion of Rage hi that the Yaksa Erl mi s a ,who in a
c:
Divyavadana story kills Pusyamitra, is identical with Demetrius."' It
has also been supposed that the name Devamantiya in the xlilindapanho
is a transcription of Dem.ctr.ius, but even if this be correct, we do
not understand how this would, have a reference
Demetrii us was a common enough

to Demetrius,the -king;

Greek name and Devamantiya

is mentioned

1. Cf. supra. ,p.
;infra.
2. D .R .Bhandarkar, A G I . Iglt“13, p . 77
HI 7p. 233
; i-iiAI p, 3 ;
3 . The coins of the kings who ruled Pancala, Mathura and Kausambi
bear names ending in -Mitra.1 Such names are also found in literatur
i n s cri p ti on s .
t • JBODG , t
7/ Cf
^
3« IHQ . kXl I . ,p .8l f. ;
cf. Ray cha udhur y ,PHAI. ,p . 3°2, who thinks
Krimisa belongs to the domain of folklore.
Cm Tarn. ,pp, 1.22 , i<38 fn. 2.

In the Milindapanho along with other Yonakas like
and Babbadlnna

Anantakaya ^lanknra,

1
who accompanied MenanderV There is no suggestion that

these Yonakas were kings.
Thus the tradition of Demetrius1 great conquests In Indi- . ■
rests

entirely on a concatenation of slender threads of evidence.

It Is true that the Yavanas developed consi derable povjer under
Euthydemus and his son Demetrius I. The spectacle of the declining
Mauryan empire may have lured them to the valleys of the nabul and
Indus rivers. But we have also to notice the menacing dangers from
other directions. The danger from the north, which Euthydemus I had
emphasised to Antiochus

2
, ultimately proved to be real ;'and that

from the w e s t , from Parthia, soon resulted in the loss of two satrapies
3?
t
of Bactria."' The revealing statement of Justin quoted earlier 4
i ndicates among othdr things that there were restive elements not
only in .Sogdiana and Aria but also In Arachosia, Prangiana and India,
and that the Yavanas were so continuously harassed by them that
finally the Partftians , who were initially weaker than the Bactrian
Greeks , got the upper hand. It is true that all these dangers did not
come to a head at the same time, but obviously they were present throu
ghout

the existence of the Yavana kingdom and the most surprising

feature of their history is not that the Yavanas lost their power &s&
so soon, but that amidst all these dangers they survived as long as
r*t

1.
2.
3*
i\.

Milindapanho ,
Infra. , tk^X
Infra, g .
Supra. ,p

\
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they did. In such circumstances it would be political foresightedness
for a king to concentrate

rather on consolidat Ln_g whatever areas had

been won than to rush headlong to win fresh lands, which it would
be beyond his resources to hold. Demetrius I was wise if he did not
thxnk of crossing the Hindu Kush and disturbing

Sophagascrus or his

successors in the Paropamisadae , who were friends of the Seleucids,
or of risking an encounter with the autonomous governments which had
been newly organised in Talcsasila and possibly in other cities of
Gandhara, as is evident from the coins.
The weakness of the widely accepted theory of Demetrius*
conquests is sought to be overcome by attributing to his reign the
events of more than one generation

and the achievements of more than

one person. Demetrius I is said to have employed a host of sub-kings
and

generals, who included one fourth of the total number of the

Yavana kings known from coins. He is supposed to have formulated a
gigantic strategic plan, bigger and better than any of Alexander’s, to
have run from one end of his kingdom to the other, to keep his affairs
in order and to control his sub-kings, and to have left conquests of
far reaching consequences to generals of unknown origin, with
unsagacious and almost unbelievable over-confidence. And to what end ?
Only to meet a shameful death at the hands of Eucratides. Surely ,
.Euthydemus and

Demetrius I , whose portraits are sufficient to show

their determination and prowess, were not rash adventurers ; they
were wiser - though perhaps not greater

, than historians

have

thought them. Eaci they not concentrated their energies on the consoli
dation of their kingdom , Kithridates I might not have stopped at
taking only two satrapies, and the course of history might well have
been different. The wonderful achievements of the Yavanas amidst a
bewildering chaos of various contending parties might not have been
so exciting a story for the historman to re conn tract had the foundations
not been laid so strongly.

CHAPTER

III.

THE EXTENSION OP TEE YAVANA POWER TO THE
PAROPAMISADAE AMD GANDHARA.

Pojybius

1

Q;
mentions t h e 'descendants' of .Diodotus, and Strabo refers

2
to the^'others' who followed the example of Euthydemus. We are not
i
told their names but one of them may have been Antimachus Theos. This
mysterious king seems to have been a personage of some importance

;

ancient historians have overlooked him. Cunningham considered him to
■7

be one of the three original founders of the Yavana kingdom," but
b
discoveries since the time of Cunningham have made this theory unlikely.1
Nevertheless

, the fact remains that several families played their

part in the history of the Yavanas. This is evident from

the great

of

number
patron deities shown on the coins;
t of names and the wide variety*
ua J
quite unlike the Eeleucids, very few Yavana kings bear the .same name,
and the same reverse type was never long mointained. The Yavana kings
did not const!tute one dynasty; probably there was no ruling family
as in E^ypt or Ey ria. They may have followed a system of election as
in the Roman Empire, or have been a .military aristocracy. nhstover
■aay have been the natux'e of Yavana k/ingshi p ;It is nndoub tcdly true
that there' were several ruling fs .nil.'.e::.

1.
2.
3.
.

Polybius, XI. pp.
Etrubo, X I .9 .
Cuaningham, CAEE . p. ]10 , a 1so his 0har t on p. n£ ,
Especially noteworthy is the medal struck by Anti mac bus Theos
corm.it?muratin.>. ^uthydo.tius J

Some scholars considered Antimachus to be a son or close relation
of Eiodotus II whom he succeeded in Kabul:
than Demetrius I.

p

1

others have put hrm later

Tarn has taken him to be a son of ruthvdemus I

and a younger brother of remetrius I .^ On grounds of the type and
style of his coins, A;n timach us The os belongs to the early group of
the Yavana kings of Eactria ; but the

convu em or a ti v t*

medals do not

prove that he was a son of Euthy dem us ; the medals miKnt be taken to
.-..how his relationship to .liodo tus , but there is no reason to correct
Diudotus with Eu thydem us.^ hime Trever remarks that the very realistic

portrait of Antimech us Theos shows a man with a Greek name but with
a face of a very un-Creek type, and suggests that he was a Sogdian,
On the basis of physiognomy sir. refuses to believe that he was a son
b
of !'u thy u etiiu s I .

It is certain that Antimachas came to power soon or perhaps
immediately after the death of Euthydemus IE It is evident from his
coins that when he obtained power lie was of middle aye.^ His por trait
is one of the most pronouncedly individual in the whole Bactrian
series,'7 The appearance of Poseidon on the main issue of Antimachus
Theos is also remarkable.'” And Tarn has noted that the startling thing

1.
2.
3.
iy,
3*
6.
7.
So

V .A .Sm.l th , IEC . 5p . 3
; f .G .Rawlins on , Bac tria .p . 6?..
Gardner, BMC . ,p ■> xxvi ; ian dona Id , CHI. ,p . 119
Tarn., pp. 75~76
Cf. supra.pp.ift ,3,0 , and infra ■
ff
Trever,p. 7
Cf. Plate Appendix., Pt J
Macdonald, op.cit.,p. 119
Cf. Appendix, III, The Coin Types

011 Antimachus 1 coins is that he calls himself

Theos,

'the God' and ik

that no king of any of the western dynasties called himself Theos on
his coins till Antiochus IV.

1

Obviously Antimachus Theos was a

/

claimant to the throne, who commemorated

Diodotus and Euthydemus to

win the support of both factions; but probably his sympathies were
chiefly with Diodotus, since he adopted the

Thunderbolt 1, an

attribute of Eeus,for one of his important issues.

2

It is possible

that in c . 190, when Demetrius I was busy v-itb his conquests In the
I
Gouth," .jUitimachus Theos started his career by eliminating euthydemus II

who was ruling in the north.
Tarn thought of Antimachus Theos

as a sub-king of Demetrius I

in Eargiana- the Greater Eargiana as he calls i t .^ Antimachus Theos
r.

has often been connected with the Kabul Valley also;"and even with
- - 6
Taksasila .

Trover has suggested that he started his career in

Gogdiana,and that, as the cap which h^wears may bo connected with a
fjSKKt much later type of Chinese headdress, he may have ruled in distri™
n

cts which were not far from the borders of China.^Although it is
difficult to agree with Trevor's theory wholeheartedly ,it is likely

1.
2.
3*
Ly.
3.
6.
7.

Tarn., p. 91
Cf. V
‘id 1 >: 1 1 1 , The_0 oi rn-t.ype s . ,p .
Supra . ,np. 3x3-50
Tarn, ,pp. 83-89
C unni ngharn, CA o i . ,p , 118
Allan, Earsha11H s_ Taxil a , II., p . 836
Trever, p. 123. It is true that the typeof kausia which
Ant!macbus
Theos wears is unknown In any Greek series of coinage
as far as we
know, but this cap was known to Classical literature.lt is said
that Alexander wore this cap on some informal occasions and that
thi s was a Eac e donian he addr e s s .

7S

that Antimachus,

Theos set up his new kingdom somewhere in Eastern

Bactria or Badakshan,

north of the Hindu Kush

; the unpublished Kunduz

hoard in the Kabul Museum contains more coins of Antimachus Theos than
of Demetrius I and has two specimens of
medals,

VivS

V « t <j rare Commemorative

^ It was probably from that region that he made

incursions into the Kabul and. the Uju>er Indus valleys % and possibly
gained control of parts of the Paropamisadae. He was the first Havana

king to strike square coins on the Indian model.

2

These coins can not

31
be later than the bilingual coins of Demetrius I I ; v the natural progress
towards the Indianisation of the Yavana coinage would be, first in the
shape, and then in the legend.

Vhitehead^ and Allan' agree even to this

extent that he may have temporarily occupied Takfasil.a on the strength
of this unique square coin of Taxila type. There is no p r o o f ,h o w e v e r ,
of a permanent occupation, fbut undoubtedly he was the first Yavana
king to cross the Hindu Kush to the South.

1a
It is likely that after the

death of Demetrius I he included Bactria also in his kingdom

and may

have extended his realm in the West to Margiana where his coins are
£
also found.

o
There is some controversy over the significance of Poseidon
on the coins of Antimachus Theos.

It has been suggested that the

1. There are llj coins of Antimachus Theos as against o n l y 8 of Demetrius
I. Though in itself this is no proof it may suggest his prominence
in that area as compared to that of Demetrius I.
2. Whitehead, NO. 19^0,p. 10Zj.,Pl. VIII.2. Allan in M a r s h a l l ’s T a x i l a ,
p. 8 3 6 ,notes that a coin of Taxila (B M C ,Ancient In dia.,?1. kkXII,21)
was countermarked by Antimachus Theos with his title and thunder
bolt, but we are unable to verify-ikVj^
3 . PM C . PI. I. 26 ;
NC_. 1 9 2 3 • ,PI »KIV .2 .
p. KC. 1 9 ^ 0 , p. 16
5. liTian , op .cit. ,p . 8 3 6 .
o . C unni ngham, Ca.uE .p .
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fxgure records

3
a naval victory, probably on the Indus."" But this

raises certain difficulties, ftith whose fleet did he g fight on the
Indus and was there a royal fleet of the Yavanas in India at that
time ? Tarn thought that Antimachus had no connexion
since no Bactrian king reached or used the

;

with India, and

'unnavigated1 Caspian,he

considered the Cxus to be the only place where Antimachus cbuld have
2
won a naval victory, probably against the Scythian Massagetaw. But
Burn has rightly raised the quost.lon why Poseidon should be connected
at all

with naval battles on rivers; the cult of Poseidon in inland

towns like Plantini a and Ithaucus had nothing to do with naval victories
Other examples .nay be found of kings of mountains, steppes and deserts
putting Poseidon the sea-god on their coins in the 3tc6 , and J£itd.
centuries B.C.** At this time he was remembered as a god not only of
the sea, bub of springs and rivers, the fPuctifier and nourisher of
plants; he was near to Mother Barth, hemeter. He was not only the
giver $ of water but tie creator and protector of horses; sacrifices
were made to him in hippodromes.

5

It is possible that the kingdom of

Antimachus included some of the areas where the 'heavenly horses1 of
1ka±
£
the Chinese sources were bred orchis kingdom was contiguous ti> it.
At

1. Cunningham, CAbk.,p. 118; Gutschinid,p . t7 : Gardner, BMC♦ ,p. xxix
Pa wl inson, Bactria. ,p • 107
2 . Tarn,,pp. 90-91
3 * hichard Burn, JRAS »,pl9^1sp . 63
L\-. Tr e v er , p .12 8
5* Ibi d. , loc.cit.
6 . Probably the same reason accounts for the horse on the coins of
Euht;y demus , supra ,0

i

? ’

that time the presence of a god on a coin was not necessarily connect
ed with great events , but

represented the patron deity of the king

or his family. Local artistic conventions probably did not approve
of the same degree of nudity as did the Greeks; the Poseidon on
AntimachusT coinage was therefore given a robe and a palm in his left
hand.^
There is no trace of overweening pride on Antimachus' face,
yet he takes the title Theos. This is embarrasjlng if he is considered
as a younger son and sub-king of Euthydemus,^for Euthydemus I did not
take any epithet on his own coins. Citing the examples of Alexander
t

and Antigonus Gonatas, who had been ironical about their divinities,
Tarn says," irony might be the explanation of Antimachus’ adoption
of the divine title: this is what the Great kings think, so let a
small king say it."

This is hardly convincing ; and there is no

reason to underestimate Antimachus Theos. no Creek king or Parthian
be Tore him seems to have taken this epithet of Cicially, Antiochus IV,
who also ctilled himself Theos, was probably later than Antimachus and
if there was borrowing it must have been on the part of the Leleucid,
as Tarn admits.’1 The Parthian king"' .Phriapatius } who seems to have
adoj. ted ti'io epithet; •ust also have borrowed from Antimachus Theos.

6

1.

Poseidon also appears on the cooper money of Eicias and Hippostratu
who may be connected to Antimachus Theos through Antimachus II
Eicephorus ; c f . infr a . ,p .

2.
F\>.
2
ij„

T r g p. OG
Tarn, loc.cit.
arn, loc.cit

3» Tarn, p, 92
3 • ^ r °th , BMC .bar thi a ,p p . knli. -X jAt.

o^A
]
Among the Saka^ Pahlava kings of India only Gondophernes and a certain
Arsaces

?

took i t . But the Kusana kings who called themselves Devaputra

evidently had similar -ideas of royal divinity"• It is probable that
the.AU§anas , who may well have started their career somewhere in
-.astern Bactria or Badakshan, took it fr o/n the local traditions; and
Antimachus Theos also may have done so at an earlier period
t

jjihus Antimachus Theos was a successful man, who seems both to

have conformed to local traditions and to have appeased the rival
factions of Diodotus and Hutbydemus, But he probably started his
career late in his life, and the expansion of the Yavana kingdom
towards Taksasila achieved success only in the generation that followed

1. BMC. ,PI. Xi.ll. 7 iP* 103
2. P M C . ,p._l60, BKC.,P1. XXXI I »12
3* Cf, Kusana Inscriptions in C X I , Vol. II,pt. I
Z*. kylvai n Levi ,(JA . 193f 1pp »1 "21) ? has questioned ttu. general view
that the husanas
got the notions of royal divinity from the
Chinese. He thought that the,title Devaputra (the son of God )
was not directly related to the Chinese MxTx® 11 T ’ien tseu n
(the son of Heaven), but that the Kusanas took the concept from
an intermediary form , the Pahlavi
” ba y pn hr H borrowed, by
the Sogdians as ff ba y pur n = prince (cf. Sogdian ba y pus =
devaputra) . The fact that this word ins found only in a late
Sogdian text does not mean that the idea of royal divinity did
not exist in earlier Sogdiana and the adjoining regions to it.

him* From his coins it seems that he carOnot have ruled for more thari
ten years and therefore he died in c* l 80 ; had he lived longer and
|

occupied Taksasila or even the whole of the Kabul valley , he would
have commenced the practice of issuing bilingual coins.

.

f

V

j
\>

r' ■

4t was Demetrius II who first struck bilingual coins. Until the
remarkable discovery of R.B.Whitehead

this assertion was questionable,

since the square copper coin with the elephant-scalp bust of the king
was attributed to Demetrius I. It is now certain that the Demetrius,
who struck the silver bilingual coin, bearing the standing Zeus with the

2
thunderbolt , Is the same as the Demetrius who struck the square copper
pieces with thunderbolt on one side , since^two coins bear the same
epithet and monogram. The types are linked and the legends on their
obverse and reverse are identical. The elephant-scalp headdress is no
more the monopoly of Demetrius I than is the flat ICausia of Antimachus
T h e o s T h e conclusion is irresistible that both these series , the
silver and copper

, were the issues

of Demetrius II; Tarn admitted

this, although he supposed thatthe title of Aniketos was
Demetrius I, who, he maintained

adopted by

, was imitating Alexander in assuming

it.*1' Neither Euthydemus I nor Demetrius I adopted titles on their own
coins, though Diodotus I had done so. It was Agathocles who transferred
5
the title Aniketos to Demetrius I in his commemorative medals, just as

2.
3.
4.
5*

22L- 1 9 2 3 »PP* 300-1., PI. XIV, 2.
Cf. Plate Appendix.,
^
PMC.,pl. 1.26
Tarn., p. 138
252.• , 193^1 Pl« III.l. The coin is
unusual monogram ^

and Appendix III ,p.JJ£S’~

still unique and it has a

he, and earlier Antimachus Theos, had transferred the title Theos to
Euthydemus I.

l

K
Demetrius II who issued bilingual coins , the proof of

an accomplishment which his predecessors had only thought of, may

\

desrvedly have taken the title of Aniketos; for it is he who is called
the king of ’India' in the western classical sources, and he was a

2
contemporary of Eucratides, For obvious reasons the silver bilingual
piece is later than the coins of Demetrius I and Antimachus Theos ; it|
initiates two new conventions, the practice of having

the legend both!

on the obverse and reverse, and the change in the weight standard ;
moreover, it gives for the first time an equivalent for the Greek title
in an Indian language. ■
'it is now generally agreed that the Demetrius coins of the
Pallas type are the issues of Demetrius II.

3

Probably they were struck

before he occupied the Kabul valley and were meant to circulate in
the regions north of the Hindu Kush.] This type of coin which was once
rare, is now known in considerable number,? and the portrait on the
coin illustrated in CHI

by Macdonald is no longer the typical one.^

The only definitely known findspot of these coins is Kunduz,but a few
of uncertain provenance exist.

5

1. For Agathowlesf coin commemorating Euthydemus cf. BMC.,PI. IV.3 ,
and for Antimachus Theos commemorating Euthydemus cf. gfe&e—
tMA*
; see also, infra. ,pp.97~9g
2* Supra. ,p.
,Infra. ,p. 93
3. Macdonald, CHI♦,p . i+i+8 f Tarn, p. 77 •
Those who believed earlier that these were the issues of Demetrius I
thought that they were struck by Demetrius I before his conquests
in India, when he was a young man and probably ruled in Arachosia.
( c f . Cunningham, QBj^E . ,p. 139)
if. Cp. C H I . ,p i .III.3 and o w coin^fi of the Kunduz find illustrated
by us in the Plate Appendix. Pl.X,
5. There are asmany as $0 coins in the ICunduz hoard.

V\
^ 0 y the ordinary rules of nomenclature it can be said that this
Demetrius II was a son or a grandson of Demetrius I. On the other hand
numismatic evidence links him with Antimachus Theos.f The face on drt*#the silver bilingual coins

is more like that of Antimachus on some

of his coins than that of Demetrius 1,^ there is at least a temptingYe-

2
semblance between them. There are other features also which indicate
some connection

between the two.(The thunddrbolt occurs on the square

3
coins of both Antimachus Theos and Demetrius Aniketos;^the Poseidon of
Antimachus is represented by his trident on some copper coins of
Demetrius^jwEich must pertain to Demetrius II ,since four specimens
have been found

5

in Taksasila and near Attook. Antimachus Theos must

6*
have had his sympathies with the family of Diodotus, since he adopted
the attribute of Zeus ,their patron deity for one of his types of coins;
vDemetrius II also adopted Pallas from the Diodoti, for the standing
Pallas on his coins is very similar to the description given by
7
Whitehead of a copper type of Diodotus.
The occurrence of the Caduceus
i
reminds us of those copper coins of Diodotus which have two crossed
g
Caducei on one side.
The elephant's head on one side of ,that coin-

1.
2.
3.
A.
3.

6.
7.
8.

Cp. Plate Appendix. , H*X AJk(>
Mr. G.K.Jenkins is also of thesame opinion.
NC. l % 0 . , p l . VIII. 2 ; PMC. ,pi.
I. 26.
IMC, PI. 1.12.
One coin found in Taksasila excavations ( Taxila, II.,p.798), two
specimens found by Whitehead near Attock (NC.1923*P*3A^) and one
more from Taksasila in possession of H.deSShortt.
He may have some connection with the family of Diodotus.
P M C , p. 10, PI. I.A ( the reverse is not illustrated),also
Whiteking Sale Catalogue, No. 7
Newell, ESM. PI. LIII. 9.

type of Demetrius may be connected with the elephant of Antimachus'
copper.^That the "Elephant's head and Caduceus" type

i

;

'
was surely

-3

struck by Demetrius II is attested by the fact that later it was

:|

2
imitated by Maues , and Maues could have imitated only those coins
which were

-

circulating in Gandhara.

~6

Moreover, the most

]

:-J
■

common, if

i

J
not the only, monograms (W ,^

) found on the Attic monolingual tetra-

I
drachms of Demetrius II had already appeared on the coins of Antimachus jt
'
i
Theos; the monogram
of his bilingual tetradrachm is the same as that
on d a copper square *

evidence seems to indicate j

that Demetrius II Aniketos succeeded Antimachus Theos, and if anything
is to be inferred fro^nfacial resemblance the latter may have been
father of the former

J

iDemetrius II must also have made some headway in Gandhara
and he may well have occupied its western districts; the discovery

of

* **
Ix.
one of his coins in the Taksasila excavations does not prove that he
included Taksasila in his kingdom. The first Yavana king who had some
^ 5
hfrld over Taksasila was definitely Agathoclest.
<

If Demetrius II succeeded Antimachus in c. 180 he may have
see
reigned until c. l63» by which time , as we shallAbelow, Eucratides must
have superseded him.

1.
2.
3*
A.
3*

CHI.,PI. VI. 1.
CHI.,PI. VI.2 ; BMC. PI. XVI. 1
C f . infra.,pp.xtiljiqs* where we show that Maues did not rule west
of Gandhara.
ctp* f
$-6
Taxila., II,p. 798
Allan, Marshall's Taxila, II.,p. 836-37

Justin has given important information on the career and achieveof Eucratides. According to him Eucratides started his reign simultan
eously with Mithridates I of Parthia and both were outstanding kings.
The former carried on several wars with great vigour in Sogdiana, Aria,
Arachosia, Drangiana and India. He withstood a siege by Demetrius II,
but; being harassed in aljljthese wars^he probably lost two satnapies &o
the Parthians.

1

When Eucratides was returning from his campaigns in

India he was murdered in cold blood by his son^whom he had made a
joint-king.
cities".

2

Strabo states that

We do not know whether

Eucratides ruled over "a thousand
Justin meant to give any sequence

to the events of his career except the beginning and end of his reign.
His account is a mere skeleton of history but life can be brought to it
by means of complementary evidence.
The usual view is that Mithridates I ascended the throne in
c. 171;^ so Eucratides must have started h^s reign at about the same
time. It has more than once been suggested that Eucratides had some
5
connection with the Seleucids;
also that Antiochus IV may have been
c
behind him.
It was considered that the " bead and reel" border on
the coins of Eucratides was Seleucid, and that Laodice, " a common
name in the royal house of Syria", who is represented on the coins pf

Justin., XLI. 6 .
Strabo., XI. 11.2
Justin, l o c .cit.
Strabo quotes Apollodorus for this statement but he himself doubts
it ( XV. 1 .3 )
A. Debevoise,op. cit.,p. 19
3. Macdonald, C H I . ,p ♦
» Tarn, p. 18^
6 . Macdonald, loc.cit. , but admits that it is 'pure speculation'.
Tarn,p. loA, accepts this suggestion and elaborates it.

1.
1.
2.
3.

*7
Eucratides

as wearing a diadem

headed,was a Seleucid queen.

with a certain Heliocles who is bare-

3

But the ’bead and reel' border is found to
&
io.
*5
6
occur on the coins of Demetrius I , Antimachus Theos and Demetrius II,

who

were certainly not Seleucids. Names, such as that of Laodice

were so commonly used in Greek royal families that we cannot base any
theories on their occurrence/} besides the two Demetrius' we have dealt
with, there were princes of the same name in the family of Seleucus and
in that of his rival

, Antigohas of Macedonia. Tarn thought that the

bull's horn and ear on the helmet used by Eucratides might be another
argument in favour of his Seleucid connectiions.7 But it is not always
safe to connect this type of helmet or a x bull's horn forming part of
the headdress, with the Seleucid;8 Ehe Seleucid kings themselves do not
generally use this helmet on their own coins.

9

We agree therefore with

Cunningham who noticed this long ago and said that it had "no special
significance", and it is possible that the bull's ear and horn may be
symbolic of the great strength of the w e a r e r , ^

1. PMC.,P1. IX. iv. We have discovered another variety of the HelioclesLaodice type,which has been missed by scholars, cf. Appendix. Ill,
p. 2 9 0 1 and Plate Appendix. Pl-X-7
2. It has sometimes been doubted if she wears diadem at all.
3. Macdonald, op.cit. ,p. L5A- 5 Tarn. ,p. 197
L* BM.e^sk
ftcurUte.SoLt.-311
3. Ex Kunduz hoard , cf. Plate Appendix.
unpublished.
6 . NC. 1931* PI.
IV. 12 . PUH
<M. X'S"
7. Tarn.,p. 196 .
8. e.g. Demetrius Poliorcetes (306 -283 ) uses bull's horn. cf. fend&wr,
A Guide to the Principal Coins of the Greeks,
.1337*- Pi.
29 . 9“10

9 . Except
on a copper
of Alexander Balas (152-lIi-A) » weof habe
,not been
x
x
WttirfOntJU-o'
able to find a Seleucid king using a crested helmet^on their coins;
but the helmet worn by Alexander Balas also does not bear bull's horn,
cf. BMC. Seleucid. PI. XVI. 11 .ftlso
osj»f«r
JH t^.Nc >55l.Rf-X-3
10.CASE.p. 181. He also suspected that the ear was that of horse, which
combined with the bull's horn, may have some reference to Alexander's
horse Bucephalus.

Tarn believed that

Laodice was a daughter of Seleucus II and

and'v Hel&oeles a governor of^' upper (eastern) satrapies” under Antiochus
III.

1

Eucratides was, therefore, a cousin of Antiochus IV, the latter's

2
governor of the T,upper satrapies" . Antiochus IV , who miserably failed in the west, was given a title "Saviour of Asia" by Philippus, his
minister "for affairs", hence he must have saved Asia, by which Tarn
meant the Seleucid Empire, from some opponent,w h o , Tarn says, was no
other than Demetrius I.

3

Antiochus Epiphanes- the God manifest- meant

to restore Alexander’s empire in the East so that "there might be a
second Great power in the world as a counterpoise to Rome."Tarn thought
that Antiochus IV arranged the festival at Daphne^ and a ’thanksgiving
ceremony’( Charisteria) at Babylon to celebrate a military triumph.
But it is strange that the king who was so pompuous in his triumph did
not himself campaign in the East, where his victories were achieved for
him by his viceroy Eucratides, because " that was that official's
business, if the king was not going to command in person*"^ This seems
to be just a surmise.
It is now generally agreed that the Commemorative pieces of

1.
2.
3.
A#

3*
6.

Tarn.,p. 197
Tarn.,lo c .cit.
Tarn, p. 193
In 167 B.C., Lucius Aemilius Paullus , the conqueror of Macedonia
celebrated triumphal games at Amphipolis, to which the whole Greek
world was ’bittited. Antiochus who would not be bettered by a Roman
and thought?,fhimself as m conqueror of Egypt arranged a lavish
display of games , gladiatorial shows, wild beasts fight etc. in
Daphne, the paradise of Aptioch, (Cf. Bevan, House of Seleucus,
vol. £I.,pp. 1A3-A6 )
Tarn,,p. 193
Tarn.,p. 197

Z3

Eucratides represent his parents
with a royal princess.

Z

1rather

than the marriage of his son

We may agree with Macdonald that we need not

take Laodice as the daughter of Demetrius which was the view of some
early scholars;

3

there is no evidence to prove that this was the name

of the bride of Demetrius, or of any of her children^. But similarly we
have seen that there is no evidence to connect Laodice with the Seleucid
SoWlC
family only; she may well belong to^other family. Significant is the
absence of the diadem on the head of Heliocles. Heliocles

is considered

by Tarn to have been the governor of such an important area that his
responsibility was almost that of a joint-king; Heliocles is supposed
to have succeeded the eldest son of Antiochus III who was a joint-king
with Antiochus III up to 193»

On this assumption ifeW is strange that

he did not strike coins in his own right or even jointly with his
queen Laodice, and stranger that Eucratides was content to commemorate
his father without any pretensions to royalty. Not long after this time
Timarchus , a governor of Media , issued his own money.
Heliocles

6

Even if

was too meek , quiescent and obedient to do what Timarchus

did later, it is surprising that in reply to such issues of the
Euthydemids as those commemorating Alexander and Antiochus II(or III),
Eucratides chose to relate himself to a man of unknown importance and
and anpihsignificant princess whose connections we can not discover.

1.
2.
3*
A.
3.

Cunningham, CASE.,p. 163; Gardner, BMC.,p. xxiv ; Macdonald,C H I ,p.45
Von Ballet, pp*
> iO'}>
Ibid., l o c .cit. ; Rawlinson, Bactria. ,pp.JSVSV
Macdonald, CH I .,p. ADA
Tarn.,p. 197
iSdeuc-U
p«SQ. ,
\0?>
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Such an important personage as Eucratides , supposed to be so vitally
connected with the S^eucids, would surely have indicated his relation
ship more clearly. Moreover, that the 'Greco-Macedonian’ settlers of
the Seleucid

empire had an abiding loyalty to the person of the

Seleucid king

may be true of the Middle East, but it was not tru^bf

the East, What happened in Bactria and other areas in the East when
Seleucus I and Antiochus III had occasion to test the settler's
loyalty need not be restated here.

2

In the circumstances of the time .

there was no necessity for any Yavana king to support his claim by
tracing relationship to the Seleucid. Moreover, &t is not clear to
■fa

us as to whose sentiments the Yavana king would appeal^by doing so.
It is striking that such prominent kings as Euthydemus I, Demetrius I
and II, and Menajder did not issue commemorative pieces showing their
family connections. It is difficult , therefore, to believe that the
commemorative medals of the Yavana kings were either pedigree coins or
political manifestos.
We can'lnot attribute to Antiochus IV plans and achievements

k

which he had neither the statesmanship to envisage nor the resources to
carry out.

£

The growing power of Rome

and of Parthia placed the

Seleucid kingdom between two fires, Antiochus III had been signally
defeated at Magnesia and by the treaty of Apamea in 188 Rome had

1, Tarn.,p. 202
Supra. tPP «
ijfra

9/
forbidden the Seleucids
twenty-five years

to recruit mercenaries in Asia Minor.

1

Within

occurred that ignominous'day of Eleusis' when ,

as Antiochus IV at the head of a victorious army was about to decide
the fate of Alexandria, a Roman envoy with a walking stick ordered him
out of Egypt, and the abject king sent congratulations on the Roman
2
victory over Perseus,
the event which was immediatel^responsible for
Rome's rude behaviour to Antiochus IV.

3

This apparently cowardly

swallowing of an insult was thought by Tarn to show tr the self control
and long views 11 of the king.^' But Bevan has remarked that " orders
CJ
ddlivered him by Roman envoys were equivalent to divine commands."
To attack Rome was out of the question. An advance
beyond Parthia, was also out of question

in the East ,

after the return of Antiochus

III, who saw the utter futility of any such campaign.'
Eastern policy of the Seleucids

After this the

was almost wholly concerned with

Parthia; the Seleucid Demetrius II attacked Parthia but was made a
prisoner. The presence

of Parthia between the Seleucid

kingdom and

that of the Yavanas should never be ignored; one might help the other
against Parthia, but a Seleucid king would not
in the East without

involving the Parthians.

1* Tarn,, p , 186
2. Bevan, op .cit. ,p. Hj-5
Ihid, 6g.cit, ,p. li|4
A. Tarn.,p. 192
9. Bevan, op.cit., p. 1^5

attack the Yavanas

Against this background we canCnot believe that Eucratides was
the cousin of Antiochus XV, a brilliant general whose services were
not needed in the West, but who was sent by the extravagant king to
restore the Empire,"^ when Seleucus I and Antiochus H I

had already

failed in the attempt. We need nojr seek hypothetical victories to
explain the ostentation of the festival

2
believed, was

chiefly due to

of Daphne, which, as Bevan

Antiochus' vainglorious love of pomp

and ceremony. Also , it is difficult to understand why Eucratides,if
he was acting on behalf of the Seleucid, had a force of only 300
3
soldiers \ If he had been a Seleucid general it might be expected
that he would refer to Antiochus III or Antiochus IV whose commission
he held, k in his commemorative coins,
Jus'tin states explicitly that Eucratides rose to power in
,Bactria itself and that, with only a few men under his command , by &
continued advehturous sallies he expelled the reigning Yavana king.
\

He was in fact an upstart,

probably born of a princess of a royal

blood whose claim to the throne had been bypassed. We do not know
whether she was a daughter of Diodotus II or of Euthydemus I but she
gave a locus standi

1,
2,
3,

to Eucratides in Bactria.

Tarn.,p. 198
Bevan, op.cit. ,p. 1A3 f*
Justin, X L I .6
Tarn (p. 200) thought that it xx was the normal figure for the
agema (bodyguard) of one in Eucratides1 position.

lairdk>&-bly

pmmimJmk# when Demetrius II

Eucratides j^achieved his success

Aniketos was busy occupying new lands in the Paropamisadae and
Gandhara. He had only a small armjt, but with his picked men
managed to get

he

control of the northern parts of the Yavana kingdom

so that Demetrius II had to leave his newly won areas in the south

'

under a general or sub-king and hasten nibrthwards. It was probably
at this time that Eucratides was taken unawares in one of his campaigns
and was besieged by the large army of Demetrius II Aniketos.**" But
as Justin informs us, by making continual sallies he was successful
, and Demetrius II may well have been killed. The success of Eucratides,
though due to his own leadership, seems to have depended to some
extent ^ also upon disaffected elements.
Eucratides did not rest after the death of Demetrius II. Evident
ly he aspired to become a 'Great k i n g 1, and to outshine the achievements
of all his predecessors including Demetrius II, He
ed to conquer "India"

2

therefore proeeed-

, the Paropamisadae and areas in Gandhara, Aria

Arachosia and Drangiana. This must have taken place aft^hua period of
consolidation in the key provinces

to prevent a repetition

of the

errors of Demetrius II. Meanwhile we must turn to the regions in

the

south and south-east which were to engage his later career.

1.

Justin, XLI, 6. " Multa tamen Eucratides bella magna virtute gessit,
quibus addtritus,cum CCC militibus LX milia hostium adsiduis
eruptionibus vicit
"

2.

Allan, Marshallfs Taxila.^g p.&6e>

9*f
H
Aria with Margiana had come into the possession, of Antimachus
Theoe

1

and was probably held by Demetrius Anilcetos. It must have

been part of the kingdom of Eucratidds

before he marched on Arachosia

and Drangiana through the Kabul-Ghazni road,

2

that is, after he had

occupied the Paropamisadae.
The fate of Arachosia and Drangiana after the death of Demetrius
i

I is uncertain. Demetrius I must have left a general or sub-king to
govern thd newly won possessions before he returned to Bactria, where
he was soon to be superseded by Antimachus Theos.

3

Tarn thought that

Apollodotus I was the first sub-king appointed by Demetrius I over
Arachosia and Drangiana and that he was succeeded there

by gantaleon

and Agathocles.^ But Apollodotus I,if he existed^ can not be dated earl*
ier than the two latter kings.

S

kings of Arachosia and Drangiana
Probably Antimachus

t

We believe that they were the joint7

when Demetrius I died in Bactrxa.

and Demetrius II could not make much headway into

those areas; the presence of gt&jr a few coins of Antimachus in Arachosis
and Seistan

1.
2.
3*
5*
6.
7.
8.

8

does not prove their control of these provinces, but it

Tarn, p. 95
According to Tarn, Eucratides followed a different route, cf.p*199
Supra., p.7?
Tarn.,pp. 9 5 »13A»156-57
We are doubtful about the existence of an Apollodotus I ,cf.infra. ,
pp./oT.^V^rjf
Marshall, op.cit.,ypl. I.,pp. 29-50;- Allan,Marshall *s Taxila,p.857
Marshall, l oc.cit., reconstructs in a different way.
Cunningham , CASE.
; Schlumberger. ,p.7y

95“
/

(
may have influenced the determination of the coin-types of Pantaleon
i'
and Agathocles which represent
’

1

'enthroned Zeus holding Hecate 1 and

2
'draped Zeus standing' in each case. Pantaleon and Agathocles who
are believed to have been the sons of Demetrius I may have abandoned
;
\
the consistent type of their family, Heracles, because they widhed to
show some connection with the family of Diodotus,

just as Antimachus at

/

Theos and Demetrius II were probably doing.
Probably Pantaleon and Agathocles were brothers and they may
have been sons of Demetrius I.

Their coins have types and monograms

in common, and are strikingly similar in style.^ Since Agathocles
struck extra types and his coins are more numerous than those of
Pantaleon,

5

the latter may have predeceased him, and did not share
g
the exploits of Agathocles' laterr career.
We suggest that when
Eucratides rose to power and Demetrius II became increasingly engaged

in the north where he was ultimately overthrown, these brothers
expanded

their kingdom. From Arachosia they marched up to Kabul, and

to celebrate their victory they struck coins in honour of Dionysus,

7

the mythical conqueror of the Kabul valley before Alexander; this must

1.
2.
3.
4*
5.
6.
7.

BM C ., PI. XX X .4 ; CHI. P I -ST •fe~7
BMC., PI. IV. 4 ;cf. Plate Appendix. Pl-t.10 Cftt*-*‘7•>
Tarn,pp. 76-77
g>MC p. xvvii
; C ASE pp
Cp. for their coin-types, Appendix III,pp.
It is generally agreed that Pantaleon died earlier than Agathocles,
(•cf. Tarn.,p .157 }
PMC.,PI. 11.43.;BMC. PI. IV. 6-8
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have also pleased the fancy of the descendants of the old Greek
settlers • Probably they did not venture to occupy Bactria.

1

But they

extended their empire towards the East. Attempts had probably been
made

already by Antimachus and Demetrius II in that direction but

with no permanent results. It sedms that both the brothers proceeded
to occupy Western Gandhara , but by the time Taksasila was occupied
Pantaleon had died ; this

is shown from the fact that whereas both

2
strike coins of the "Indian goddess and maneless lion" type , only
Agathocles strikes the 'hiranasame' coins^ and those which bear the
’stupa and t r e e - i n - r a i l i n g . T h e attribution of these types to the
t
5
region of Taksasila seems certain and it is difficult to agree with
. 6
the suggestion that they were struck at Kapisi. Allan is perhaps right

in saying that the earliest Yavana coins in Taksasila are, however,
those which bear

'elephant and horse' with

X

below the horse.

7

On

them there is a plant before the elephant on the obverse and a star
above the horse on the reverse.The star and plant link these coins
with the other Taksasila coins bearing
might be suggested that

X

however, suggested that

X

1.
2.

3*

A.
5.
6.
7.
8.

the name of Agathocles and it

stands for Agathocles.
is the monogram

8

Cunningham ,

TA , the mint-mark of

Their coins are scarcely found in Bactria.
PMC.,PI. 11.35; BM C .f PI. III.9, PI. IV. 9. The description of
the obverse, female figure as 'dancing girl1is not correct,cf.
Allan, Marshall's Taxila, II.p . 858 .
P M C . ,p . i8, PI. 11,51, the kharo^thi legend was read as hita.jasame .
but cf. Allan, BMC.Ancient I ndia.,pp. cxxxi ff. and Marshall's
Taxila, II, p.857.
PMC.,p. 1 8 ,Pi. II. 53
Allan, Marshall's Taxila ., p. 857
Tarn.,p, l6l
Allan, op.cit.,p. 857
; BMC. ANgient India.Tpi. XXXIII.7
Allan, op.cit.,p.857

*

'„ - 1
Taksasila and Allan agrees that a mint is more in keeping with the
Greek practice than the use of an initial as an abbreviation of a
k i n g ’s name*

2

of Agathocles
*

~
The use of ,Brahmi and Kharoigfjhi alphabets on the money
3

i
reminds us of similar use in the local Negama coins of

mm II

Taksasila

, and in our opinion they probably give no evidence that

Agathocles extended Greek power to the east of Taksasila, towards the
territories og the Audumbaras and Kunindas.^
For a time Agathocles must have possessed

parts of Gandhara

including Taksasila. The Yavana kingdom was thus enlarged and the
prestige of Yavana power reached new grounds. This was an occasion
which Agathocles may well have wished to celebrate. He

some

prominent personalities including probably his father ^metrius I and
struck medals commemorating them. Besides Demetrius I the list included
Alexander? Antiochus II (or III)f Diodotus I,^and Euthydemus 1.*^ We
are unable to follow T a r n ’s conclusion that the Commemorative medals
struck by Agathocles show his pedigree

11

and

thereby justify his claim

to rule against Eucratides, who was , according to him, commissioned

1* Cunningham ,
^
2* Allan, op.cit*, p. 833
3 * PMC. pp. 17-18
A. Allan,
BMC. Ancient India. PI. XXXI. 1-6
3. But cf. Allan, Marshall’s Taxila , II., p. 838
6 . N C . , 193k 1 P I * H I * 1 • cf. Appendix. Ill for the description of
TFis and the other Commemorative medals.
7. BM C . PI. IV.,1 ; PMC. PI. II. /fl.
8 . Cunningham,
CASE., pi. II. 3*
9. B M C . PI.
IV. 2.
1 0 * B M C . PI. IV, 3*
11. Tarn., Appendix 3i Agathocles* Pedigree Coins., pp. kk 6 ££•

.

by the Seleucids and who had the backing of Antiochus IV.

1

We have

shown that there is no reason to believe that the Yavanas could
strengthen their claims to sovereignty by showing to the people their
<s
attachment to the S^Leucids. And so there is no need to postulate that

2

the Commemorative medals of the Yavana kings are pedigree coins
tracing their ancestry back to the Seleucids and even to Alexander.
But Tarn himself admits that there was actually no relationship between

3
Alexander and Seleucus I ;
that Antiochus II (or III)

similarly we have no evidence to show
, Diodotus I and Euthydemus I were all

related by matrimonial ties. Altheim is right when he says that if the
med&ls

of Agathocles were really pedigree coins he would not have

failed to commemorate Seleucus X himself.*1'ffee must

also note

that

on the basis of our evidence only one person can be named who actually
came into conflict with Eucratides and that was Demetrius, in our
opinion Demetrius II.

3

But no evidence, literary or numismatic, exist

to show that Agathocles came into direct conflict with Eucratides ;
w h y ,therefore, should he have taken pains to show his pedigree in order
to win the sentiments of the Yavanas, when Demetrius II did not do so^

1.
2.
3*

A*
5.

Tarn., pp. 201,263,A59-A0»AA6-51 >
chapter V on Antiochus IV
and Eucratides.
Antimachus Theos and Eucratides also struck Commemomative medals.
Tarn.,p. AA7* ,f Now as a matter of history it is certain that
Alexander had no relative named A p a m a ......11.His point is that in
the first century B.B. there was in existence a 'fictitious
pedigree' of the Seleucid house which derived the descent of the
dynasty from Alexander, in the Middle East. But there is no evidence
to suggest even a fictitious pedigree tracing the Indo-Greeks back
to the Seleucids, as we have in the case of the latter, and the
matrimonial connections supposed by Tarn have no sound basis.
Altheim, I.,p. 22 , also II ,p. 55
The evidence of the Eucratides' overstrike
on ApollodotusG might
have been considered here had there been certainty of the existence
of an Apollodotus I, bpt ©f. infra. ,p/?< (o'*
MS'#*

and,more,surprising,when even Eucratides did not depict on-his coins any
1
of the known personalities of the Seleucid dynasty. We are not convinced
therefore that the commemorative medals of Agathocles are pedigree coins*
The coins of Agathocles show that he must have ruled for some time
after lDantaleon's death ; both the brothers may have covered twenty
years after the death of Demetrius I in 183 B.C. and thus Agathocles
died about the same time as Demetrius II.
The death of Demetrius II and Agathocles facilitated the occupation
of the Kabul valley, Arachosia'and possibly parts of Seistan by Eucratides
His coins have been found in the Kabul valley in large numbers, but the

2
statement of Cunningham that n many thousands'1 were discovered at Begram
3
is not attested by Masson's account. Having firmly established himself
in the possession of the Paropamisadae,Eucratides thought himself entitled
to the "greatness" Justin has given him;^ Demetrius II,having occupied
the Kabul region, called himself Aniketos;Eucratides,having conquered it,
5
called himself Megas. Eucratides is one of the two kings after Euthydemus

6

I who struck gold coins,the other being Menander. Besides one EtKjbm or
two staters,

7

he

is

known

to

have

1. Tarn(p.Aj.39)maintains that the 'pedigreejcoins 1of Agathocles were struck
for him in Bactria,as would be natural in the case of a sub-king.But it
is strange that Demetrius(I),who according to Tarn was the main rival
of Eucratides,and who was riather'Hellenistic 1 ,should himself have missed
the opportunity of tracing his relationship to the Seleucids and Alexan
der on his own coins;and why he should have chosen Agathocles and Antima?yhus(I) among his sub-kings,especially when the coins were minted for
them in Bactria.As a matter of fact,the coins show that Agathocles was
a more important figure than Demetrius I, and on Tarn's hypothesis,must
have been a sub-king out of all proportion to his master.
2. CASE.,p. 177
3 . JASB.I836.,p.3A71 alsoJ£C.19A7,P*
A* Justin. XLI.6 .
5* Cf. his coins. Appendix. III.p. 288
6. An uninscribed gold coin is generally ascribed to Menander,cf.infra.p.
7. NC. 1923.,p. 318. pi. XIV. A
I*3
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issued

a Twenty-stater gold medallion,

1.

the largest gold

piece of antiquity. His type, and title on coins spread and became
|>o|>ular;

Timarchus, the rebel satrap of Media,

2

usedfcb&ty, and if this is sojEucratides must have achieved his success
in the Paropamisadae before the year 162, the date of Timarchus'
revolt*

3
A few copper coins giving the name of Eucratides and bearing

on the reverse the image of a deity and the superscription Kavisiye
Nagara Devata ,

are usually discussed as a proof of Eucratides'

conquest of the Kabul valley. But we are doubtful whether these coins
were actually struck by Eucratides I?although t^.s does not affect our
conclusion that Eucratides I ,did occupy the Parapamisadae, It was
conventional until recently to describe the deity on the coin as Zeus
£
sealed on a throne. Cunningham probably suggested this identification
7
because at that time he had only poor specimens to work upon.
This
g
'Zeus' was uncritically accepted by succesive writers
as late as
Whitehead in 1923 ^ and the identification was adopted by Tarn^* and
Marshall

11

. However, Zeus is never et&pi&ba&edn coins of this series

Bitot;o 'Appendi’36^ ,.,
• Seltman. Greek Cpi^ , PI*
It was first published in Pevue Humismatique , 186?. Pi*21
2. Gardner, BMC* p. xxvi
; Tarn, pp. 212,218 >
SsdWK
3* Tarn., loc. cit.
A* PMC, PI III. 131; B M C, PI. VI.8. Cf. for an enlarged illustration
Plate Appendix, pi, X.J9
3* We give our reasons in Chapter V.pp. t&^SS
6* BMC. p. 19 ; PM C .,p. 26 ; NC. 1923. ,p.3l8-19
7. CASE.,p .169
8. Gardner, op.cit . ; Rapson, JRAS, l$03,p.78h , C H I .,p*353 f .;Whitehe£
PMC* p.26
*
9
9 . WC. 1923 .*pp.318-19
10. Tarn., pp. 138 , 212
11. Taxila. , I. p. 30 1 H ,
p. 788
1.

0\

without his attribute or attributes ; he nearly always holds his sceptre
as king of the gods, and usually the aegis and thunderbolt in addition.
In the present case not only are these attributes absent^" but the
figure is specifically described as the City deity of KapisI; it is
accompanied by two symbols, a mcjptain

and the head of an elephant. On

the evidence of Hsuan Tsang, Rapson.thought that this 'Zeus' represents
the 'Elephant-god' connected with the capital of Kapisa ; important
hypotheses were built on this claim by later writers, for it was said
that this was the characteristic coin-type of the house of Eucratides
in the Kabul valley.^ But the coins of this type which were first
discovered and illustrated were not distinct enough to show the details
of the figure, and doubts were already expressed as to its identity
with Zeus. Von Ballet compared it with a figure on the money of

5
Hippostratus . It is noteworthy* that Charles

Masson, the first

discoverer of the piece, described it as a " Female dLegfcyesitting ,
with turretted crown like Cybele."

6

Attempts have been made by late

writers also to identify the deity. J.N.Banerjea suggested an identi7
fication with Indra who was known to be the Yaksa of Indrapura in the

m
— 8
Mahd-m^yur! * This Indrapura he finds in the name Si-pi-to-fa-la-tzu
..

of Hsuan Tsang, Si-pi-fco-fa-la-tzu

1.

2.
3*
5.
6.
7.

t

»■»

being Svetav^balaya, the abode of

But it is interesting to note that the Zeus-Mithra on some coins
of Amyntas HH&xSBKKacKXKy:( e.g. NC. 19V7 1FI* II,l) holds a palm;this
is however a special type for another reason also,that
the god
holds on his outstretched right hand Pallas and not Nike or Hecate;
and the sceptre of Zeus is not absent • Cp. P&iite Appendix, pi
It can also be a chaitya 3ir a temple. On a coin examined by us it
looks like 6
• PP» 555-56
Tarn, p. i+37; Mar shall, op. ci t . I. p. 30,
Von Sallet. ,fp-lOl-S.
II.,p.?68
JASB. 1834.,p. 164 , PI. VIII. 11
IHQ. 1936,pp. 295-300,7^9;also his Development of Hindu Iconography,

I, JA. 1915 -p. 38

Indra, who was known as Svetavat. Some scholars would like to connect
the elephant of this type with Buddhism.

1

But it was left to Whitehead

to rediscover the real nature of the deity ; in two of his recent
papers he has emphasised that the deity is a City goddess,

2

and thus

it seems that Masson's description was correct. We have examined the
five specimens in the British Museum and a few more in private collect!
and we are convinced that the divinity wears "a mural crown and carries
a palm but not a sceptre"; it may

rather be compared with the City

3
k and
Fortune on a copper coin of Hippost ratus, on the silver of Maues
on a copper coin of Azilises

5

; on some specimens the figure seems

certainly female. Further, two otherp'points observed by Whitehead are
also quite pertinent;

the legend itself precisely calls it the " City-

deity of Kapisi", and that deity cannot be Zeus on the coins of Maues
and Azilises since in each case he appears on the reverse side of the
coin.

6

Like the

'elephant'

, _
of Taksasila,

the type "Zeus enthroned of
n

Alexandria-Kapisa(Kapisi)" must be given up.

This does not mean, taws

however, that the coins with Zeus as a type were not struck in the
Kabul valley.

1. Burn, JRAS. 19^1 ,pp. 63-6if , cf. also Foucher, Iconography of
Buddha 's Nativity, MAS I , iq.6,pp. 1TH3
2. NC. 19i+7,pp* 28-32 ; NC. 1930, pp. 205-6
3. NC. 1950, PI. XII. if
if. Ibid. ,P1. XII. 2
5. Ibid.,PI. XII. 3
6. Ibid.,p. 205- There are ,however, some exceptions.
7. Tarn. ,p. if37 If* Whitehead, NC. 1950. loc .cit.
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One coin of Eucratides of t h e ’Kaviisiye Nagara’ type

has been

1
found overstruck on a piece of Apollodotus; no such second specimen
has so far been reported.

2

This involves two problems, the significance

r
of an overs^Lke and the existence of an Apollodotus earlier than
Eucratides. It was thought t hat'overstrikes’ are actually’restrikes'
3
and that they imply a conquest, and indicate real transfer of power
from one Icing to the other.But it has been shown that this generalisa
tion

is not correct, for coins of an early or

contemporary king were occasionally used as blanks, perhaps owing
to a shortage of metal.^So this overstrike does not necessarily imply
that an

Eucratides

the Kabul valley from an Apollodotus.

But we must discuss whether there was an Apllodotus, known as Apollodotus I , before Eucratides I.

5

No one seems to doubt ana, the existence of |wo Apollodotus';
the coins which bear a portrait are obviously of a later Apollodotus,

6

and the rest have been divided, more or less arbitrarily, between the
7
two . It is supposed that the style and the geographical distribution
of the coins bearing the name of Apollodotus

indicate this division
i

and that the two kings are distinguished from their titles. It has been

1.

Cunningham, CASE. PI. VI.5, which is now in BM. and an enlarged
photograph is illustrated in the Plate Appehdix. P( •CT ,$
2 . It is unfortunate that people have been misled by such statements
as ” ... certain copper coins of Apollodotus I .... have been r©str
uck by Eucratides,11(CHI. p. 555)»cf. also, B M C . p. xxxviii.
3. Rapson, C H I . lo c .cit. ; Tarn , p. 212 f.
A* C.H.V.Sutherland has discussed Greek overstrikes in general,N C .19A2
p. 1 f. ; Burn, JRAS. 19^1 p. 65 ; Whitehead, ITC.19A7 P* 32, NC.
1950 , p. 210 .
5* Part of this discussion is continued in Chapter V,pp.
6 . PM C . PI. IV, 263 ; BMC. PI. X.l; cf. also Plate Appendix.
7. The only actual attempt at dividing the copper money was done by
Gardner in BMC.,pp.3 k>37 siud that has been generally followed,but cf
^

)f ■

................... ...

a/rgued
^that Apollodotus I was

a king who existed earlier than Eucratides I

and that he was a prominent figure mentioned in the Periplus of the
Erythraean Sea and TrogusS Prologue. And now he is one of the three
Yavana kings very often discussed in connection with the Yavana conques;
in India.
If there was an early Apollodoths I , a prominent king as
he is considered to be, not only would he have placed his portrait on
W6U.VI
t
his coins but he amnfr have also struck tetradrachms; thei£ absence
has Jo k e r not been jm&Esi: duly noted, which considering the period to

•3
which he is generally thought to'belong, is tather surprising. Even
the silver drachms,^ of which more square than round specimens have
been found and which confirm

to a reduced weight standard^, do not

in our opinion belong to the hypothetical Apollodotus I. The type

of

these coins, Elephant and Bull together, occurs elsewhere only on a
square copper of Heliocles II
Azes andl Azilises;

7

6

to reappear later on the money of Maues

taken separately the elephant appears to be more

common on the Yavana kx coins and the bull on the iaka-Pahlava. The

1•

bv\ 4 7 ,

2.
.
3. Especially now in view of the fact that tetradrachms
of almost all
the kings XHKludxHgxMEHan&EK are known, and the more so when we
learn that even Attic tetradrachms of Menander and several rulers
after Heliocles I are also known.
V
P 1 - I V * 231,236
5* Cf. also Whitehead, NC. 1923 p. 302. Apollodotus struck a few round
pieces in silver weighing about 31 grains, which are in a class by
themselves. The square bull and elephant coins are
hybrid drachm weight., cf. also Allan, Marshall's Taxila. II.p. 86l
0. Cf. also Whitehead, PMC. p. 6 where he
noted this fact . For the
coins of Heliocles cf. PMC. Ill, 1^9
7. PMC, X. 32 (Maues); PMC XII, 288 (Azes); PMC XIV 363 (Azilises)

square copper of Heliocles II and the square silver of Apollodotus II
may have provided a coin-type,which was adopted by the succedding Saka
and Pahlava kings. They bear monograms on both obverse and reverse,some1
times two on each side. Double monograms so&s become common only with latez

2
Yavana kings. The monograms are mostly unfamiliar to the period to which
the hypothetical Apollodotus I would belong? one of them G
sigma, which, associated with 4)

> a round omega,

is a round

may indicate a late

date. Some of the common monograms of the so-called Apollodotus I appear
3
A
quxte frequently on the money of Hermaeus and even of Azes . Some have
5
no monograms at all. The only other Yavana king who struck square silver
drachms was Philoxenus;
A

6the

C*X«S. S ’
xYVvdciT Vo'twose

style and fabric of these silver drachms ofy(

~U\_'€L sAW-e-C <AvevC.Wyv\<, O 3"

^Philoxenus on the one hand and of Antialcidas and Antimachus II on the
7
other. There i s ,therefore,reason to believe th&t these coins also belong
to the Apollodotus hitherto known as Apollodotus II, who struck silver
tetradrachms on the Indian standard; he may not have been far removed
in time from Philoxenus,Antialcidas and Hipnostratus.

1. Cp. BM C . s.v Apollodotus I and II.
2. Philoxenus ,Hermaeus & c .
3. e . g . M (cp. BMC..p. 36.Nos. 32-37 and p. 63.Nop.l3-lif) p.
o ~ .1;,3,
1A3 ).vP
(c P- B M C .,p . 3 6 .N0 .3 S and p. 62 Nos. 3-6)
A* e.g. Ai
(cp. BMC.p. 3 a . N o . 9, p.33-No.16 and p. 86.No. 1A3,133,
p. 87 ,No. 16a) ; jfy
(cp. BMC, p. 33 Nos. 17-19 and p.86.-No. 13A
,
p. 8 7 .No. l66,l68 etc.)
3. BMC. PI. IX. 8
6 . cp. BMC & PM® s.v. Philoxenus.
7. Cf. also, Allan, Marshall1s Taxila, II.,p. 86l. Allan considers the
drachms of Apollodotus to be of the same qhality and weight as those
struck by Menander, Antialcidas and Antimachus II.
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The literary evidence also is clear enough to justify this
conclusion; unfortunately scholars have confused the two kings and the
mistakes

of one authority hanwbeen faithfully copied

the

1
Justin in his Trogus Prologues was found to write , 11 Indicae quoque
res additae, gestae per Apollodorum et Menandrumt reges eorum." But
'the learned and judicious' Bayer

maQmdmd- Apollodotum in place of

2
Apollodorum, following Johannes Valens who thought "that it is a most
erroneous passage, for Apollodorus was not a king of the Bactrians,but
an historian."

3

The main reason to justify this emendation was the

mention of Apollodotus with Menander in the Periplus of the Erythraean
Sea

Looking into many of the old editions of Justin we find that

various readings were known. One text reads Apostolodorum, whereas some
editors have either

ex Apollodoro, testae per Menandrum & Demetri-

f—

I

Si*

!■ *<■

>l|l|lf»l«lllll«II.TH

um reges eorum," or ".... ex Apollodoro gestae per Menandrum & Bucratidem reges eorum

The passage in Strabo which mentions

the exploits

of Menander and Demetrius in India also says,"\jO$ (prjcnv
o 'flpTGfAiTyvos 9it^
1.
2.
3.
I|\
if.
6.

no£ is;now for certain what was the source of

XLI.
Historia Regni Graecorum Bactriani.,pp. 77-80
Ibid., p. 78
; cf. also Tod, Transactions of R A S , I. p. 223 f*
Abraham Gronovius' edition, p. 1013,who collects some of these
readings. See Bibligraphy for this and other editions used,
Section, if7.
Strabo, XI. 11.1
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Trogus* information,

1

but undoubtedly Apollodorus, the author of

2
Parthiea , was earlier than both Stafobo and Trogus, and even if he was
not the main source

he may well have been one of the primary sources

utilised by Trogus; and , this particular information about the exploits
of Yavana kings in India may well have been due to him, for there is
no other

earlier source which is definitely known#

3

It is likely that

both Strabo and Trogus used Apollodorus also, and just as Strabo refer
red to Apollodorus , Trogus did the same. It is reasonable,therefore,
to take the passage concerned as referring to the historian rather tha n
to a king to whom , as we have seen, no title to greatness can be given#
There can be no controversy about the passage in Strabo and that is
all the more reason why we should prefer the one against the other; it
is interesting to note that Apollodotus is not mentioned in Strabib.
Justin, who elucidated Trogus* prologues, does not mention Apollodotus
whereas he does mention Demetrius, Menander and Eucratides; if the
name of Apollodotus had actually existed in Trogus it is unlikely that
Justin would have missed it*^ Obviously there /s&> something wrong in
the sentence as handed down to us. Those early editors who recognised
that the refe^nce is to the historian Apollodorus were puzzled by et
that odT
and ,therefore, inserted either the name of Demetrius or/Bucratides,

1.
2.

3#
A*

Cf. Tarn*s discussion, p. A5 f *5 Altheim, I.pt. i,ch.I ;Tarn3s
note in his Addenda,p. 5^2; also JHS. 1953
Trogus died 1A A.D (?), Strabo died 2A A.D (?); and the date of
Apollodorus ,according to Tarn , must fall between kfe® c. 130 and
87 B.C.
Tarn (pp.tyy-53 ) tells us about the unknown sources of Trogus and
Plutarch.
Justin, XLI.

10$
who were the two other kings of the Yavanas besides Menander known
to the Classical authors.But Schlegel considered this as disfiguring
an ancient text.^We, therefore suggest the following reading :MIndicae
quoque res additae gestae ex Apollodoro per Menandrum, regem eorum.M
This^only requires el and per to change their places )a&d et is clearly
a mistake for ext. And then

reges will naturally become regem.

Moreover, as we shall see

below,the mention of the name of

e
Apollodotus in the P^riplus upon which Bayer based his emendation, is
~Vo bcsp-vAo-hd,
nibt sufficient evidence
an early king «&
Apollodotus I > ruling far and wide in India; most probably it refers
to the later Apollodotus who is known as Apollodotus II. To quote the
passage at length : M The country inland from Barygaza is inhabited by
numerous tribes, such as the Aratti, the Arachosix, the Gandaraii and
the people of Poclais, in which is Bucephalus Alexandria. Above these
is the very warlike nation of the Bactrians. who are under their own k
king. And Alexander setting out from these parts, penetrated to the
Ganges

, leaving aside Damirica and the Southern part of India; and

to the present day ancient drachmae are current in Barygaza, coming from
this country; bearing inscriptions in Greek letters, and the devices
of those who reigned after Alexander, Apollodotus and Menander. 11 Much
has been made of this passage without justification. It merely states
that some coins which bore Greek inscriptions and the devices of
Apollodotus and Menander circulated in Barygaza, which was known to
be a trading centre. The passage

1.

clearly implies that these coins

Periplus., sec. A7* ( Schoff's Translation, p. ifl)

IJ>9

came from some outside area, probably from where the 'warlike nation
of the Bactrians 1 ruled. Or* it may be * that the author of the Periplus
had seen the coins of a certain Apollodotus and Menander

and he just

noticed similar coins in Barygaza not necessarily of their own minting.
The name of Apollodotus mentioned in the Periplus evidently refers to
the later king of th^at name whose coins are not only more numerous
and widely spreadjbut w h o ;like Menander was more closely in touch
with India proper than an early hypothetical Apollodotus I. Apart from
this the silver coins of the later Western K^atrapas of Mahara§£ra
to
and Ujjain are held/by inspired by the drachms of Apollodotus, that is
of Apollodotus II,

2

who alone of the two put his portrait on his coins.,

The Western K^atrapae coins bear also traces of Greek legends.

3

The

auhtor of the Periplus , who was a\trader , may have noticed the simili
tude and mentioned them as a curiosity. This explains the mystery of
the statement of Whitehead that ,11 in fact I have not heard of the
discovery of a single Greek coin at Broach;"^ moreover, Dr. G.P.Taylor
who collected coins in Ahmedabad for thirty years, never found the
5
money of Apollodotus. Even if kfeKyxrceKK some coins of Menander and Apo
llodotus were actually found there by the author of Periplus, this
gives no proof that they ruled there since they coins are said to have
been brought to Barygaza, almost certainly by way of trade.

1.
2.
3.
A.
3.

Rapson, BMC. Andhras,W.K§atrapas etc.,p. cviii,cxciv; Indian Coins,
p. 21
Rapson, Indian Coins,p. 2 1 .,11 more particularly, perhaps from
those of Apollodotus Philopator**. Cf. also Tarn, p. J±8.
cp. BMC. Western Ksatrapas etc,, pp. GX.C.\**C>tc.\v
NC. lSUfO p. 101
NC. 1950, p. 207
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Thus there is hardly any evidence for the existence of an early
Apollodotus ,1^ as a king of the Yavanas, The testimony of the overstri
ke piece does not solve the problem, w as we shall show in Chapter V,
where w§ also discuss the difficulty in distinguishing two Apollodotus

1
on copper coins, The overstrike does not necessarily indicate that
there was an Apollodotus I_

earlier than Eucratides I, and it is not

certain that the overstriker Eucratides was the famous Eucratides I.

2

To return to Eucratides, After his occupation of the Paropamisadae
he had now two possible lines of advance, to the south via Ghazni to
Kandahar 'and, Seistan, and to Gandhara in the east. Probably he made
progress as far as possible in both directions. His coins have been
discovered in Arachosia and Seistan

3

and recently in the Mir Zakah

treasure near Ghazni.^ Since Eucratides seems to have been by no means
the last ruler in Arachosia and Seistan before ,it was occupied by the
Parthians it is likely that he possessed a considerable part of these
regions•
But it is unlikely that his success in Gandhara was extensive ;
at 4*eas't He did not cross the Indus,

1. Infra. ,pp.
2 JHifra. ,pp .
-*

5

His money is reported to be

9g

3* Cunningham, C A S E .,p . 177 • The coins in the collections of Stacy
and Hutton s were obtained in Kandahar and Seistan.
A. Schlumberger, p. 75
5* Marshall, Taxila., I.p, 31-»nwhether he ever crossed the Indus and
possessed himself of Taxila is not altogether clear.t!

/

Ill
***
1
* —
rare in Gandhara.
Only four copper coins have been found in Takfasila,
and none of them

in the so-called Greek Stratum*

2

One of the copper

kas 1p il e i 1 on reverse, which, it has been suggested , became the
local type of the Tak^asila mint under the Yavanas, because Liaka
Kusulaka used it and i& assumed to have copied it from his Yavana
predecessors there.

3

But Allan has shown that " the original of Liaka

Kusulaka1s coinage belongs not to Taksasiia but to Arachosia, Gedrosia
and Paropamisadae*

The type is not a very common one, and of the

coins found at Taksasila only £hose of AnkxsilxxdstB Archebius and
Antialcidas have it ; the exacavations certainly do not reveal that
preponderance of the
mintage to show.

3

'pilei* type which we should have expected a local

It is , however , not unlikely that Eucratides I

occupied some parts of the Western Gandhara. But certainly, the state
ment of Marshall that, " he was the first of the Indo-Greeks also to
use the type

'Nike with wreath and palm',which was to become character

istic og Gandhara and to be copied there by Menander, Epander,
Antimachus II, Strato I, Philoxenus, Artemidorus,Archebius, Maues
and Azes I etc.,"^is not correct

; Antimachus I Theos had struck a
ry
coin with Nike holding a wreath and palm.

1, Haughton in his list, NO, 19 A 31P* 36 » does not name any place in
Gandhara. A l s o ,Cunningham, op.cit., p. 177; Allan,MarshaLL's Taxila,
II.,p. 838
2 . Marshall, op.cit., II.p. 766
3* Rapson, C H I . ,p. 336
; Marshal, op.cit., I. p. 31
A. Allan, op.cit.,p. 838
3* The Stratigraphical and group Chart of Greek coins found in Sirkap,
Taxila, II.pp. ?66^$7 » shows Eucratides-1 , Archebius-3 &nd
Antialcidas-1A
6 . Marshall, op.cit *, I. pp. 30-31
7. PMC. PI. II, 39 5
C A S E ., PI.
I. 7

Uii

Eucratides, who had long been away from Bactria , was returning
home about 153 B.C.

1

when he was killed by an ungrateful son whom he

had made a Joint-king.

2

Tarn's view that Eucratides was killed by"a

■5
son" of Demetrius I is very misleading^; it has rightly been rejected
4.

by others.^ The statement of Justin is quite clear and unambiguous; the
contrast of filius and pater

conclusively shows that the murderer was

the son of Eucratides whom his father had made socius regni ; Eucratides
did not fall in battle with the Parthians.

Tarn misrepresents Justin's

own text as describing the murder to have taken place in battle, though
the words are

'in itinere' ; there is no reason to doubt that the son

used a chariot on a road as w®ll as in battle

6

!

The killer of Eucratide

must have been his own son, who was also his Joint-king ; Tarn notes
...7
. . *
that "Justin does not say 1 a filio ejus6" - but this
be

<x

OfwXbbte

M H k

mmmmmmmdmMm

son his

' socius regni

m m m n m m

fP‘t>
f

, for why should Eucratxdes make any other person^
'?

Who then was the parricide?

Eucratides had two sons. Mionnet's view of the relationship
of Heliocles to Eucratides was adopted by Wilson

1.
2.
3#
4.
5*
6.
78,
9.

8

Q
and Lassen-; and the

i.e. he may have ruled for 15 or 1^ years if he came to power at
about the same time as Mithridates I in 1?1 B.C. cf. supra,
Justin, XLI . 6.
Tarn .,pp. 219-222.
Burn, JPAS. , 194i »P* ^3 ; Altheim ,p«>.57-SS
Jenkins.f£. 1931, p. 13 f.
Jenkins, Q$>* )oit» ,p.l6
Burn , op.cit. p. 63
Tarn.,p. 220 , fn. 1
Ariana Antiqua., pp. 263 - 64 . Quotes Mionnet's supplement , Vol. VIII
p. 4^9
JASB. 1*540, f>v674

U3
discovery of the

'Heliocles-Laodice* piece of Eucratides

confirmed
■i

it, That there were two Eucratides1 was first suggested by Bayer
and was support-ed by Rochette, Cunningham was against this view
Macdonald favoured it.

3

2

but

Trever , who first published a coin of

Eucratides with the Soter title, concluded that there was only one
Eucratides^ Whitehead^who republished the coin^did not commit himself
, but only made Treverfs view known;
*
type are coming to li&ht,

now more and more coins of this

and he is inclined to admit two Eucratides1.

Tarn also .considered the possibility of a second Eucratides, as a
|son or brother of Heliocles I, appointed to govern regions north of the
Hindu Kush.

7

We prefer to take him as a son of Heliocles I rather
\

than of Eucratides I, as Kozolubski has shown that the coins of
s
Eucratides II are more closely related to those of Heliocles I than
o
to those of Eucratides I.
Plato was probably another son of Eucratides I, Not only

are

more specimens of the nHelios on Quadriga*1 type of his coins now known,
9
but three altogether new varieties have recently been discovered^;
£
one with a bareheaded bust on the obverse with the usual well known

1.
2.
3.
A.
5..
6.
7.
8.
9.

Historia Regni Graecorum Bactriani, XXXIX p, 95
CASE. tp. 3.61 f'l
.CHI., p. k60
.
Trever., p. 123
PI, 3 6 , ^ ^
N C . , 19A7, pp. 15-16
In thd unpublished Kunduz hoard there are 37 coins of Eucratides II
with the title Soter,
Tarn., pp. 271-72
Seaby's Coin and Medal Bulletin., 1955 P*!&8
Kunduz hoard. Cf. Appendix III for Cointypes and also Plate Appendia

11*1

reverse type, another with ' bareheaded bust

and Helios on ajquadriga

facing', and yet another with ' bareheaded bust and Helios or Mithra
standin^to fron£*.

1

The discovery of more coins of Plato has disproved

one hitherto* unquestioned idea that his coins bear the date 11+7 o f the
Seleucid era (= l 6f> B.C.);

the two Greek letters MH and:

engraver’s initials or magistrates

are probably

name; there is no third letter.^

But even without this evidence Plato must belong to this period on
grounds of the type and style of his coins; he did not strike any
closely 'fu m b le s
bilingual coins. The head
the helmeted head of Eucratides,
and the facial features of the bareheaded bust on one of his new coins
are very strikingly similar to the typical face of Heliocles 1.^ His
title Epiphanes was also that of Antiochus IV a contemporary Seleucid
king • Probably Plato was the eldest son of Eucratides, whom the latter
made his Joint-king before Eucratides moved for further conquests
towards'the Kabul and adjoining\regions. Plato thus seems to have been
the parricide mentioned by Justin,
than Heliocles I, who took
' rather
i
the epithet of Dikaios.^ On the other fiand, the title Epiphanes, adopted
by Plato9obviously shows him to have been ambitiousjjand he may well
have beep too impatient to wait for his father to die a natural death.
If we are permitted to make a fanciful suggestion, Justin's statement

1 . See Plate Appendix.
2. BMC. p. xxvi
3 . cp. illustrations in the Plate Appendix. PI.
. Mr, G.K.Jenkins
agrees with us.
_
A. cp. illustrations ihf the respective coins in the Plate Appendix.
3. The adoption of this epithet has been one of the reasons why some
scholars have hesitated to consider Heliocles as the parricide.

fI f
f

that; t! he ddove his chariot through his blood" may be connected with
the types

'Helios on chariot' drawn by horses on his coins; it is'

*\
also interesting to note that'Helios on quadriga' was not used by
any succeeding king, pivobwlyy because it carried the opprobrium of
•the parricide; Plato, we suggest^became so unpopular that he was soon
slain by Heliocles I, who deservedly adopted the title Dikaios. The
rarity of Plato's coinage may be explained by the shortness of his a
abruptly ended reign.

O'ustin's further statement about Parthia's

interest in two satrapies of Bactria, which she successfully annexed,
taken in connection with his statement that the son who killed his
father did so " as if he had killed an enemy", leads us to believe
that Parthia w a s rthe instigator of Plato's ambition. Foolishly Plato
played into the hands of Parthia, with the result that Bactria lost
the satrapies of Tapuria and Traxiane'j'‘Mithridates must have occupied

2
these areas before he advanced to conquer Media.We agree with
that Mithridates

Jenkins

X did not conquer Media first because it would leave

3
no room for a period of rule by the Seleucid Demetrius I in that region,
and , moreover, it is against the order of events most naturally
implied by Justin.The view of Altheim > who dissociates the Parthian
conquest of Bactria from the death of Eucratides,and who places ^sbe

1.

S W b o .S T .u a

j^ .T o -r w .

p. I f .
3.

*

Jtux,, eXp-'

-flrWlie-s

JI6

the t,Part hi an conquest of Bactria at the end of Mithridates1 reign ,
c. lit.O-138 B.C.

,

ia also rightly contested^because Justin says that

the Bactrians were brought low before the full establishment of the
Parthian empire, and

the dated tetradrachms of Mithridates I which

Altheim attributes to^Bactrian mint, as confirming his theory, must in

2
fact have been minted at Seleucia-on-the-Tigris, as Newell first
3
pointed out. Probabl$rHthe Parthian-Bactrian war started early in the
decade 16 O-I 5 O u .^ We believe that the usual view of Eucratides I's
death in c. 135 is correct.

1.
2.
3.
k*
5.

5•

Altheim., p II. pp. 59 ff*
Jenkins, NC. 1951*»P* 16 f*
Newell, NC. 192lf. ,p. Ik?
Jenkins., op.cit. ,p.l7
of, snprjta ,p. t(jb
; Macdonald, CHI. p.A55
Be la Vallee-Poussin , p. 23i+.

CHAPTER

IV

THE CLIMAX OF THE YAVAHA POWER IN
INDIA

(The death of Eucratides was most unexpected,and there is no
clue as to the situation at the time in the regions south and east of
the Hindu Kush# Plato , the supposed parricide , has left no evidence
\o f his rule in the Paropamisadae• Heliocles I,the loyal son of Eucratides
^ does not seem to have ruled there, since the bilingual coins actually
belong to a later king of the same name, most probably a grandson of
Eucratides I,

1

who overstruck coins of Strato and the joint-issues of

St&ato and Agathocleia#

2 {
(It is likely that the unsettled conditions of

the time produced a man of remarkable ability who was destined to
become the most famous of the Yavana kings in India; he was Menander,
the Milinda of Indian tradition#
^We are told in the Milindapanho

that Menander was born in a

village called 3£alasi not far from Alasanda and 2 00 yojanas from
'feagala .^ This Alasanda must be identified with Alexandria of the
A
5
Caucasus; ■ Tarn has rightly rejected the view put forward by French
scholars that it refers to Alexandria in Egypt^. That Menander was not

2.
3.
A#
6.

Cf# infra. ,pp
Rapson, CHI., pp 553 . ,P1. VI. 16 , VII. 25. ; cf. also, infra. »p 169
The Questions of king Milinda, P t . 1.,p . 127
Tarn.,pp. 1 A 1 ,A^O
5* Tarn.,p.
The Chinese version of the Milindapanho, written several centuries
after , describes Alasanda as 2000 yojanas from Sagala instead of
200.(^Demieville, hes versions Chinoises du Milindapanha. Bulletin
de I'Ecole francaise d ’Extreme-Orient, XXIV.,p . iGo Tcviiil
cfTTPelTroFr^rT^
L e v i > IHQ * 1936 ,p. 126

a Euthydemxd

Ij-

no one would doubt, but that he was a commoner by birth

because he was born in a village,

%

3
may be questioned. To a question

of Nagasema, n But did those K^atriyas of old exist, who were the
\
founders of the line of kings from which you come,** Menander is said
to have replied, 11 Certainly, Sir, how can there be any doubt about
that.1’1*’ But here again , it is not unknown for a commoner who achieves
V
kingship to acquire royal ancestry with it. (Though there is no certainty,
jjit may be suggested that Menander had some connections with Demetrius II
i
hnd his family. With the discovery of more coins of Demetrius II it
seems fairly certain that Pallas was the prevailing type of his coins,

5

and Pallas was also the commonest type of Menander*s money. This
c'onnection may have strengthened his cause in establishing his power
after the death of Eucratides. He may also have supported his claim by
marrying Agathocleia , a royal princess of another family; she is
believed to have been

his queen

6

though £here is no conclusive proof.

7

*
8
She'may have belonged to the family of Pantaleon and Agathocles, or,
as Tarn suggested , have been a daughter of Demetrius I.
_____ ____________

9\
)

T

1.
2.
3.

Tarn., pp. li|.l, L±21
Tarn., loc.cit.
Burn , JPAS. 19A1 ,P<S£

^ *

A t t l i i ^ p a n a t e
m a h a r a j a
p u b b a k a k h a t t i y a
y e
t e
t a v a _ k h ^ f t
a s s
p u b b a n g a m a
t i .
A i n a b h a n t e , k :o s a r n s a y o ,
a 1 1 h i
p u b b a l p a _ K ^ A t A y a ^ / e —
m a m a
k h a t t i y a V a m s a s s a
p u b b a n g a m a
t i . ( M i 1 i n d a p a _ n h o _. , p .
3 2 9 )

.
j

3* 30 coins found in the Kunduz hoard are all of Pallas type.
6 . Rapson, CHI. ,p. 332
. " Her relation to Menander can not be proved
very definitely; but it is by no means improbable that she was his
queen and the governor of his kingdom after his death."
7* NCA_ 19A0
* ,p. 97
8 . Rapson, op.cit
9* Tarn,, pp. 78,223* He takes Rapson, C H I . ,p. 352 fn.l as conclusive
but Rapson gives his arguments to show that she may have been the
queen of Menander and not ^that she was a daughter of Demetrius I.
Tarn also considers the possibility of Agathocleia beingja dauhter of
Apollodotus I ( p. 78).
^

119

papson thought that Menander was a contemporary of both Demetrius
and Eucratides;

1

this was

the basis on which Tarn

reconstruction of the history

of the Yavanas at the height

power • Tarn regarded Menander^a general
were achieved at the behest of his master
only when Demetrius was dead*

made his brilliant

3

of their

of Demetrius I, whlase vi&torie

2

and who took royal titles

Rapson*s argument that Demetrius I

sshk

and Menader were contemporaries because they are mentioned together by
Apollodorus

, as quoted in .Strabo, fcs hardly convincing.^ For , the

order in which they are mentioned in Apollodorus might equally well be
taken to indicate that Menander was an earlier king than Demetrius,

5

which is of course ridiculous. We have discussed earlier in detail the
confusion in short and scrappy
sources.

6

notices in

the

Western Classical

We have established also that Demetrius II was a fully

fledged king, who struck bilingual coins and therefore ruled in the
7
Paropamisadae, there is thus no

chronological link between Demetrius I

and Menander. Moreover, if we believe in the theory of
must have been a man of mature age when

he became king.

Tarn,
9

8

Menander

But the

C H I . ,pp. 5k 3, 531
Tarn.,pp. 166-67
Ibid., p. 223
cf. also Chanda, IH Q . 1929 pp 392> %, ? 8 7 ff.
Sircar, A I U .,p. 10*§T,M The mention of Demetrius after Menander
,
who actually flourished later than Demetrius and had nothing to do
with Bactria seems to go against chronological sequence and partially
mars the historical value of the statement."
6 . cf. supra. ,P|V
7 * c f . supra. ,p. %%
8 . " H e must have proved himself as a general beforeDemetrius invaded
India". Tarn,p. 226; also p. 1^1*
9.
Whitehead,
N C . , 1$30**P* 213; Marshall, op*cit.
I.,p.30

1.
2.
3.
k.
3.

m

i
earliest coins of Menander show him as a very young man),' and as
Marshall says,” with an almost girlish countenance” ^(Whitehead has right
ly remarked that ” so early a date for Menander runs counter to the
prevailing idea based specially on the coins.”^/to consider Menander
a contemporary of Eucratides in

the sense that they ruled at the

same time,^ is also not free from difficulties. ^The coins of both these
kings have been found in considerable number in the Kabul region and
both of thdm were undoubtedly great Icings; it is not likely,therefore,
that both ruled the Kabul Region at the same time. !In fact, when Rapson
says that their coins may reasonably be assigned to the same region he
also qualifies his statement by his remark,” ... a region which must have
5
passed from one rule to the other.” The fact that some of their copper
coins are stylistically connected according to Rapson

6

indicates in our

opinion that Menander succeeded Eucratides in a particular region. And
it is clear from the preceding chapters that there is actually no
possibility of Menander being a contemporary of Eucratides. That
Menander started his royal career almost immediately after the death of

1.

2.
5*

Tarn's view th&t the portraits on Menander's silver Dikaios coins
show an elderly man (p.226 ) only proves that when he took this title
he was old, but this carCnot iaean that they were issued earlier than
those on which he is youthful, cf. also Whitehead, NC. 1950,p.213,
Marshall,op.cit. .Early writers also noted this point,e.g. Masson,
JASB.1834 p* 172 , speaks of Menander , as "the youthful , the
beautiful and beloved Menander” , Wilson, Ariana Antigua.,p.28l calls
him juvenile.
Marshall, l oc.cit.
3* NO* 19A0.,p. 95
k* CHI.,p. 551
C H I . , l o c .cit.
jS. CHI. , loc .cit.

141

Eucratides I nded not be doubted. There is no ground to put him even
later,

1

and the arguments in favour of this view are invalid, once it

is recognised that there was a second Heliocles who overstruck the coins
of Strato and Agathocleia.^/sircar1s reliance on the Milindapanho
tradition that Menander flourished five hundred years after the death of
the Buddha

3

is

ijlos#

unconvincing.

A

We have shown that Eucratides I's

career ended in c. 133 B.C., and in our opinion this would be the date
of Menander’s accession.^ Incidentally this would conform to the
chronology of the Yavana invasion of the Madhyadesa mentioned in the
Indian literary i&adxfciBH sources.
r T arn’s view that there is no real evidence that Menander ruled
^
v
■*
£
in the Paropamisadae was based on his theory that Menander belonged
to the ca^mp of Euthydemus and that as the result of a treaty between
them , Eticratides I was left the Paropamisadae and Menander was content
—

to retain Gandhara.

1.

2.
3.

4.
3.
6.
7.

7

It is hard to follow Tarn's reasoning that "the

Gut schmid, Geschichte Irans..x>. 10i+. , gives the date, 123-95 B.C. ;
Eaychaudhurjt, PHAI,6 th.edn. ,p. 3&5» says, Menanddr could not have
ruled earlier than Heliocles, and again on p. 3^7," There is no room
for the long and prosperous reign of Menander in the period which
elapsed from Demetrius to Strato II."; Sircar, A I U . , p . H 3 » considers
113-90 B.C. as the period of Menander's reign, but he also says in
the same paragraph, contradicting himself,"he may have at best, been
a later contemporary of Pu^yamitra."
cf. HHjsxa infra.,/>■
A I U .,pp.113-1 k
a
l*^or this purpose he would put the di|e
b’f’"’the Parinrva^a of the Buddha ifei-fesEfc*** about the middle of the
7th* century B.C. But the general view now is about ij.86 B.C. (C3f.
A I U ., p. 3 6 , CHI.,p. 171)
The round number 300 is very popular in Buddhist literature and it
can not be taken seriously.
c f . infra. ,p .
Tarn., p. 217» 228
Ibid.,p.228.

mere presence of used coins1’ of Menander in the Paropamisadae is ’’little
guide” ; " had he ruled wherever his coins have been found he would have
been king in Pembrokeshire, and his coins from Begram can not compare
with the vast number of those

”1

of Eucratides collected in that district.

Actually there is no evidence for the ’vast number’ of Eucratides* coins

2
in Begram ; and surely the number of Menander's coins, 153? found by
by Masson in Begram does not compare badly with that of Eucratides I

269 *^Thd difference is not significant, for we should also note that thCfe
number of Apollodotus* coins was only 73;^ shall we say, therefore, on
the basis of this comparatively small total , that Apollodotus, whose
coin was overstruck by a certain Eucratides in the Paropamisadae, did
e

not rule there ? The reference

. Aa
made to the coin found in Pembrokeshire

is irrelevant because numismatists argue generally from regular
occurrences. Moreover, Tarn tends to be inconsistent when despite
statement quoted above

his

he accepts the rule of Menander over Mathura,

5

w h e r e a f t e r the discovery of Tod's coins^, no other specimen has bden
found, and over Barygaza where no coins have ever been noticed.

7

And

1. Tarn., pp. 228-29

2* cf* supra.,p. 99
5. JASB., l 6g 6p. 5i|7
A. Ibid., lo c .cit.
Aa. IA . , XXXIV ., p. 252
5. Tarn.,pp.
6 . Transactions Of? RAS. , I, pp. 31A~13- After many year’s search
Tod^fo’und a Toin of Menander of the type 'Helmeted Bust 8c Victory. *
7 . cf. ^ s u p r a ^ p ,{0S

I2>3

the number of Menander coins found in the Kabul region is not negligibly
At

Hazaurehjat also 108 coins of Menander were found and stray coins

were noticed in Kabul;

1

Cunningham traced 70 to Kabul, Hutton got 9

silver coins at Kabul; so also Stacy, who did not find a single coin of
Menander at Kandahar, got them when he reached Kabul.
his personal knowledge Cunningham
included Kabu^.

On the basis of

concluded that Menander's kingdom

and eastern Afghanistan. The recent publication of the

Mir Zakah treasure
adjoining

2

areas

3

confirms the rule of Menander in Ghazni and
of the Kabul valley in the north; the coins in that

treasure, as listed by Schlumbefger, are 18 of Eucratides and 321 of
Menander, Menander , who was born in Alasanda,^ is called a king of
5
Bactria by Plutarch ,and Apollodorus regards him as a Bactrian Grdek
king

6

; it is hardly likely that the Western Classical sources would

have ref^yred to Menander thus, had he not ruled over at least the
Paropamisadae in the West. And now the discovery of an Attic tetradrachm
7
of Menander sets speculation at rest; he must have B&KMpxKii: reigned
over the Kabul region and also may have made some encroachments north
of the Hindu Kush,

1.
2.
3.
if.
5.
6.
7.

j

JASB,I836., p. 22.
Cunningham, CASE . ,p. 259
Schiumberger, pp. 67-69
Milindapanho , p. 82, ( Trans. The Questions of king Milinda,p t .1,p.
Plutarch, Moralia, 821 D, E, ( Loeb series, vol X.Tpp 276-79T"\l27)
Strabo, XI* 11.1.
cf. Appendix III. P*
. We have seen the photograph of
a coin now in Teheran.

{With the Paropamisadae in his possession Menander may have
advanced east and south to supplant the rule of Eucratides in Gandhara,
Arachosia and Seistan. But there is hardly any evidence that he
occupied the two latter regions;^Captain Hutton, who resided for a
long time in Seistan and Kandahar, did not find a single specimen of
the coins of Menander there and Col* Stacy was equally unsuccessful*

1

Probably Seistan and southern parts of Arachosia passed into the hands
of the Parthians at the death of Eucratides. lit is possible , however,
that some parts of northern and eastern Arachosia, alligned to the
Indus river system, were included in the kingdom of Menander.

2

(Menanderfs occupation of Gandhara , with its two great centres
gu^kalavati and Taksasila, is amply proved by the numerous finds of his
coins. In the excavations at Taksasila 34 coins of Menander have been
noticed as against only 4 of Eucratides and 13 of Antialcidas/^the &nly
king whose coins are more numerous is Apollodotus (the so called
Apollodotus II-).^In the Sheikhano Dheri hoard,?ound near Charsadda ,
coins of Menander are again predominant. His coins have also been found

6

in the small scale excavation of Charsadda,^

and it has been noted that

all the gold staters of Menander yet known and the only(?) tetradrachm
with an owl on the reverse have come from Charsadda.

1.
2*
3*
4*
3.
6.
7*

7

^Among the regular

Cunningham, CASE*, p. 459
Marshall, Taxila , I. p.3&
Marshall, op*cit., II. p. 766 f*
cf. also infra. ,p£»MS' ,2^3tj?* j su.p,rvi,pJo3jfEC. 1940 , pp. 123-26
ASP. 1902-3 ,p. 138
Whitehead, NO. 1940 »p« 103; Haufhton, NC. 1943 * P* 51

i*r

findplaces of his coins Haughton has listed Utmanzai, Shabkadar,Raj jar ,
Mar'dan, Swabi, Taksasila, Peshawar, and Rawalpindi^ all in the region
of Gandhara. Menander's conquest of Gandhara was probably not difficult,

2
,since it had been conquered by his Yavana predecessors; his greatness
'lies
/ ■ in the fact that he extended the Yavana kingdom
'
beyond Gandhara;
/
(In the north he occupied Hazara and the Swat valley. 200 drachrae
in
of his/mint condition have been found in Swat and 721 further
specimens showing little signs of circulation , in the First Bajaur
j
C
hoard;
the second Bajaur hoard contained 92 coins of Menander out of
120 examined by Haughton.And now, with the discovery of the Bajaur
Casket Inscription

6

of the reign of Menander, it is undoubted that

S w a t 'valley was included within his kingdom and was under the governor
ship of Viyakamitra, who, as the name shows, must have been a prince
of Indian origin.

7

The Inscription consists of two groups of small

epigraphs of different periods; the first mentions the name o:
Minadra

and can be dated in the middle of the 2nd. century B.C.,

8

while the second, refers to the reconsecration of the casket in the

1.

Haughton,
NC. 1943 ,pp.57-58
Supra. ,
3. NC. 1923 , p. 313
A* Martin,
NS. XL (1926-27), pp. 18-21
3 . Haughton, JNSI. ,g lS43L,p*6f
;NC. 1947 *P- 341
6 * N.G.Majumdar, Ep.Ind. XXIV pp. 1-8 ; Sten Konow, NIA .1939-40*PP*
639-48, Ep.Ind. XXVII,pp. 52-38
7. N.G.Majumdar, op. cit., p. 6
N.G.Majumdar, op. cit., p. 2 ; Sten Konow , NLA, 1939-40, p. 6 4 O f.,
also Ep.Ind. XXVII p. 53

U6

timd of a certain Vijayamitra
i

Vijayamitra of coins

1 who

has been

identified with the

**
2
.found in Taksasila
, is dated sometime in the

j

3
fir^t century B.C.,

Unfortunately the portion of the lid of the

caske’t which may have contained a date is broken*^ Nevertheless, this
small and fragmentary inscription is of great value
“ 6
“ 7
^Menander evidently controlled Udyana and Abhisara but
whether he made incursions into the Kashmir valley is doubtful* The
—
a,•
~
evidence of the Rajata^ngini is neither explicit nor reliable for
g
this period*
However, not far from these ateas at Dhamataur in the
vicinity of Abbottabad nine hemidrachms of Menander were found in a
9
pot at the base of an old wall near which is situated a Buddhist stupa.
But strangely

there is no evidence, either numismatic or literary ,

for even the temporary rule of Menander in the valley of Kashmir. /

1 . Sten Konow, NIA. 1939“AO,p* 6k2.Ep.Ind* X X V I I pp.33~37» thinks
that Vijayaraitra and Viyakamitra of the Bajaur Inscription are the
same person. But we believe that Majumdar's original view is correct
because the portions in which these names occur are palaeographicall;
of different periods, and further in such a small epigraph it is
most unlikely that the same person should be referred by two clearly
different names. From the similarity of the names it is possible
that the two were members of the same family.
2. N.G.Majumdar, op.cit., p. 6 ; Whitehead, NC. 194^1 PP* 99-lOif
3. N.G.Majumdar, op.cit.,p. 2
,
probably a little more than 30
years after the first inscription'1; Sten Konow, NIA 1939”ifO,p.6Zfl*
middle of the first century B.C.
A* There is no mention of a regnal year of Menander as was thought by
some scholars.( cf. Tarn,p. 320, who later corrected himself in the
Addenda.)
5* Minamdra as the name of a donor is noticed on a piece of sculpture
of the Peshawar Museum, representing two wrestlers. But the style
of the characters points to the later Kusana period, Sten Konow ,
CII ., p. 13A
6 * IHQ.,1933 P* 15* The country between the rivers Suvastu and Gauri
was known as Uddiyana; it was considered in ancient days a part of. \
Gandhara.
7. The district of Hazara and the adjoining regions.
PHA£, 6 th. edn. ,p. 2t|.8 .\See NC.1923. ,p.3*t2 for coin finds at
Vpudial in the Hazara District,
8 . Of. 'Supra.
9. H.L.Haughton. N C . 19A3 »P-

l%7

(Since he was in possession of Takgasila , the command of Menander
may have been obeyed in the Sind-Sagar Doab/ "which had belonged to
the old Taxilan kingdom and which extended right across the western
,'

1

Punjab as far as the Panjnad."

1

But the claim that he

made further

conquests in the east beyond the Jhelum, where Bucephala^one of the
Alexandrian townships, is supposed to have existed , and beyond the
Chenab, in the old country of the Madras with their capital at Sakala

2

has to be studied closely.
We have no means of verifying whether Bucephala still existed in
the hostile Punjab at this
Greek camp-town

time , but surely the mere existence of a

more than 130 years before Menander's time is no proof

of his conquest of the Jhelum -Chenab doab. The view of Rapson that
the

’ox-head* and the figure o f ’victory 1 on the coins of Menander may

represent Bucephala and Nica&a,

3

the two cities

which Alexander

founded on the Jhelum in the realm of Porus, is hardly convincing.
The figure of 'Victory* had been used before

Menander by Eucratides I

and Antimachus I ^ but has never been taken to prove that Eucratides I ,
or Antimachus I ruled east of the Jhelum. Similarly the ¥ evidence of
Menander's possession of the Madra country sought in the Milindapanho
is weak. Sagala where the king Milinda is said to have ruled has been
identified with Sialkot in the Rechna doab by J.P.Pleet, who combined
the evidence of the epics with that of the Chinese pilgrim Hsuan Tsang.)

1.
2.
3*

Marshall, Taxila, I . ,p. 32. Probably this area was known as
Sindhu Janapada, cf. V . S .Agrawala, IHQ. 1953*,P*l£*
Rapson, CHI. , p. 551
Ibid. , loc.cit.
PMC. PP* 19,26-27

It is often difficult to locate places from the topographical data
of Hsuan Tsang and Fleet could only arrive at the identification by

1
making substantial assumptions and allowances ; other scholars on the
strength of the same evidence had already placed Sakala (Sagala) elsewhere.

2

It has been noted that this famous city, this great centre of

trade, a capital of Menander and Mihirakula, should have left mounds
and coins on a scale comparable with Taksasila; whereas Sialkot is
neither a notable archaeological site nor a great source of ancient
3
by
coins. It is/no means certain that the name Sialkot is derived from
Sakala or Sagala. According to Whitehead there is no site in the
Rechna Doab of sufficient prominence

to suggest that it was Menander's

official capital and principal mint 5 Sakala was probably a ’cold
weather station 1 but his metropolis was in the uplands of the Kabul
valley,probably at Kapisi^. Allan agrees with the view of Whitehead
and remarks that Sialkot has not produced the coins of Menander one
would expect from his capital. Moreover, if we are to attribute any

Q

*

1. Fleet, Actes du X I V
Congres International des Orientalist e s ,
Algier 19Q5.,pp. l6lf-76.
It depends 011 certain identification's
being correct and the distance involved in the route followed by
HsUan Tsang,
2 . Cunningham identified it with Sanglawala Tiba, cf. Cunningha m 1s
Ancient Geography of India , ed. by S .N.Ma jumdar Sastri ,ppf~2lo6~f f .

3. Whitehead,
N C . 1950, p. 212
A . 1 bzld, , loc ac 1 1 .
5. Allan, Marshall's Taxila . ,p. 863

significance to the description of Milinda!s capital in the Pali text

1

,

it suggests that it should be sought in the hills rather than in the
plains.

2

^
It seems to us that Sagala of the Milinda^nho and Sakala the

town of the Madra country are not necessarily identical. The location
of the Madra country is itself uncertain

3

but, assuming that it is

the Rechna doab and the two Sakalas are the same , it is strange that
Sagala should be referred to as the city of the Yonakas,for at no stage
of Indo-Greek history/^Chere\is^i any justification for calling the land
between the Chenab and Ravi

*Yonaka - desa * or 1 Yavana-dvipa 1 aS

Paropamisadae or even Gandhara and UdySna might justifiably havd been
called; the archaeological evidence would, in our opinion, favour
Udyana as the right place. The two Bajaur hoards** and the Yaghistan
5
find, all innthe Swat region , consisted predominantly

the coins

of Menander in almost mint condition , and the only inscription which
£
mentions Menander has been found in the very same area ; the Swat
relic vase of the Meridarkh Theodorus
are furtherindications
Y

pointing to

_________ __

7

and the Bajaur seal of Theodamus

the sameconclusion.

Even

8

if Sagala

__________

1 * "Tamyathanusuyate. Atthi Yonakanaai nanaputabhedanam Sagalannama
nagaram nadipabbatasobhitam ramapiyabhumippadesabhagaip
(Milindapanho ., p. 1 )
2.
3.
A.
5.
6.
7.
8.

...... n ,

Allan., op.cit., p. 863
V . S .Agrawala, IHQ. 1953 •,P* IV
NS. XL (1926-27) PP. 18-21 ; JNSI
, NO. 19A7 ,pp. 1A1~3.
NC. 1923 .iP. 313
The Bajaur Casket Inscription, Ep. Ind., XXIV,pp. 1-8
Konow ,CII , p. 1.
Ibid. ,
S’.A group of othersmall
epigraphs e.g.Tak^asila
copper
plate inscription of a Meridarkh (p.A)* Tirath, Swat and Saddo rock
inscriptions (pp. 8.9) t mentioned in CIII by Sten Konow, also belong
to the same region.
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proves

to be Sialkot it does not seem to have been Menander's capital,

for the Milindapanho states that Milinda repaired to Sagala to meet
Eagasena just as the Ganges river goes down to the sea.
interesting to note in this

k,G*t E v & € . S i ~ ( X

1

It is

connection Ptolemy's phrase % - c * y c * A 7 j

Bayer's emendation of the name to Euthydemia \

has been copied by most writers^

to show that a city was founded in i

the name of Euthydemus by one of his successors in the Punjab, probaby
ly Demetrius.

But Tarn has very ably shown that this is impossible

and that the correction is unwarrantable.^ But whether or not Sagala
is the same

as Euthydemia and is to be identified with Sialkot, we

may suppose, on the basis of the circumstantial evidence we shall
discuss below, /that Menander ruled at least as far as the Ravi in the
East; of course, there is evidence that he made raids even beyond the
Ravi

and the Beas into the Jamuna valley and led an army in league

with others to Pataliputra, but there is niathing to prove his conquest
of these areas. )
^The relevant passages in the Western classical sources six
already quoted are unanimous on Menander's conquests^ in India. Accord-

6
ing to Strabo, Apollodorus says that the conquests in India by the
Bactrian Greeks were achieved mostly (

1•

crTor ) ^y Menander and

"Milindo nama so raja Sagalayam. puruttame

upagancchi Nagasenam ,

Ganga va yatha sagaram ." The Milindapanho , p . 1
2.
3.
A*

3.
(5.

Ptolemy. VII., 1.^6
Bayer , Historia Regni Graecorum Bactriani.,p. Sl+
Renou in his La geographie de Ptolemee 1'Inde |^lias also accepted
this reading; Macdonald expressed his doubts in CHI . ,p. 1+1+6 ,
and so also Demieville, op. cit., p. 1+6 n. 2.; but Altheim , I.,p..
32^ has again accepted it.
Tarn.,p. 2^7 f* and Appendix 13 p. A&& £•
Strabp. , XI. 11.1

he probably advanced beyond Hypanis1 (Beas) as far as the river Imaus
or Isamos

2

3
( usually identified either with the Jamuna or the Son) J

Indian literary sources provide evidence almost to the same
effect* Patanjali who wrote his Mahabhasya not earlier than the middle
of the 2nd. century B.C. has given two examples in illustration of the
use of the imperfect tense to denote an event ifjhich has recently happene

-

H Arug.ad Yavanab Saketarn. " (The Tavana was besieging Saketa),

an^ n Arunad Yavano Madhyamikani " (The Yavana was besieging Madhyamika)*
If these grammatical examples give any historical information and are
not mere school examples, they refer to a siege of Saketa and Madhyamika
(near Chittor) by a Yavana king about the middle of the second century
—
5
B.C. Similarly, Kalidasa's drama M alavikagnimitra (Ac& V) preserves the

6
memory of a conflict on the banks of the river Sindhu in which a Yavana

1. Most of the historians of Alexander call the Beas, the Iiyphasis, but
one of them Aristobulus preferred Hypanis, the form used by Strabo,
(Tarn, p. 1AA)
2 . In the Loeb edition 'Imaus* is preferred and so also in Te&ibner, but
Tarn takes 'Isamos' $(p. li-i-k)
g
3* Iomanes=Jamuna; Soamos= Son, cf* Tarn^p* 1AA* Eaychoudhtkri ,PHAI ,p.
380 fn. A, identifies Isamos with Trisama, and Sircar with Iksumati,
(Prakrit: Icchumai) a river of the Pancala country'often identified
with the modern KAlinadi running through Kumaon,Rohilkhand and
Kanauj region', A I U . ,p* 11 A
A* n Parokse ca lokavijnate
prayoktumdarsanavis&y e ." Kielhorn' edition
IIT p. 118-19
5* n Sa Sindhordaksinarodhasi carannasvanikena Yavanena prarthitab* Tatal
ubhayob senayormahanasltsanmardah

....

. Tat all paranparajitya

Vasumitrena dhanvina , prasahya hriyamano me vajirajo nivartitah.''
M alavikagnimitra (cf. Bibliography),pp.227-28

6 . Kali Sindhu. cf* Be la Vallee-Poussin, L'Inde aux temps des Mauryas
et des barbares,Grecs,Scythes,Parthes et Yue-tchi.
p. 179 •
cf. also, Tarn,p. 228 .
But some scholars believe that Sindhu mentioned in Malavikagnimitra
is the Indus, cf. R.C .Majumdar, IHQ,. 1925,I>p. 91 ff * > 21A ff«
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force was defeated by Pu§yamitrafs grandson Vasumitra during the
reign of the former, who died in c. lij.8 B.C,^
^But the real story of the Yavana invasion becomes clear only
on the analysis of the material contained in the SxHsaia
mm*

*

UV

section of the Gargi Samhita, the Yuga Purana.

1

historical

It tells us that the

Pancala and Mathura powers,together with the Yavanas who were known
for their valour ( suvikrantaK ), attacked Saketa and marched on to
—
2
possess Kusumadhvaja (Pafcaliputra ). When they reached the mudfortifications of Pa^aliiiutra^people became confounded and there
was disorder.^ The Pancalas and the other kings who attacked Pa£aliputra, destroyed the city.^ However, the invaders

quarrelled

amongst themselves and as a result of the fierce fighting

between

/ 5
them the Yavanas could not remain in the Madhyadesa. /
\

\ These sources seem to refer to a single x expedition, which,
on the basis of Patanjalij probably occurred about the middle of the
2nd. century B.C.

; and since at the time Pu^yamitra had a grandson

old enough to lead a military expedition, the defeat of the Yavanas

1.

2.

C f . Appendix II. pp.
where we give all the references
and after a comparative study of the various readings of the
different editions, we revise the relevant passages.
Tatag Saketamakramya Pancala Mathura^s)tatha ,
Yavanasca suvikrantah prapsyanti Kusumadhvajain.

3.

Tatah Pu$papure prapte kardame prathite hite
Akula vigayah sarve bhavigyanti na samsayah

.

The verses which follow describe in the conventional way the
general disorder and confusion .
A*

Pancala ksapayigyanti nagaram ye ca parthivah.

3•

Madyadese na sthasyanti Yavana yuddhadurmadah
Te^amanyonyasambhaviLtibJaay-i^yati na samsayali
Atmac akrotthitam ghorani yuddham paramadarunam.

on the Sindhu ( Kali Sindhu ) must have taken place during the last
years of the reign of Pusyamitra ( 18^-148 B.C.), and it is likely that ,
*

the second Asvamedha was performed by him during the very end of his
reign when Vasumitra was old enough to take charge of the sacrificial
horse/)We shall show latex' that during this period the Pancalas and
Mathurase were probably independent powers and coins indicate the presence
of Hitra EJaxiK kings in these territories. Undoubtedly therefore this
Yavana invasion took place about 130 B.C. and as we have seen from our
chronology, the Yavana king in question can be none other than Menander,?
j4here is a story in Ksemendra, for whatever it is worth, in which, quite
incidentally, Buddha prophesying to Indra says that a king Milinda would
erect a stupa at Pa£aligrama.

1

Our attention has been drawn to two

examples illustrating 1anadyatane l a n ' in a late grammatical ti'eatise.^
The examples a r e , 1Arunaflmahendro fMathuram and 1Arunadyavanah Sak e t a m 1.
V ,.S.Agrawala suggests the reading 'menandro ' in place of *mahendro 1

and

thus a reference to Menander and the Yavana invasion of the Madhyadesa
is sought. But if these examples illustrate the Imperfect Past and we
follow the elucidation of this rule j^xtaxxgnlhagiparokige ca lokavijnate
y
*
\
prayoktudarsanavisaye .....),it would be more axqpropriate to find in
Mahendra a king of the Hindu Mediaeval period than to emend the text
without any special reason ; it seems these ai^e school examples

, one

referring to some contemporary event and the other giving the traditional
example borrowed from Patanjali.

1. Rhys Davids , The Questions of Milinda
3* f*XVU *
JSfo* 1953 »PP* l 8t)~8a .( The refer ence is to Abhayanandi!s Mahavrtti
on Jainendra's Vyakarana, edited by B .J .Lazai'us , Banares ,19T87p« 2'8’ET)

^ Recently some scholars have suggested that there were two Yavana
invasions, one soon after Salisuka(c. 2©0 B.C.) and the other towards
the end of Pusyamitra's reign (c. lifi B.C.

), and that the two horse -

sacrifices of the latter signify his s double victory over the Greeks.
Sircar believes that the first campaign of Pu§yamitra was against

1
Demetrius I and second against Menander ; but

he has contradicted

himself by saying that Menander seems to have ruled from 115-90 B.C.,
which is long after the death of Pusyamitra.

2

)

The evidence of the Yugapurana , on which this theory is mainly
based, mentions a certain Salisuka as an irreligious and wicked king
of Pataliputra, and his pious elder brother V i j a y p r o b a b l y a governor
of Saketa.

3

Since it is in the lines which follow this that the

i.

A I U . p. 113

2*

Ibid, loc. cit.

3.

Yugapurana, lines 89-93* Lines 92-93 are interpreted by Jayaswal
( JBORS XIV.,p.110 ) and Dhruva ( JBQRS XVI p. 2^ ) to refer to
the Dharmavijaya of Salisuka. On the other hand Kern (The Bghat
Sahita, p p . 36-3?)» Barua (Calcutta Review, April 19^3?PP*2Zf-25)
Mankad ( Yugapurana. ,p. 7 f • 1 t S e Vi jaya a proper name .There
is st definite mention of a brother of Salisuka ( sa jyegthabhrataram ...... ) and it has rightly been shown by the above writers
that Vijaya as a personal name gives better sense of the passage
HHEt than
vijaya as 'conquest'.

Yugapurana gives the description of the Pancala-Mathura-Yavana invasion
of Saketa and Pataliputra, presumably it was concluded by some scholars
that the event took place soon after Salisuka’s time, but, in
to avoid the obvious difficulties created by the evidence of

order
Kalidasa’S

„
2
Ma1avika gni mi tr a , it was suggested that there were two Yavana invasions,
But, in spite of the fact that the Yugapurana appears to be
an early work based on still earlier Prakrit tradition

2

and is valuable

for its incidental notices, we believe^ that it is impossible at the
present stage of our knowledge to reconstruct the sequence of political
events of the Maurya and Post-Maurya periods on its basis alone* No
scholar has serioudly considered its evidence for what happe^ned

after

the Yavana withdrawal from Pataliputra, and it may yet throw light on
the obscure history of Madhyadesa during that period. But meanwhile
it is really difficult to beliebe that the Purana , which calls Udayi
(/Udadhi)

a son

meant

Mauryan

a

of

Sisunaga
king

by

( Sisunagatma,ja
Salisuka

*

In

,

necessarily

the

Yugapurana

1. Sx N.N.Ghosh, Journal of Ganganath Jha Research Institute,19h&»PP»
ff.;Sircar, op,cit,,pp* 113 ff.; Raychoughury, PHAI *pp. 3 3 3 i378-79
2, Kern, op, ci t . , pp, 39“40; Jayaswal, JBQRS.^XIV.pp. 398-99
3* It has been translated as * descended from Sisunaga ’ by Jayaswal,
(JBQRS* XIV.p. Zf09);
’of the
family of Sisunaga* by Dhruva (op *cit.,p. 2/f) and as ’the descendent
of Sisunaga’ by jSstys&wa Mankad (op. cit) ,p. A?)
It is true that the Yugapurana, like the other Puranas, counts Udayi
in the family of Sisunaga but none of the PuRanas calls Udayi a son
of Sisunaga.^And now it is generally accepted on the basis to the
family of Sisunaga but that he was earlier than he and belonged to
the Haryanka dynasty, cf. PHAI. pp. 216-17

•
1
Rtuksa Karma(?)

he is said to be the son of

2

Purana he succeeds

Samprati.

not known from any

other source and the passage

all clear#

3

In one of the

His elder brother

w M
whereas in the Vayu
mentioned in it is
concerned is not at

Mss# of the Yugapurana, which is incidentally

the best preserved, two lines which refer to Salisuka are not found*^
P*
/MM /
phe historicity of Salisuka is not based on solid grounds for the
Puranic evidence is not unanimous about his place in the Mauryan
genealogy,^) It seems to us that the writer of the Yugapurana described
the sequence of history with long leaps, making a selection

of

political events which he considered important. After Udayi, fehe
founder of Pa^aliputra, he jumps to Salisuka, and after him he describes
the military expedition in which the Pancalas, the Mathuras and the
Y&vanas

took part# If mere sequence in the description can denote

that one event happened immediately after the other then we must
maintain that Salisuka

1.

Ake
i)
.
came to^throne soon after Udayi A The interval

2.

cf. Jayaswal,
cit., p# Zj.10 » where he suggests Rbhuk$avarma
as the name of Salisuka!s father.
The Vayupurana text ( Pargiter, fhe Dynasties of Kali A g e ,p.29) »
puts him after Samprati but does not explicitly say that he was
the son of Samprati as has been taken by Rapson, CHI* , p.311

3*
A#
3#

cp* Yugapurana, }.ines 92-93.
In Ms. ’C 1 , cf# Mankad, Yugapurana, p. $2. fn. 89
Pargiter, op* cit*, pp. 29> 7^> ; C H I . ,p. 311
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between the two latter events is more than 130 years^whereas the
difference between Salisuka*s reign and the date

we suggest for the

invasion, c. 130 B.C., is only 50 years. The evidence of the Yugapurana
ha^s thus nothing to suggest an earlier Yavana invasion soon after
/m

/

Salisuka , Strangely

enough it contains

/
(On the other hand the text of the

no mention of Pu§yamitra.
»

Yugapura^a^as we have shown,

gives an explicit c4.ue as to the period and nature of the invasion
of PS^aliputra in which the Yavanas took part, for it says that the
Jancalas and the Mathuras were the other powers who attacked Saketa
and destroyed Pa^aliputra. We must note that this literary information ,
only confirms what

was already known from the numismatic evidence.

Coins of kings whose

named

number in Pancala and Mathura

end in -Mitra are found in considerable
as well as in the eastern districts

1
of Uttar# Pradesh ; a coin of Indramitra was found in the Kumrahar
2
excavations ; and

1.

the names of Brahmamitra and Indramitra also occur

BM C . Ancient India, pp. cviii-cxxi ; JNSI , TI,p.ll3 f.,119 f*»
III.p. 79 f ., IV p. 17 f. ; W | »
W
The Pancala coins bear the names of kings generally ending in
-Mitra, and three symbols
on the obverse; on the reverse
there is a deity or the symbol of a deity on a kind of platform
with railing in front and pillars or posts on either side. The
name of the deity forms generally a component of fhe issuer*s
name. The Hindu coinage of Mathura bears the name of kings ending
generally either in Mitra or -Datta. The general type is Lak^mi
on the obverse and elephant, horse or tree-in-railing on the
reverse.

2.

ASR . 1912-13.,pp. 79» 8^- 85 . Besides Indramitra,^two other
coins of the Mitra type h Is h were also found at Pa^aliputra

site.

m

_
1
the Bodh Gaya railing inscriptions . Though attempts have been
^

^

made to identify the Mitra Icings of Pancala with the Sungas,

p

Allan

3
is right in strongly rejecting the identifications. 11 They cannot be
identified with the Sungas. The dynasty was in existence before the
Sungas, if we date the accession of Pusyamitra about l 8lf B.C., and
survived not only the Sungas but also the Ka$vas, probably disappearing
*
Ll
wxth the latter before the Sakas.
Similarly, about the coins of the
Hindu kings of Mathura^Allan says that they u cover the period from
the beginning of the^econd century to the middle of the first century
5
B.C.** These statements are further strengthened by the discovery of
the extensive coinage of yet more kings of the Mitra dynasty of
w _
6
Pancala; the names of twenty-one kings ending in -Mitra (this excludes
the Kausambi series) have so far been recovered from

; ASP

the coins . There

1*

JRAS, 1908.,p. 1096

1907-8.,p. ij.0

2.

Rivett-Carnac, JASB l880,pp. 21-23; Jayaswal, JBQPS 1917 p. if76 f.
Raychaudhuri, PHAJ, 6 th.edn. p.391 f.; Be la Vallee Poussin,pp.175-76

3.

Allan, BMC. Ancient India.,pp. cxx-cxxi . According to Cunningham
the Mitra kings of Pancala formed one local dynasty, Coins of
Ancient India. ,ppl 79*8*+
if. Allan, op. cit., p. cxxi; Altekar, JNSI. XIII. p. Iif3
3. Ibid., p. cxvi
6 . After the publication of BMC. Ancient India,the following kings
have been added to the list of Pancala Mitra dynasty :Vasusena,
Vangapala, Damagupta, Prajapatimitra, Yajnapala and Varunamitra*
Two kings in the Carlleyle list (JASB XLIX p. 21 f.) Ayumitra
and Ayumitra may also be added. Cf. the latest paper giving these
names,
JNSI. , XV. pp. if2-if3
Powell-Price thought that Gomitra, D^i^hamitra and Suryamijpra & c .
of Mathura also belonged to Pancala ( JUPHS XVI,,p. 223)

12.3

is a remarkable uniformity of type of these coins and the kings whi>
issued them almost certainly

belong to one

family; their

history has yet to be reconstructed. They were certainly one of the
most powerful successors of the Mauryas in the Madhyadesa. Similarly,
in Mathura no less than fifteen kings have to be accomodated after
the Mauryas

*
1
before the first Saka ruled there in c. 50 B.C.
Surely,

the evidence of the Yugapurana shows that at one time the Pancalas and
the Mathuras made a bid to occupy Pg.£aliputra and in their attempt
they took the help of the Yavanas.This period must be about 150 B.C. for
by this time Menander, the Yavana king who is known to the Western
classical sources to have advanced furthest in the east, had already
gained power. Pusyamitra had grown old, and his reign was near x its
end.It is probable that , though he was able to control the two keycentres of Pa^aliputra and Vidisa in an effective manner, he was not
/

so successful in other regions. There was trouble in Vidarbha, as is
attested by the tradition preserved by Kalidasa, and there may have
been troubles elsewhere

1.

too. Towards the end of Pusyamitra*s reign

c f . Allan, BMC. Ancient India,pp. cviii-cxi;

it seems that the pen,t-up forces of disintegration were triumphant
and several regional powers emerged in Madhyadesa, among which were ±;jj?
IV

M

^

the Pancalas and the Mathuras. The reliance usually placed on the story
of the Divyavadana

1

„

to show that Pusyamitra ruled as far west as Sakala

(Sialkot) is not justified on careful study of the whole context ; to
us it seems evident that either there is some mistake in the name or
—

-

-

the Sakala of Divyavadana must be a place not far from Pataliputra.

2

divyavadana, edited by E.B.Cowell and R.A.Neil,Cambridge , 1886.,
PP. 433-34
2. The relevant sisxy portion of thd story in Divyavadana is as follows:
Pusyamitra asked his ministers how he might obtain everlasting fame.
The ministers advised him to follow the example of Asoka who had
built 8 4 i000 stupas and who had honoured the Buddhist Sangha. But
Pusyamitra found this beyond his means ( mahesakhyo raja Asoko babkuvg
an,yah kascid upaya i t i ). Then his Brahmana Purohita advised him to
do just the opposite of what Asoka did, that is tffi destroy the Stupas
and monasteries. Accordingly Pusyamitra first went to Kukkutarama at
Pataliputra. After describing how he fared there, the story suddenly
informs us that he reached Sakala and declared that whosoever would
give him a monk's head would .reeieve from him one hundred dinaras,
( sa yavacchakalam anupraptah. tenabhihitam. yo me sramanasiro dasyatl
tasyaham dinarasatam dasyami.).
It is curious that the story takes Pusyamitra to Sakala straight
from Pataliputra. Not only is the distance between the two considerab^
but also there is no evidence t.o show that Sakala was such a great
centre of Buddhism in the Maurya or Sunga period, to merit a mention
011 a level with Pataliputra, especially when several other places
in the Madhyadesa are omitted. It seems 1 that the northern tradition,
to which the Divyavadana belongs added Sakala to Pataliputra to
'
give local colour to the story. Just as according to other traditions
the Buddha visited places such as Ceylon and the remote North-west
where he could scarcely have gone, so events which may have served
sectarian interests were probably transferred to suit local sentiments
might suggest that Sakala
in the text is a mistake for
Saketa, which was probably in the dominion of Pusyamitra and which
was a centre of Buddhist activity much nearer to Pataliputra.
Of course, we must also note that some scholars have rejected the
story of Pusyamitra's persecution of the Buddhists as described in
the Divyavadana on grounds of the existence of Buddhist Stupas in
Bharahut and Sanehi .

Thus evidence of the Yugapurana, Patanjali's Mahabhasya and
Kalidasa’s Malavikagnimitra show that there was only one invasion in
which the Yavanas participated.*Hve are expressly told by our sources
that they had to retreat from Pataliputra because of the mutual conflic
between the allies and that the encounter on the banks of Sindhu also
resulted in their defeat by Vasumitra.

2

The western classical sources

do not record any lasting Yavana conquest of these regions ; when
Strabo qyotes Apollodorus, he himself notes in parenthesis his doubts

whether Menander actually crossed the Hypanis to advance as far as
the Iruaus.3 Strabo's doubt may be because of the fact that he possibly
knew something about the unsuccessful nature of the Yavana advance
xmi&MxxMBL in the Madhyadesa.

1. But c f . N .N *Ghoshytdpurnal of the Ganganath Jha Research Institute,
19^ 6^ ,pp. A3
2* Patanjali's grammatical example referring to a siege of Madhyamika
may be connected with the ifes Yavana encounter on the banks of Ifjli
Sindhu. kkxBukxikxxxxHskxunixkElyxkhHt:
3. Strabo, XI. 11.1. M

StL^yj

,« & t

5E

The numismatic evidence also confirms this literary information*

The coins of Menanddr - or for that matter of any other Yavana king—

are not commonly found east of the Ravi,
reported from Saharanpur,
Kangra

5

2

Sonip&Jf

3

1

though a few have been

and Bundelkhand,

I

and also in

6
and Hoshiarpur districts; stray specimens of Menander's

money are not unknown in some places of northern India, but no hoards
of Indo-Greek coins come to light in these regions. Both Whitehead
and Allan

8

7

are strongly of opinion that such finds of the Yavana

coins are not evidence of their rule in these districts but of the
popularity of their money, and can easily be paralleled in other
9
series of international currencies . Further evidence of the commercial
success of the Greek drachms is seen in the fact that they influenced
the coinage of the Audumbaras and the Ku^indas;

10

we believe that it

1.
2.
3.
A*

NC. 1923 PP. 305 f.j NC.
19A0 p. 5 f.
E. THomas, Prinsep's Essays on Indian Antiquities,
Vol. I,p. 208 ,n.
Cunningham, CASE.' pp. 276-79
Smith, Ind. An t . XXXIII,p. 21?
.0
6 . NC. 1$23.,p. 3^2
7. NC. 1923, p. 303-6
8 . Marshall's Taxila, II. pp. 862-63
9* e.g. The find of Roman coins in India and the gold coins of Mamluks
of Egypt found at Broach.

3

*

k

h

k

e

} \

3

p • 3

£1

10. Allan, BMC. Ancient India., pp. lxxxiv-lxxxv,p p . ci-ciii ; Marshall
Taxi l a . I I .p . 862. F o r t h e coins cf. Allan, BMC. Ancjjent India ,pl.
XIV-XVCD, XXII-XXIII.

was trade and commerce that took the drachms of Menander and Apollodo-

1
tus to Barygaza, and that it was their commercial success that led
the Western Ksatrapas to imitate them* Allan has also shown that
Mathura was in the hands of the local kings until its cknquest by
Rajubula, who, like his son So^asa, copied the local type on his coins;^
"had the Yavanas been already there, there would have been a break in
the Hindu coinage earlier."^The fact that the ilaka kings of Mathura
imitated the local type is very significant, for wherever the Sakas
and the Pahlavas succeded the Yavanas they borrowed the type of the
latter for their coins. Tarn's remark that the last Greek king to rule
in Mathura itself was Strato I in conjunction with his grandson^ is
based on Rapson, who actually says that "(Rajula) struck coins in
imitation of those of Strato I and Strato II, the last of the Yavana
kings to reign in the Eastern Punjab,"

5

Apart from the fact that Mathura

is not in the Punjab, "Eastern Punjab meant to Cunningham (Rapson's

6
authority) what we should now call the North-eastern P u n j a b T a r n ' s
statement is, therefore, quite without foundation and the coins supply
no evidence of Yavana rule in Mathura. We must also note that such

1.
2.
3.
A*
3.
6.

c f , supra. ,pp. ?0&-$
BMC. Ancient India.,pp. cxv-cxvi ; Marshall's Taxila, II.,p. 862
Allan, Mar shall1s Taxila. II., loc.cit.
Tarn, p. 3^3
Rapson,
C HI.,p. 375
Allan, Marshall's Taxila, II., loc.cit .

hoards as those found in Saharanpur , Sonipat and Bundelkhand contain
coins of several Xxa Yavana kings

1

who ruled after Menander and whose

kingdoms must have been situated much further West

than the regions

where the coins have been discovered,If they are evidence of Menander’s
rule they also indicate that all the other kings in question governed
the region, which is quite impossible .ThEXExhsaKdsxdExnEkxEEEisxkEi
Dr. Whitehead believes that the Indo-Greeks could have done
no more than conduct cold-weather campaigns or make long distance
raids.

2

There is some truth in his stress on the climatie factor, but
i
it can fes hardly be the whole reason for their failure to get any
i
permanent
control of the Ganga-Jamuna doab. Kings and peoples with
ambitions of empire-building and the vigour a'nd resource to carry out
)
their plans do not brook any defiance from nature, especially when the
political conditions are favourable.(There must have been other iEafcuKES
factors which prevented the Yavana power from permanently expanding be
yond the Ravi. The Yavana kings drew their strength not only from
the Greek element in the population, but also from the Iranian peoples
of the North-west; the further the Yavanas advanced from their ^adopted
homelands of Kabul and GandharavJ the less effective these elements
became, while the local inhabitants became more hostile. \ more
important cause of the Yavana failure in the Eastern Punjab and the

1.

2.

e.g. the Sonipat find contained coins of Menander, Strato,
Antimachus II, Heliocles(II), Apollodotus, Antialcidas, Lysias,
Philoxenus, Diomedes, Amyntas and Hermaeus.
NC. 19^0.,p. 92
But cf. contra., Marshall, Taxila, I.»p. 32
k

i*r

Madhyadesa can
he found in the x fact that these areas had been m&re
t
closely connected with the fabric of the Mauryan body-politic and for
a longer duration than Gandhara and other parts of the North West, The
North West was independent of the Mauryan control

not long after

Asoka, whereas the dynasty continued to rule for about fifty years in
the Madhyadesa, until Brhadratha was killed by Pusyamitra in Palpaliputr
and other regional powers were established in oth.er centres. These
newly founded kingdoms were EBiafeiishEd

probably more vigorous than
i
,
i
the kingdom of the later Mauryas, whose degeneration led to their rise,

fey the time the Yavanas reached the climax of their power in the Norths
West, the areas East of the Pavi were probably the scene of vigorous
political activity,]
Throughout the second century B.C. and even as early as the
last quarter of the third century, coins were issued by independent
kings and peoples from th^pavx eastwards.to Magadha, In thd Hoshiarpur
District between the Beas and Satlaj ruled the Pajanyas;^south of them
in Jalandhar with possible extensions in the Bari Doab between the
2
Pavi and Satlaj were the Trigartas.
Further east in the northernmost
parts of Western TJttarjH Pradesh the region of Almora enjoyed freedom

1,

2,

The coins of the Rajanya Janapada commonly with Lak§mi on obverse
and bull on reverse bear inscriptions either in Kharos^hi or
Brahmx. Those with Kharos^hi inscriptions may be put in the 2nd,
century B.C. and those with Br’Shmi in the 1st, century B.C.
BMC. Ancient India ,,p. cxxiii
The coins of the Trigarta Janapada bearing Brahml inscription are
dated in Irthe first half of the second century B.C."
BMC. Ancient India.,p. cxxxix-cxi

i
~ and power. South of Almora the Mitra kings of Pancala had their
headquarters in Ahicchattra” and ruled the entire Pohilkhand Division;
their power seems sometimes to have extended in the East to Basti and
in the Y.'est
even as far as fch&xfcEEXXfcHKy: Magadha, and in the West probably as far
as the territory later held by the Audumbaras with whose coins some
of those of the Mitra kings have been found.

2

South West, in the Uttara

» 3
Pradesh.lay the kingdom of Mathura. Then there were the territories

u
m5
of the Uddehikas and Kausambi , until we reach the borders of the
Sunga kingdom in the East which may for some time have included
^ o
Ayodhya
• It is significant that the coinage of these people is noj
in the least influenced by the coin-types of the Yavanas, though la&er
even the more powerful Gupta kings could not escape iAfc*
the influence of the money of the Kusaiias.

1.

2.
3.
A*

3.

&
6.

The coins of the kings of Almora, belong to the "latter half of
the second or first half of the second century B.C."
BMC. Ancient India.,p. lxxx-lxxxi
Ibid.,p. Ixxxvi
Ibid., pp. cviii-cxvi
The coins of the Uddehikas or Audehikas located in the'middle
country 1 by Varahamihira, belong to the early second century B.C.
BMC. Ancient India.,p. cxli
The earliest inscribed coins of Kausambi's local dynasty " cannot
be later than the first half of the second century B.C. 11
BMC. Ancient India.,p. xcvi
1
It is known from the Ayodhya Inscription that a descendent of Pusya
mitra probably ruled there, cf. Sircar, Select I n s c r i p t i o n s p .96
Palaeographically this inscription is placed in the first century A.D

147

1
Dr. Tarn thinks that the territories of the Audumbaras ,
2
"5
j,
Kunindas , Yaudheyas and Arjunayanas were included within the kingdom of Menander.

He gives two reasons : the Kulindrene (Kunindas) of

Ptolemy, who according to Tarn gives the names of the Greek provinces
in India, and the other territories mentioned above, lay between
Sagala and Mathura, and hence must have been included in the Greek
kingdom; and these peoples started coining at the time which saw the
end of Greek rule and the establishment of their i n d e p e n d e n c e T h e ± xse
first point is based on Tarn's assumption that Mathura was ruled by
Menander which as we have shown is not correct*^ He further assumes
that a group of Indian place-names ending in

described by

Ptolemy, in a country where Greek had never before been used , a were
actually the names of Yavana provinces goingnwell back

into the

second century B.SC.'! and referring to the flourishing period of the
Yavana rule whether before the death of Demetrius or during the reign
£
of Menander;
and he supposes that Ptolemy took this information from

1.

2.

3*

A*
3.
6.

They occupied the area formed by the eastern part of the Kangra
district, the Gurudaspur district and Hi>shiarpur district, i.e. the
valley of Beas, or perhaps the wider region between the upper Satlaj
and Ravi.
BMC. Ancient India.,pp. lxxxiii-lxxxvii
Cunningham says that Ku$inda coins are found mainly between Ambala
and Saharanpur. They probably occupied a narrow strip of land at
the foot of the Siwalik hills.between the Jamuna and the Satlaj
and the territory between the upper courses of the Beas and Satlaj*
BMC. Ancient India. ,pp. ci-civ
The evidence of coin finds shows that the Yaudheyas occupied an area
which may be k roughly described as the Eastern Punjab. Cunningham
thinks that their name has survived in that of the modern Johiyas
who occupy both banks of Satlaj along the Bahawalpur frontier. Their
seals and inscriptions have also come from Ludhiana and Bharatpur.
BMC. Ancient India.,pp. cxlvii-cliii
The lands of the Arjunayanas probably lay within the triangle DelhiJaipur-Agra. BMC. Ancient India.,pp. Ixxxii-lxxxiii
Tarn. ,pp. 2 3 ^ A 0
Ibid., pp. 230 ff.; pp. Ak 2 -A5

the so-called

'Tragus' s o u r c e ' W e

are not competent to discuss the

sources of Ptolemy in detail but it is well known that he obtained
information from many contemporary travellers and traders as well as
from earlier sources and so much of his evidence must apply to a later
period. Tarn thinks that ~1jvy

names were used for

Seleucid eparchies

and hence denote the names of the provinces in the Yavana kingdom in
India, which, according to him, was a Seleucid succession state, k
Altheim on the other hand

maintains that the place-names in -

do not necessarily indicate Seleucid eparchies.
that the

2

Even if it be admitted

ending was regularly used by> the Seleucids to indicate

their eparchies it does not follow that the Yavanas imitated them; if
they did, why among the many Indian place-names preserved in Ptolemy
are only four, Patalene, Surastrene, Soustane, and Kulindrene, imitations
of the Seleucid terminology, whereas names like Goruaia, Gandaritis,
Paucelaitis etc., which were also Greek provinces in India, do not end
It is strange that the centres where the Yavanas ruled
longest did not hear any such names, as against regions where the Yavana
rule is only hypothetical. Ptolemy also mentions Ozene (Ujjain) but
which is not included in the Yavana kingdon by Tarn and was ruled by
Indian powers.In fact it is totally unsafe to derive any conclusion,
other than philological,

thesd name-endings.

As to the second point, it is true that^Audumbaras, Kunindas,
Yaudheyas and Arjunayanas did not start their coinage in the early
second century B.C. But this does not prove that they were subordinates
to the Yavanas, because the areas later occupied by these peoples were
actually in the possession of the earlier Indian powers who, as we have
9shown, ruled there contemporaneously with the Yavanas almost throughout
the second century B.C. The argument of Tarn, therefore, is anachronist
ic.
( The theory of the Yavana conquests in the Indus delta and Gujarat
was based mainly on the references in

Strabo and^Periplus. We haver

shown, however, that the evidence relating to Barygaza in the Periplus
does not prove the rule of either Menander or Apollodotus.

1

To the

2
statement of Whitehead that no coins have been found at Broach, Tarn
replied that ’’this might

§
suggest that Barygaza was not Broach.” " If

this is so, it really solves

the problem, for the issue is not that

the Greeks traded in Barygaza but that they ruled at Braach. The
Periplus talks also of the traces of Alexander’s expedition in Broach^"
but no one believes that Alexander conquered Gujarat. The explanation
5.
that the story of Yavana conquest has been transferred to Alexander is
hardly convincing. Why should the author of the Periplus, who had at

1.
2.
5.
if.
5.

Supra. ,pft
N C . 19A°»P* 1 0 1 1 cf. also, supra.
(0$
Tarn., Addenda.,p. 527
Periplus, Section, ifl ( Schoff's translation. ,p.39)
Tarn., p. Iif8

IS'o

least the knowledge of the coins of Apollodotus and Menander, have
been confused on this point ?

The fact remains

that there is no

evidence that either Alexander or the Yavanas conquered Gujarat ; the
account of the Periplus is just a sailor's story*
Strabo is not to be blamed for the statement that the Yavanas
took possession of Patalene and the kingdoms of Saraostos and Sigerdis.
He is simply quoting Apollodorus about whom he
contradicts what was known, saying that
India than the Macedonians"

1

says that "(he) even

these kings subdued more of

Apart from the fact that much reliance

cannot be paid to this reference, we are not even sure of the location

2
of these places. If they denote the Indus delta, Kacch, and Kathiawar
, the evidence which forbids us to believe in the story of the Yavana
rule in Barygaza(Broach)

will forbid us again to make any such

conclusion here. We have no grounds for

belief that either Demetrius I

or Menander ruled in those regions. The

theory that Theophila mentioned

A
in Ptolemy was a Greek city , the capital

.
. 5
of the kingdom of Sigerdis,

1* Strabo. XV. 1. -3
2. Patalene is generally placed in the Indus delta country, but
Marcianus, 1.32 says that it was in Gedrosia(cf. Tarn,pp.94>260).
Similarly, Barygaza also is placed in Gedrosia by Stephanus (cf.
Tarn., p. 260); Tarn.,p. 148 , takes Sigerdis to mean the country
between the Indus delta and Sauraftra, including Kacch. But Altheim
I.p. 324, puts this kingdom south of Surastrene because Pliny
mentions a harbour Sigerus in those parts, he also cites the late
P. Schnabel as making Sigerdis' kingdom Magadha t Cf. also Tarn,
Addenda. ,p.32? ,p. 368 .
Sokowl , jftas.
3 . Supra.,ppJQg-3
• No coins of the Yavanas have ever been found in
Sind and Kacch.
4 . Tarn.,pp. 147,326
3 . Ibid.,pp. 234-35
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named after a supposed mother of Demetrius I and the hypothetical
Apollodotus I*\ lacks proof; we have no grounds to believe that
Demetrius I and Apollodotus

were brothers born of the same mother and

that her name was Theophila.
Some inscriptions found in the caves at Nasik, Junnar
Karle recording religious gifts by Yavana donors

and

have oftdn been

discussed in this connection • But they should not concern us here
firstly because none of these places are in Gujarat and secondly because
these inscriptions do not belong to the period of Yavana rule.

3

Tarn

also is now doubtful of his own early dating in his revised notes.^
The Yavanas

mentioned in those inscriptions cannot be Indians for the

simple reason that they call themselves Yavanas.

5

Tarn's argument

e
against this obvious conclusion,that " this is common sense; the conqijror does not adopt the nomenclature of the conquered"

, is out of place

in ancient India. The Sakas and the Ku§anas took Indian names and they
were not "low-class" or "broken by circumstances" who"might goccasionall;
IgJa native''.'sJcEXEHxikExHMHHxkXHgH^XKhHKExkiHXMEXxaisHxxaxHgKBtxSHKEipE

1.
2.

Tarn. ,p. 1A7
Cf. a complete list of these inscriptions in I£. I.pp. 343-57» with
notes by Stein ,Otto.

3.

Cf. for dates, 0.Stein, op.cit.,p. 351;
Johnston, J B A S x p x x k ^ , 1941* ,P* 235

A*
3.
6.
7*

Tarn, Addenda.,p. 331
Appendix I.
Tarn.,p. 235
Ibid., pp. 23A-55* We are unable to follow Tarn when he says that,
"some Sacas did take Indian names......... but that is not in point '.1
(p. 23A f®u 7)
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The Greeks were cultured people who could discuss matters of religion
with Indian monks and become converts to Buddhism; why should it be
surprising if the Buddhist Yavana who made donations called himself
Dhammayavana ?

1

These Yavanas do not seem to have come overland from

North Western India; they may have been Alexandrian Greeks or even
e

Romans who came with trade and settled down in inland towns to serve
perhaps as exporting agents of Indian goods,

2.

jWe have hardly any evidence for the system of administration
under kks Menander, bis kingdom must have been divided into provinces,
perhaps under Stamtegoi, a title which was used in the Saka-Pahlava
period and which was probably borrowed by them from the Yabanas.

That

there were other administrative sub-divisions can be inferred from
the existence of 'Meridarchs* the names of two of whom have come down
to us from inscriptions - one Greek^and the other Indian,^ Tarn notes
that

’Meridarchs' are not heard of in the Seleucid empire and it is

strange to meet them in India;

6

we cannot define them more closely than

as subordinate governors of parts of a satrapy.
T"
X. KofU Usm2.
3*

h*
5.

1 '~-...

—-..

No •10 C E p M .'SOI ^pp S S ft.) .u

Cf. also Warmington, The Commerce
India. , p. 68
T a r w , p.

, bi/J r

tMajrs

'

between the Roman Empire and
f ‘^ 0 • fry.3.

The Swat Relic vase Inscription of the Meridarch Theodorus (C I I .,p.l]
and The Taxila Meridarch Inscription,(C I I .,p. L+)
Viyakamijjra (?) of Bajaur Casket Inscription.

6 , Tarn.,

p.

21+2

It is very likely that Menander, having a busy career and wide
dominion, appointed

a few sub-kings. Antimachus II is generally thought

to have been one of them.

1

2
Probably as a grandson of Antimachus I Theos,

he was thus related to Demetrius II and Menaader
associated by the common use of the

with whom he is

2a*
'Gorgon's head' type ;we suggest

that he was probably a brother of Menander.

Certainly the abundant

drachms of Antimachus II, which are of uniform type and style, testifies
to his importance ; he must have been a prominent sub-king of Menander
and a trusted general who probably helped him in some of his campaigns.^
Antimachus II did not strike tetradrachms and none of his coins
5
bear portiTid.t. His characteristic type is 'Hike and King on prancing
g
h orse1. It has been generally considered as a new type
started by
Antimachus II

7

r
,but this is incorrect. A dracjm of this type struck by

8

Menander also exists , which is another link between him and Antimachus
II. fit is significant that

not

a

single

coin of his

was

found in

1. Tarn, pp. 229-30
5 Marshall, Taxila., I.,p. 3k
2. Tarn,pp. ?S, 229, calls him a son of Antimachus I but considers him
a contemporary of Menander; we have dated Menander later than he
and hence keeping in view the type and style of Antimachus' coins
it is more than likely that he was a grandson of Antimachus I Theos.
Antimachus II, PMC. PI. VII,373; Demetrius II, IMG. PI. I. 12
;
Menander, P M C . PI. VI. A9&
5* Antimachus II used the Hike type
in common with Antimachus I and
Menander, the Aegis with Gorgon's head in common with Demetrius II
and Menander, and King on a prancing horse in common with Menander.
A* Tarn, loc.cit.
3*

In this respect he resembles Apollodotus, but the latter struck
coins with his portrait in the later part of hiscareer,cf.infra,pp.
6 . PMC. PI.VII. 557
7* OHI, ]?¥'
; Tarn., p. 230, 316
8 . Cf. Appendix III and Plate.
.It was illustrated in White
King Sale Catalogue, PI. X,96if,and
attention was drawn by White
Head in P M C .p . 63 , but we do not find much notice of it. The coin
illustrated in our Plate Appendix is from a Plastei' of Paris cast in
the BM.

15*1

Taksasila excavations.

1

On the other hand the Bajaur hoards contain a

good ‘number of his coins

2

seem from the distribution

.3

and the Mir Zakah Treasure has 133*

It would

of his coins that Antimachus II governed

the Swat valley and Northern Arachosia each for some time.^ Tarn called
him a sub-king of G an d h a r a ,' but Gandhara is a big region and we prefer
to confine him first to the Swat valley

and later to Northern Arachosia

to which province he may have been transferred towards the end of his
career.

5

All his monograms are those which are commonly found on

Menander's coins. He minted coins out of all proportion to the status
of a sub-king, which not only shows his prominence but also suggests
that he may have outlived Menander to rhlb'.-forp.a few ysaxs more years.
P o l y x e n u s ' andnEpander seem to have been other sub-kings of
Menander.

6

P o l y x e n u s ’ coins are very rare, and were first discovered

7

by White King. On the silver money he has

’Diademed bust and Pallas'.

8

1. Marshall, o p .cit. II. pp. 786-67
2. Martin, NS. XL (1926-27) pp. 18-21.,reported 132 coins in the First
Bajaur Hoard. Haughton, NC. 19A7 PP* 1A1~L5j reported 17 out of 120
of coins examined by him in the Second Bajaur Hillard, cf. also ,JNSI,
19if2 . ,p. 6l
3. Schlumberger, p. 78
c f . infra.,pp. 179-80 • A few odd coins of Antimachus II have come
from the Kabul valley and Western Gandhara to which no particular
importance need be given.
3 . cf. infra., pp. 179-80
6 . Marshall, o p .cit., I. p. 3 k
7. The silver drachm which was in the collection of WhiteKing passed
to the Punjab Museum. It was an object of controversy. E.J.Rapson
doubted its authenticity but Whitehead considered them genuine and
and published it ( P M C . p. 52*PI. V. 371) . WhiteKing also possessed
the copper piece (PMC.lop.cit.). But Rodgers published a copper
in N C , 1896 pp. 268-69
8. PMC. 'PI. V, 371

Iff

The copper type presents a helmeted bust of Athena as on the copper
money of Menander on the obverse, and an Aegis radiate with Gorgon's
head on the reverse*

1

0

^lyxenus took on his coins the grandiloquent title*

of Epiphanes and Soter.

2

It is difficult

to say which province he

ruled but certainly he can not be placed east of the Indus ; no coins
of his have been noticed in Taksasila.^ In the Mir Zakah k Treasure
there is one coin of Polyxenus^ ; his money is still very scarce*
Haughton has listed Peshawar and Utmanzai as the provenance of E his
coins.

5

The coinage of Epamder is also rare* His silver money represents ,
£
Pallas as on Menander’s coins,snd while the copper bears
and Humped bull*.
denomination;
head in 19A7*

7

'Winged Hike

Until recently his silver was known only in ^drachm

the first large piece in silver was published by White-

8

Cunningham remarked that the coins of Epander do not

help us in fixing his position either in time or place, but he thought
9
that Epander must have ruled in the Upper Kabul Valley. Whitehead has
proposed to place him in the latter half of the 2nd century B.C."^

1* PMC * PI* V. 372 *A coin of this type in beautiful condition is in the
collection of Mr. Cuthbert King ,cf. NC. 19A0»P*107 •
coin,which
we have now been able to examine,reads Paliksinasa in^stead of
Palisinasa in the Kharo§thi legend.
2. PMC. p. 33
3* Marshall, op.cit* II,pp. 766-67
• Tarn,p. 317, placed him with the
eastern group of kings, but Whitehead has shown that Polyxenus can
be reasonably placed west of Indus, N C . 19^0 ip. 108
A. SqjLumberger, p.77
3* N C . 19h3« »P- 39
g. PMC.,VI. 316
; N C . 19A7, PI. I. 9
7. P M C .,P1. VI. 317
8 . N C . 19A7,P1. 1.9 . It is in the collection of Mr. H. Shortt;there is
another in General Haughton's,
9 . Cunningham, CASE .,p. 213
10. NC. 19A7.,p. h 6

/fr6

(jMenander's kingdom shows the Yavana power at its height* He
ruled from the Kabul valley in the West to the Ravi in the East, and
from the Swat valley in the North to Northern Arachosia in the South*
Cunningham thought that, encouraged by his success in India and
regions south of the Hindu Kush, Menander planned to recover Bactria
an'd that he probably helped Demetrius II the Seleucid king in his
campaign against Parthia but died in the course of his march to the
West.

1

2
Plutarch called Menander a Bactrian king, and Strabo included

3
him among the Bactrian Greeks. And now we know of the Attic tetradrachms
of Menander.^

Cunningham’s guess

may, like many of his remarkable

anticipations, prove to be true* )
(Dr* Tarn remarked that " the idea that Menander ever became
a Buddhist in the sense of entering the Order may be dismissed at
3
once 11 „ He is

right . But when he says that the evidence of the

Milindapanho does not indicate that he was a Buddhistpthough he admits
that 11 no one can prove that Menander was not

a Buddhist ",

6 we fail

to agree* His argument that Menander's adoption of Athena ” the one
Greek deity who was practically never equated with anything Oriental”
is against it, does not convince us. Kani^ka^who was known to be a

1.
2.
3.
4.

Cunningham,
CASE., pp. 270-73
Plutarch, Moralia., 821 D,E.
Strabo., XI.11.1
We have seen a photograph of an Attictetradrachm
of Menander ; the
coin is in possession of a collector in Teheran, cf. for the
description , Appendix III on Coin-types.
3* Tarn., p . £6#
6 . Ibid., pp. 268-69

Buddhist,used many non-Buddhist deities^and those of his coins which
figure Buddha are vary rare.'1' In the time
had almost certainly not evolved,

2

of Menander the Buddha image

^l\&
but it is probable that JV‘W h eel1 on

some coins of Menander is connected with Buddhism*
that the

Tarn's deduction X

'Wheel1 on the coins of MenanderxsximHH&atedxKxfchxB

means

only that Menander proclaimed himself a ' C a k r a v a r t i n i s not justified
in the opinion of Allan, who thinks that " this

'Wheel* must have a

common origin with the Wheel found on the Pancanekame coins and the

T>^
Wheel so familiar on Buddhist sculpture*

Marshall has noted that "the

Wheel was well established as a Buddhist symbol before the Pancanekame
coins were issued^and he thinks that there is no evidence to connect it
specially with Taxila."|^he statement of Plutarch that when Menander
died, " the cities celebrated his funeral as usual in other respects,
but in respect to his remains they put forth rival claims and only
with difficulty came to terms, agreeing that they should divide the
ashes equally and go away and should erect monuments to him in all
rp

their cities,"

is significant and reminds one of the Buddha's story./*

(it is also interesting to note that local tradition connects with
Menander the origin of the most famous statue of Buddha in Indo-China,/

1•
2.
3*
A*
3.
6.
7*

BMC . ,p . I x . f .
But cf. for the Indo-Chinese tradition, Coedes, Bulletin de 1'lieole
frangaise d'Extreme-Orient., XXV (I923),p. 112; XXX (1931)»P« 1^8
Marshall, op* cit♦ , I.,pp. 33-3^
Tarn.,p. 263
Allan, Marshall's Taxila., IX.p. 839
Marshall, op*cit.,pp. 33-3^
Moralia ., o 2 1 D , E.

the statue of Buddha of the Emerald, which Menander's teacher Nagasena
X
materialised out of a magi© emerald by supernatural power. In fact if
Menander is known to Indian tradition it is because of the Buddhist literature. /Further, we do not believe in the theory that Menander adopted
the faith only nominally and as a matter of policy against Pusyamitra
3
to win over the Buddhists to his side. The overthrow of the Mauryan
dynasty by Pusyamitra was not a result of ©S# Brahmanical reaction
and there is no substantial evidence

that

he persecuted the Buddhistk

We are unable tp understand why the title Soter on his coins meant
that he was

'the Saviour' of the Buddhists and of all who stood for

5
the old Maurya power against the usurper Pusyamitra, when we know how
common was this epithet with the Yavana kings.

(Menander's enormous coinage attests both W

the size of his

kingdom and its flourishing commerce, ^ a r n suggests that, because
Athena had been one of the three regular deities on Alexander's coinage,
Menander adopted this device in order to emphasize that " in spite of
the predominantly Indian character of his empire, he was still a Greek
k i n g j ^ e u s and Heracles , the other two deities of dtehK Alexander's
coinage

, had already been adopted by Antiochus IV and the Euthydemids

respectively.

6

But we must note that Pallas was used by Demetrius II

1.

Coedes, lop.cit.,

2.

For what it is worth thdre is also the evidence of Taranatha,^which
seems to be based on a tradition independent of the Milindapanho.
■faj&i^vtociYss a reference to king Minara in the land of the TukhSras,
, sefexxfe who is identified with Menander by Lassen.)

3.
if.
3.
6.

Tarn.,p. 173
5 Marshall, op.cit., p. 33
Paychaudhuri, PHAI, 6th. edn. p. 388-89
Tarn., loc. cit . ; Marshall, loc.cit.
Ibid., pp. 261-62

before Menander‘S and we

have suggested earlier that Menander!s

adbption of Pallas links him with Demetrius II who used the same type;
as do'the elephant 1s. head *

and the head of Gorgon on his coins,
i

2

The significance of the rather striking menagerie of animals on his
coins is obscure. It is strange, however, that Menander's coinage does
not reveal much sympathy with local or Indian types.

It seems that

the gold coins with PallasS head and owl but without any legend were
struck by Menander,^ and were probably the last gold issues of the
Yavana kings. His silver money consists predominantly of drachms;
tetradrachms are comparatively few in number. The variety of his types
can be studied on his copper coins rather than on his silver issues.
The bust of a male figure, who may be Menander himself in the garb
of Poseidon, on one of his copper coins is very striking;

5

the represen

tation of Menander in various poses on his silver money also reflects
&
his vigorous career.
He used two epithets, that of

Soter and Dikaios,

on his money.As

are

the coins bearing the title Dikaios

rarer than

those which bear Soter and as they represent Menander as older than
on the Soter coins it has been supposed that they were struck towards
the close of his reign.

6h
(It is not unlikely that Dikaios, which is

_____ Y_________________________ ________ _
1.

2.

Cf. Appendix III for c o i n - t y p e fomi-

w i n j a**

1TJ

3.
if.

Allan, Marshall1s Taxila., II.,p .$ $ 3
Whitehead,
NC. 1940 *pf•
6

3.

Whitehead ( NC. 1 9 5 ~D
p.SUST) does not believe thisand suggests
that it icss Poseidon himself.
Tarn.,p. 262

6.

±

translated Dhramika

in the Kharosthi legend, may he connected with

his adoption of the Buddhist faith; but we must note that this title
was also taken by his predecessor Agathocles and his contemporary
Heliocles I.
(The fact that Menander appears oh his coins both as a youth
and as well advanced in middle age, shows that he must have had a long
reign; his extensive coinage and the nature and extent of his achieve
ments seem to confirm this. Probably, therefore, he died in
c, 130 B.C. The Buddhist tradition would have us believe that he dx
handed over his kingdom to his son and retired from the world,'*' but
it is more likely that he died in camp, as Plutarch says,

and, on

the evidence of coins, that he left only a minor son to succeed him.

3

The greatness and popularity of Menander is attested not only
by the overwhelming predominance of his coins over those of other
Yavana kings but also by the survival of his name in tradition. Surely
he was the greatest of the Yavana kings of India,

f

1 . T a r n ,p p .266-67 ; Demieville , Les versions chinoises du Milindapanha.
Bulletin de I'Ecole frangaise d ’Extrerne-Orient. Vol. XXIV. p.26
2, Plutarch, Moralia,

D, 12
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CHAPTER

V

THE DECLINE Off THE YAVANAS

*
^he history of the Yavanas after the death

of Eucratides and

Menander is indeed difficult to reconstruct. The slender thread of

r

literary evidence breaks off ; the tribes which destroyed the Yavana
power are barely mentioned in the classical sources and not a single
king of this period is referred to by name except Ap3il4.odotus in the
Ol
1
Periplus of the Erythraean Sea,
The Pur anas speak of eight Yavana
«

kings but we do not know who they were and no details of their reigns
are given.

2

But this does not

the Yavana history. The large

mean that the period was a blank in
number of kings whose coins are

the only

()£
testimonies of their achievements are to.packed in a limited space
^
/■
and time. Certainties are few and surmises are many , and any arrange
ment is hypothetical and open to criticism. However, we shall try as
best as we can to reconstruct

the story from the materials at

our

disposal.
The new and remarkable discoveries of the Mir Zakah Treasure

3

and

the Kunduz Hoard, which have been mentioned in the earlier chapters,

1. Section A7* ( Schoff ,The Periplus of The Erythraean S e a ,p. A^)?
•
a^B0 supra. ,p. (t&
2. Pargiter, The Purana Test of the Dynasties of the Kali A g e ,pp. A^f
'H a v a n a stau

bhavisyanti saptasitim mahimimam. (Matsya Purana )

3* The Mir Zakah Treasure does not seem to be a 'Hoard* in the normal
numismatic sense,but its evidence will have to be used.

have solved some problems and created others, but the balance is, in
in our opinion, favourable to the historian although at the present
stage a detailed study of these important finds is not possible. Much
to our regret the Mir Zakah Treasure has not

been described in detail

by its discoverers but a very useful inventory of the coins is given
us and this allows us to make some use of the material

.^ The importance

of this Treasure can be appreciated from the fact that it contained more
than 2300 Indo-Greek coins, more than L\.000 Pahlava , over 3500 PunchMarked, about a hundred Taxila , and a few other old Greek and Parthian ,
coins. If the Mir Zakah Treasure is important for its HMiafeKK quantity,
the Kunduz Hoard is of far-reaching significance for its qualify. Our
information of this unpublished hoard is due to the kindness of Mr.A.D.
H.Bivar who has recently read papers on it in the meetings of the Royal
Numismatic Society and who has supplied us with the necessary details
and photographs. This hoard has given us , for the first time after
two hundred years of numismatic research, the Attic tetradrachms of
several Yavana Icings

2

whose coins of this denominations were hitherto

unknown, and it has also brought to light the largest silver coin known
in any Greek series of coinage.

3

It is fair to assume that Attic tetra

drachms are evidence for a resuduum of Yavana power north of the

1.
2.
3.

Schlumberger, pp. 67-09*
Archebius, Philoxenus, Lysias, Theophilus and Hermaeus.
Five coins of two types struck by Amyntas. They are double deca
drachms.

/«3

^

Hindu Kush even after Heliocles I , and the view that there was a
simple division of Yavana Power between the house of Eucratides to
the west of thd

Jhelum and that of Euthydemus to the east, needs

considerable revision# ” We get an impression of the simultaeneous
rule of more than one king, of mutual antagonism, confusion , and

2
civil war. The Yavanas seem to have been their own worst enemies ’1 ,
until the Sakas, the Pahlavas and the Yueh-chih (Kusanas) finally
overthrew them in different regions at different times.
On the basis of the predominating type of their coins we shall
divide the later Yavans kings
( I )

3
into five groups :

Strato I, Apollodotus, Zoilus II, Dionysius, Apollophanes

and Strato II. These kings use both Pallas and Apollo and are probably
connected with Menander.
(II)

Antimachus II, Philoxenus, Niciasand Hippostratus who

are connected with each other by their common use of the ’King on
prancing horse' type. This group also is probably connected with
Menanderj^and may be traced to Antimachus I Theos. The first two
groups thus seem to
(III)

be allied.

Zoilus I, Lysias and Theophilus use Heracles in common,

and they may be remnants of the family of Euthydemus and Demetrius I

1. Rapson,
C H I . p. 5A5
2. Whitehead, NC. 1923 p. 2>08
3. Cf. for coin-types of these kings in Appendix III. An exception
has been made in case of Eucratides II and Diomedes who have been
put in Group IV for obvi>ous reasons discuused in relevant places.
A. A kx drachm of 'King on prancing horse' type struck by Menander is
known. Cf. Plate Appendix, Jl. U -6
5 - Cf. supra.,pp.ttgf Ig3

(IV)

Eucratides II, Archebius, Heliocles II, Antialcidas

Diomedes, Amyntas, Telephus and Hermaeus

,

seem to belong to the

family of Eucratides I. With the exception of Eucratides II and
Diomedes , who

use Apollo and Dioscuri respectively, the

this group are

associated by their main type Zeus.

(V)

Artemidorus and Peucolaus

, who use Artemis on their coins

seem to form a small group of their own.

We shall

C.130 B.C.
1.

2

X

divide similarly the Yavana kingdom as

it existed

in

into seven regions :
North of the Hindu Kush or roughly the area known as

f

Badakshan.
2.

The Kabul valley or the Paraopamisadae.

3*

Ghazni area or Northern Arachosia.

A*

kings of

West of the Indus (including Peshawcur and some tribal

regions) or Western Gandhara with Puskalavatl as chief centre.
3.

Swat valley or Udyana.

6 . East of the Indus or Taksasila,
7.

East of the Jhelum or the Jammu-Sialkot region.

These regional divisions are rather a rough indication than

**

precise boundaries. We have now the advantage of knowing some key
findspots of the coins of these Yavana kings in these regions. These

1. They may not belong to one family.
2. This is the date we have arrived at for the death of Menander and
also of Eucratides II,cf. infra..p .
the latter has been considered
as the last to have control over Bactria.

1

key finds which are our indices are for IRegion I. the Kunduz hoard,
2., the list compiled by Masson at the end of his three seasons collec-

2
.
5
tion ; 3»*the Mir Zakah Treasure
; L\.. ,The Mohmand find and the
geographical list prepared by Haughton^; 3 ., the two Bajaur hoards^;

6
6. Marshall’s list of Yavana coins found in the Taxila excavations;and
7., Haughton's list and the notes of Whitehead and Allan.^Help has

8

been taken from the accounts given by Cunningham, and we have also
checked from Noe's Bibliography of Greek Coin-hoards and Hackin's map
of the geographical distribution of the coins of the Yavana-Kusana
period^

9

In cross-dividing the Yavana kings of the five groups into

seven regional groups we have followed the following principle. A§
regards the. Kunduz hoard we have ignored the number of coins of a
particular king of this period since the very fact that they struck
Attic tetradrachms

indicates that they ruled over some districts north

of the Hindu Kush. As regards the finds in other regions thd number

1.
2.
a|.

Unpublished.
J ASB. 1836
. In K . 1923, p. 3X5, Whitehead noticed
coins from a find which he dc&Qre&Mas coming from Kabul and Noe,
op.cit.,p.1 4 1 tfollowed
But Whitehead has remarked later that
those coins were from Charsadda,cf. NC. 19V? >PP* Al~^2 ,

3.
A5*

Schlumberger, pp.
73-83
NC* 19^-3* »PP* 50-39
Martin, NB. XL §1926-27) pp. 18-21 ; Haughton, JNSI. 19^2,p.
6l ,
NC. 1947 »PP* lifl-^5
Marshall, Taxila, II.,pp. 766-67
NO- W i
P. 51,
NO. 1923 ,p. 31A
; BMC.Ancient India,p. LXXXIV
C A SE .
JA. 1935.,pp. 287-92

6.
7*
8.
9.

ia

of coins of a given king carl^not be ignored ; therefore we assumed
a minimum according to thd

strength of the hoard, and the kings whose

coins are below that minimum are not taken into account, e.g. in the
Mir Zakah Treasure of over 2^00

coins the kings whose coins number

below ten are not counted. Exception has been made in the case of
ephemeral kings such as Telephus, Theophilus,Art.emidorus ,Peucoalus
etc., whose coins are very scarce.
The following Chart forms the basis of our reconstruction in
this and the next chapter;
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X

X
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x
......
Q*
Q
No attic tetradrachms bat five Double Deca®
drachms found in the Kunduz hoard.

We have shown that Heliocles I ultimately acquired control of
Bactria after the death of Eucratides, and that the regions south of the
Hindu Kush passed to Menander,

1

The extent of Menanderfs kingdom makes

any extension of Helioclps I fs control south of the Hindu Kush well
nigh impossible. We have no evidence to show that he held Seistan and
Southern Arachosia. Marshall believes that 25dus type found on the silver
coins of the Scytho-Pa^thian kings is copied from coins of Heliocles
and hence that the latter must have xKXgHKd
Seistan;

2

regained Arachosia and

and earlier scholars maintained that he reconquered parts of

„ *
3
the Paropamisadae and Gandhara from the successors of Menander. But
these views must be revised in the light of the discovery of the
existence of two Heliocles1, one who struck ohly monolingual coins and
the other who issued bilingual.** Gardner was struck by the contrast
between the portraits on the two types of coin and tentatively suggested
the existence of a second Heliocles, while in the WhiteKiijg Sale Catalo
gue the types are actually referred to as of Heliocles I and Heliocles
£
II. Tarn also entertained the possiblity of two kings of the same
name,

7

but Whitehead , who has been advised that the two portraits are

anatomically different^has shown that the portrait of the monolingual
Heliocles must

3.
A.
5.
6.
7.
8.

8
be distinguished from that of the bilingual • We shall

Supra, ,pp.
inff.
2. Taxila, II, ,p. 779
Rapson, C H I ., pp. 536, 553
Whitehead,
NC. 1 9 5 0 * 2 1 1 - 1 2
BMC.,p. 25, Pi. VII. 5-8 , cp. PI. VII. 1 and 5
N o s . it-5-A3 (Heliocles I ) and Nos. ^ ^6-2+9 (Heliocles II)
Tarn.,p. 272
Whitehead, op. cit. pp.211-12 , 212* . PI. XII. 7

refer to the Heliocles of the bilingual coins later ; here it will
suffice to say that the hypothesis of two Heliocles simplifies the
problems of the period, by avoiding the difficulty of postulating a
Heliocles ruling to the south of the Hindu Kush, in the Kabul valley
j
and in Gandhara, almost contemporaneously with Menander. The fact t that
no bilingual coins of Eucratides II and Heliocles I are attested ,indicat
es that, with the death of Eucratides I and the rise of Menander, the
successors of the former lost all their possessions south of the
Hindu Kush. The overstriker of the money of Strato and of Strato and
Agathocleia would*then be Heliocles II.
\

It is likely, as Tarn has said, that the outlying provinces of
the Bactrian kingdom in Iran were lost, and the Parthian frontier was
again the Arius, and , though there is no definite evidence, Mithridates
I presumably retained Herat, since otherwise he would have had no
through communication between Parthia and Seistan.

2

Thus the kingdom of

Heliocles I included besides Bactria proper only the provinces of
Badakshan in the east and Sogdiana in the north. The coins of Heliocles
I generally come from the areas north of the Hindu Kush and in

the

Kunduz find there are 20A coins of Heliocles I out of a total of 610.
His coins were the latest among those copied by the noamd tribes of the
north and it is therefore probable that he was the last Yavana to rule

1.

It is the bilingual copper coins MfaiKhxHKRXHXKKskKinsk
which are found overstruck on Strato I .

2.

Tarn.,p. 270

of Heliocles

over regions north of the Oxus. The usual view that he'was the last
to rule over Bactria must be revised because, firstly, the ^ttic

2
tetradrachms of several. later Yavana kings have now been found; and
secondly, the Chinese evidence, which will be discussed in the next
chapter, clearly indicates that Bactria, south of the Oxus, was not
occupied by the namads

all at once* The overthrow of the Yavanas in

Bactria actually followed an earlier occupation of Sogdiana or the
regions north of the Oxus, where the conquering tribes
money of

found the

Heliocles I and copied it. The Yueh-chih did not KxssxxkhR

®xhk effect complete political subjugation of Bactria, sojbh of Oxus,
until much after 129-28 B.C.^
Marshall, who believes in only one Heliocles , maintained
that the reign of Heliocles could not have been a long one, " judging
by the comparative rarity of his coins."^But the coins of Heliocles I
are perhaps not as rare as Marshall thinks and if the Kunduz hoard is
any indication, we may assign him a rule of ten- to fifteen years;
probably he died in c. llj.0 B.C. About the same time the Seleucid
Demetrius II made an unsuccessful attempt to conquer Parthia.

This

1.

Macdonald, CHI., A^l? " He is the last king of India whose money
is found to the north of the Hindu Kush." But cf.also Tarn.,p.273»
who thinks that Antialcidas may for a time have had some connexion
with Bactria.

2.

The coins of the following later Yavana kings are in the Kunduz
hoard : Eucratides II, Heliocles I, Lysias, Antialcidas, Archebius,
Theophilus, Philoxenus, Amyntas, Hermaeus*
cf. infra. ,
Taxila, I.,p. 33
Debevoise, A Political History of Parthia,

3.
i+.
3.

17/

was also the time by which Menander had reached the height of his
power , and , therefore, if we believe the evidence of Plutarch, who
called him a king of Bactria, we may suppose that at the death of
Heliocles I, Menander tried to extend his arms to the north of the
Hindu Kush.'*'
Coins of Eucratides II seems to be more closely related to
those of Heliocles I than to those of Eucratides I.

2

He may well have

been a son and successor of Heliocles I. Two types of his coins are
known:

one with a youthful head and bearing the simple legend BAE.IKE&SL

EYKPATIAOY

, and the other with the bust of a sickly man approaching

middle age and bearing the legend BAXIAE0&
on the reverse of both these issues appears

£0THPOX

EYKPATIA OY

;

1Apollo standing' with bow

and arrow" If he ruled for about ten years his reign must have ended
in C* 130 B.C. He ruled in Bactria proper and Badakshan; in the Kunduz
hoard there are 130 coins of Eucratides II. There is no evidence that
he ruled south of the Hindu Kush,and this is impossible in view of the
contemporary rule of Menander in those areas. Probably it was duirbwg'bhe
lHe.bg.1x of Eucratides II that the Scythians of the Jaxartes-Oxus area
bein]g pressed by the Yueh-chih, crossed the Oxus , occupied Bactria
proper/* and became a -source of trouble to the Parthians in the reign

1.

3.
^

Supra. ,yp

,fs&

,fW\

Supra.
B M C . PI. V. A, EC. 19V7 pi. 1*1 ; also Plate Appendix , PI. JT
••^3"

of Artabanus'0,and Phraates

Henceforward the kingdom of the Yavanas

north of the Hindu Kush was confined

to Badakshan^where they probab

ly controlled some hill enclaves until their final subversion by the
(

Yueh-chih*
We have distinguished above the bilingual coins of Heliocles
as the issues of Heliocles II* There

is no doubt that the

portraits

of Heliocles II on his coins are of a man well advanced in middle age
and considerably older than the latest portraits of Eucratides II*

2

It is therefore unliikely that Heliocles II was a son of Eucratides II*
He may have been a son of Heliocles I and a brother of Eucratides II*
The coins of Heliocles II, to the best of our knowledge,are not found
nkrth of the Hindu Kush ; in the Kunduz hoard, whereas the coins\>fi
Archebius and Antialcidas are represented by a few specimens, Heliocles
II is absent altogether. It seems that Eucratides II was succeeded by
U>\\o

ka-ofi.beeyv

s<m 5cx^ck.

a kihg5^who was later superseded by Heliocles II
,?

p o s s »bly

; Heliocles II was therefore^the uncle of the king
wi^om he superseded

. This would explain the comparatively aged portrait

of Heliocles II. Two kings, Archebius and Heliocles II , overstruck the
money of Strato

7

and hence both may have been connected in time and
t
place. We suppose that Archebius was the king who intervened between

1.

Debevoise, op.cit. ,Pf>S,rff5% jf»

2.
3*

Cp.
For
and
For
and

; cf. infra* ,pp,

Plate Appendix. ,
Y2r\h
It/S , NJ Wk~] ,H. X •t .
the overstrike of Archebius cf. Marshall, Taxila, II,p* 801 ,
Whitehead in his Commentary on RUC ,p. 836
the overstrike of Heliocles cf. Raps on, CHIs|>.$5*3
supra*,pl62
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Eucratides II and Heliocles II. Rapson, however, held that Archebius
was a successor of Antialcidas and that after his reign the region of
Takfasila passed from the Yavanas to the Sakas.
the type

His reason was that

'pilei' of the coins of Eucratides I, and Antialcidas ^ is

continued by Archebius, after whose reign it is no longer found on
Yavana c oins ?

on^the-'Smail— sil'Ver'^GQins but appears

again on the small silver coins of M a k a Kusulaka, the sat^rap of

*
2
Cuk§a ( in the neighbourhood of Tak^asila ) under Maues.
This reason
was taken as conclusive by Tarn.

3

But it is far from being so. There

is no ground to believe that the 'pilei 1 of the Dioscuri was a type

* - A
*
of Tak^asila,
and adoption of this type

fcjr no meaffBsyafla evidence

that Archebius ruled there. In the exacavations of Tak^asila not more
than

7

coins of Archebius are reported, out of which

and owl' type and

1 of 'Nike and owl'.

3

are of 'elephant

Marshall^who believed that

the'pilei' on the coins of Archebius point to his having ruled at
Tak^asila , did not think that they afford any indication of the date
of his rule. Had Liaka Kusulaka imitated the coins of Archebius there
have
would perhaps/been some reasbn for concluding that he came immediately
after him, but the coins which
Eucratides I, not of Archebius.

1.
2*
5.
4.
5.

6.

Liaka Kusulaka

6

copied were those of

On the other hand, as we show later,

CHI.,p. 5 5 9
Ibid. , loc.cit.
Tarn.,p. 315
Whitehead, NC. 19^+0.,p. 96
Marshall, Taxila., II. pp. 766-67
Ibid., I.,p. 3 9

we have reason to believe that the Yavana kings whom the Saka-Pahlava
kings succeeded in these regions were mostly
and Hippostratus.

1

probably Apollodotus

Neither on the basis of monograms nor on the grounds

of quality and style of engraving is it safe to date Archebius near
the time of the Saka conquest of Tak^asila.^ Cunningham
Heliocles and Archebius to be father and son;

believed

he did not distinguish

two Heliocles1 and so naturally thought Heliocles to be the predecessor*
It seems that
130 B.C.

when Archebius succeeded Eucratides II, in c*

, not long after his accession^being deprived of Bactria proper^

he extended his power to ikafc the soutl^of the Hindu Kush and gained con
trol of the Kabul and Ghazni region. He was successful in this scheme
see
because Menander had just died and^as we shall/below^there was some
weakening of the southern Yavana pmwKx kingdom owing to the reign of
a minor king. Although none of his coins were found at Begram by Masson,
Cunningham testifies that the majority of his coins came from Kabul#**"

In the Mir Zakah Treasure, also, there
are about one hundred coins of Archebius.

It would anfem appear that he

may have for some time controlled parts of the Western Gandhara but it
is doubtful whether he advanced as far as Tak§asila. Besides his normaL

I•
2.
3.

Infra. ,p 5 r / '
Cf. also / Marshall, op.cit., I.,p. 39
CASE .,p. 2^2
Ibid. , p. 2^1
Schlumberger., p. 76

\ir
i
f* *

.

\

Zeus type, Archebius struck copper money bearing Victory, an owl, an
. . .
1
2
elephant and the Pilei ; the owl was also found on Menander's money •

His portraits do not show very marked differences and he may have ruled
for about seven or eight years*
Heliocles IIjthe uncle of Archebius^seems to have succeeded
him and he , too, overstruck the money of Strato and of Strato and
fWcKeb
Agathocleia. His coins are distributed over almost the same areas ^
except north of the Hindu Kush , ^^hoee=^f«»Ar^he*bi«u6 but perhaps they
are not so numerous as those of the latter. In the Mir Zakah treasure
there are only nine coins and in the Takfasila excavations only seven
were found. On the other hand his coins are comparatively
Western Gand&ara.

numerous in

His silver coin-type is Zeus, generally standing

with a & thunderbolt in his hand. Among the copper coin-types, for the
first time in the Yavana coinage we find the

'elephant and bull' togeth

er,^ a type which became very popular with Apollodotus and was continu/
5
ed by the Saka-Pahlava kings.
Cunningham has noted that probably a
£
coin of Philoxenus also was overstruck by Heliocles, obviously Heliocles
II. This would be quite in keeping with the position of Philoxenus in
our scheme; Heliocles II and Philoxenus were contemporaries. Since
Heliocles II came to the throne late in his life and his features are

1.
2.
3.
A.
5.
6.

P M C . ,pi. IV. 225,230 ; B M C . PI. IX. 6,7
P M C .,PI. VI. i+BO, NC. 19AO,PI. VIII.1, NC. 19A?,P1. 1.^
Cf. Haughton's list, N C . 19A3
P M C . III. 1A9
cf. infra. ,p.
,also supra. ,p.t04
CASE.,p. 189 . Unfortunately not illustrated.

almost unchanging on his coins, he does not seem to have ruled for
not
long; the riile of both Archebius and Heliocles II,may/have covered
more than fifteen years and so Heliocles II probably died in c. 115
B.C. But before we turn to his successor Antialcidas we must see

k

whajb happehed in the kingdom of Menander after the letter's death.

The general view that Agathocleia was the queen of Menander
and that Strat.o was their son is based on coins.

'2

money

A study of their

shows that Strato was a minor son when Menander died and so

Agathocleia probably ruled as regent. She struck coins with her own
portrait, which,according to Haughton, had a very 'Indian 1 look about
it both as regards features , style of hairdressing and even in what
is Visible of the dress. She took the title BAEIAI2.EH%.

QEOTPOH OY

on the obverse; the reverse has'a warrior fully armed to r.' with the
Prakrit legend in Kharojsthi giving the name of Strato. The curious
7
epithet
©EOTPOH 0 7 used by Agathocleia is unique.
Prinsep had
remarked that it must have been coined on purpose for the queen-mother
in allusion to her royal offspring.^ Rapaon's view that this title
connects her with Euthydemus Theos is not justified, because Euthydemus

1.
2.

5.

Supra.
General Haughton has compiled a list of the coinage of Strato and
of Strato and Agathocleia, cf. NC. 19^8 pp. 13A"M-- But add to
that, NC. 1950,p. 216
NC . 4.950 ,p. 216 . Cf. Liddell and Scott (1925-^0) vol. II , Addenda
and Corrigenda.,p . 2076.
In I 870 Lassen discovered that 0£OTpoiro$
occurs in the Byzantine
eighth century author Heliodorus ( NC. I 87O p. 218) . The word
occurs there in a philosophical passage with its normal meaning of
'god-like1, 'divine'. Cf. Buck and Peterson, A Reverse Index of
Greek Nouns and Adjectives, Chicago University“P r e s s , 1 9 3 9 3

A.
5°

JA 8B T T 836 . ,p7‘“ 721"
Corolla Numismatic a. ,p .

did not take this epithet himself, but was given it after his death

1
2
on the Commemorative medals of Agathocles • We agree with Prinsep
that there was some oriental influence in the adoption of this title
because it must be admitted that

is not a normal Greek word of

the period.-Tetradrachms of this type are not yet known and the drachmse
are also rare; probably the direct regency of Agathocleia did not last
long. It must hav^been followed

by an intermediate period when

coins

bearing the conjugate busts of Agathocleia and the boy Strato and the
names of both were issued; from the legends, however, Agathocleia
dropped her claim to be v,queen!, merely adding her name after that of
Strato on the obverse or sometimes on both sides.

3

Probably this

indicates that Strato was approaching an age when he might be impatient,
or others impatient

for him^, to assume complete power

and authority,

but the fact that Agathocleia1s portrait still appears on the obverse

1
k
may indicate that he had not yet assumed full powers.
The coins of this
type ard also rare and thus it seems that this state of affairs

,tfco,

did not last for more than a year or two, either because Agathocleia
died suddenly or because she resigned in favour

of her son , who was

now of age.
Although Strato's money, broadly speaking, consists of only

1.
2.
3.
A.

Supra. ,pp. -93
JASB .,p. 18^6 . ,p. y&l
NC.
19^8 , PI. VIII. 2 , NC. 1930 . ,p. 215
Haughton., op.cit., p. 1^7
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one.type, it is remarkable for the variety of its legends and the
!variations and combinations of the main type*"^ His coins are not as
A numerous as one would expect from the long reign which is so evident
from the internal evidence of his coins, but they are widely spread
and this probably indicates that at least for a time he reigned

2

over

the larger part of Menander's dominions* Though Strato's coins prove
that his reign was an exceptionally long and adventurous one, KKxiaxniy
we have certainly no reason to think that kill

lasted continuously

for seventy years as was originally supposed by Rapson.

3

But Rapson

admitted that Strato's reign might be reduced if Gardner's suggestion
of the possibilty of two Heliocles' was accepted*^ No doubt Strato
lived to^at least seventy if not sefeenty-five, but his was not a
continuous

reign, for his coinage indicates the vicissitudes of his

career* To the best of our knowledge we do not find on his
money a portrait which may link the middle-aged king of his Epiphanes
series with the aged portraits on the crude drachms and on the joint
c
issues of Strato I and Strata II.
We believe therefore that Strato
ruled for about thirty-five years, including the regency of Agathocleia
, after which he was superseded fey for about fifteen years by other
kings, ultimately to re-establish his power in a very limited region
of the easternmost paht of his kingdom, when he probably took advantage

1.
2*
■3 ,

3*

Haughton, op.cit*, pp* 138 -/4.1
Cf. Chart supra. ,p .<67
C orolla Numismatica. ,pp. Xk
.

Cp. Plate Appendix , ?\
Ml
Enlarged prints of the old age busts are illustrated for better
comparison.

ccpiV^M.

of the discomfiture of his adversaries at the hands of the newly
*
Sakas. We may guess

that in the re-establishment of his power he

was helped by Maues^who perhaps supported the cause of Strato against
Apollodotus.

1

This phase of Strato's reign may have lasted for about

five years; thus ^ the first period of Strato's reign was from c. 130
to

95

B.C.^and the second from c. 80 to

75

B.C.

The unsettled state of affairs in Menander's realm after his
death , the rule of a woman and the existence of a minor son perhaps
impatient £0

rule, may well have

led to the break-up of the kingdom

by internal dissension and attacks from without. Thus the period of
Agathocleia's regency and the beginning of Strato's own reign may hatoe
seen some defections and loss of territory. The existence of several k
kings probably of other families at about the same time shows with
practical certainty that Strato's kingdom gradually diminished even
in the first period ofv his reign,
ri.

mm S #

ts m mm To this period we have already assigned the exten-

sion of the power of Archebius and Heliocles II into his territories;
several other kings also must have been the contemporaries of his
exceptionally long but chequered reign.
Among the sub-kings of Menander it seems more than likely
that Antimachus II Nicephorus^outlived his master^ since he struck a
large number oitt coins, which seem almost out of all proportion to

1•
2.
3*

Infra. ,p <£33
Supra. ,pp. 173.
£uPr a » »Pp.

2

his position ; this is not so in the case of other sub-kings whom we
have supposed earlier • Perhaps the able and vigorous sub-king would
not submit to the regency of Agathocleia and declared himself independ
ent in the distant province of Northern Arachosia, where he was probably
transfered by the Queen-mother from the Swat valley^ which was so x
close to the centre of Strato's kingdom^and where he would have been
dangerous in the eyes of Agathocleia. Thiis

explains why his coins ,

1
which are found in considerable number in both the Bajaur hoards^ are
also found in good number in tfoe

Mir 2akah Treasure.

2

They are not

generally found in the Kabul valley but some are reported from near
Charsadda; this may indicate an extension of his power in Western Gandhara. But a man who had already spent the prime of his life under
t

Menander^ probably did not enjoy his new status for longhand so he
may have died c. 123 B.C.

; unfortunately there are no portraits to &h

che^i* his age.
*
Philoxenus, Nicias and Hippostratus form one group with
Antimachus II because of their distinctive coin-type.
ed in the above order both by Gardner ^ and Whitehead §

They are describ
seems

to be correct. Antimachus II and Philoxenus are associated by frequent
use of common monograms,

and Philoxenus and Nicias by|§\,Sl

• And Nicias is further connected with Hippostratus by the common

1. MS. XL (1926-27) pp. 18-21 ;_NC 19V7
pp. lifl-5
2. Schlumberger, p.
7 8
3 . "King on horse", cf. Appendix III forthe Coin-types.
It isinteres
ting to find a coin of Menander with this'king onhonse1 type which
has been ignored (cf. Plate Appendix.,
,
)* This coin-type
will link the group of kings headed by Antimachus II to Menander.
A. BMC .,pp. 35-60 , PI. XIII, 3,6-8,11,
XIV,2-5
in

utt

ccn

anC

o£2

tno

/87

use of another coin type, the dolphin.

Undoubtedly, Hippostratus seems

to have been the last in this group of

kings because his coins were

overstruck by the Saka and Pahlava kings and some of his monograms
immediately link him with
Nicias

preceded

2
Azes • Some scholars have suggested that

Hippostratus on the basis of the palaeography of the

coin-legends, for the former uses both the square and round forms of
the
_
Greek letters while the latter uses only/square*
Though from this
/evidence we may be justified in

the sequence of two kings

and place some kings in roughly the same period or in a particular
region, we s&all show later that no conclusion KanxtoHxsafsiy on the
dating of the Yavana kings can be safely SnaiAtefc on the basis of M m &w
palaeographical differences alone
We do not know whether Philoxenus immediately succeeded
Antimachus II in Northern Arachosia for this was also the time when ,
0

as we have shown above, Archebius had occupied Kabul and Ghazni region
and possibly parts of Western Gandhara • But we have also seen that,
whereas both Archebius and Heliocles II overstruck the money of Strato,
only the latter overstruck a coin which was probably of Philoxenus.

5

So Philoxenus can not be later than Heliocles II; they may have been
contemporaries and overlapped each other in time and

1.
2.
3.

3.

Cf* Appendix III for coin-types.
Infra*,p.&^;L
Tarn. ,p. 327 ; Bachhofer , JAOS , 19^1
Whitehead, N C . 1930 p. 209
Infra. ,pp. &S7 ff .
Cunningham, CASE . ,p. ^3
; of.

pp.
Ncd&o
supra., /7£"

place. The

fact that the coins of Heliocles II are comparatively

rare in the

Mir Zakah hoard as against those of Philoxenus may indicate that in ifa
Northern

Arachosia; Archebius was not succeeded by his uncle Heliocles

II but by Philoxenus. This would imply that Archebius

, who had taken

possession of that region from Antimachus II , had later to abandon it
to Philoxenus, a successor of Antimachus II* The money of Philoxenus
is , however, found over a large area and its distribution indicates
that at times he must have controlled parts of the Kabul valley, West
ern Gandhara, and Taksasila also, though perhaps for a very short time*
The discovery of the Attic tetradrachms of Philoxenus is ^ further
pointer to his struggle with Archebius and Heliocles II, for it is
significant that^no attic tetradrachms of Heliocles II has been report
ed. It is possible that Philoxenus overthrew Archebius but was himself
later overthrown by Heliocles II* This phase seems to cover roughly
one generation and Philoxenus must have died c. 113 ; thus, in the
period 130-113 we have placed Archebius and A Heliocles II on the one
hand and Antimachus II and Philoxenus
groups one of the kings was old enough

on the other in both of which
at the time of

hisaccession to

rule for a long period*
Nicias and Hippostratus will be discussed later in the

1
apprppriate places , for it is difficult to place them in the immediate
ly

succeeding generation of family struggles, and

connected with a still later phase pf

1 • Infra.,pp. X b l f

they are rather

the history of

theYavanas.

We must consider here, before we come to Antialcidas, a small
group of kings consisting of Zoilus I, Lysias and Theophilus. ItMsbeev\
suggested earlier that they may have traced some connections with
the family of Euthydemus because of the Heracles type of their coins.

1

It is true that on grounds of style and fabric it can be argued that
the coins of Zoilus Dikaios and those of Zoilus Soter are the coins of
one and the same king struck in different regions ; and on the basis
of the geographical distribution of their coins it would be safe to
'lk«.
place Zoilus Dikaios west of^Indus and
the matter does not end em

2
Zoilus Soter to the east. But

for the difference in types and titles

can not be ignored,especially when a remarkable difference in style
is unanimously recognised. We are therefore inclined to support Tarn

3

in accepting Martin's suggestion of two Zoilus1, Zoilus Di^kaios as
the first and Zoilus Soter and: as the second.^
The standing Heracles on the coins of Zoilus I is «aws/eb&y similar
5
to the one used by Euthydemus II; Heracles is not ci’owning himself as
£
on the money of Demetrius I or Lysias, but holding out a wreath, which
as we have remarked?is not very usual

on Greek coins • Like

1 • Supra. ,p •/&3
2. Whitehead, NC. 1930, p. 209,also NC.1923,P*308, N C .19^0,pp.111-12,
NC.19A7 ,p. If3 * Both BMC (p. 32 ) and PMC, (p .63 f.) have not distinguished between the two.
3.
A.

56.
7.

Tarn.,pp. 319-20
5 cf* also KozoSmbski, Seaby's Coin^ind Medal
Bulletin,
*$53 , pp*
M.F.C.Martin, NS. XL .,p. 19 • Tarn,p. 320, suggested that Zoilus
Soter was a descendont-presumably a grandson- of Zoilus I, but as
we shall see later we have placed him ac among the successors of
Apollodotus.
Cp. PMC. PI I. 27 and PI. VII.323 , NC.19V?**?1* I- 7
Cp. P M C ., PI.I. 18 and III.150, G^er±is^Pla.-t^Ap-pe4a4-i4K
Supra. ,p.S>6

Euthydemus II
him to be

he also seems to have been a sub-king. Tarn thought

'one of the missing sub-kings of Menanderf whom he evidently

1

survived.'

Marshall thought him to be a sub-king of Menanddr and

2

Strato I in Arachosia. Cunningham h^d also supposed that Zoilus (he
did not distinguish two Zoilus') may hafee become a tributary to
Menander.

3

The composition of the Bajaur hoards is significant;

only

four kings have been represented, Menander, Antimachus II,Zoilus I

k

and Apollodotus. We suggest that in the Swat valley they ruled in the
above order; it is possible that Zoilus I was appointed as sub-king
iAe pe.r-£o«t <#of/.Swat valley after Agathocleia in^her regency pjers&aBd had transferred
'i k x

3
Antimachus II to Arachosia. Zoilus I may have been related to Agathoclei,

6

for both used Heracles and as it is generally believed that the latter

7
belonged to the family of Demetrius I, and naturally she may have had
confidence in Zoilus I in that unsettled period to which we have
g
already referred. It is likely that Zoilus I was a sub-king first
of Arachosia and later of Swat valley,which will explain the presence
of his coins in the Mir Zakah Treasure

9
; his coins are generally not

found in the Kabul v a l l e y ^ b u t are noticed in Western G a n d h a r a ^ The

I, Tarn, p. 319
T a x i l a , I. p. 3A
3. C A S E . ,p. 2if0
A* E B . XL. pp. 18-21 ; m J N S I , 19A2,p. 6l , NC. 19A7,PPl 1A1~A5
9* Supra,,p./^tf
6 . for Agathocleia cf. P M C . PI. V. 370
7 . cf. s u p r a .,p.U#
cf.s u p r a . ,pp,\76"S0
9. Sc hl um be rg e r, p. 78
10.CASE,pp.239-AO
II, Haughton,
HC. 19A3-»PP*3$>38

/tfs-

fact that the coins of Zoilus I are very few in number in the Bajaur
OJ\\ck

hoards as^waii^ws in the Mir Zakah Treasure as against those of
AntiLmaisrhus II and Apollodotus would indicate that he cou-ld not govern

f
'
fo.r| any considerable period.aH^xkk&kxk^xw&KXXMpiSEX&isdBn&xkyxApEiklEJdisifcH&x
The copper type of Zoilus I , which is very rare, has the head of
ft,
dUe
Heracles in^lion's skin on^obverse and Club and bow-case within ivyik<2i
wreath on^reverse,

H>
2
Lysias seems to have belonged (Xthe group of Zoilus I . It was
supposed that the existence of a solitary specimen of a coin with the
name of Lysias on the obverse and of Ant^uOlcidas on the reverse^ might
offer some clue as to their relative position.^ This has usually been
5
talfen as a 'Joint-issue1; Tarn thought that this was the result of a
treaty a.nd that it marked a R rapprochment

between the rival families

x
'
6
of Euthydemus and Eucratides in\view of the coming Saka menace.
But
doubts have been expressed on the so called 1Joint-issue' of these two
kings*

7

The piece exhibits a. Lysias^ obverse and an Antialcidas reverse,

and may very well be a mule. The existence of a 'Joint-issue' of these
two kings should have been confirmed by the discovery of further speci
mens. The type is not distinctive, and it is hard to explain why Lysias
is placed on the obverse and Antialcidas on the reverse of the coin
when both

1.
2.
3*

3.
6*
7*
8.

of

them

are

given

their

full

epithets

in the

8

legends

NC. 1950,p. 218, PI. XII.10
Tarn,p. 31^-j Has supposed Lysias to be a son of either Demetrius II
or Agathocles and thus a grandson of Demetrius I.
B M C . p. 166, PI. XXXI. 2, now in the Ashmolean Museum.
Rapson, C H I .,p. 339 , but he maintained that the Lysias type has no
particular significance and it is a mere local issue.
Tarn. ,p. 31if
Ibid. ,loc.cit .
Whitehead, NC. 19^?.,pp. 32-33
Obv: BAX1AJIJBTANIKHT0Y AYEIQY, Rev: --------------Maharajasa Jayadharasa Amtialikita
sg,

In a period when the mint-houses must have

frquently passed from one

k i n g ’s possession to that of another such a mule a s quite possible*
This seems more probable since there are other features

on their

coins to show that no remarkable gap existed between them in time or
place, and especially since there exists an overstrike of Antialcidas

1
on Lysias , which clearly indicates that Lysias was at least not later
than Antialcidas. Both Lysias and Antialcidas wear similar headdresses
and use in common some characteristic monograms.

2

” We do not require

'joint-money’ to postulate an association of Lysias with Antialcidas.”

3

On the other hand this overstrike, taken together with the following
evidence5would positively indicate that Lysias was a contemporary of
the preceding generation of kings. Apart from some quite common mono
grams like

on the money of

Heliocles I I , Philoxenus and

Lysias, these three kings also use a distinctive double monogram,one
constituent of which is common to all of them : Heliocles II h a s X & b
Philoxenus X.

,X. ^

and Lysias % &

.^Lysias and Philoxenus

adopt the same epithet, Aniketos, and their coins are almost equally
distributed in the Mir Zakah Treasure, the Kabul valley and the Runduz
hoard.We cannot prove that Philoxenus and Lysias were in league against

1.

PMC. PI. III. 172, NC. 1950
,p.210 .It is an overstrike of Antial
cidas on Lysias of type PMC.150. BA£I/\E,n£ in
the form BACI/\E(bL
is followed by ANIKHTOY half obliterated.
\H\ t ST- *
. cf, infra. ,p>
3. Whitehead,
NC. 1947 p. 32
4 . PMC, p. 29, Nos. 146 ,149 ;?. 30, Nos. 131,154;p*31,Nos.l57-6l;p.71,

the family of Eucratides; but at least we may guess itfrom, the fact
that Heliocles II overstruck
that of Lysias,

1

the money of Philoxenus, and Antialcidas

and also from the presence of Attic tetradrachms of

both Philoxenus and Lysias in the Kunduz hoard. Our guesses may be
wrong but the fact remains that in any case Lysias seems to have started
his career earlier than Antialcidas^i and thus if his reign overlapped
that of Antialcidas it should end in c. 110 B.C.

2

The coins of Lysias

are comparatively sax rare in Gandhara ; though some coins have been
reported from the Peshawar area the number in the Taksasila exacavations
is only three.

3

On his silver money Lysias is shown wearing all the

types of headdress<*such as helmet, elephant-scalp

and flat kausia,^

which were used by earlier Yavana kings but were never all used by one.

5

Theophilus is another king , who probably belonged to the group
of Zoilus I and Lysias, because of their common Heracles type.
•Heracles and c l u b 1 used by Theophilus on his coins,
the

The

7

closely resembles
g
’Heracles and club and bow~case* type of Zoilus I. But on a copper

coin there is a cornucopia

9

and on his single Attic £etradrachm from the

1. CASE, p. 189, supra,p. 175
5 NC.I 95O, p. 210
2 . We have supposed Antialcidas* reign from c. 115 to 100B.C.,
cf.
infra.,pp. 188,195
3* Marshall, Taxila, II. p. 766-67
4 . P M C .PI. III. Nos. 150,154 and 156
5* The other king who also used all theseheaddresses is Antialcidas ,
but who is probably not earlier than Lysias.
6 . For long his silver drachm with Heracles in BM remained
aunique
specimen. ( P M C . PI. IX. viii)
7. PMC. p. 78 , PI, VIII • 634- .
Li
8 . BMC, p. 170 , PI. XXXII. 2 , NC. 1950PI. XII. 10
9* PMC* P* 77» PI. VIII. 632

Kunduz hoard there is the unique type of a seated Pallas with
on her extended hand.

1

V i c t o r y

His coins are very rare and except for the Attic

tetradrachm of the Kunduz find it is difficult to say with any certainty
the exact provenance of even the very few coins of his hitherto known.
Haughton reports that the specimens he knew of were brought from E
.2

Rawalpindi

and Cunningham had noted that of the two coins he knew of,

the silver was obtained at Rawalpindi and copper at Sialkot.^ Theophilus
can have had only an ephemeral reign of a few months or at best a year ,
and Cunningham may be right in his conjecture that he was a son of
Lysias.^ But

it seems that he did not x succeed Lysias immediately; we

have suggested later that he may have gained power after the leath of
Antialcidas.

5

The title Autocratos on his unique Attic tetradrachm is

also unique in the coinage of the Yavanas. We can only guess at its
significance. Perhaps he was a sub-king or a younger son who broke his
allegiance and set up an ephemeral independent kingdom.^
We have noted that in the region north of the Hindu Kush after
Eucratides II there was a period when the family of Eucratides I
suffered a decline. This period seems to have been over by c. 115 *
when Antialcidas in all likelihood retrieved the fallen fortunes of
his family. Apart from the well-known Attic tetradrachm and drachm of

7

Antialcidas some h new varieties have now been found in the Kunduz hoard.
There

1.
2.
3.
5..
6.
7*
8.

Cf. Plate Apnendix.
NO. 19A3, p."58
CASE.,p. 215
A* Ibid. loc. cit.
cf. infra. , p p . 2a8~A9
cf. also infra.,p. 2^9 fn.l
. PI. VII. 9 ; C ASE. PI. VIII. 6 ( for drachm )
Cf. Appendix III. p. 312. Plate Appendix. ?l* J2 • V-f

ax^e 90 coins of his in the Mir Zakah Treasure,
number

1

and^considerable

of his coins have been noticed in the Kabul valley, Western

*
2
Gandhara and Tak^asila . His money gives the impression that he was .
a prominent figure among the later Yavana kings and that he succeeded
for some time at least in controlling a considerable part of the
Yavana kingdom , where districts and provinces rapidly passed from
one hand to the other after the death of MeneCnder*
Antialcidas is the only Yavana king other than Menander to be
mentioned in an Indian epigraph* An inscription engi'aved on a Garuda
Pillar found at Besnagar near Bhilsa

3

records the name of an inhabitant

of Taksasila, Heliodorus son of Dion, coming as an envoy from Antialci»
das to the court of Kasxputra ( or Kosiputra) Bhagabhadra in the lifth*
year of the latter's reign*^ This datum might well have helped to
ascertain the date of Antialcidas but for the uncertainty of the
identification of Bhagabhadra* His identification
Bhagavata

the 9th* Sunga king according to the Puranas would place

the insci'iption in c. 100 B.C.

1.
2.
3*
A*

5*

6.

with Bhaga or

which would

mean that the embassy was

Schlumberger,p. 76
cf* supra* ,p. 1*67 ,the Chart.
D.C.Sircar, Select Inscriptions*, p* 90
,f. . . Heliodorena bhagavatena Diyasa
put re net, Takhkhasi Iake_na X 9^"|S,tena iilgaiena
imharajasa Amtalikitasa u p (m)ta sakasam
rano (Ko )sinutfora)sa (B h )agabhadrasa tratarasa
vasena caCtu)dasena rajena v a d h a m a n a s a ........."
* pp'

Pargiter, The Dynasties of Kali Age ,pp. 32,70. Bhagavata (Sama
bhaga) reigned for 32 years.

sent towards the end of Antialcidas' reign, if this started in c.115
B.C. But the discovery of a second Garuda Pillar at Besnagar dated in
_

the 12th. regnal year of a king Bhagavata

1

has led some scholars to

doubt this identification. It has been suggested that Bhagabhadra
should be identified with the 5th. king of the Sunga dynasty who is
variously named as Odraka, Andhraka, or Bhadraka, and who may have
-

reigned according to the Puranic chronology, from c. 123 B.C.

2

But

there seems to be no more reason to identify Bhagabhadra with Odraka
, the 5th. Sunga king than with Bhaga , the 9th. Firstly, the name as
given in the most texts is Odraka or Andhraka,

and secondly, whatever

may be the name of the 5 th. king he is credited a reign of either two
or seven y e a r s , w h x K h whereas the inscription is dated in the l^th.
regnal year. Bhagavata,according to the Puranas on the other hand ,
reigned for 32 years. It seems very probable that Bhagavata and Bhaga
bhadra of the two inscriptions found at Besnagar and referring to the
12th. and .A^th. regnal years respectively are identical. And since the
/

9th. king of the Sunga dynasty is also known as Bhaga or Bhagavata and
f MB

since Yidisa - the Besnagar region- is known to have been in the posses
sion of the later Sungas, the identification of the king of the
Besnagar Inscription with the 9th. Sunga king

1.
2.
5£.
3.

of

the

Puranas

ASR. 1913-lZf ,p. 190 ; MAS I . Ko. 5* p. 152
Marshall, A Guide to Sanchi.,p. 11 ; Paychoudhuri, P H A I pp.393-94
R .K.Mooker jee, A I U . p. 98 , Sircar, A I U . p. 116
cf. Pargiter, op,cit.,pp. 30-33» 70 ; C H I . p. 518
Ibid. loc .cit .
5* C H I ., p. 522.
It was noticed by Rapson that there was another
inscription at Besnagar dated in the 12th. regnal year of a Bhagavat
yet he favoured the identification of Bhagabhadra with the 9th.
Sunga king.

m

1

is almost certain. But whoever he may have been he was certainly a
powerful

king to whom Antialcidas sent an envoy towards the end of hi^s

m
CL*1
rexgn, when, as we shall see below, he had lost^considerable portion of
^iis kingdom to Apollodotus and needed an ally. But again we are left
guessing as to

what happened as the result of this alliance, if it fe

k

had any political significance. Antialcidas must have possessed Taksasila at the time but the Besnagar Inscription does not prove that
r

—

iA: /

Tak^asila was the capital of Antialcidas, because

H

is mentioned

therein only as the home of the envoy Heliodorus son of Dion (....Helio-

dorena bhagavatena Diyasaputrena Talthkhasilakena yonadutena (a)gatena..)
and not as the cpital of Antialcidas.This inscription

suggests that

other Yavana kings also had friendly relations with the Indian kings
or powers; Menander probably had some contact with the Mitra kings.

2

Incidentally this epigraph shows that a Yavana might become a follower
3
of the Bhagav&ta sect of Hinduism and that Buddhism

was not the only

religion which would accept him.^ A matter of significance is the
title tratarasa
the inscription.

equivalent of Greek Soteros, given to Bhagabhadra in

5

This is an unusual epithet to be adopted by an

Indian king and must have been given him by Heliodorus in the inscriptio

1.

2.
3•
A.

5*

But it is strange that none of the Sunga kings are known to have
used metronymics as^Bhagabhadra^who is called Kasiputra or Kosiputra(Kautsiputra), although the use of metronymics was common
during this period all over India. Might we suggest that Bhagabhadra
^Bhagavata was a local king.
Supra. ,pf>,
ft .
_
(De)vadevasya va(sude)vasa garudadhvad^ a y am karite i(a) Heliodorena bhagavatena
u

The most famous of the Yavanas , Menander became a Buddhist. The
Yavanas mentioned in the Nasik and other cave inscriptions in Deccarj
also were Buddhists.
cf. text of the inscription, supr,a.

which was engraved at his instance. But we do not know why he chose
the epithet

tratara % which means

'the s a v i o u r f o r Bhagabhadraf

especially when this was not the epithet adopted either by Antialcidas
or by his immediate predecessors.

1

It seems that Antialcidas fell jtoy%

bad days towards the end of his career, when almost all his territory
west of the Indus was lost to Apollodotus ^ and hi^power was confined
to Taksasila^and when to the east of Jhelum Strato was ruling in the
Jammu-Sialkot region,

3

and therefore he sought help of Bhagabhadra

to stregthen his position. Buty Antialcidas soon lost Taksasila also
to Apollodotus; either Bhagabhadra did not help him or his help was of
no avail.
The main type of Antialcidas' coinage^consisting of the
enthroned Zeus Eicephorus and a small elephant in different poses,^ can

no longer be connected with the enthroned deity of the 'Kavisiye-nagara'
coin of a certain Eucratides, because we have shown that it is not
Zeus and we are doubtful whether the said coin belonged to Eucratides
5
I at all. But Zeus had been adopted by thesuccessors of Eucratides I,
jjirchebius and both the H e l i o c l e s a s the chief deity on

1.

2.
3.
A.
5.

their money.

The epithet of Antialcidas was Nicephorus ( Jayadhara ), that of
Heliocles II, Dikaios ( Dhramika ) and of Archebius, Dikaios and
Eicephorus •
Infra.,p
Supra. ,pp» (7g-7g
; i n f r a p ^ So
P M C ., pp. 32-36.
cf. Appendix III.
Supra. ,pp. ioo^ioX^ ; Infra. ,p. 196 ff*
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Antialcidas , however, started a new departure in depicting Zeus as
CtwA

CL

seated on^throneAcarrying Nike, instead of as standing with the thunder-

1
holt, probably in allusion to his epithet Nicephorus. His mint-masters

experimented with many plaasing and artistic variations of the conrposit*
type of Zeus, Nike and elephant* Sometimes the Nike in the extended

2
hand of Zeus is holding a wreath, sometimes the wreath is held by the
elephant in his upraised trunk,

■3

h
and sometimes both hold wreaths. Some

times the elephant is shown as advancing towards the Nike as if to

5
take the wreath, sometimes he is shown returning in the p opposite
direction,

6

and on some coins the elephant is walking with Nike at
n

(V

his head and Zeus standing by his side* On^few specimens there is no
Nike at all but only a KKaKife

wreath and palm in the hand of Zeus and
g
a very tiny elephant shown vertically with his trunk upwards* The
variations of this composite type led scholars to propound an ingenious

1*

2.

Enthroned Zeus occurs on

a

K

WeJjLi&Mjj X-j

P M C . PI. Ill* 170,172,189 ( But still theelephant
isnot advancing
to snatch it away, he stands by the side of thethrone
as if
returning )

if.

BMC.PI. VII, lif* Both General Haughton and H.de.S.Shortt have a
fine specimen h each of this variety*
9* BMC*, PI. VII.12.( But clearly sometimes there is no attempt at
snatching the wreath 4.g. PI* VII.9 )
6 . BMC., PI. VII* 13
7* NO., igtp t q \, £ ty « ft.mc_j
Pi3j3L.'S*

8 . BMC. VII. 10. H.de S. Shortt has one.

1 9 4

theory that it offers a picture of conflict between two rival parties,
the elephant representing one and Zeus the other *1 We , however, fail
to understand the cogency of this theory. If a conflict between two
\\r

i£ woV clear

rival parties is depicted on the coins of Antialcidas?Jwhether Zeus
or elephant should be considered to represent Antialcidas himself dns.noib^ciea*'. If the

’elephant’ represented the opposite party as is

usually believed, why should Antialcidas himself anounce his defeat
on his own money. Or, if Zeus represented

the opposite party why should

Antialcidas accept him seated enthroned on the main type of his coins.
Neither of the alternatives justifies the theory of a struggle between
Antialcidas and his rival, who is generally believed to be Lysias, $
though we have shown that the existence of an overstrike indicates
that Antialcidas supc:ft&fts&ed Lysias. Moreover, it is strange that the
mint-master should have had recourse to this unique method of showing
the struggle on the coins of Antialcidas when we do not notice its
counterpart on the coins of his hypothetical opponent. On the other
hand the elephant is associated with the deity on the
type of a certain Eucratides
-ike.

~tUjL

2

’Kavisiye nagar<!

and on a coin of Zoiljts II with Apollo.

3

w

In fact^elephant was also. Vahana

of Indra. As the Iranian Mithra and

Zeus are often confuted on Indo-Greek money

might we suggest that the

Antialcidas 1 type represents a Greek god with attributes borrowed from

1.

Tar n . ,pp.3 Ur 15" ; aii* j\TC

.pf 32.5'*'^

2.
3.

Cf. Plate Appendix. P X**9
off,also Supra. ,pj» IPO
BM C . PI. XII.12, P MC.,PI. VII.3A5. It is interesting to note that
an elephant holds a wreath on a coin of Maues, cf. B M C .,p . 71»P1*
XVII.5,PMC* PI* X.31; and in another type also,PMC. X,32 *

Indian mythology or even an Indian god depicted in Greek style

1
i The

elephant is so common on the Indo-Greek coin that it is hardly possible
to give much importance to it* We believe that the composite type of
Antialcidas is only the result of artistic experiments and variations*
The monograms

on the coins of Antialcidas

connect him in time and place to Lysias and
ive

ri"l

to Apollodotus.

and the very distinct-

We have shown that Antialcidas succeeded Lysie
JS

in some regions of North West India and we shall

see

show below that

Apllodotus deprived Antialcidas of a considerable part of his kingdom.
On the testimony of his coins we assign Antialcidas a reign of fifteen
years and thus he must have died soon after c. ~100 B.C. The remaining
kings of this group, Telephus, Amyntas and Hermaeus, we shall discuss
in the next chapter.
In our opinion Apollodotus and Strato belong to the same group.

3

We do not know their relationship but they may have been brothers*
Probably Apollodotus was a younger brother of Strato 1*^
We have shown earlier that we have hardly any evidence to
suppose the existence of fa.p.;f

Apollodi>tus I

, except the so called

Eucratides overstrike on an Apollodotus 1 coin*

But Cunningham, who

1.

J.N.Banerjea called the enthroned deity with elephant on the'Kavisiy<
nagara 1 coin Indra( 53 IHQ* 193& pp. 293 ff*)
,
,

2*

TWre \9 copper tOUA. of fcwKdAcAiiLo ua
‘

3*
A.

3*

v u } U A C-(a.

l\ t » s

( -^ * j

. I&y.
,

P OY

] V p C i W o li jh A 'O

oSUvt-W

rV\ oaaM

p p . ^ ( " 3 ^

Supra* ,p. U 3
He cannot have been an elder brother because Strato the heir-apparen'
and presumably the eldest son of Menander was a minor at the death
of his father. Our xBfsxmaixsH assumption that Apollodotus was
a younger brother of Strato I gives him time to come t© power later.
Supra* ,p. itO

first illustrated and discussed that overstrike, called it n a late
coin of Eucratides struck upon Apollodotus H and thought the latter to
be a son of Eucratides I.

1

Thus he considered it likely that Apojfclodo-

tus did not precede him,in spite of the said overstrike piece* Von
Sallet referred to a piece of Antialcidas overstruck by Eucratides.

2

But unfortunately it is not illustrated and Dr. Whitehead informs us
that he omitted to verify it when he visited the Berlin Museum. On the
other hand , Gardner mentioned this coin without any question

3

and while

considering the two overstrikes, i.e. one on Apollodotus and the other
on Antialcidas, remarked also that,’1 tewfc it has been doubted whether
these coins of Eucratides were really issued during his life-time •t|if If
there is any truth in what we have noted above we might well be led to
accept the existence of an Eucratides III, which is, indeed, not a very
welcome proposition, but nevertheless worth considering. The

jKavi§iye-

nagara* coins are very rare ; only five specimens are in the British
Museum and a few elsewhere. The monogram, wftich was not very clear in
■fch® B M C . and P M C ., is now known from a better preserved specimen and is
illustrated by us.^ This monogram
only" on the coins of Hermaeus

1.
2.
3.
3*
6.

is, as far as we know,found

and is certainly out of place in the

CASE., p. 230
Von Sallet*, p./^o
BMC., p. xxxv.
A* Ibid., loc.cit.
We illustrate an enlarged print
of theBM coin which was published
by Whitehead in NC. 19A?iP* 30. Cf. Plate Appendix., ^\.X*D
BMC.,p. 62 no. 3 5 PMC.,PI. IX.6^9* We must note that there
are
several other similar monograms
which occur commonly on the coins
of Apollodotus and Hermaeus but are generally not found on the
money of earlier kings.
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period of Eucratides I; in fact the occurrence of this monogram is ax
certain indication of a date long after

Eucratides X. The type of this

coin, which is now known to be not Zeus but a City-goddess, as has been
shown by Whitehead‘S seems to be closer in time to later Yavana kings
such as Hippostratus and to the Salta king M aues, and it is rash to rely
for the identification of the overstriker of Apollodotus' coin with
Eucratides I f m « the obverse portrait of a few copper coins.

2

Even if

the portrait does resemble Eucratides I, it may be accounted for on the
assumption that a late Yavana king Eucratides temporarily occupied Kapis:
when Antialcidas1 power was declining or whenjtowards the end of Apollo
dotus ' reign, -fefesfe pjfts of the Yavana kingdom may have had some ephemeral
kinglets ; this Eucratides , who could not stabilise himself for any
length of time, may have issued coins on the pattern of his illustrius
namesake and overstruck the coins of both Apollodttus and Antialcidas,
And if we accept the existence of an Eucratides III who mayjhave been in
some way related to Antialcidas and thus have belonged to the family of
Eucratides I, we would be inclined to assign to him the bilingual copper
coins which are numbered 87 to 129 in the PMC, list

of Eucratides1

comns.^ These coins generally bear the monograms,
which are unusual to the period of Eucratides I and are not found on the
money of any Yavana king either contemporary or immediately linked with
him in time and place. But on the other hand these monograms are very

***•
Supra. , f 'to#,
2. Portraits on the copper coins are generally not considered as evidence
3. PMC.,pp. 22-23 ( cf; also BMC. pp. 16-16)

common in the period we are now discussing. The«© monogram®tifi‘ especia
lly common on the money of Apollodotus

, Hippostratus and Hermaeus.
-

These coins also bear isolated Kharo§thi letters

1

a feature characteris

tic of later Yavana coins. On some coins of this type where usually the
epithet

Mcy^Aoo

epithet

0f Eucratides I is repeated, there is also the

, wfitten as

2
CCt)THPw,. , and this again connects

him with the period of the late. Greek letterings found on the coins
of Antialcidas, Apollodotus and Nicias.
oue

3

This hypothefeiGKi simplifies

problems and there is no need to postulate an Apollodotus I »
There is nothing in the coins of Apollodotus , to distinguish

iafeafebm two kings of the same name. We have shown that the silver coins^,
including the

kb

square ones, belong to the so-called Apollodotus II.^

Of the copper money , those round and square pieces which have Kharosthi
monograms are definitely of the later Apollodotus, The small uninscribed
copper coins doubtfully ascribed to the so-called
Gardner, are

Apollodotus

now rightly arranged under Apollodotus II

I

by

in the British

1. PMC.
e.g. Nos. 102 , 120, 128
2. P M C ., p, 27 , unrepresented types , x.
3. Antialcidas, PMC.,p. 33,No. 172, which has BACIAEIOC ; p. 36 . No.212
has C
instead
Apollodotus, P M C . ,p . L\.l Nos. 2a6-a8 which
bears C and 6^ as monograms and NC. 1923 fn. 23 mentions a coin of
Apollodotus (II) in BM where rY' instead of T . Nicias, P M C .,pp.
73 -7A, his coins bear beside the normal letters both the round and
square forms, e.g.
C<^THP0C
, CbJTHPOC
. c f. infra.
Supra. ,pp. tvt-i-iT

Museum. The unique round copper piece showing Apollo surrounded
wreath and bearing the simple inscription B A T iAEftX
which was found

by a

A TV O M V O & O T O Y ,

1
with the coins of Hippostratus, bears the monogram

i which is commonly used

by

Apollodotus Philopator and Hippos

tratus. Of the square copper money attributed to Apollodotus I by
Gardner

in B M C , Nos. 31-38, are allied rather to the

definite copper

issues of his Apollodotus II than to those of his Apollodotus I because
of their typical tripod and bow and their cruder workmanship. Of the
remaining coins
staKH and

some have

monograms only

on one side. AHAxraxkHxax

others on both ; sometimes more than one monogram occurs

on each side. And we have shown that the monogram on the coins of the
so-called Apollodotus

1

generally belong to the later period of Yavana

2
\
history rather than to the time of Eucratides I. Therejis hardly any
other means of distinguishing the copper money of the hypothetical A
of

Apollodotus I from^the later king

of the same name. There is one

title - Soter, and one typef Apollo ; the difference in the
arrangement of the inscription alone is an unsafe criterion for such
purposes. Gardner realised the difficulty of

1.

Haughton, NC. 19A7'

separating the two issues

%00

on a regional basis, but quoted Cunningham to the effect that Philopator
coins are found only in the Punjab and North West India, w&ile the
others are found over a much wider area including the upper Kabul valley
Kandahar and Sind,

1

But this division overlaps and later discoveries

have proved it to be wrong. We do not know of any Yavana coin-find
in Sind^but the southernmost find of Yavana coins in the Punjab was
near Amarkot in the district of Dera Ghazi Khan 2 and it o o n t A m ^ d the
Philopator coins among other issues of Apollodotus,

3

The Amarkot hoard

consisted of coins of Apollodotus only, and this fact much strengthens
the probhblity that there was only ohe Apollodotus, for had there been
two kings pf the same name separated by a long gap of time we should
king
expect some coins of the intervening/or kings in the hoard.
The recemt
discovery of the Mir Zakah hoard near Ghazni also contains Philopator
cpins.^ It seems, therefore,

from the numismatic evidence alone^that

we need not assume two Apollodotus1
The coins of Apollodotus which bear his portrait are strikingly
similar in style to those of Hippostratus and they bear monogram
R
in common, whereas

the square silver money is similar to the square

silver coins of Philoxenus and bears monograms
especially

gjq

^

R

Hi

and

in common with Antialcidas, The abundance of Apollo

dotus 1 coinage certainly indicates a long reign and wide influence. It

i
1.
2.
3.

if.
3.

BM C , , p. xxxvii ; CASE,,p, 229-30 • i yet Cunningham did not
distinguish two Apollodotus1.
NS. X I , (1909) ,PP. 307-9
We must also note that the titles Soter and Philopator sometimes
occur on the same c oin,(P M C .,p .48 ) and the additional epithets
Philopator and Megas are confined to the Greek legends text: only
and the Kharo^thi legends invariably have the title Soter.
Schlumberger, pp. ?6~77
B M C . compare PI. ixippcX X, 1-if , XIV, 1-5

seems that he first minted coins as sub-king or more probably as a
joint-king of Strato I. The latter , who undoubtedly had a long career^
does not seem from his coinage to have ExkKH&E'dxxEiXKsxxx

exercised

his influence so widely as Apollodotus, It is possible that Apollodotus
was an effective joint-ruler who managed to recover most of the Western
regions of Strato's kingdom first from kings of the other families and
ultimately gathered so much strength that he was virtually the sole
sovereign and Strato was satisfied with having grandiloquent titles
like Epiphanes. Apollodotus was x thus rightly the Soter

of Strato’s

kingdom. Soon his ambitions may have led him to become independent of
Strato and to consider himself Philopator , because he retrieved the
declining fortune of Menander’s kingdom* In fact next to Menander in
popularity must have been the able Apollodotus Soter Philopator and
Megas, who was probably Menander’s son*
Apollodotus seems to have started his career at about the
same time as Antialcidas

and after the reign of Philoxenus and his

contemporary kings, i.e. about 115 B.C.

, and on the basis of his

coinage he may be assigned a reign of at least twenty years, including
his career as joint-king; thus he ruled y until c. 95 B.C. and outlived
Antialcidas. He must have started his career in the Swat valley, where
in the two Bajaur hoards his coins are next to those of Menander in
number, and gradually increased his power and spread his influence in
Western Gandhara, the Kabul Valley and the Ghazni region. In the latter

area the Mir Zakah Treasure contains 596 coins of Apollodotus, includ
ing the Philopator coins. Finally about 100 B.C. he overthrew
^ Antialcidas in Taksasila.^ Probably after this event

Apollodotus

became a full fledged king and his elder brother was probably soon
set aside as incompetent to rule. For a time Apollodotus must have
';4,ruled over almost the entire kingdom of Menander. It is only after
his death that the last phase of Yavana history begins.

1. According to Marshall , 38 coins of Apollodotus II and only 1 of-the^
Apollodotus I were found in Taksasila, c f .Taxilaj II.pp. 766-67
Thus 59 coins of Apollodotus were found in Taksasila as against 15
of Antialcidas.

CHAPTER
THE

FALL

OE

VI
THE

YAVANAS

We ‘
have seen that after the death of Menander , the Yavana
'kingdoms' were controlled by several families with ineviteble wars
and alliances between them* Naturally therefore, the fall

of one

Yavana 'kingdom' did not mean the fall of the other, and they were
not destroyed simultaeneously. Moreover, as we shall^below, their fall
was not the result of attack by a single power.

We quote at length the passages from the literary sources which
are of primary importance. Describing the situation east of the Caspian
1
Sea, Strabo says, " Now the greater part of the Scythians, beginning at
the Caspian Sea, are

called Daae , but those who .are situated more to

the east than these are named Massagetae and Sacae, whereas all the
rest are given the general name of the Scythians, though each people
is given a separate name of its own* They are all for the most
nomads .
away

But the

Bactriana

Tochari

and

on the

other

1*

best
from

known

the Creeks ,

Sacarauli
side

of the

of

Strabo ., XI . 8 . 2.

, who
the

I

nomads are those
mean

originally
Jaxartes

the

Asii

came from

river

who
,

the

part
took

Pasiani ,
country

that adjoins that of

the sacae and the Sogdiani and was occupied by the S a c a e . And as for
the D M a e , some of them are called Aparni, some Xanthii and some Pissuri
Now of these^ the Aparni are situated closest to Hyrcania and the part
of the sea that borders on it, but the remainder extend even as far
as the country that stretches parallel to Aria*
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This is one of the most discussed passages in Strabo and some
scholars

(the latest, Sten Konow in Festskrift Til Pr of.Qlaf B r o c h . ,
V

pp. 8 0 - S i

: The White Huns and Tokharian)who insist on reading a

even after

Kpfc

» which has been rightly cancelled

Kckp>&\0 X

both in the TeUbner and Loeb editions of Strabo, needlessly confuse
the import of this passage and try to bring in the Sacae. But without
any prejudice to the historical discussions in question we believe
that

6

can be cancelled on principles of simple textual criticism

for it is quite easy for a writwr who was writing
^flirtOL
after

»

...» ancS-

TTo^crcoiV O l

R.cyp o j O \ bt

„

^

(

.

K-Cjc

after

to add one more

mistake.

Tarn also does not accept (p. 332) the view of Sten Konow which
includes the Sakas and
four.

argues for five nomad peoples instead of

( cf. Symboloe Osloenses, XXIV, 19^+5 1 P» 1^-8 )

1
Later Strabo says , " The Sacae , howevdr , made raids like those

of the Cimmerians and Treres, some into the regions close to their
own country , others into regions farther away. For instance they
occupied Bactriana , and sq;

acquired possession of the best land

in Armenia, which they left named after themselves - Sacasene......
3
The Trogus' Prologues say at one place , In the affairs of
Bactria how king Diodotus established his rule ; then how, during
fetSse reign*1- the Scythian tribes
and Sogdiani,"

and at another

5

Saraucae

and Asiani

to quote the original , n Peges

Thocarorum Asiani, interitusque Sacaraucarum .11

1.
P.
3*

if.

3.

seized Bactra

6

Strabo,
XX • 8 . 2*.
C f . infra. ,p.&ui
XLI.
.11 In Bactrianis autem rebus , ut a Diodoto rege constituturn est : deinde quo regnante Scythicae gentes Saraucae et Asiani
Bactra occupavere et Sogdianos.
Teogus' Prologues are often disconnected sentences and obviously
there seems to be something missing here. Deinde
followed by quo
can hardly be correct. Either the name of a king±HxnaisKXHKxdtEiKdKX
is missing or quo is a corruption of a king's name or deinde
should be deleted unless of course the position is reversed to
read quo deind$ , meaning " when afterwards (Diodotus) was reigning
etc........ " but we have hardly any evidence for a Scythian attack
in the reign of Diodotus.
XLII.

6 . This canfe be translated as 11 Asiani the
annihilation of Sacaraucae." This again
not clear whether Thocarorum means the
Some scholars have favoured the reading
suggesting Cusani to mean Kusanas.

kings of the Thocari, the
is enigmatic because it is
people or the country.
Cusani in place of Asianit

Among the Chinese sources, Shih-chi, the earliest says ,***
,u Originally the Yueh-chih lived between Tun-huang and (Mt.) C h ’i-lie
When they were defeated by the

Hsiung-nu , they moved far away. They

passed (Ta-) Yuan and westward as far as Ta-hsia, which they attacked
and subjugated . Finally they settled their imperial court north of
the Oxus riv e r ...............
” Ta-hsia, situated in the south of the Oxus river

, is more than two

thousand li to the South West of Ta-Yuan. They are sedentary, have
walled cities and houses, and the same customs as the Ta-Yuan. They
have had no great kings or chiefs, some cities and towns had small
chiefs. Their soldiers were weak

and feared fighting. They were skill

in trade. When Ta-Yueh-chih migrated westward, they attacked and defes
ed them and subjugated all the Ta-hsia. The population of Ta-hsia is
approximately more than one million . Their capital is named Lan-shi
ch'eng ( or the walled city of Lan-shi ) .W
The C h ’ien Han Shu records,

2

M the &x Chi-pin

kingdom ......

In the north west it borders Ta-Yueh-chih , and in the south west
it borders Wu-i-san-li. Anciently, when Hsiung-nu

beat the Ta-Yueh-ch

if
the Ta-Yueh-chih moved westward as far as Ta-hsia which they ruled as
kings and the king (or royal family) of Sai moved southward as far as
Chi-pin which he controlled as their chief. Thus the population of the

1.

2.

From Book 123• This and other passages from the Chinese sources
used by us in this chapter have been very kindly translated for
us by Professor K. Enoki and to him our acknowledgement is due.
For other translations cf. Bibliography.
Book . 9 6 a.

Sai were scattered and in some places they constituted several countrj
(For instance,) such countries as Hsiu-hsun and Chuan-tu, both of
which are to the North West of Su-le (Kashgar), all originate from the
S a i .................

11 The Ta-yueh-chih kingdom • (The King) resides at Ch'ien-shi
c h feng ( or the walled city of Ch'ien-shi ) ............

The Ta-yuet

chih were originally a nomadic nation , which moved along with their
herds,(In this respect) they had the same custom as the Hsiung-nu . ...
.... They lived originally

between Tun-huang and (Mt) Ch'i-lien. Mao t

shan-yu (of the Hsiung-nu)

attacked them and defeated them and lao-sha

shan-yu killed the king of

the Ta-yueh-chih. Thus the (Ta)-yueh-chih

moved far away. Passing Ta-yuan they went as

far as Ta-hsia, which

they attacked and subjugated, and settled their imperial court north
of the Oxus river...........
" The Ta-hsia had originally no great kings or chiefs. Some citie
and towns had their small chiefs. The people were weak and feared figh
ing.Therefore when the Ta-yueh-chih moved there, they subjugated them
all, and

both the Ta-yueh-chih and the Ta-hsia accept the order of

Chinese embassy sent by the Han court. There are five

hsi-hau (yag^us

viz., Hsiu-mi, with its capital Ho-mo; Schuang-mi with its capital
S^huang-mi; Kuei-shuang with its capital Hu-tsao; Hsi-tun with its
capital Po-mo ; and Kao-fu with its capital Kao-fu (Kabul). All of
..

these belongedrto the Ta-yueh-chih as their subjects.

»

1
The Ch'ien Han Shu further says : "(The country of theMt-sun)

1.

Book. 9i+ b.

Aos

was originally occupied by the Sai. The Ta-yueh-chih, moving westward
defeated the Sai-wang ( or king ojj the Sai ), who was forced to flee.
The kk king of the Sai went to the South and passed the Hsien-tu. The
Ta-yueh-chih settled themselves in the country(of the Sai). Afterward,
the Kun-mo (title of the king ofWUt-Sun) ofWU-Sun attacked and defeats*
the Ta-yueh-chih. The Ta-yueh-chih migrated westward, and subjugated
the Ta-hsia. The Kuia-mo ofW&-Sun settled himself there (in the country
of the Ta-yueh-chih). Therefore it is said that there are elements of
Sai population and that of Ta-yueh-chih ameng the subjects ofW&-Sun.n

The Hou Han Shu reports

1

, " The country of Ta-yueh-chih is

situated at Lan-shih Ch'eng, which is at a distance of A9 days 1 travel
from An-hsi(Parthia) in the West, 6337 li from the station of the
(Chinese) High Commissioner ( Liu-chung, i.e. Lukchun in the southern
part of Turfan basin) in the east, and 16370 li from Lo-yang (Chinese
capital). The total of families amounts to one hundred thousand,
population four hundred thousand. Formerly, when the Yueh-chih were
destroyed by the Hsiungpnu, they migrated to Ta-hsia and divided the
country among five hsi-hou, that is to say, Hsiu-mi,Shuang-mi,Kueishuang, Pa-tun and Tu-mi. More than one hundred years had passed after
that Ch'iu-chiu-ch'ueh , hsi-hou of Kuei-shuang having attacked and
destroyed (other) four hsi-hou, became independent
on the throne.

and set himself

(His) kingdom was called Kuei-shuang-wang (i.e. king of

Kuei-shuang). He invaded An-hsi (Parthia) and took the district of
Kao-fu.

(He) also destroyed P'u-ta and Chi-pin, both of which were

completely subjugated to him. Ch'iu-chiu-ch'ueh died at the age of more

1*

Book.

88

3fOS

than

eighty. Yen-kao-chen became king in succession . He also destro;

ed T ’ien-chu (India), where he stationed a general to supervise and
govern. Since then, the Yueh-chih are most rich and prosperous.

(All

the people of) many (other) countries call them Kuei-shuang-wang, but
in China they are called Ta-yueh-chih according to their old designate

Though the identification of the term Ta-hsia of the Chinese
. sources is controversial
Bactrians.

2

1

it has been ably shown that it ddnoted the

Thus the conquest of Bactria proper or Ta-hsia is ascribed

3
k
by Strabo to four nomadic peoples , the Asii, Pasiani, Tochari and
Sacarauli ; by Trogus to two such peoples, the Asiani and the Sacarauc
and by all

1.

2.
3.

A*

5.

the Chinese records to the Yueh-chih.

For different views :Ji) Ta-hsia = Tochari or Tocharia, Marquart,
Eransahr ,pp. 20A-10; Chavannes, Toung Pao , VIII p. 187, Konow , CII
p. liv. (ii) Ta-hsia= Greeks, Minns, Scythians and Greeks
,p. 129*
Herzfeld, Sakastan,p. 28 • (iii) Ta-hsia= Dahae. Daae is transcribed
as Ta-i in the Shih-chi (cf. Shiratori, S e i Ti Kishi Kenkyu. I.p. 332,
II.,p.78 )

Tarn *,pp. 293-98.
T a r n Y(p. 28if fn.if) thinks that there can be no dmdak possible doubi
that Apollodorus is Strabo's source here,though he is not named.
b
Sten Konow ( Symol^ae Qsloenses XXIV,1 9 4 3 *P* I 48 ) has argued for
five names, not four, the fifth being the Sacae but Tarn (Addenda
p. 332 ) has rightly rejected this theory, c f . supra.,p
Trogus.

,s i r j r a .

, p .

Tarn th<£ght that the Pasiani of Strabo's list were the Parsii

,

but on the other hand if Vaillant's original emendation 77 o^crt^vot
instead of

TXcx<xlo<vol

fer^ is accepted

supported by Charpentier

2

, Haloun

^

and Bachho-

Strabo's list refers to only three tribes; and this

makes the problem easier.

5

The Asii and Sacarauli of Strabo can be

safely identified with Trogus' Asiani and Sacaraucae. There then remari
only one unidentified tribe, the Tochari, who must surely be the Yuehchih of the Chinese reports.The identification of the Tochari of the
Western sources and the Yueh-chih of the Chinese seems to us conclusiv
to discuss this identification in detail is outside the scope of our
present work.

1.

Tarn, pp. 292 ff.
; H.W.Bailey, BSOAS, 1948,p.l51» says that the
7\(Pf(Tto<vo£ may perhaps survive in the speakers of modern Pasto in
Afghanistan.

zmQf • 1917 PP. 366,370
ZPMG
• 1937 p. 244
JAQS • I 94I PP. 243-44
3* Altheim I.p. 11, however, rejects it though he disagrees with Tarn
explanation, II. p. 100 . Tarn has noticed this emendation in his
Addenda.p. 334
has nothing to say •
3*

6 . Haloun, ZDMG, 1937, pp.243-318 ; H.W.Bailey. B SOS. VIII.pp. 883 ff,
Tarn. pp. ag^g.
; O.Maenchen-Helfen , J A O S . 1943 pp. 71 ff.
The identification YUeh-chih = Tochari is further strengthened
by H.W. Bailey in his recent paper in BSOAS. 1933 (XV)p,330 ff.,
cf. especially pp. 333 -36 .

Of these three peoples, the Sacarauli or Sacaraucae were defini
' 1y a Scythian tribe and the Asii or Asiani also seem to have been one
.

of the tribes who were given the general name of the

'Scythians',

1

Ta]

who first thought the Asii to be one of the two constituents of the

2

Yueh-chnh - the other being the Tochari ~ expressed his doubts later,

Thus only the Tochari are to be certainly identified with the Yueh-chj
But whether the Tochari were also Scythians

must be doubted,Tt

Yiieh-chih or Tochari were the enemies of the Sai (Sakas) whom they
attacked on their trek westward, and according to Chinese sources were
a completely different people. That the Tochari spoke the Saka languag
does not prove that they were Sakas ; from language alone ethnic chara
ter cannot be safely deduced, a barbarian conqueror may often adopt th

1. Strabo„ XI. 8.2.

^Ton ^
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xlQ sx $

kjxk <r rojis^Z ________________ _
2 . Tarn., pp. 28^, 333*
3 * Lohuizen, op. ci t . pp. ifA “A 7

language of the more civilised conquered people. The Yueh-chih would
naturally adopt the Saka language because

they settled in the regione

where Saka dialects were spoken and they were totally cut off from
their original home. The confusion is partly due to a misunderstanding
\

of Strabo’s passages, as has rightly been pointed out by Tarn.
XixfaJji

1

Strabc

XI. 8 ./+. , a portion of which we have quoted earlier, says no

doubt that Sakas occupied Bactria,” but the most cursory perusal of
the context shows that throughout the whole section he is talking, not
of the second century B.C., but of a time long before that - he calls
it Achaemenid, but it was actually the seventh century - the time of
the great Saca invasion, well known from Assyrian sources, which had
played its

part in the fall of Nineveh and had penetrated as far as

Armenia and Cappadocian Pontus.”

2

This

misunderstanding of Strabo

led to much confusion that even the Tochari of Strabo XX.S.2 • have
3
been considered to be a Saka tribe. But a study of the whole section
will show that Strabo is confused; as he himself admits.^ He simply
includes the Tochari among the nomads n who took Bactriana from the
Greeks” , but he does not say that they were Sakas. He knew of course
that the nomads who took Bactriana originally came from the

1.
2*

3*

4,

country

Tarn.,p. $ 283
Ibid. loc .cit.

X& seems two events of different times $ conquest of Bactria
^ ?
from the Crooks and the conquest of Bactria in the Aoh&omeniu per .tot
by the nomads ¥ have boon confused in Strabo XI* 8 ®,

Sbubo .

on the other side of the Jaxartes and that they included not only the
Scythian tribes but also the Tochari ; naturally he could not disting
sh between the Scythian and the non-Scythian , because he was not
aware of the earlier movements of the Tochari-Yueh-chih. We s&all see
below that Strabo's evidence concerns only the last phase of the
Yueh-chih movement referred to by the Chinese sources.
of
Two stages^this movement are clear from the study of the
Chinese reports.’*' The first , from Kan-Su to the Upper Ili, ending in
160 B.C.; and the second from the region of the Upper Ili to Ta-hsia,
p
ending in 129-28 B.C.
When the Yiieh-chih reached the Upper Ili they displaced the
Sai (Saka) people; some of the Sai princes (Sai-wang) moved south and
ultimately reached Chi-pin. The Yueh-chih , on the other hand, were
soon attacked by theWtt-Sun and hence they moved West beyond Ta-yuan
to occupy Ta-hsia. It is important to

note that the Chinese evidence

1. The chronology of the movements of these tribes have been thorough!;
studied by K.Shiratori, J.Kuwabara and T.Fujita. Haloun discussed
their views in ZDMG. Vol.
91*PP* 2^7 sq. . Cf. also Lohuizen, o p .
c i t ., p. 32 f .

2. For the first period : K.Shiratori, Seii Kishi Kenkyu, I.p. 29
( 17k-15S B.C.) but later p. 60 ( 17h~l60 B.C.) ; T.Fujita , Tozai
Koshoshi no Kenkyu (Seii Ki Len) pp.77-7& ( 172-160 B.C.); J.Kuwaban
TozS~Kot"sushi, R o ' n s o pp 16-19 ( 172-l6l/60 B.CT)

For the Second period : The starting date, Shiratori,op.cit .,p. 31
(B.C. 138 ) ; Fujita, op.citt ,pp. 83- 8I}. (B.C. l6o/6l); Kuwabara , o p .
pij;. ,pp 28-29 (B.C. 139 or a little after )
We have taken the end of the second period as 129-28 B.C.,the date
generally agreed for Chang Chien's visit to the Yueh-chih and Ta-hsi

is consistent and explicit in saying that the Sai moved to the South
and the Yiieh-chih to the West; the two peoples did not travel in the
same direction.
When the Yueh-chih were forced to move from the Upper Ili to
seek new lands towards the Oxus they must have displaced the tribes of
the Jaxartes area who were of Scythian stock ; it is clear from the
Western classical sources that there were several peoples between the
/
Caspian Sea and the Lake Issyk Kul who were known by the general name
'Scythian'. Two of them, the Sacarauli(Sacaraucae) and the Asiani, are
mentioned with the Tochari(Yueh-chih), and probably, therefore, were
displaced by the second movement

of the Toehafci-Yueh-chih. The Sacarai

(Sacaraucae) and the Asiani were fe no doubt the Scythian tribes who,
as a result of their dispersal by the Yueh-chih , disturbed the Parthig

kingdom under Phraates II and Aratabanus II during the period 138-12if ,
until they were quelled and settled by Mithridates II.

1

Probably these

Scythians settled in Sacastene (Seistan) where there may have been an
earlier settlement of the Scythians in the Achaemenid period;
Seistan was then ruled by the Parthians.

3

2

but

There the Scythians and the

•Parthians mingled with each other, fofming a composite people, whom
we may call the Scytho-Parthians or the Pahlavas, and who took both

*
Saka

1.
2.

II
and Pahlava names ; kings from Vonones to Gondophernes, who are

3.

Debevoise, op.cit . ,pp. 2 9 , 37-38
For the theory of an earlier migration of Scythians to Sacastene,
cf. F.W.Thomas, JFAS. 1906,p. l 8l f.
. But we do not believe in
the improbablity of a later settlement of Scythians in view of our
evidence as ojbmas ,o p .cit. ,p .192 f. suggests.
Isidore , Parthian Stations .p gr

if.

F.W.Thomas., op.cit. , pp. 20if-21if

connected by the numismatic evidence, at
same Pahlava family*

seem to belong to one and the

1

The Sai of the Upper Ili mentioned in the Chinese sources were
another Scythian tribe ; they should hot be confused with the Scythiar
of the Jaxartes valley or other areas west of them. Even the Western
t
classical sources refer to the Sacae as distinguished from the other
^Scythian tribes

Strabo explicitly refers to the Sacarauli and other

peoples, as coming from the country which n adjoins that of the Sacae"
and therefore, the Sacae must be different from Sacarauli (Sacaraucae)
*
i
or Asiani. They are'in fact the easternmost Scythian people

, known

to the Chinese sources as Sai which was then pronounced as ’S o k 1.^ The
movement of these Sai(Sok=Sacae=Saka) is quite distinct from that of
their kinsfolk further west.

When the Sai people were displaced by the Yueh-chih the advent
urous prince or princes (Wang) of the Sai went south to seek new lands
Their destination , according to the Chinwse source, was Chi-pin the

± route to which wad via

Hien-tu, the'Hanging pass 1. x&kBtKsslsiXHx With

the help of Fa-Hsien's itinerary, the position of Hien~tu is defined a£
being on the Indus in a SSW direction from Kashgatf, a little to the

1.

The Vonones group of kings is associated with the Azes group throug
the Spalirises-Azes coin and the Azes group associated with the
Gondophernes group through the Aspavarma coins.

2.

Strabo, XI. 8 .2. ; Ptolemy,

3.
A*

Strabo, XI.8.2.
Karlgren , Analytic DuiUAm

Cks/^H-gf.

CUW
No.773, P* 233. &
S d A f l - J .Pav’W -19<?=3 ,

west of Skardo, and near the boundary of modern Dardistan*

*1

But this

gorge probably extended for upwards of one hundred miles from Skardo
to Pongdo, and from Pongdo to Mak-pon-i-shang rong

so that it is not

possible to define the exact position of the Hien-tu

with absolute

accuracy. However, from the Upper Ili region to the Hanging Pass the
route is clear. The Sai probably came via the Terek Pass to the Kashga
area and thence instead of turning left to Yarkand, we suggest they
took the disect route to Tashkurgan, from which they proceeded via
one of the northern passes to Gilgit and thus reached the Hien-tu .

The Chinese sources tell us that the key to Chi-pin was the
Hanging Pass. We would expect thdrefore that Chi-pin was not far

kh

away from the Hanging Pass, probably to the south or south-east

. The

identification of Chx-pin is not yet finally settled, because in the
diffBEent periods of Chinese history the term denoted

h

different

regions, though all these regions were contiguous to each other. Accoring to Shiratori, Chi-pin denoted Gandhara in the Han period, Kashmir
in the Six Dynasties and Kapisa in the T'ang period.

3

But the earliest

mention of Chi-pin is in the Ch'ien Han Shu and we are concerned with
the region it denoted in the period of the early Hans. Franke had
concluded that while Chi-pin $ specially denotes Kashmir, the Saka

1. Franke : Beitrage Aus Chinesischen Quellen Zur Kenntnis der Turkov olker und Skythen Zentralasiens.,p. 5 8
2. Cunningham, Ladak ,pp. 88-89
; Smith, ZDMG. 1907 P* ^19
a.*,

3.

Pt~VveJuL\AJr- KVv.crVtM.Av vOx-fcr^ ,1307. C^, iW*. -JCosV* Vw d

Shiratori , op.cit . ,ppy. 377-if62

.fp P9A

dominion included the North Western portion of the
the

modern Kashmir and

area we have called the Swat valley; roughly this region would be

that called Udyana,'*' which was sometimes included in the geographical
term Gandhara. In the Ch'ien Han Shu, Chi-pin is described as fruit-

2
growing country, famous for embroidery and other handicrafts, It seems
that though Chi-pin later denoted the Kashmir valley and gradually
became a geographical expression for the ICusana empire in India, in
our period it was roughly the 8wat valley and the adjoining areas. The
findspots of the coins and inscriptions of the earliest Saka kings in
India also suggest the same identification. The old view that Chi-pin
was Kabul

3

does not seem probable because the Chinese also knew the

latter by the name Kao-fu.^
How the Sakas reached the Swat region and Gandhara from the
Hanging pass is difficult to determine, but in such a region there
cannot be much choice of roads and it is reasonable to suppose that
the invaders, like Fa-Hsien later, passed into Udyana and
descended through the Swat valley ±MxSaHdhs:Kax^xTkKxShxHe;sE
5
Gandhara .

The

Chinese

sources

do not

tell

us

to
that

1 . Franke, op.cit. pp. 58-59
2 . Wylie, X. p. 35*
3* Also supported and discussed in detail by Tarn, in Appendix 9?PP*
ij.69-79- He found in Chi-pin the old name Ko-phen for Kabul, cf.
also Lohuizen., op. cit. p. 372 .
A. Hou-Han Shu. Bk.

88 . c f . infra.,p. 255

z.s>rv\& . $cf? p .*\\3

the Sai actually 3s±xxe±xxe£ crossed the Hanging pass. If Chi-pin
denoted the Kashmir valley when

the Ch'ien Han Shu was written it

might have been necessary for the Sai to cross it, but

he

if,as we

believe, the Chi-pin of this period lay further West there was probhb
no need to cross ±t the Pass. And, although some of the Sai may have
done so , the bulk of the host must have taken the easiest road and
therefore probably followed the route of Fa-hsien. The theory that th:
*

*

Saka tribe travelled from the Upper Ili to Chi-pin via the Hanging Pa;
has often been rejected by scholars for no othef reason than the so
called physical impassability of the route for a nomad tribe.^ Apart
from the fundamental generalisation that nature has never
k

adventurous spiritsjwe have

Linguistically the whole area

deterred

other reasons also to support our

theory

from the Upper Ili to Hien-tu which the

Sai traversed is considered to have been Saka - speaking. Historically
we know of two instances when

Chi-pin and the North and Western

region

of Kashmir were attacked from

the north. In A.D. Ah3 Mu-li-yen,

the

chief of the Tu-yu-hun, who was antagonistic to the Topa Wei broke int
the country of Yu-tien, killed the king and then attacked Chi-pin in t
south.

Again in the 8 th* century A.D.

, in the Tang period, a Chinese

army of 10,000 crossed the Northern Passes to occupy regions of North
and West Kashmir.

3

Moreover, this was the general trade route in the

1.

F.W.Thomas, J P A S , 1913 PP*

f*

2*

Wei-Shu , Bk, 101.

3.

Stein, On Central Asian Tracks.,p*A2 . Kao Hsien Chih in A.D. 7V?
successfully invaded the territories of Yasin and Gilgit. Stein
believes that his army of 10,000 after starting from Kashgar and
crossing the Pamirs traversed over the Bargohil and Darkot passes.

I owe this reference to Professor K.Enoki.

later historical periods. The legends of Kustana a son of Asoka foundi

X

a kingdom in Khotan also presupposes
the s crossing of northern passe
■fye
It is true thatAKarakoram Pass is extremely difficult to negotiate but
that is not the Pass in question. However, the movement of the Sai was
probably not one long arduous and continuous march. It must have cover
ed considerable time and was achieved by stages, for whatever chronolo
gy we accept it is quite certain that the earliest known date of a

2
Saka king in India

is at least several

decades later than 160 B.C.,

when t]he Sai were forced to leave the Upper Ili, With the Yavanas still
occupying parts of Afghanistan and the Parthians imder Mithridates I
enjoying great power, it is impossible to imagine any migration from
the Upper Ili to Chi-pin (Whatever identifications of the name we
accept) via Bactria through hostile lands and peoples, especially when
the Yueh-chih ka&xaixEHdyxfcakEHxifeE were also to follow the same route,
On the other hand the direct southward movement was politically as w^-U as
|f»lvysiCA.lly

feasible; it was not difficult for the Sai-wang to conquer and rule
the agricultural and trading peoples of the areas which they traversed,
*
who were of allied race and speech. The Ch'ien Han Shu which tells us
about the Sai migration also notes at the same place, that, ” thus the

!•

tv\\

p. 5-07

Cf. inf r a . ,p,

for the date of Maues.

population of the Sai were scattered and in some places they constitu
ted several countries.(For instance) such countries as Hsiu-hsun and
Chuan-tu, both of which are to the north-west of Su-le (Kashgar), all

. •

originate from the S S a i ......... 11

1
Thus the Chinese sources very

clearly indicate that the Sai-wang moved to Chi-pin by a direct south
ward route and therefore we should not confuse their movement with th<
movement of other Scythian tribes such as those of the Sacaraucae of i
of the Jaxartes-Oxus area#
The Sai of the Chinese annals, the Scytho-Parthians ( i.e. othe
Scythians who had settled in Sacastene and who had intermixed with the
Parthians), and the Yueh-chih (Tochari), were thus the three peoples
who

kekk

overthrew the Yavanas, attacking from different directions, i

different regions, and at different times. And in them we find the
'
2
Sakas, the Pahlavas, and the Tu^ara-Kusanas of the Indian sources.

It is essential £o determine the chronology of these three
peoples in so far as they concern the history of the Indo-Greeks.
Especially important

are the dates of the occupation of Bactria proper

by the Yueh-chih, the foundation of a new Pahlava power in Seistan by

2.

If Kuei-shuang are considered a part of the Yueh-chih tribe, the
Ku§anas and the Tu§aras should be taken together,one being
part of the other. There are, however, scholars who do not taj^e
the five hsi-hou mentioned in the Chinese sources as belonging
to the Yueh-chih tribe,though it is clearly against thd explicit
account of the Chinese annals.

Vonones and the establishment of the Saka kingdom in India by Maues.
It is usually believed that when Chang Ch'ien visited the Yuehchih in 129-28 B.C. they were masters of Ta-hsia (Bactria).
analysis of the Chapter 123 of Shih Chi of Ssu-ma-ch'ien and

But an
a compar

son of its accounts with the relevant passages in Ch'ien Han Shu and
Hou Han Shu gives a clear impression that the complete political
subjugation of Ta-hsia , Bactria south of the Oxus river, by the Yuehchih took place much later.
In the beginning of

Chapter 123 o f )VShih Chi, we are informe<

that Ch'ang Ch'ien was sent by the Chinese Emperor to the Yueh-chih
in order to induce the latter to enter into an alliance with the Chinee
against the Hsiung-nu. But Ch'ang Ch'ien could not carry

his point

with them because they had "subjugated" the Ta-hsia and had

MriMb st

settled down to a life of peace. Then Ch'ang Ch'ien went to Ta-hsia
and after one yearx returned to China. After this preamble, Ssu-ma-ch'i
describes the several countries which Ch'ang Ch'ien visited, his accoun
being chiefly based on Ch'ang Ch'ien's report to the Chinese Emperor.
Ta-Yueh-chih and Ta-hsia are described separately.
1
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Lohuizen, op.cit.,pp. 31 -32
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We are told thaf'the Ta-Yueh-chih is situated about twk or three
thousands li westwards of Ta-yuan.

(It) is to the north of the Wei-

shui ( Qxus r i v e r ). To the south(of it)

is situated Ta-hsia; to the

west An-hsi ; to the north K'ang-chu(Sogdiana)............ ......... .
Originally the Yueh-chih lived between Tun-huang and(Mt.) C h ’i-lien.
When they were defeated by the Hsiung-nu , they moved far away. They
passed (Ta-) Yuan and

went westward as far as Ta-hsia, which they

attacked and subjugated. Finally they settled their imperial court
north of the Qxus river

.......... "

Then after describing An-hsi (Parthia), Li-kan (Syria) and T'iauchi (Chaldea), Ssu-ma-ch'ien turns to Taehsia, " Ta-hsia ,situated in
the south of the Qxus river, is more than 2000 li to the south-west of
Ta-yuan. They are sedentary, have walled cities and houses, and the
same

customs as the Ta-Yuan. They have had no great kings or chiefs.

Some cities and towns had small chiefs. Their soldiers were weak and
feared fighting. They were skilful in trade. When the Ta-Yueh-chih
migrated westward, they attacked and defeated them and 'subjugated' all
the Ta-hsia. The population of Ta-hsia is approximately more than one
mi H i on . Their capital is named Lan-shi Ch'eng ( or walled city of
Lan-shk)."
Later we are told that, " The Emperor (= Wu-ti) has already been
informed that such countries as Ta-Yuan, Taehsia and An-hsi are all
big countries, where one can find many rare things
are sedentary and engaged

, and where people

very similar occupation to thrift

the

Middle Kingdom, ard weak in military affairs and make much of things a
and treasures of the Han.(He also has heard that) to the north (of
these countries) are situated Ta-Yueh-chih and K'ang-chu which, though
strong in their military power, could be bribed to be of service to
the court (of the H a n ) ........"
The Chinese Emperor therefore approved of Chang Ch'ien's
proposal to send embassies to different countries. And later,Ssu-ma-ch
ien. informs us that

" (CH* ang) C h ’ien, therefore, dispatched vice

envoys separately to Ta-Yuan, K 'ang-chu,Ta-Yueh-chih,Ta-hsia,An-hsi,
Shen-tu,Yu-tien,Han~shen and many other countries. "
According to Ssu-ma-ch'ien it is quite explicit that although the
Ta-Yueh-chih had "subjugated" the Ta-hsia, for all practical purposes
the latter were independent. _The royal court of the Stathsxa Ta-Yueh-chi
was north of the Oxus river; Ta-hsia had their own capital and separate
embassies qould be sent them by foreign powers. It is clear that the
Ta-hsia was not so thoroughly subjugated that the Ta-Yueh-chih could
/

establish their royal court south of the Oxus. It thus seems that the
Ta-Yueh-chih occupied only those parts of the Bactrian kingdom which la;
V\Acl

north of the Oxus; but that they^defeated the Ta-hsia
occupying their lands and

without actually

contented themselves for a time toEXHg

with

the payment of tribute .1

1. Professor Enoki in a long communication to me has compared the
different Chinese words afexui used in the Chinese Annals to denote
degrees o f 'subjugation 1 and he confirms our view.

But the situation is quite different in the accounts of Ch'it
Han Shu and Hou-Han Shu, The former clearly says that the king of the
•/
Ta-Yueh-chih resides at Ch'ien-shi Cheng (= Lan-shi Cheng) and the
latter also notes that nthe country of Ta-Yueh-chih is situated at
Lan-shi Cheng ....... " W e

are further informed that the Ta-Yueh-chih

divided the Ta-hsia into five hsi-hoji. This is definitely a picture
of the complete political subjugation and occupation of Ta-hsia, More
over we are told that both Ta-Yueh-chih and Ta-hsia accept the order
of the Chinese embassy sent by the Han Court, Ta-hsia is

not separate

ly described, its identity merged in that of the Ta-Yueh-chih, The fiv
hsi-hou are expressly stated

as belonging to the Ta-Yueh-chih as thei;

subjects • And the prominence which is given to the Ta-hsia in the
Shihichi

is not found in the Ch'ien Han Shu, It, therefore, seems

evident that Bactria proper south of the Oxus river must have come
under the complete political subjugation of the Yueh-chih either after
the Shih-chi was written or at a time quite near its completion when
the news had not reached Ssu-ma-ch'ien, but definitely long before
the composition of Ch'ien Han Shu, Shih-chi was completed in 99 B.C.
and therefore

,in round numbers, we may say that the occupation took

place about 100 B.C.
Y

_____________ __ ______________________ ____
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The second important date for us to determine is that of the

foundation of a new Pahlava power in Seistan by Vonones. We know from
Parthian history that throughout the period 138 B.C.

to 12if B.C.

which covers the reigns of Phraates II and Artabanus II the Scythians
were a great source of trouble to the Parthians and that both Phraatei
II and Artabanus II perished in their battles against them.

Accordinj

to Kuwabara the second movement of the Yueh-chih , i.e. from the Uppe^
Ili westward on their journey to Taehsia, started in

c. 139 B.C.

p

and

according to the chronology adopted by us Iieliocles I's reign was ovei
3
by about 11+0 B.C. Thus it seems that the Scythian tribes of the Jaxarl
—Oxus area , being pressed by the Yueh-chih sometime after 139 B.C.,
occupied

parts of Bactria sometime after the death of Heliocles I,

during the reigns of Phraates II and Artabanus II from c .138 to 12/.}. B.
We have already shown that after Heliocles I , his successors were
pushed to the east sometime in the reign of Euwratides II and were
A
more or less confined to Badakshan. With the accession of Mithridates
IIS in c. 12if the situation improved; it seems that the Scythians were
*
\
quelled and moved southward through Merv and Herat to Seistan, where
they probably met the descendants of an earlier Scythian people alread;
mixed with the Parthians. Mithridates II*s campaign against the Scythia
probably occured some time later than 120 B.C., by which date his task
of reducing Babylonia had been accomplished.

1.
2.
3*
3.

Debevoise, op.cit. ,pp. 37 -3 &
Kuwabara, op. ci t . , pp.2£'^
supra.,p./7o
supra.
Debevoise, op.cit. ,p. if0

5

Surely the Scytho-Parthi*

;also Haloun,o p .cit. ,p ♦2Zf8

or the Pahlavas had no opportunity to rise again in the life-time of
Mithridates II', when Sacastene was governed by the Parthians* But the
recalcitrant Scythians who had arrived in Seistan and were good warric
,and against whom two of the predecessors of Mithridates II had peris!
ed, were probably not quiescent for long and on the death of Mithridat
IIS in c. 88 B.C. they may have found an opportunity to declare them
selves independent under the leadership of a Pahlava Vonones.In 91 B.C
a Gotarzez (I) had set himself up as an independent ruler in Babylonia
and thus the Parthian kingdom was weakening at this period* This date
would also fit in very well with the chronology adopted by us, for ,
as we shall see, Azes overstruck coins of Apollodotus and Hippostratus
and the latter was ruling in Western Gandhara according to our calculal
ions, in c. 85-70 B.C.

2.

3
* And Azes, who struck a coinH with Spalirises^

can only be a generation later than Vonones, whose brother SpaliBises
was*
We may note here that Strabo speaks of a Parthian conquest
of Bactria from the Scythians ^ * Probably it refers to this period,
when Mithridates II was able to defeat the Scythians

5

of
from B h k western parts of Bactriaiwhich they tadxHK&x

and dislodge them
were in possess!

Unfortunately we have no evidence to show how long Mithridates II
continued to possess B those parts of Bactria. But certainly the Yuehchih, SSHKK who were immediately north of the Oxus, were a menace to
any kingdom situated to the south of the river and as we have seen

1.
2.
A.
5,

Debevoise, op.cit., p. if8
Infra.
N<c.U* c«e<*. o.sr 3
PMC. .p.fty
Strabo, XI.9*2.
cf. also Lohuizen, op.cit.,p. 37 f-

Pl.W',

they 2 crossed the Oxus about 100 B.C. to rule Bactria directly.
The third important date concerns the Sakas, When the Sai
left the Upper Ili in c, 160

and their kings moved south they founded

several kingdoms. The first new settlement made by them in their
progress southward must have been not far from their original kingdom,
and probably at least the nucleus of a state was formed by about 155
B.C.

The final achievement, however, was the conquest of•Chi-pin ,

which by its geographical situation and distance must have involved
a considerable time ; thus Ma ues, the first known Saka king in India,
followed the Yavana rulers in the Swat valley and Gandhara, as we
shall see below, soon after 100 B.C. The Chinese sources tell us of
a certain Mu-Kua in Ferghana who was attacked by Chinese troops in c.
102.

1

The resemblance in name proves that both Maues and Mu-kua
*

were Sakas.
Although it is outside the scope of our present work to discuss
the problem of the eras of the Kharosthi inscriptions, it is important
for us to arrive at a date for Maues’ rule in the Swat and Gandhara
regions. The Maira inscription which is supposed to give the date

5 8 , is 2£& usually considered the earliest dated document of the§akas,ii

1 . Hirth, pp. 108

ff., 136

2, Konow, C I I . p. 11 ; Lohuizen, op.cit.,p.23

this is not justifiable. The reading of the HMKifesEKS
inscription

numerals in this

is not at all certain, and Maira in the Jhelum district i

one of the southernmost finds of a Kharo^thl inscription - the other
being the Sui Vihar inscription
badly preserved and Konow

near Multan. The inscription is very

himself was unable to determine the age of

the inscription on a palaeographical basis.

1

On the other hand ,the

Mansehra and Fatehjang inscriptions are both very clearly dated

2

68 ,

and this should be taken as the earliest known and certain date on a
Saka document.Another inscription, the Shahadaur inscription of Damkjai
which is far better preserved than the Maira inscription, and which
mentions the word Saka

may give us a date 60 .

If this is correct thi£

would be the earliest date on a Saka document; it is significant also
that the word Saka occurs in it. Shahadaur is in the Hazara country
and thus it would also fit well geographically. But the most remarkable
coincidence id that the word

Dami

in Kharosthi occurs on the coins

of Maues besides the monogram.^ It is very likely that the Dami
Maues* coins is only an abbreviation of Damijada

on

the person mentioned

in the Shahadaur inscription. This inscription therefore gives

the

first known date 60 (?) of Maues in the Hazara country.
We accept the theory according to which y these early Kharos^ti
inscriptions would be dated in an era beginning about the middle of the
second century B.C.^'

1.
2.
3.
5•

Mme Lohuizen has recently* tried to make a drastic

Konow, C I I .,p. 11
Konow, i b i d . , pp. 18-22
Konow, i b i d . , p. 13 and cp. plates.
PMC . p. \o% ,rvt>•
;BMC .
RjxbSem ,g.yy\_ P • £ 7 o '1^vv\ .pp .
ff

simplification by accepting only one era for all the kharosthl
inscriptions’** which earlier authorities believed to be dated in at
least two eras.

2

She makes that era start in 129 B.C., which , she

believes was the date of the conquest of Bactria by the YUeh-chih,
who, in her opinion , were Sakas . But we have shown earlier that

*

there is no reason to believe that the Yheh-chih were Sakas , and
that there is no certainty that Bactria was occupied by the Ytteh-chih
in 129-28 B.C. We have also shown that the movements of the three
different peoples are quite different.

1 . Lohuizen, o p «cit.„pp. 6^-63
2. There are many theories
Kharosthi inscriptions,
namely, an Old Saka Era
concerned here with the

about the number of eras used in the
but at least two are widely accepted,
and an Azes-Vikrama era. We are not
Kaniska
or Saka era,
•

3. Dr. Lohuizen*s chronological system raises many difficulties, the
greatest of which is her sequence of Saka-Pahlava kings.It is clear
that in order to solve one difficulty she has been forced to create
others. Her theory which takes Azes I,Azilises and Azes II as one
king and Spalyris-Spalirises also as one is not convincing ; on
purely numismatic grounds alone their sdparate existence cannot
be denied. Similarly, she is forced to regard the Saka kings of
Mathura and even the Deccan satrap Nahapana as earlier than Maues,
which seems impossible both historically and geographically.
(cf. also, A.L.Basham,
BSOAS. 1933 j PP* 82~8q)

£3,0

We are still inclined,therefore, to

date such inscriptions

as those of Shahadaura, Mansehra, Fatehjang and the Taxila Plate of
Patika in an era fcfcs starting

in about the middle of the Second centu]

B.C. The modification we would like to propose is the occasion and
origin of the era, for which there are two possibilities. The earliest
inscriptions are found in an area where the Sakas coming from the nort]
first established their power, and that area was taken from the Yavanas
It is poddible that there was an era already in usd in that region, Th*
the Yavanas knew the use of an era is clear from the traditional chronc
logy by Olympiads, and , nearer to our period^from the existence of
a Seleucid era. It is not inherently improbable that the greatest of
the Yavanas kings, Menander, started an era of his own ; his date we
have fixed as c. 155 B.C. The use of the S Greek months by the Sakas
and later rulers points to the conclusion* that they employed a system
of dating started by their predecessors. And the Bajaur inscfiption
seems to contain a date, which is unfortunately lost, before the name
of king Menander.

Alternatively we may sxppHBK suggeS'fe that following

the earlier practice of the Yavanas, the Sakas based their ixxBtxKRwx
era on the date of the establishment of their first new kingdom ,

hkxke

9

sometime soon after their dispersal from the Upper Ili,and that year^
%
of
as we have shown^may also have been c. 155 B.C. Whichever/these
possibilities we accept, the fact remains that the era in question must

1•

23SET. pp'
^ t-lII

2.

p. 2.^1

Gsa'i Wve

- - --• ,

have started about 155 B.C. Of the two possible origins of the era
we are , however, inclined to prefer the first and we may call it the
Yavana era started by Menander.

1•

The Shahadaura, Mansehra, Fatehjang and Taxila Plate inscriptio:
are thus dated respectively in 95,87,87 and 77 B.C. There is another
Inscription, the Muchai inscription,

2

which is dated in 8l, i.e. 7 A B.<

but we are doubtful whether it can safely be ascribed to M a u e s 1 reign.
The Taxila Inscription of Patika

mentions the name of Moga (Maues

and surely ist seems to belong to the last years of his reign, for by
that time a new generation of k§atrapas,of which Patika was one,had
succeeded the generation of Liaka Kusulaka. Keeping the doubtful Muchaa
inscription also in view

the last year of M a u e s ' reign

as 75 B.C. In 95 B.C. JadbB

may be taken

Damijada kh of ^Shahadaura inscriptic

j^ho also stamped his initials on the money of Maues,was governing the
Hazara country. Maues must therefore have started his careef some time
before this date,and the variety of his coinage ^ may allow him a reign
of more than twenty years* It is more than probable that his reign
started soon after 100 B.C. the date we havd

roughly given for the

overthrow of Antialcidas in Tak^asila by Apollodotus.^ This historical
coincidence is quite suggestive • It seems that Apollodotus was pre
occupied with the dynastic struggles of the Yavanas in Gandhara,Kabul
and Ghazni regions and by the time the climax of his success was

1.
23
5*

Cf. also, F.W.Thomas, JRAS. ,1952<P« 111
Konow,
Oil. ,p. 29
Fleet, JRAS ,V90^
who ckoo.$ v\ok
v$ tcU*v,-Ke*d unh\
of coCns ,
S-Hi? >

5*

Supra. ,p.£oa,

’
fyf•*$

\1*^*0

..
*

reached in the overthrow of Antialcidas, his hold in the Swat and
Hazara countries must have slackened to give way to the adventurous
Saka king Maues. That th.v£ happened in the

reign of Apollodotus is

supported by the fact that Maues frequently used such monograms
,a

,»$

,n

,m

in common with Apollodotus,*^ and the

square copper money of Maues bearing the Apollo-Tripod device can
easily be mistaken for the coins of Apollodotus of the same type, but
for thd difference" in legend.

2

Moreover, the pnly square silver issue

of the; Sakas and the Pahlavas in India is that struck by Maues,^ which
indicates that he was not far removed in time from Apollodotus and
Philoxdnus the king of the preceding generation, who were the only
Yavanas to strike sjjaare silver money 3 and thsi square money has

bee;

noticed in the Swat valley.^
But Apollodotus

, who thus lost some parts of his kingdom

to Maues , was still in possession of a considerable area, and with
the occupation of Taksasila, he thought himself in a position to
supplant his elder bfother Strato I^even in the regions east of the
Jhelunijto which the latter had probably already been confined/ as a
result of Antialcidas’ occupation of Taksasila. The coins of Apollodo
tus which have been found in the regions east of the Jhelum are closely
associated in all respects with the coins of Zoilus II, Dionysius
and Apol'lophanes.

i»

These three kings probably succeeded Apollodotus in

and MIC *

Apollodotus and M h u o s »

2, ‘PHfiV'--'KtV'.X. lo 5 BMCo ‘Flo XVII, 7
5. M U

3-S90 f P%Z . V /T "

sfioHBujiataf Soai'fls contained the square drachms o f Ayoll&dotus*
5» .Cf,- BMC* and' -BSC*. -under t h e ir nnraos -and op* y la to a * Alisb, augra»o»«

the regions of Jammu and Sialkot,
are found,

1

where their coins

and they seem to have filled the interregnum of about

fifteen years in the exceptionally long reign of Strato 1. All these
three kings use in common the monograms

and

^

^ They may

have ruled in the order we have mentioned them, for Zoilus II seems to
be the first, because he overstruck one of the Apollodotus' coins.^
The last king of this group in that small kingdom whoever he
may have been, seems to have been overthrown by Strato IS probhbly
with the assistance of Strato II, who may have been his young and
vigorous grandson,^ It is also likely that he was helped by Maues, who
by this time had driven a wedge between the two kingdoms of the Yavanas
by occupying Tak§asila and confin/g one to the east of the Jhelum and th
other to the west of the Indus. There are some crude drachms of Strato
I where he figures as an old man with his name alone in the legend

3 but

there are others where he is associated with Strao II in the legend
€
and which represent Strato I as still older. These coins are few in
number and probably, therefore, the reign of Strati) I after his restora
tion lasted for only about five years. The easternmost kingdom of the
Yavanas thus came to an end in about 73 B.C.

"k*
3
k.
5*

6.

supra. ,p. 167
B M C . pp. 31-3A
Tarn. , p. 319.
Rapson, Corolla Numismatica , pp. 25^.-55 ,has
was a grandson and not a son of Strato I.
PM C. PI. V. 361
pmc.

pi.

viii.

643

,

?<&M.

KppWltc.

pi. G v

shown that Strato II

•l;k

After taking possession of the Swat valley and the Hazara
country, Maues occupied Taksasila. The Taxila copper Plate of Patika ,
according to our theory dated in 77 B.C., refers to K§atrapa Liaka
Kusulaka and his son Patika. If Damijada of the Shahadaura inscription
is identical with the person who gives his initials as Dami
coins of Maues, we get probably

on some
the name

of another K§atrapa of Maues. Liaka Kusulaka was a Ksatrapa in Cuksa
(Chach," a broad alluvial plain in the north of the Attock District,
alor^ide the Indus'*)'*’ and Damijada was probably in ± Abhisara (the
Hazara country)

2

. The fact that Damijada stamped his name on the maney

of Maues and that Liaka Kusulaka minted his own coins

3

indicates that

these satTTctps enjoyed the same administrative power and political
status as the sub-kings under the Yavana hegemony. The conquest of
Taksasila by Maues must have occurred before 77 B.C., if this is the
date of the Taxila Copper Plate, and if the Shahadaura inscription is
dated in 87 B.C., we may suppose that Maues occupied Taksasila about

85 B.C. This would be quite in accord with our chronology of the
Indo-Greek kings according to which Apollodotus died in c. 95 B.C. The
gap of ten years between these two events would be filled , as far as

1.
2.

Marshall, op.cit ., I.,p.
The Shahadaura x h h h & k #: inscription in the Agror valley " points
to the conclusion that the Hazara country belonged to the old Saka
empire." ( Ko now, C I I . ,p.!3 )

3.

For Damijada, cf. B M C , pp. 68 - 69 ,7 1 , PI. XVI, 3 ,6 , XVII,3 ; P M C . ,p.1C
$ 0 . 28 .
For Liaka Kusulaka , cf. CHI. PI. VIII, k-Z

*

M

Taksasila is concerned, by the short reigns of Telephus and Hippostrati
before the latter succeeded Nicias in Western Gandhara afetr

being

1
expelled from Taksasila probably by Maues.
The coinage of Telephus bears the monograms
occur

^

which neve

on tksiigg other Yavana coins but are found on those of Maues.

2

It

is generally agreed that he was associated with Maues in time and place
since there seems to be no

possibility of his being the

successor of Maues he must have been his predecessor
Tarn thought, on the basis

in some region.

of 'Zeus enthroned 1 type of Telephus' coins

that he ruled in Kapiaa^ and on this basis he also connected Maues witl
the Kabul valley.
valley and the

5

But no coins of Telephus have come from the Kabul

'enthroned Zeus' type has no connection with Kapisi

moreover, we have no other evidence of Maues' rule in the Kabul region.
Among the limited number of Telephus’ coins known at present most have
come from Gandhara;

3

his coins were also found in the Taxila excavation

and one coin was noticed in the Hazara d i s t r i c t . ^ Undoubtedly he did

cf» infr a. ,p.A3Q
Whitehead, MB. XIV.,p. 561 , NC. I 923 p. 337
cp. coins of Telephus and Maues i n BMC and P M Q .
3* Whitehead, op. cit.^ 3 7
;Tarn, pp. 332-33>^96-97
i).. The identification of the deity on the 'Kavisiye Nagara' coin with
Zeus was unchalleneged until 19^7*!Zeus enthroned 1 was therefore
generally connected with Kapisa.
2.

3. Tarn , pp. 332-33
6 . cf. supra. ,p. tost
7 * c f . infr a.,p.
8 . H 0 . 19V7.P- 31
9. Marshall, op.cit. ,
10 . JASB. 1898 p. ISO

II. p. 76?
; NC. 1923 p. 337

not rule in the Kabul valley* Out of three types he used on his coins
..
#hus
two have the 'enthroned Zeus' on the Obverse and he may/have belonged
to the group of Antialcidas. It seems after the death of Apollodotus
he avenged the defeat of Antialcidas and re-occupied Tak§asila for a
short period. Some of the strange devices on his coinage like "the

2
3
serpent-footed giant" and " a squatting male figure " led Tarn to
believe that Telephus was a usurper and even to doubt that he was a
Greek^f
The last years of Apollodotus must have been full of activity
and vigilcuifce

because of^Saka danger and it was evidently necessary

to strengthen his power by consolidating his kingdon as best as he
could. He had probably removed Strato I on account of^latter's inefficiencyjand we have suggested that Apollodotus was succeeded by Zoilus II,
Dionysius and Apollophanes in the Jammu-Sialkot region^until Strati) I
was reinstatedAwith the help of Maues.

Apollodotus may also have appoir

ed sub-kings who belonged to other family groups, in order to gain
their support . One of theme may have been Hicias of the family of
Antimachus II and Philoxenus, whom we have placed before Hippostratus*
£
who was almost certainly the last of that group.

3.
A-

3.
6.

p l * VII. 62*0 , NC. 1923 ,pl. XVII, 3 ,6 .
PMC- P* So
5 BMC.PI. XXXII. 7
NC, 192,3 .pirsnre.
Tarn , p. 333 * Cunningham (C A S E, p. 296-97) thought that " the
giant with the snaky legs may possibly refer to Scythes, the son
of Heracles and Echidna according to Herodotus, or of Zeus and
Echidna according to Diodorus, who was the eponymous hero of the
Scythian nations." He suspects some Scythian connection through the
mother 's side. M&rskcvU peuA“s *tMr tu*.
sfalK
Ka.loevY*vV-pCK_
cf. supra. ,p.
.3tp.S3t>
c f . supra.,p. \%\

The silver money of Nicias as far as is known at present is
found only in Western Gandhara"** though his copper coins are found in
the Jhelum area.

2

sVlver
According to Whitehead his/^coinage is associated in

type, style and monogram with Western Gandhara.

T a r n ’s statement that

except for the unique drachm Nicias struck only copper coins^

is

incorrect because Newell had already illustrated one tetradrachm bear
ing

'helmeted Pallas facing, striding to 1. with upraised r. arm brand-

5
ishing a thunderbolt.' The statement that the coins of Nicias are only
found in the Jhelum region

is now shown to be untrue and therefore

the view that his kingdom lay somewhere on that river

lacks support.

It is remarkable that no coins of Nicias have been found in Takfasila ,
and we fail to understand why Dr^>. Whitehead thinks that the

'horseman 1

copper of Nicias which bear no monograms " may be placed at Taksasila
or farther east, with the silver money of Hippostratus, perhaps at the
shadowy Bucephala ".
favour of tondkicxa

9

We believe that the indications are rather in

placing Nicias in charge of some parts of Western

Gandhara than in areas east of the Indus. Even if he at first controlled

1.
2.
3.
A.
5.

NC. 1950 ,p. 209
NC. 19^-0 ,p. 109
NC.
1923 , p. 33^ ; N C .19if0 , loc.cit.
Tarn ,p. 327
Royal Greek Portrait C oins, p . P l . - X L t ^ b
93~9^-» PI. VI. 57
6 . C H I . p. 5^7 ; Tarn,,p. 328
7. Tarn, l o c .c it .
8 . Marshall, op.cit., II. pp. 786-67
9. NC. 1930 ., p. 210

; also, NNM

82.,pp.

some parts of the Tak^asila area he was soon overthrown by Telephus. §1
The coins of Nicias are , however , not abundant , and he probably reij
ned

for only about ten years after Apollodotus' death, ie.up tp 83 B.(
The appearance

of a head of Poseidon with trident on the

obverse and a dolphin twined round an anchor on the reverse of a copper
coin of

N i c i a s ^ ,

which is also closely connected with a similar type

of Hippostratus where Triton holds a dolphin and rudder,

2

is believed

by Tarn to signify the celebration of a naval victory on the Jhelum
/

river probably against the Sakas.

3

We have discussed earlier thecAouttfJ-

connection of Poseidon with naval victories.^ But apart from that, it
does not seem likely that a naval engagement could have taken place
on the Jhelum in view of the speed of its current and the absence of
material for building boats except in its upper reaches,

5

Alexander
£
had actually brought the few boats by ± road from the Indus,
On the
other hand the alternative suggestion of Tarn is more probable though

he himself does not favour it,” It might be suggested that, if Nicias*
was a descendent of Antimachus I through Antimachus II he was merely
7
copying his type .11 This would support our family grouping on the basis
of coin-types.

1. NC. 1923, PI. XVI. lh ; B M C .PI.-XIII.12
2 . nc. 1923 , pi. xvii. a; p m c •pi.viii, 631 ; BMC,PI. X I V .6
3* Tarn, pp. 328 ff.
c f * supra. ,p.75
3* Burn, JEAS, 19*fl, p* 63 * Be also notes that in the history of^next
two thousand years there is no record of naval battles on any of the
three rivers above Multan.
6. Arrian, V. 8
7. Tarn.,p. 328,

Hippostratus, who is very closely associated with

NiciaS,

1

must have succeeded him in Western Gandhara. On the basis of the
distribution of his coins Whitehead placed Hippostratus in the Peshawar

2
and Hazara districts^but it is starnge that the coins of Hippostratus
3

in Taksasila are very scarce, a fact which is particularly striking m
view of his comaparatively abundant coinage. However, it is
ly

that he controlled some areas east

of the Indus

for

not unlike
a

time

,

but his main kingdom praobably lay west of the Indus for the major
part of his reiign. His coins have been found in Punch with those of
Azilises^ and it is likely that both types travelled there at a later
time,when the Pahlavas occupied the whole of Gandhara and areas to the
east of
it. In General Haughton's list f with the exception of Hazara , all
the places mentioned in connection with the coins of kins Hippostratus
are west of the Indus.

5

Whitehead has also reported, on the testimony

of W?S Talbot, that silver tetradrachms are not found in the Jhelum
district and therefore he objects to the theory of Tarn that the

’City'

coins of Hippostratus were struck at Bucephala, which Tarn places on
the east bank of Jhelum and considers to have been the capital of
Hippostratus.

7

If the ’City* silver issues of Hippostratus

, which

suPra * >PP2. NC. 1923 . ,p. 338 ; NC. 1940 .,p . 110
3* Marshall, op.cit., II.,pp. 766- 67 . Only six coins of Hippostratus
are listed.
Zf. NC. 1923 . ,p. 338
3. NC. 19^3 . ,p. SB

consist almost entirely of tetradrachms
it is strange that they are

not found in

,had

been struck at Bucephala

the

regions east of theJheli

river.
The coins of Hippostratus have fejssn

drawn the attention of

sk

scholars for more than one reason. His tetradrachms are comparatively
abundant

1

and they are commoner than drachms. Tarn conjectured , there-

2
fore, that this presupposes an increased trade with the western world ,
but this theory did not find favour with Burn who thought that the
ris^ of the Sakas and Pahlavas stood in way of such trade.^ It is
noteworthy

that Hippostratus' coins are not found in any number in

the Kabul or Ghazni regions;^' had there been a bridk trade with the
western areas we should expect some indication of it in the geographi
cal distribution of his coins.
Two other kings, Artemidorus andPeucolaos,

form one group

3
because of their common type, Artemis. Their coins are rare, and indica
short reigns, probably as sub-kings.

g

Their coins are totally absent

/ w
9
from the regions of Taksasila and Ghazni*
But the monograms

used

by these kings are different^ and they may have

been

also among the sub-kings of Apollodotus in different parts of his kingdom^sisd they may slss have survived him

1.
2.
3*
A-

to rule in those parts as

Whitehead. NC. 19^3,p. 30Ai NNM . 13 . ,p* 23
Tarn.,p. 330
Burn, JRAS. 19^1 ,p. 66
cf. supra,p* 167
chart,

3 * cf. supra. ,p. 16^1
6 . Tarn,p. 316
7* cf. Chart on p. t&7
Schlumberger, pp,
61* fW

; Tarn, p. 330

supra. C f ,also, Marshall,op.cit* IIpp. 766 -67 ;
p
,
^
GB ,l£p

ephemeral kings.
,

On their rare tetradrachms the portraits are remark™

able for their stark realism,

1

Artemidorus and Peucolaus, according

to Tarn, are associatedvoitK IJuskalavati both by their types and their
names,

2

but it seems from the geographical distribution of their coins

3
that Peucolaus also ruled in the E Kabul valley, whereas Artemidorus
was confined to the Peshawar region,
Tarn thought that Artemidorus1 rule in Puskalavati was certain
and that his immediate successor was certainly Maues.

5

But he has

adduced no evidence other than a refernee to Rapson, which he accepts
£
as conclusive. The latter, however, only says
that, 11 the kingdom
of Puskalavati was wrested from the Yavanas by the first Saca king Maue
who imitated the types of Artemidorus, Artemis: Indian Bull.11 This
is not conclusive, for the two respective pieces of Artemidorus and
Maues are quite different in shape, style and monograms.
g
of Maues is clearly taken from some other source.
Besides the Artemis of Artemidorus
standing* on his silver coins.

9

7

The Artemis

, Peucolaus also used

’Zeus

It is difficult to arrange Artemidorus

and Peucolaus in genealogical order, but Peucolaus seems to have lived
longer and ruled a wider area than Artemidorus. Both seem to belong,
however, to the period 95 B.C*, to 85 B.C.

NC. 19if? » p. 47 t PI. II.it.3JNC. 1923,p. 3 24 ,P I . XV. 4
Tarn.,pp. 315-18
Whitehead, NC. 1923, pp. 324-23
NC. 1943, P. 59
3 . Tarn.,p. 316 and fn. 2,
6. CHI. ,p“. 358
7* Cp. P M C . PI. VII,355 and PI. X. 10. For the latter cf. also B M C .,
PI. XVI.if ; N C . 1940 ,p. 9?
8 . Whitehead, NC. 1940, l o c .ci t.
9. NC. 1923 . PI. X V .4

1.
2.
3.

M a u e s 1 occupation of Tak^asila must have resulted in the
isolation of the kingdoms of Apollodotus 1 successors, one of which
was east of the Jhelum and the other west of the Indus. With the
Indus-Jhelum doab

in his possession Maues might have expanded either

to the west or to the ^st. The evidence of his coins would indicate
that if he extended his power beyond Tak^asila it was to the west; his
coins are scarcely to be found east of the Jhelum ,1 where

he probab

ly supported the claim of the deposed king Strato and helped him to
gain power.

2

With his 'rear thus protected he may have crossed the

Indus to the west and occupied some parts of western Gandhara. Probably
he did not occupy the whole of that region for Hippostratus, who seems
to have been the last ruler there, was evidently finally

overthrown

by Azes I, who overstruck his coins**' and used some of his distinctive
monograms;

5

the latter is known to have also overstruck a coin of
£
Apol3.odotus who was a predecessor of Hippostratus.

tTfrJi, 570

,

Mom&fe

Ik* S-ook^tA.

o

1*

C-H\, pp,

^*

c ^ • supra* »P •2®

3*

Liaka Kusulaka was a Ksatrapa of Cuk§a and Cuksa probably
included some parts of Western Gandhara, cf. Marshall , op.cit .,
p. t±8 .

J43

The defeat of Hippostratus in Western Gandhara by Azes I broughi
about the fall of the Yavana power east of the Kabul valley* Azes I
evidently followed Maues in Tak^asilS , though there may have been

1
2
a short gap between them , and they were evidently not related.
In
fact, they belonged to the two distinct families, the Sakas and the
Pahlavas.

2

Numismatic evidence makes it clear that Azes I was related

to Spalirises

3

and there may be some truth in the suggestion that he

was a son of the latter.**' It is also proved from the coins that Spaliri
ses

and Spgtlyris (Spalahora) were brothers of Vonones.^ Spalyris

predeceased Vonones, who was succeeded by Spalirises.

6>

We have shown

that Vonones achieved power in c. 88 B.C.; probably he was an old man
at

the time , for he did not strike any coin on which he alone

mentioned . His brothers could not have been young because

was

Spalagadame

the son of his brother Spalyris was old enough to occupy a place in
the reverse

inscription

.of Spalirises

1•

of some of the coins of Vonones.

7

The coins

as king in his own right are very rare, which suggests*

* oAjS0 >K,0YlOVi , a iH

i

i p • &-0 j

, p • 3 -fy 9

j CJTVlVv^ . fdcMTS

\ }

\c<_

pp. A $ "5"I

2,
3*
4#
3.
6.

cf. supra. ,pp. % % 0 ff
PMC, PI. XIV, 395,396
5 CHI.,p. 573
Rapson, C H I . p. 373 5 Tarn ,p.347
Cp. the coin-fcypgEH legends on their coins. P M C . pp. 141-43
Otherwise the coins of Vonones with Spalirises and those with
Spalagadames son of Spalahora become meaningless. Moreover, it is
Spalirises who alone struck coins as 'king of kings 1(P M C .pp.142-44)

7.

PM C. ,p. I 42 . PI. XIV, 382-383

that he did not survive Vonones for more than a few years* In such
circumstances it is quite reasonable to suppose a duration of fifteen
years for the reign of Vonones and his brithers because it involves
actually one generation , and in which probably all concerned kke were
past middle age at leats* And therefore Azes I came to throne probably
about 73 B.C. This would fit in well with our chronology of Maues
who died c* 73 B.C.

,

, and Hippostratus, whose reign probably ended

in c. 70 B . C .1
At length we come to the account of the fall of the Yavanas
in their last stronghold, the Paropamisadae and other other isolated
enclaves north of the Hindu Kush.
Amyntas, whom we have shown to belong to the group of Antial»
cidas,

2

may not have succeeded him immediately. Tarn supposed a

considerable gap between Antialcidas and Amyntas.

3

In this gap he would

put first a Pahalava occupation o£ the Kabul valley and then M a u e s 1
conquest, which was preceded for a brief period by the reign of Telephu
He further believed that Amyntas superseded Maues ” somewhere round
about 60 B.C.” and that Hermaeus can not have come k to the throne
” later than about 30

Though we accept the possibility of some

gap between Antialcidas and Amyntas, we do not believe that it was one
of about AO years as Tarn would have us believe. Apart from the fact fc

1.

2.
3.

W. c.

-jW -Jp-£■ptJftAA•
cf. supra.,p.
Tarn .,p. 331 f.

<>p .*38-3.9)

kt

Ka a k .

that there is nothing in the coins of Amyntas to suggest such a long
interval between him and Antialcidas, we have already shown that Maues
did not conquer even the whole of Western Gandhara ,
of his occupation of the Kabul valley , therefore

and the question

, does not arise. Bu*

for one skax stray specimen coins of Maues have never been noticed in
the Kabul valley.

2

It is unlikely, that any king of the family of Vonorn

conquered the Paropamisadae at this time, for again we find hardly any
money of the predecessors of Azes I in that region. Moreover, Spalyris
and .Spalagadaines , whom Tarn supposes to be kings in question , are not
known to have issued any extensive coinage, and they did not strike
coins as

f kings of kings

', as other rulers of that family did; they

t

were never more t h a n 'Joint-kings'. And even the coins of Spalirises
who did issue as 'king of kings', found in the Kabul fc valley number
only two or three.

Tarn has, however, ignored these facts in favour of unsafe
deductions from the Chinese sources, qtioitet fey
identifications of Chinese names

1.
2.

3

0$'*?-

A
!
proposed by Gutschmid and Wylie

3*

c f . supra. ,p .34^
Cunningham noted, ” not a single specimen, to my knowledge having
been found in the Kabul v a l l e y C oins of The Saka s,p. 2
Hackin noted that only some coins come in to Dealers at Jalalabad.
But cf. Whitehead, NC. 1950iP«2O6whH, who remarked that the first
piece of Maues was found at Kabul. But there it ends, because as
far as we have been able to c$e&K* the coins of Maues are not found
in the Kabul valley; odd finds of stray coins are no evidence.
Dr. Whitehead's remark about the coins of Azes in the Kabul valley
is,however, true. Schlumberger's account of Mir Zakah hoard also
list onky one coin of Maues as against thousands of Azes.
Tarn., pp. 339 ff •

A.

Gu-tseAvwjJA , f f - 103-10

5.

Wylie, p.

%H6

which are by no means conclusive.

In the Ch'ien Han Shu,'*' there is a story that W 1ou-ti-lao'',
king of Chi-pin$killed some Chinese envoys. But after the death of
W ’ou-jji-lao his son (whose name is not given) sent an envoy to China
to make paace. Wen Chung, the Chinese general at the Barrier, was sent
to escort the envoy back home. W 'ou-ti-lao*s son plotted to kill
Wen Chung but the latter discovered this and allied himself with
Yin-me-fu son of the king of Yung-kiu* The two attacked Chi-pin and
killed W 'ou-ti-lao's son, and Yin-mo-fu was installed as king of Chi-pd
Subsequently in the reign of Yuan-ti ( If8“33 B.C.) Yin-me-fu

killed tl

escort od a Chineses envoy and sent an envoy to China to excuse him
self, but Yuan-ti took no thought for such a distant land.
In this Mtory Tarn, accepting Gutschmid and Wylie, identified
Yin-mo-fu with Hermaeus, Chi-pin with Kabul, Yung-kiu with Yonaki, W'Oi
ti-lao with 11 adelphou" on the coins of Spalyris,i.e ."kings brother"
Spalyris, and W 1ou-ti-lao1s son with Spalagadames.

Apart’ from the

fact that other identifications have also been suggested by other
scholars

3

and that Chi-pin canlnot be Kabul,

k W 1ou-ti-lao can^not be

1.
2.

Bk.9€A, Aiylie .pp.IP-36

3.

Lassen,Iw Ia SoIml.
f ^thought W*ou-ti-lao was Gondopher
nes; Cunningham ,NC
read Yin-mo-fu as Miaos ; Kennedy
JKAS 1912 p. 683 , made him Kaniska or a viceroy of his; Herrmann,
s .v . Sakai in Pauli Wissowa , made him Maues and W'ou-ti-lao as
Agathocleia.

^’

c f * supra. ,p .<&V7

Tarn.,p. 3 AO

identified with Spalyris simply because the name is supposed to be
identical with ,!
there is no

kkssm

adelphou M . Even for a moment granting this identity
reason to believe that it

must refer to Spalyris

,

and not to Spalirises or to Gondophernes 1 brother whose son was A
Abdagases^known from coins to be Gondophernes* nephew. Moreover,
"adelphou" was not the name of a king , and if Yin-mo-fu in the story
not
is a proper name why should/W 1ou-ti-lao also be a proper name rather
than a title. None of the varied suggestions for the identification of
W* ou-ti-lao and Yin-mo©fu seem to us to be EBHK&H&kxis: convincing; the
question, fortunately has no very important bearing 011 our subject.
The interval between Antialcidas and Amyntas need not be a
long one. But it is almost certain that there must have been a small
gap between them because the monograms used by Amyntas are not those
which generally occur on the money of Antialcidas; and on the other
hand at least two of his monograms A
used in common with Hermaeus alone.

1

.s

are quite distinctive and

The close proximity between

Amyntas and Hermaeus is also suggested by their common use of a peculiar
type, a bearded male bust, radiate, in a Phrygian cap.,

2

Tarn has

suggested that Amyntas was probably the father of Hermaeus,
Amyntas was a predecessor of Hermaeus

3

Certainly

and followed Antialcidas on the

throne after a short interval. This is quite reasonable if, as we belies

1.

2.
3.

Cp. B M C .,PI. XIV.10 (Amyntas) and pp. 6ij.-65 (Hermaeus)
; P M C . PI.VI]
636 (AMyntas).
An unpublished coin of Amyntas in BM (ex Cunn
ingham) has A
and cp. this on the Attic tetradrachm of Hermaeus ir.
Plate Appendix^LjEf^*
. ,also PMC. p. 82,No. 652 for Hermaeus.
PMC* VIII. 637 (Amyntas), IX. 679 (Hermaeus)
Tarn.,p. 331

for some time after the death of Antialcidas
supreme

Apollodotus was reigning

occiir Antialcidas1 kingdom except the regions north of the

Hindu Kush, where,following the

overthrow of Antialcidas, Theophilus

who took the peculiarly suggestive title of Autocratos,w w y have seize
power for a short period.

1

But some time after the death of Apollodotu

and when his kingdom had begun to disintegrate in consequence of the
Saka attack, Amyntas managed to re-establish his power . He may have
overthrown Theophilus north of the Hindu Kush and then crossed south
to occupy the Kabul valley. We have suggested that some sub-kings of
Apollodotus survived him and goverand parts of his kingdom, but

,

except Peucolaus,we can not place any such sub-king in the Kabul valle;
Peucolaus himself probably had a short reign; we suggest,therefore,
that Amyntas superseded Peucolaus about 85 B.C. aimost at the same time
as M a u e s 1 occupation of Tak^asila. This probablity is supported by the
fact that the monograms

used by Peucolaus^are

also employed by

Amyntas. Five remarkably large silver coins, which are double Decadrachms, bearing two types,n Helmeted bust of king and Zeus enthroned,
and nHelmeted bust of king and Eaiixs Demeter enthroned11 have recently
been found, and these bear the monogram
Theophilus
kingdom

The overthrow of

and Peucolaus and the recovery of parts of Antialcidas*

led to the re-establishment of the power of Amyntas, who

1. supra.,p.
2, The

monograms of Peucolaus are limited in number.

SplnKs
3» They were illustrated by Bivar inANumismatic Circular,
-------------and by us in JNSI
cf. also Plate Appendix. Pi.X* 3r3

/ , lvl
ttt«^vmj

>
£

probably, siruck these medallions in order to commemorate his achievement
They are not only the largest silver coins in any Greek series but also
the biist of the Icing is artistically second to none on Greek coins.
The title Nikator adopted by Amyntas also indicates some victory ; if
Theophilus' title Autocratos

ssea indicates his rebellion***, that of

Amyntas probably shows his triumph over the rebel ; both these epithets
are unique in the Indo-Greek series.

2
Coins of Amyntas have been found in Western Gandhara and he
-

may have extended his control in that direction. But it would seem that
sometime between Antialcidas and Amyntas, an ephemeral prince Diomedes
managed to control parts of Western Gandhara,probably at the death of
Apollodotus.

3

He is one of &he least discussed kings of the Yavanas ;

Tarn said nothing about him except that he was one of those who ruled
in the long gap he supposed between Antialcidas and Amyntas.^ Although
he did not adopt the Zeus type of the family of Eucratides I which
became the main type after the death of the latter, the use of the
'mounted Dioscuri charging' type by Diomedes surely connects him with
that family. The adoption of this type by Diomedes may tempt us to

1. c f . supra.,p.l 88 . Tryphon was the only person in the Seleucid series
to have taken this epithet and he was an usurper,cf. Henri Seyrig,
Notes on Syrian Coins, NUM. 119< New York, 1930 .,p.12 ;also B M C .Seleuci
p. 68 ,pi. XXVIII.9 • Tryphon's date ll+2./±l±l (his first year) should
be noted.
2. NC_. 19A3. ,p. 56
3*
supra .
197 . Eucratides (III ?) who overstruck Apolloditus'
copper may also have done so in that period.
Zf. Tarn. ,p. 315

suggest with Cunningham that
the monograms

2

he was probably a son of Eucratides^but

used by him definitely limk him with the later kings,

and stylistically,t o o , & e x h 3sh his coins can be placed between Antialcida
and Amyntas. The bulk of his money has been noticed in the Western
.
3
Gandhara region. His copper coins bear the rare type o f standing
Diosc.ttvi and bull'.^
The 1enthroned Zeus' type of Amyntas which connects him with
the Antialcidas group, is singular in having a Pallas instead of Nike
on his hand

h

and the other type which Amyntas used on his coins is also

Pallas standing hurling^thunderbolt,

as on the coins of Menander and

some of his successors. The appearance of Pallas on Amyntas' money and
7
the 'king on prancing h orse 1 type on Hermaeus 1 coins probably suggests
that the last descendents of Eucratides I and the successors of Menander
or Antimachus I joined hands against the all-surrounding danger of the

8

Sakas,the Pahlavas and the Yueh-chih, and the old suggestion that the
marriage of Calliope to Hermaeus was the result of such an alliance may
still be correct.
Coins of both H e x Amyntas and Hermaeus are found im many areas
where,in all likelihood,they did not rule.Amyntas,as would appear from
his portraits ,

1. Cunningham, C AS E . ,p. '2L\.0
2. $ ,
Xj®
3. NC.19A3»P* 57• Only one coin is recorded in Taxila,IX.,p. 667 T and
in the Mir Zakah Treasure also there was only one coin,Schlumberger,
P*7£
A. PMC.p. 37, PI. IV. 220
5* It has usually been described as Nike (B M C .,p .6l ;P M C .,p .78)but this i
obviously a mistake; Zeus never holds Nike on Amyntas' coins.
6 . NC. 1923,PI.XVI. 9 ; BMC. * P 1 * X I V .9
P H I .,p. 360 ; Tarn,p. 337* It was first suggested by Cunningham,
CASE. ,pp. 298=99 .cf. infra.

re-established his power when he was approaching middle age, and he doe
not seem to have ruled long. Probably his reign lasted for some ten
years and he was succeded by Hermaeus in c . 75 B.C.
The evidence of numismatic epigraphy

has been used to

determine the chronology of this period,± h k ± h which also affects the
date of Hermaeus, Rapson's dictum that the occurrence of the square
omicron U on a Parthian or Indian coin is an indication that its date
is not earlier than c, l\.0 B.C.

1

, has been generally followed by scholar

But he also noted that the squared forms of the Greek letters D (ELyUl
are characteristic of certain regions but are not found in others.

3

Anc

whilw discussing the coins of Vonones to whom he ascribes a late date
Rapson is constrained to remark that this epigraphical test canZnot be
applied in this particular instance.^ In spite of the ihE obvious
difficulties of this evidence Bachhofer has taken pains to discuss it
in elaborate detail:

indicates a date later than ca. l\.0 B.C.,

,f Q

but it must be borne in mind that the round

O

was constantly used

indicates a date later than ca. 1+0 B.C., as it

after the date ; C

appears first under Mithridates III ($6-55 B.C.) and regularly from

1.
2.

C H I , pp. 571-72
Tarn, p. 325
»
t

3.
if.
5-

J

A O S

f igt/i

,

■

C H I , p. 572 fn . 1
Ibid. ,p. 573
Bachhofer,
JAQS, 19^+1 ,pp.&3$ ^ •

,

the later years of Orodes II (55-38/7 B.C.). But

1

(%) was used beside

it, down to Gondophernes’ reign, for there is a coin of him which uses
Z

,

i n s t e a d

o f

C

w i t h

A )

•

Cl)

p o i n t s

e i t h e r

t o

t h e

y e a r s

a r o u n d

10 A.D,, or to the end of Gondophernes* time. The same holds for the
letters C , 0 , 6

•

U-i

indicate the period ca. 10-^0 A.D. " But in

the elucidation which follows this, Bachhofer himself has to admit that
"the state of things looks more muddled than ever".
instances can be cited against

2_

Surely as many i

Bachhofer*s rules s as in favour of thei

To take only a few where we may be fairly certain about dates : On a
coin of Antialcidas, who can^not be put later than 90
is written BAClKkCOC
Hippostratus

L

, used

B . C .

,

®>AX.lA&nX

; Nicias, who can not be considered later than
,
C/hJ.D

and C Ol) O

5
besides the normal forms -

are we to take him , therefore, a comtempoary of Gondopharnes who also

6
"*'S
used these forms ?$ the name of Zoilus Soter/written as Z* 0)1 A G y
but

7
,

can we date him around 10 A.D. or still later ?; Vonones and

1. In Bachhofer’s article the space to include a letter, presumably X
is empty.
,
2. Bachhofer, op.cit.,p.3V*
3. PMC . PI. III. 172
k

;

c^* suPr a » iPP‘Kfo-81
5. PMC, pp. 73-71*6 . PMC.,pp. 1^6,150§£i - 152.
7. PMC.,pp 67

Whitehead, NC. 1950,p. 209

,

J>53

Spalyris have 3L-510 and so have Vonones and Spalagadames,

but Spalyris

2
and Spalagadames of the same generation have also C.U-JQ . On the coins
of Hermaeus square letters do not generally occur, except on those
which bear the legend

2 THPn*zli.Y , though there are exceptions*

Bachhofer has noted in a footnote," it seems that in the former centres
of Greek power and culture, in Kapisa and the cities of the Punjab, the
older, correct lettering held out longer than in the border states
where the cursive forms were more readily accepted for coin-legends•
This is

again

somewhat curious. Why

and how did the

Parthian coins

influence the lettering of the Indian coins of t h e ’border states’ only
and not of tips money which circulated in the main centres of trade
and culture where there was more likelihood of the two currencies
meeting* It has been noticed that the knowledge and use sg of Greek
differed sharply

according to locality even in the homeland of the

Oriental Greeks. 5 In fact, Greek linguistic influence outside the
centres of culture was variable and complex.
drawn

by

Tarn

6

Our attention has been

and Altheim to the early sporadic usage of &

7
square O in Greek inscriptions. Our conclusion is that the square

1.
2.
3*
h*
3*
6.
7.

P M C . pp. lipL-ij.2
P M C , p. 1^3
e.g. PMC. 630
JAOS . 19^4*1 • p.
P C . l9hA? P* lOif
Whitehead, N C . 1950,p. 209
It had appeared spoaadically at Athens from the 3rd. century B.C.
and there is an occurrence of it at Susa in an inscription of 9&
B.C.
Tarn,p. 326 .

forms are adopted either for the sake of variety or through inadequate
knowledge of the Greek literary tradition

on the part of some of the

coin-engravers•
The coins on which the names of Hermaeus and the Ku§ana king
Kujula Kadphises are found in association have long been adduced as
evidence in any discussion on the && chronology of this period and the
date of Hermaeus* It was first supposed that they were actually

'Joint-

issues' and that Hermaeus was immediately succeeded by Kujula Kadphises
But long ago Prof. F.W.Thomas suggested that there was an intermediate
period between Hermaeus and Kujula Kadphises during which the Pahlavas

2
were in the possession of Kabul. This led Rapson to give up his own
3
view and to accept that of Thomas as almost certainly correct. Since
then this has been the general opinion of tJmp scholars, including,
among others, Tarn kand Marshall. 5 Evdn Konow, who was at one time
inclined

to think that those coins indicate an alliance between
g
Hermaeus and Ifujula Kadphises some time after A.D. 23» abandoned this
unteneble theory later.

7

The earlier theory, which had been generally
some
^
g
given up has been revived by
recount writer^, the only difference bein

1* Rapson, Indian Coi ns , p. 16

2 . y-JRAS, 1906 ,p. 194 fn* 1 *
3. CHI. pp. 361-62
4 . Tarn
3* Marshall, op*cit., p.fTa
6 . Konow, O i l .,p. lxiii.
7. JIH.
XII. p.JA9
8 . Lohuizen, op.cit. ,pp.3£A-64 j

t

that instead of dating Hermaeus late she has put hack the date of
Kujula.^* But her chronological scheme is closely connected with her
theory of one era of 129 B.C. which as we have shown elsewhere,is not
acceptable.

2

The fact remains that there was a considerable gap between

Hermaeus and Kujula Kad^lphises. One explicit statement in the Chinese
sources seems to ft# settle the matter conclusively. The Hou-Han Shu
"5

••

says, u Kao-fu was never dependent on the Yueh-chih , and it is there
fore a mistake of the Han book (ie.x CH'ien Han Shu) when it includes
it between the five Hsi-hou. Later on it fell x under the dependency
t
of An-hsi (Parthia), and it was when the Yueh-chih triumphed over An-hs:
that they for the first time took Kao-fu," This makes it certain that
the Kusanas took the Kabul valley from the Pahlavas and not from
Hermaeus, and we come to the irresistible conclusion that it was to
the Pahlavas that Hermaeus lost his kingdom south of the Hindu Kush.^‘
This Pahlava conquest will be discussed below.
It is likely , that Hermaeus lost

his

possessions north of the Hindu Kush to the Yueh-chih earlier in his
reign , perhaps to an ancestor of Kujula Kadphises.

5

When Kujula

'***• Bohuizen, op.cit. ,p.?)6 &
& * suPra * »P •
3. Bk.80"
B ii.
,Tax-w.
zalso, Bachhofer , JA®£ ,19/fl.
9 He may have been Heraos, whose coins have been much discussed. Cf.
for his coins, P M C . pp. 1 63-6i|., PI. XVI. 115 . The Greek legend on
the coin reads TYANNDNTQY HAQY
KOIIANDY
; the last word may be
interpreted as 'Kushanou 1 . In exergue there occurs a word which has
been variously read as % ANAB and XAKA .

conquered the Kabul bailey

from the Pahlavas,,he struck coins with

the obverse of Hermaeus 1 last issue and a reverse with the type of

1
Heracles which had been adopted earlier by the Eahixs® Pahlava
also.

2

kings

Tarn thought that an ancestor of Kujula, probably his grand

father, had married a relative of Hermaeus, and in issuing those
coins Kujula was commemorating his relationship to the last Greek
king.

3

Tarn believed that the ancestor of Kujula in question must

have been Hefaus.^

Bachhofer, on the other hand , thought that Kujula

imitated those currencies which were best known and most naadily
accepted , striking pieces with the head of Augustus for the same
reason.

3

It must be admitted , however

, that there is no evidence to

1 , m t .pp. 176-75
2 ,

fc&'VK *skw/v-cVuA^ H'e/rocAjt'P

.PtUQ.pp t IXL,

3*

Tarn,p.3^3
Bbid.
.e-VV’

3«

JAQS. 19KliP«^b

' J caJ K A

ia^ u u ^

d k fU *

\Wb.

This has been the usual view but cf, Allan in Shorter Cambridge
History of India p, 74
which has been generally neglected by
later writers( recently Dr. Basham has noticed it in BSOAS, W 3
p. $ 3
). Allan's judgement that the coin-type concerned is more
indebted to a coin of Claudius (Apt-5A A.D.) than y to one of
Augustus seems to us convincing after ou own examination of the
respective coins. If this view is accepted it will invalidate any
theory which puts the beginning of Kujula's reign in c, 23 or 30
B.C. ( e.g. Lohuizen, op.cit.,p. 364
) unless of course we admit
a reign of 90 years, which is absurd ! On the other hand this will
strongly support the theory of a gap between Hermaeus and Kujula,
unlwss we are prepared to put the end of Hermaeus' reign at least
in the 1st. quarter of 1st. century A.D. which is too late. This
would also accord very well with our theory that Bactria proxner
was occupied by the Yueh-chih about 100 B.C., for then the date
of Kujula according to the Chinese sources} according to which more
than one hundred years had passed after they m totally occupied
Bactria and divided the country into five hsi-hou when Kujula set
himself on the throne) would be in the first decade of the 1 st.
century A.D. and thus he could very well have ruled up to 60 A.D.

support T a r n ' idea ; and the fact that Kujula issued coins with the
bust of a Roman Emperor strngthens Bachhofer's view.
The large and widespread coinage of Hermaeus attests a substant
ial kingdom. But the suggestion once made that his riile extended even
the Jhel&m

1

is doubtful.

2

It seemed incredible to Tarn that H

Hermaeus could have been strong enough to take Gandhara

from the Sakas,

but it is generally agreed that

Hermaeus ruled over the whole of the

Paropamisadae.^ That he still c

ommanded some influence

x m x x s

in

isolated enclaves north of the Hindu Kush, at least in the beginning of
his reign is borne out by the testimony of a newly dfefttfeifcAAttic tetradrachmi m tSBtRstefepasMnriiL The remarkable treasure of Mir Zakah near Ghazni
£
contained about a thousand coins of Hermaeus and there is no doubt ,
therefore, that he ruled in Upper Arachosia contiguous to the Kabul
valley. But the evidence is not so string for his authority over
Tak§asila or eastern Gandhara. None of his silver money has been
' 7
/■
discovered in the Taksasila exacavations and idm 263 o
of his copper coins found there are of the type

'Bust of king and Nike'

1. Gutschmid
p. 109; Whitehead, NC. 1923» P* 3A0
2. Marshall, JRAS 191Af»P* 9 ^ 1 1
.
Tarn.,p. 337
3. Tarn, loc.cit.,
if. Rapson , C H I . ,
; Tarn. ,p^ 33' ff
3* The unpublished Kunduz hoard. Cf. Appendix
for the description
and Plate Appendix, ft*
6 . Schlumberger, p. 79
7. Marshall, Taxi la. , II.,p. 7&A

bearing the legends

BAXiAE&JE

CTHPOEEI

r ajarajasa mahatasaHeramayasa , and

"w

e e

EPMAIOY
©

and Maharajasa

evidently not struck by
•I

Hermaeus but by one of the Saka or Parthian rulers.”

Tarn has attri-

buted them to Kujula Kadphises and explained them as pijjpaganda coins,
but Bachhofer has shown that this theory of Tarn is "too subtle to
be acceptable'^and Marshall

has rightly noted^that " the style of the

engraving as well as the legends and monograms point to an earlier dat*
There may be some truth, however, in the suggestion of Tarn that
Hermaeus was in touch with hsE the kingdom of Hippostratus, since he
married Calliope, a princess in her own right fl$who) can only have
cr
come from Hippostratus* kingdom *1 because the Joint-issues in the
name of Hermaeus and Calliope bear the type of Hippostratus and Nicias,
"King on prancing horse'1. It is probably his relationship with Hippos
tratus

and his kingdom

which accounts for the finds of Hermaeus

coins in the Mohmand border and near Peshawar;

6

*

it is also likely that

before Hippostratus was overthrown by Azes X in Gandhara, he had enter
ed into some alliance with Hermaeus against the common danger to which

1. Marshall, op.cit., II. p. 764
2. Tarn. ,pp,
3* JAQS. 19A1«»P« 2if0 ,and cf. supra. ,p .Xh
A* Marshall, loc. cit.
3. Tarn, p. 337* But the assertion of Tarn thatHermaeus did
notuse
the type of 'Icing on prancing horse', which is based on CHI,p.
3^0 ,
is wrong$ cf. Whitehead, N C . 19A^,p* 113) i and mainkHXHS Tarn,who
accepts the mistake later in his addenda,p. 333 » maintains " that
Calliope must still have come from Hippostratus' kingdom, for there
was nowhere else......
and she was presumably Hippostratus*
daughter•"
6 . NC. 1943,pp. 54,59 ;

\

ultimately
they succumbed,
$
Rapson's view

1

that the coins of Hermaeus "extended over a

long period" has generally been accepted,

2

and Bachhofer

3

admits that

thee portraits of Hermaeus " permit one to fo^ow him from youth to old
age, though they gradually lose in quality," It is fair to assume a
reign of twenty years at least for him ; his rule must have ended,
therefore, in c. 55 B.C.
The conquerors of the Yavana kingdom of the Paropamisadae
L
5
were the Pahlavas and not the Ku§anas . According to Rapson
the
evidence for this was " the coins which were struck by Spalirises
with the characteristic type of the Yavanas kings of Kabul, " Zeus
enthroned" and he thought that " a coinage bearing his name and his
types was issued by (the Pahlavas) until* a much later date in the

same way and for the same reasons that the & East India Comapny continu
ed for many years to strike rupees bearing the name of the Mughal
emperor

,Shah Alam," Tarn took this up and advanced the theory that

r.
2.

c h i . , p. 561
Whitehead, NC. 1923 P*3^?Z>

5.

J&OS.,1941, p. 239 fn.

A.

H o w V\cvy\ & W .
' SMI •ffi

99 ,

; Tarn,pp. 337,3^0

*

it was Spalirises who put an end to Hermaeus 1 kingdom and that he

1
conquered the Paropamisadae; we must note , however, that Rapson,
on whose^this theory of Tarn is based,
the theory that Spalirises conquered

does not commit himself to
Hermaius 1 kingdom. We have

shown that it is not possible to support the view that Spalirises
conquered the Paropamisadae,

3

and wd must repeat that the

Zeus' is not the type of K a b u l \

'enthroned

and the fact that Spalitises used

this type does not neccessarily connect him with that region. The
'enthroned Zeus' was popular rather in Gandhara than in kaknk Kapisa ,
from the reign of Antialcidas onwards. Its use by Hermaeus probably
indicates that he belonged to the family of Antialcidas.Spalirises'
coins are not numerous and 'Zeus enthroned' occurs only on his square
copper money.

3

Marshall also finds £

difficulty in accepting this

conclusion of Tarn, which impljies" that Spalirises, whose coins are
not common even in Arachosia, and are not found at all at Taxila, was
reigning, nevertheless, longer than Hermaeus himself; and they imply
also that Azes I could not have become

'great king of k i n g s ' until

som e time after Hermaeus' death." There seems to be truth in the
y

______ _________ ____ ______ __

1.
2.

Tarn.,pp.
3V?»350
Tarn, p. 330 > quotes Rapson , C H I ,pp»362 >374

3.
A.
5*
6.

cf. supra. ,p .gfrfcfl
cf. supra. ,p. toJb
PMC . , p.
Marshall, op. ci t .

I . ,p f,

as his authority.

SiA^e^RcrK. <r£

Marshall that it was Azes I who”actually annexed that

country (Paropamisadae) after the downfall of Hermaeus .11

But the

matter does not end here*
Cimningham stsjsExhxd^xHnxihigxhstKxsx]®^

asserted, on the basis

of M asson’s pioneer explorations that not a single coin of Azes was

2

obtained from Begram.

But Masson did in fact get coins of both Azes

and Azilises at Begram. Among the two plates of coins of "Azus” illustr*
ating James Prinsep’s paper

3

some were definitely found by Masson. The

name Azes was first read on a coin from Kabul^ and Masson himself
5
6
found a coin of Azilises there . In Masson’s Second Memoir , we find
mention
,(not only
of Azilises , but also of Azu I and II; this was a reamatkable
anticipation ! Whitehead, whib cleared up this misapprehension about
the distribution of the coins odi A z e s 1 and Azilises,

7

has also noted ,

” coins brought by J.Hackin from Begram were on view at the Musee
Guimet, Paris, during the

Oriental Congress of 19*1-8 itheyincluded

eleven large silver Azes,

four of type Zeus Nikephorus, six

t o

r i g h t

( t w o

w i t h

Poseidon to right.”

1.
2.
3.
if.
5*
6*
?•
8.

t h e

8

s a m e

m o n o g r a m s

a s

P M C a t

Pallas 1m

,p*113,134)» a n d

o n e

Hackin's map showing the geographical distribution

Marshall, op. cit., I .,p .
JASB, l836p. 347 iCunningham, Coins of the Sakas.,p.§,
JASB, 1833,p. 327 PI. XXII-XXIII
JASB.
I§3 5" p'ihb
JA S B . ,
. p . jrtf}
JASB.
19 34 P ’ *9
N C . 1 9 4 7 ,pp. 39-41 5 NC. 1930, pp.206-7
NC. 1930, p. 207

u

%

of coins also attests the presence of coins of Azes in the Kabul regio
And this , we are informed, is

also the experience of Bivar who has

spent two seasons in Afghanistan.
<

But the coins of Azes' are not as common and plentiful in
the Kabul valley as they are in Arachosia(including Ghazni)

and in

Gandhara (including Taksasila). This indicates that Azes I did not rule
in the Paropamisadae for the same long period as he did in Arachosia a
and Gandhara. We may suppose, therefore, that Azes I conquered the
Paropamisadae only after the death of Hermaeus in c. 55 and during
the last years of his own reign, which probably did not end before
c. 50 B.C.

; because of his extensive coinage we must

assign at least

± more than twenty years rule to him*Azes’ conquest of Par&pamisadae ±
took place after the cmnquest of Gandhara, which, as we have shown earl
ier, occurred at the end of Hippostratus1 reign in c. 70 B.C. Thisx-mp
timplies that Azes I followed the Kurram valley route

1

from Ghazni to

Gandhara. The coins of Hermaeus have been found in large numbers in
"the Mir Zakah Treasure as well as those of Azes, which are found in
thousands in Ghazni

2

; it is likely, therefore, that Azes took Upper

Arachosia from Hermaeus, confining the latter to the Paropamisadae.
Instead of attacking Hermaeus in the Paropamisadae, where he may have
been strong, Azes I first took Gandhara. Holding Ghazni in the south
and Gandhara in the east Azes I could then easily take the Paropamisadae

1.

Cf. Map, No. JJL

2.

Schlumberger, pp. 79-80

by a pincer movement. In the north Hermaeus had probably already lost
his isolated enclaves to the Yueh-chih, and thus we may imagine his
kingdom in the Kabul valley as a forlorn island amidst the surrounding
deluge of hostile powers. This reconstruction also explains the rarity
of the money of the Pahlava predecessors of Azes I in the Kbaul valley
to which we have referred to earlier.
Thus Hermaeus was the last Yavana king. With the end of his
reign ended the story of two hundred years, in which there reigned
39 kings and two queens. Ijr is the story of the rise of an advehturous
people to fill the vacuum created by the absence of a great power ;
when in s course of time, new people came on the scene, one had to
give Hway to the other. The Yavanas, who were hemmed in from all sides,
could not hold their own for long, but were doomed sooner or later to
collapse. Their kingdom fell and their proud ruling families merged
with the mingled racial stocks of North West India, until all traces of
them were miserably lost.

APPENDIX

I.

YAVANA,Y O N A ,YQNAKA E T C .

In the early Indian sources the Indo-Greeks were known as Yavana.'
This word,if it is assumed to be Indian, can be derived in three ways.
Firstly, from

/ _yu = ’keeping away}'Averting*(dves o yavana )fsignifying

one who is disliked. Secondly, from / _yu *'mixing,minglingJ

(i.e.

^Fauti misrayati va misrlbhavati sarvattra .jatibhedabhavat iti yavanafo )1
implying a mixed race* Thirdly,from the m e a n i n g q u i c k s w i f t '; a
swift horse,

5

—
6
(i.e. Yavena gacchatiti yavanah ), denoting those who have

7
a quick mode of conveyance. These derivations taken together may indicat
that the Yavanas were thought of as a mixed people, who had a

k

quick

8

mode of conveyance and who were disliked as aliens and invaders ; Ehese
derivations are ,however ,

HveVy retev\V.

» supra. ,pp*HO
2. Monier Williams, Sanskrit-English Pictioanyy,1899iP« 8ij.8.
3* Ibid*,l o c .c i t .
k- Pajendra Lai Mitra,

JASB. l87t|.,p. 233

5* Monier Williams., loc.cit.
6* K . R .Pisharoti , IC_. II. p. 37k*
7• .C£. also Harsacarita. ,ja( ©eL ^
Yavananirmitena nabhastalayayina

, fetfvvvbcay , \&o$

p.x.69 ),

yantrayanena ....

.M The

Buddhaswamin1s version of Somadeva,(ed. F.L&cote,Paris. 1908 ),
canto V *, n .♦akasayantrani punaryavanafr. kila Janate...

.ft

8. However, the Indians on the other hand also recognised the merits
and accomplishments of the Yavanas, cf. remarks like, sarvajna yavana!
'the all-knowing Yavanas1, in Mahabharata, VIII. J4.5.36

Of the Sanskrit Yavana, there are other forms and derivatives,
1
2
3 L
5
6
v i z . , Y o n a , Yonaka, Javana, Yavana,
Jonon or Jonaka, Ya-ba~na, etc.
Yona

is a normal Prakrit form from Yavana

and

ja~

is a well known

7
Prakritism for S k t . ya" • Tarn has ,however , tried to derive Yonaka
independently from a form 1 3£cdvo<t<o$

} which " though unknown in

Classical Greek, existed at this time in the current Hellenistic Greek
of the Farther East."

8

Tfcijis not only unconvincing but also unnecessary

It has been pointed out that it was a usual Indian practise to add -ka
9.
to ethnic names ; it is often expletive in Sanskrit. SssHdH Prof.Gonda
has rightly noted that, ” as a means of forming thematic stems »ka
was very productive and as such it was repeatedly used to aryanise
foreign words or to make them fit to be inflected as Aryan nouns. n^ B u t

1.

Inscriptions ofAsoka, R@ck Edicts. H
3S .
(Hultzsch, CII, vol. I. pp.
X \ $ ,3.^ ^
)
Majjhima Nikaya, II,p. 1A9 » Dipavamsa, VIII. 9 5 Mahavamsa, XII .
5, and XXIX. 39 . Kharosthl
cWscoutr&d. U Su
Steiv\ Ok C kvK*S£
ojw*-

; ffif. Thomas, JBAS. 192i|.,p. 672

,

2* Milindapanho,p p »1,3 <19-2:0 & c . ; Mahavamsa, XII.if ;Dipavamsa,VIII.7
3 *

P r a v a c a n a s a r o d d h a r a , p .

if A 3

B

;

P r a j n a p a n a

S u t r a , p .

6

a

cf. for other references from Jain Prakrit sources, Abhidhana-rajendr

P.mo
A *

3.

E d g e r t o
P i s h a r o
t h e
W e s
t h e
f o r

— ----- J—

n ,
B u d d h i s t
H y b r i d
t i ,
I C .
I I . p . 3 7 A
.
t e r n
c o a s t s
o f
I n d i a
m i s
C o n a k a
a n d i n T

S a n s k r i t
D i c t i o n a r y , pfr Q k W V
J o n o n
o r
J o n a k a
s t i l l
i n
c u r r e n t
u s e
i n
,
i n
t h e
s e n s e
o f
a
f o r e i g n e r .
I n T a m i l
e l u g u i t
i s D z o n a n g i .

6 . The Tibetan form.
7. Pisehe1, Grammatik D.Prakritsprachen, p. 173
8 232
8 . Tarn.,pp. 1+X6~l8, This view met full approval of Mrs. Bazin-Foucher,
JA. 1938,p. 307
9. Johnston, JRAS. 1939,P- 226 ; Allan, Marshall's Taxila. II. p. 863 ;
Tarn ,Addenda (2nd.edn) p. 338, also admits that Profs. Sten Konow
and H . W .Bailey,told him of this usage in their letters.; cf. also
J.Gonda, Mnemosyne, IV. series,vol. II.pp. a3~A6 * And cp. such
examples as Madraka, Kambojaka, Tamraliptaka, etc.
10 . Gonda,op.cit., has also given some Iranian examples of this usage.
In O.P. ,the fCeKp€$
are called Krka and for O.P. Hindu the M.P. is
Hinduk .

Tarn has not revised his opinion in the second edition of his book ;
he asks, 11 why before
while after

the Greeks came, did Asoka call Greeks Yonas,

they came, the Milinda calls them Yonakas ?n , although

he admits that he probably went too far in speaking of the current
Hellenistic Greek of the East.

1

His persistence is probably due to the

fact that he imagins that the form Yonaka appears only in the Milinda* 2
panho , and

also because he does

not suppose that the word Yavana ,

which would

be its original form

in Sanskrit could have been known

before Alexander, long before his

'Greeks 1came.

shown that the form Yonaka does occur

in

But WE have already

other places in Pali litera

ture of known antiquity,** and not only in modern works like Sasanavamsa
of^which Tarn rightly complains, and so it is not peculiar to Milindapanho . And
just one of

further Yonaka does

not replace Yavana or Y ona, but is

its various forms, all of which, even Sanskrit Yavana
£
are used indiscriminately in Pali sources.
Quite pertinently does

,

1. Tarn.,p, 33& (Addenda)
2. Ibid. ,p. zp-6 and specially
fn. 6
5* Ibid.,p. 3 3 8 , where he supposes that Asoka used the word Yona before
the Greeks came. He ignores the possibility that the word could have
been derived from Yavana a form already known to Paninicf. also,
supra. ,p£tf-3
A. cf. supra. ,p. 3.65"
. For dates cf. B.C .Law, History of Pali
Literature
twteSKfa*.
3 . He notes p. AlS, 11 ... not the only time in this period that a
modern work has been quoted by somebody as ancient autjority."
6. We have already given references to Yona and Yonaka ; for Yavana
cf. Milindapanho ,pp. 327,331* For indiscriminate use compare the
following instances : Yonalokam and Yonakalokam ( Mahavamsa.XII.3
and Dipavamsa. VIII.9 ); Yona Mahadhammarakkhita and Yonaka Dhamma
rakkhita, names of the Thera (Mahavamsa. X X I X . 39 and Bipavamsa.
VIII. 7 )• The three forms, Yavana, Y o n a , Yonaka, are all used in
the inscriptions found in Western India,e.g. Nasik,Junnar,Karle etc.
cf. Otto Stein, IC.,I.^pp. 3A3 ff.>who collects all references to
Yavanas in early
Indian inscriptions.

96 7
ky
c>iaV
eytfdy
Prof. Gonda answer Tarn's query ^that it is steA difficult- to settle why
one author used the name Madraka and ±ks why another preferred Madra.
Tarn has also suggested that Yonakas in the Milindapanho

has

a specific meaning, n they are really his Council - the ordinary
council of every Hellenistic king, which in another aspect was his
’Friends 1 - is not in doubt ; the number ^00 is of course conventional
... .”

2

It is true that numbers such as 500 in the Pali works are alrnos

invariably used conventionally, but it is surely too much to think
that siifcxthe

Yonakas

kskh

meant ministers or Councillors.

Not to

speak of references in the Dipavamsa and Mahavamsa where the word is
explicitly used as an adjective of names and places, even in Milinda~
panho. P t » I., what can be the meaning of ” . . . . . atthi Yonakanam nanah hh

putabhedanam Sagalannama nagaram

....... ” ^ Surely Sagala was

not a city of the Ministers or Councillors, who opened their bags of
merchandise. Then we read of Yonaka statues, holding lamps^ among the
_

R

decorations used by the Sakyans in Kapilavatthu,

and also of the

Yonakas who went about clad in white robes because of the memory of

1 . J.Gonda., op.cit.,p. 4 ?
2 . Tarn.,p. qi 8 » cf. also p. 267.
3. Cf. also Gonda, l o c .c i t ., Even if we believe with Tarn that the
author of Milindapanho knew some Greek and had adequate knowledge
of ’the Council of the Yonakas', it is very curious to know that
this Council
r\# was called in Greek by
w thatn name.
*+* Milindapanho. , p. 1.
5* Majjhimanikaya Atthakatha,(Aluvihara series,Colombo,) vol I I .p .575 i
as t_este. , Malalasekare , '.Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, 11, p. 69$
We have been unable to find this reference in the PTS edition.

religion which was once prevalent in their homeland ,1 Moteover, in
the Milindapanho P t . I., we find the ministers referred to by the usual
word

*a macce1, when the king addresses them.

variant of Yavana-Yona
etical Hellenistic

2

Thus Yonaka

is only a

with the same meaning. To find in it the hypoth

1 Itov^KOS

is unwarranted and unnecessary. One may

rather agree with Prof. Gonda, that ” the forme Yonaka may be consider
ed as an Indian and Iranian derivative, and the Hellenistic Greek
of Bactria etc. will have taken it from these languages.u
The earliest Indian form known isy Yavana

3

, attested in PaninxJ

It was suggested by Belvalkar that the word Yavana, where -va stands
for an original Greek j 7

, must be at least as old as the 9 th. century

B.C. because the digamma was lost as early as 800 B.C.
But as Skold
£
has pointed out,
the digamma was dropped at different times in differer
dialects ; in the Ionian dialect it may perhaps have vanished only a
short time before the earliest inscriptions which are of the 7th.
or perhaps 8th, century B.C.

It is very difficult

, however, to say

whether the Indians took the word Yavana directly from tfte Greeks or

1* Anguttaranikaya Atthakatha (Manorathapuran i ), S.H.B. edn.,vol. I .,p •
51*
Kassapadasabalassa kira kalato patthaya Yonakanam setavattham parapitva caranam carittam .. . . .11
I • IIT~' I Mh '

3.
A•
5.
6.
7.

- I—

'....I1

1

II

II

II --

II

| II I

III

I I I

I

I

I n I • — Mill

11 . .... .............

.1. ■ II,

1^ , I. * mm

— ■■■«.■. II

Milindapanho, p. 19-* n atha kho Milindo raja amacce etadavoca..
J,Gonda. jlop.cit.
Panii., A .1.A9
S .K.Belvalkar, Systems of Sanskrit Grammar, p. 17
Hannes Skold, Papers on Papini and Indian Grammar in genaral,p. 25
Skold. , loc .ci t . ; &£.
n_

from

some intermediate language. It is neceassry here to consider

the forms used in the trilingual inscriptions of the Achaemenids which
are three : (i) the old Persian, Yauna

(ii) the Elamite,

and (iii) the Akkadian (Babylonian), ia-ma-nu
thought that the Prakrit form Yona

ia-u-na,

It has sometimes been

was derived from the 01d Persian

Yauna , that it was an earlier form than the Sanskrit Yavana , and that
the latter is a back formation in Sanskrit.

2 But there is no need for

this supposition, since the Sanskrit form could very well have been
derived from the Akkadian xxamax

ia-ma-nu . wfexEhxwas It is well

known that in the Akkadian version of the Achawmenid
-ma

stands

for

»va

orthographical rule,

3

Akkadian form ia-ma-nu

inscriptions

according to a peculiar sound law or perhaps an
and there are numerous examples.

A

Thus the

presupposes the form with the digamma' ! w / w

whereas the former must be traced back to ’ Itxavc-j

where the digamma

- - 5
is dropped. This is also the case with Hebrew , Yawanf
is no warrant for taking Yona

Hence there

as an earlier form. One might conclude

1. R.G.Kent, Old Persian, p. 20if 5 Ii.C.Toleinan , Ancient Persian Lexicon
and Texts, p. 119*
2. Allan, Marshall’s Taxila, II. p. 863
3. Skold, op.cit. ,p.23
A* e .g., Darayavaus = Da-ri-ia-mus, Vidarna = U-mi-da-ar-na, Vivana =
U-mi-ma-na.
cf. Kent, op.cife. under different heads.
3* C.C.Torrey, JAOS. XXV. I 9 O 4 ,p. 302 f.

from the correspondence of O.P.

Yauna

-

M.I.A.

existed an old form * Yona older than Yavana

Yona , that there

* But this equivalence

of sounds applies to inherited words coming independently from an
Indo-Iranian source, which Yavana is not, being a loan word.At best
one can say that both Yavana and Yona

are borrowed from the West, i.e.

the Persians and the Semitic peoples. But the fact remains that
historically the first known form in extant Indian literature is Yavana
and not Y o n a , and Yona can be a normal Prakrit replacement of the

1
Sanskrit Yavana . Of course, the possibility is not excluded that the
immediate source of the word may have been the Greeks including the
lonians who were already settled in regions to which Paninl’s knowledge
could have very easily extended. We have shown that the settlements of
Greeks existed in the eastern parts of the Achaemenid Empire long
before Alexander.

1. Curiously in^k Maha'bharata passage ( Poona edn. Vol. X V .Santiparvan,
XII. 200,Z}.0 ) HHHtheH form Y&una occurs ,M .. YaunaKamboja^Xndharah
kirata barbaraih ... .,r But in fn. the variant readings from two
Mss give Huna.

APPENDIX

Notes

On

The

II.

Y U G A-F U R A N A

The GargI Samhita, a work on astrology, contains a section
1
named the Yuga-Pura^a, which contains some historical information,
including among other matters the story of the attack on Saketa and
Pai^aliputra in which the Yavanas took part. Scholars are almost
unani^mous

in regarding the Yuga-Purana as the earliest among the

extant works of Purana type
It is

2

and, as exhibiting an independent tradition.

also thought that the existing text, in Sanskrit with traces

of

Xhrakritism, goes back to a historical chronicle written either in
Prakrit or in mixed Sanskrit-Prakrit, which Jayaswal dates in the
w
3
latter half of the first century B.C., and this has not been questijped.
Since its publication the Yuga-Pura$a has always been used as one of
the sources of the Yavana history in India.
In 1865? Kern first published three excerpts from a Ms. of the
Yuga-Purana in his possession (henceforward referred to as K );^these
three excerpts are the lines 80 -97 ,113 “H 7 and 12^-129 of the complete

1. Kern, The Brhat-Samhita, Preface.,pp. 35-^0
Jayaswal,
JBORS. XIV. ,pp. J97-4&1
5 XV. ,pp. U9-3ST
Mankad, JUPHS♦ XX pp. 32-A8, later his monograph Yugapuranarri.
2. J.F.Fleet , JPAS. 19lX*,p. 795» called it historically worthless
bu£ gave no reasons.
3. Jayaswal, JBORS., XIV.,p. 3 ^ 9
Kern,

cit.

text as now available from Mankad's edition.'*' These lines were
printed by Weber

2

re-

3
it
and were used by Sylvain Levi^ and Cunningham 4 in

their works connected with the Yavanas. In 191 A Jayaswal found a Ms.
of the Yuga-Pura$a in the Asiatic Society of Bengal (henceforward
referred to as

A ) and published his results,

but xz it was only in

1928 , when he obtained another Ms. in Banaras Government Sanskrit
College (henceforward referred to as

B

) , that he fihally edited

the texts with his notes and translation;^ in 1929* Jayaswal again
published a list of variant readings from a Paris M s .(henceforward
7

referred to as

P

) sent him by Sylvain Levi with^latter's marginal

notes, but Jayaswal1s earlier edition was not modified. In 1930, Dhruva
reconstructed the whole of Jayaswal’s texts with liberal alteration
of proper names and,as he

admits, free use of conjecture and inference

This was certainly not an edition of the text of the Yuga-Purana and
hence we have not considered it seriously for our purposes. Barua also
made an attempt to do so in the case of few lines only.

9

However, the

i. The text as printed consists of 233 lines or 117 verses in all.
cf • M a nkad, Yugapurap.am . ,p . 3
Indische Studien, XIII, 1 8 7 3 »P* 306.
3. Quid de Graecis
p .17
A* CA§1“ . , pp'« 26)2-63
5* Express, Patna 191A*( I have not been able to see it, cf. however,
JBORS. 1928 ,p. 397)
6 * JBORS. XIV ,pp. 397-^21
7. Ibid. XV., pp. 129-33
8 . Ibid. XVI.,pp. 18-66
9* Calcutta R e v i e w , April 1 9 A 5 i PP* 2i+~23

text as prepared and edited by Jayaswal was used by all students until
recently, when in 1949 Mankad published a critical edition of the
Yuga-Purana with the help of a new Ms.(which he called C,and hence
forward it will be referred as C ).
The purpose of this present note is to make a comparative study
of the printed editions of the text in order to make the best use of k
the relevant passages; we propose to re-edit the few relevant lines

1

"iWt/vyv
and not to reconstructKwith surmises as was

e

done by Dhruva.

2

Out of the five Mss. used hitherto,
remaining four

A, B, and P

K is now lost,^and of the

come from Eastern India whereas

C alone

comes from Western India. Textually A and P seem to form one group,
and B

and

C

another.^ The readings in A

those found in B

and

are often superior.

5

C,

and

between

B

and P are inferior to
and

C

those found in

The text as published by Mankad seems to be compl

ete and contains 235 lines, while that edited by Jayaswal contained i
lines 73-186 of M a n k a d ’s version only.
Jayaswal read lines
M*»

C

94-9^ as follows^:
»

++

mm

mm

mm

mm

" ^atah Saketamakramya PancalanMathuram tatha
Yavana dugtavikranta(h) prapsyanti Kusumadhvajafli

1. I.e. Lines, 94“9?*>and lines 111-112 of Mankad's version 4 which
are Jayaswal's 22-25 and 4O- 4I )
2 * JBORS. XVI,ail*ft
3. L.D.Barnett informed Tarn, cf. Tarn, p. 453
4« Mankad, op. c i t .,p. 2
; Mankad, op.cit.,p. 3
6 . JjBOKS. XIV. p p . ^
---

Taking the first line, all the four Mss. A,B,C and P

1 Bancala Mathura*

read

in place of 'PancalanMathuram 1 , which is adopted

by Jayaswal on the basis of K. alone. Jayaswal adopted this because
in his opinion the other alternative will mean that the Yavanas came
from Pancala and Mathura and because in some later lines the Yavanas

1
are given prominence. Both these reasons are unjustifiable. It is not
clear how the adoption of the alternative indicates that the Yavanas
were from Pancala and Majfhura • And the discovery of more Mss. show
that in in later lines also the variant

** — —
'Pancald'

for

—
2
'Yavana 1 exists.

And moreover, it would be very natural for the Yavanas to have undue
prominence in the account, since they must have been quite conspicuous,
because this was probably the first time that a Yavana army penetrated
•H
P

M

as far east as Pa^aliputra ; this was also the reason why Patanjali
picked— up that event for the illustration of a grammatical rule.
Jayaswal's authority for his adoption of 1 PancalanMathuraiii ' is Kern's
xekbihh reading, but Kern's version is not ax critical edition and we
have no means dfcx of reconstructing his Ms. His quotation of the few
lines of Yuga-Purana ,which he rightly thought of historical importance,
may have been a restored, version on the basis of the knowledge then
available; the famous examples of Patanjali's Mahabhasya were well
known but the importance of the numismatic evidence concerning the
Pancala®

1.
2.

and Mathura kingdoms was not realised. We should not therefore

JBOES. XIV.,p.
e.g. the Paris (P) Ms. has Pancala
112 .

in place of Yavana

in line

give the same weight to Kern's readings as we should to those of later
editors, especially since other Mss. are available and all of them
go against Kern m

this particular <

hri'114ran“tl“y ^ ’On^‘eokuned_iias*t-oi^vti'on— of— th’e-~“te-xt. And the Ms.
used by Kern is unfortunately lost. Once the importance of the coinage
-i
the
r*
of the Panealas and Mathura is recognised and/true reading of the
Yuga-Purana based-on all the available Mss. is accepted we can immediat*
ly explain the significance of the occurrence of two Kings with Mitra

2
name-endings in the inscriptions on the railings of Bodh Gaya as well
z
as the discovery of the Mitra coins in the excavations at Pataliputra .
-

If we adopt the unanimous verdict of the surviving Mss.

,the apparent

geographical anomaly of the passage as edited by Jayaswal,

which

describes that the Yavanas after having conquered Saketa ( Saketamakrarn^
^
as attacking the Pancalasa oyid Mathura in order to reach Kusumdhvaja,
M,

_

M

mm

will disappear, and it would be intelligible to say that the Pancalas
and Mathuras with the Yavanas (Yavanasca)

after having attacked Saketa'

reached Kusumhhvaja. And accepting 'suvikrantah 1 from the Ms. 6 in
A

place of 1dus'kavikrantah' in the next line, we read with Mankad :
n Tutah Saketamakramya Pancala Mathura (s)tatha

% Yavanasca suvikrantah prapsyanti Kusumadhvajam "

m

1. Cf. Allan, BMC. Ancient India, s.v
c f . supra.,p. 'Vl-ko

,

Mathura and Pancala.

2 . JEAS. 1908, p. IO 96 . cf. s u p r a . ,p.
3. A S K . 1912-13, pp. 79, 84 -85*. ,cf._ supra.,p. \y~)
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o r
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jbe
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seems to us quite redundent in this case ,
sarve

following vigayah in 1 , 97 itself*

We are inclined ,however, to accept Jayaswal's interpretation of til®
ExpxEEKXEin 'h i t e 1 . The word 'h i t a * can mean, £ 'p u t 1,'placed 1

laid

u p o n ', imposed','set u p ','established','fixed','arranged ',1prepared'
etc., and the feminine form of 'hita' is

'hita'.^ Hita can mean ,

any structure which has been 'laid u p o n ',i m p o s e d s e t
etc., and obviously the w o r d 'h i t a ' in Manu

u p ','established

is related wfoh'h i t a 'of

which it is the feminine form. And since the word 'kardama 8 is there
to guide us,it
Hita

can only refer to a structure made of mud or clay.

probably meant

embankments and hita

1* Kern, op.cit.
2. Jayaswal, JBORS. XIV. pp. H H
limn

j_ if — ™

>( j

small ones ; the

. The commentary of Kulluka SctyS

«=aMuii.'.K»n** *.*>>' ,

3. Mankad, op.cit.,p. 48
4 . Monier Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, Oxford ,1899,P *IH 98

reference in Manu is to village embankments

1

and naturally therefore

♦hita 1 is used. The embankments of Pa-faliputra, the Capital city, must
have been big structures, and that is probably why the author uses
another adjective, prathite, i .e .♦celebrated \ ♦3PamousJ to denote the
grekt mud-fortifications of Pa^aliputra, the remains of which have been
discovered in Kumrahar excavations. The defence of the Capital city
depended much upon those fortifications, and naturally when the
invaders reached it or took possession of it, all the districts ixx&aya:
(visayab) became confused and disordered (akulah) .Making a
minor modification in J a y a s w a l ^ text we propose to read :
n Tatafr Pugpapure prapte kardame prathite hate "

Lastly, Jayaswal reads lines 111x4k as follows :
n Dharmamita tama-vrddha janam bhoksyanti nirbhayah.”
Jayaswal translated the passage as, ,f The Tama-elders of Dharmamxta
(Demetrius) will fearlessly devour the people.”

Neither this reading

of the text nor this translation by Jayaswal are convincing. We have
3
shown that there is no ground to take Dharmamita as Demetrius . And
-tama

kxaHxiakHd:

which is attached

the first word of

the line in all Mss. is surely the superlative suffix of the first
word and^is& should not be taken as compounded with vgddha, in which

anu,

.

7k*

u gramaghate hitabhange pathi mosabhidarsane
saktito nabhidhavanto nirvasyah saparicchadah "

2 , Jayaswal, op.cit.,p.4M
•5 * c f . supra. ,p. £7 4 $

case the meaning of -tSma is doubtful. "^Though dharmamita

can mean,

one whose dharma is destroyed or diminished ( from / ml ), it seems
quite an unusual expression. On the other hand, Mankad's
of the reading

dharmabhitatama from Ms. C

adoption

in place of dharmamltatama

seems quite feasible since the confusion between ma

and

bha

is

very common in Mss. Moreover, whichever reading is preferred it must
certainly be taken as qualifying vrddha , and the line will then imply
eitherj^the elders,whose dharma would be completely destroyed, or the
elders,who would become too timid to proclaim dharma , would fearlessly
rule the people. Obviously this line must be taken with the precdding
~ikp
„
verses of^Yuga-purana where the confusion in all regions consequent
on the invasion of Pataliputra is described in the most conventional
way. We propose to read

the line 111 as :

n dharmabhitatama vrddha janam bhoksyanti nirbhayah .n

Line 112 is read by Jayaswal as :
n Yavana jnapayisyanti (nasyeran) ca parthivah ."
and by Mankad as :
'' Y&vana jnapayisyanti nagarey arnica (nagare pane a ?) parthivah .
It was translated by Jayaswal as, 11 the Yavanas will command, the kings
will disappear” , and by Mankad as, n the Yavanas will declare five kings

1. cf. Supra.,p.

in the city." Both these versions are strained and unconvincing. In
the first version it is not clear whom and what the Yavanas commanded
or proclaimed, and the word nasyeran

in brackets

, which is a

conjectural restoration, seems out of place here. In the second version
it is not clear why five kings were declared by the Yavanas, when
Mankad himself supports the reading which suggests a three-power attack
on Pataliputra. Moreover, there is nothing to suggest that the Yavanas
w©j?e the leading power among those who invaded Pataliputra. It is worth
niating that the Paris Ms. has Pancala

in place of Yavana

, and if

we give any weight to the finds of Pancala Mitra coins in the Eastern
districts of the Uttara Pradesh

and Magadha as against a total absence
mm —•

of Yavana coins, there is no reason why the reading Pancala should
not be preferred as against Yavana.

Further, Mss. A,B,and P, all have

ksapayisyanti in place of &hhpayisyanti

, and

nafearayam which makes

no sense must be considered a mistake for nagaram ye on the part of
the scribe who transposed the anusvara of one and the medial e_ of the
other, which is not unusual to commit. Thus the Kan reading we would
suggest is :
u Pancala

ksapayisyanti nagaram ye ca parthivah .11

And this would give quite pertinently the meaning that the Pancalas
and those other Icings ( who participated in the

invasion ) destroyed

%<go

the city.

It is interesting to note the next lines which follow :
*
1
n Madhyadese na sthasyanti Yavana (or Pancala) yuddhadurmadah
tesamanyonyasambhavadbhavisyati na samsayah
atmacakrotthitam ghoram yuddham paramadarunam.”
Usually it has been understood that these lines refer to an internal
struggle of the Yavana families and the suggestion has been made
that the struggle between the family of Eucratides and Euthydemus
is implied. But we have shown that the old division of the Yavana
kings into two families alone do not solve our

hk

problems and in

view of our study of the earlier passages of the Yuga-purana it
is needless to support the usual k view. These lines in our opinion
refer to the mutual feud which resulted in a deadly war between the
participant invaders of Pataliputra.

APPENDIX

III.

COIN-Types Of The INDO-GHEEK Kings.

* In the following enumeration minor variations of type have not been
noted.

Complete legends are given at the head of each section but

while describing

the coin-types they are referred as (a),(b),etc.,

1.

DIODQTUS

Legends.

I

BA£E/\EJl>.

ANTIOXOY

(a)

BAXI/\EJLt.

AIOAOTOY

(b)

AIOAJJOY

fcJLTHBOX.

(c )

& A/
1.

OBV.
REV,

2.

OBV,
REV.

3.

OBV,
REV.

Zf.

*

Diademed

Head of Antiochus II

Zeus striding to 1., hurling thunderbolt.(a)ESM.

LIII.

As on 1.
As on 1.
Diademed

but (b)

Haughton Coll.

Head of Diodotus I

Zeus striding

to 1.,hurling thunderbolt *(a) ESM. LIII.

OBV.

As on 3*

„
C A S E P / . T - 3.

REV.

As on 3»

OBV,

Bust of Hermes wearing petasus,

REV.

Crossed caducei.

OBV.

Head of Zeus

REV.

Artemis holding torch,running to

but (b)

i£
1,

2.

(a)

ESM. LIII.9

r.

(b)

BMC. 1.9

At- only.
1.

A

OBV,

Diademed bust of king to r.

REV.

Zeus striding to 1., hurling thunderbolt.(c ) CHI. 1 2 ^

3-6

Xj%%

2. DIODOTUS II.
Legend.

BAS3AEJ>£

ANTIOXOY

(a)

BAXIAE SLX AI040T0Y

(b)

A/ & iP1. OBV. Diademed head of
REV, Zeus striding to
2., OBV. Diademed head of
REV. Zeus striding to

king (Diodotus II)
1.,hurling thunderbolt,(a)

ESM, LIII.

king (Diodotus II)
1.,hurling thunderbolt.(b)

PMC. I.

1-2

£
OBV. Bust of king (or Hermes) wearing petasus.
REV. Pallas facing, spear in r. hand.

(b)

PMC. I. A

3. EUTHYDEMUS I.
Legend.

A/

&

BAtI/\EJtf.

EYOY^OY

A

1. OBV. Diademed head of king to r.
REV. Heracles with club, seated to l.on rocks.

BMC. I.10
PMC. 1.6,8

1. OBV. Head of Heracles
REV. Prancing horse.

PMC. I. 16

2. OBV. Head of Zeus.
REV. Prancing horse.

#MC. II. 8

1 . We suggest that the additional type was probably introduced by
Diodotus II.

^ 3

#•

DEMETRIUS

Legends.

1.

1.

I.

B£ZI/\ESl'z. &HMHTPIOY

OB V.

Diademed bust of king to r.wearing eleohant-scalp

REV.

Heracles standing to front,crowning himself.

O B V.

Bust of Heracles to r.

REV.

Artemis standing with bow and arrow.

5.
Legends.

EUTHYDEMUS
BAXI/\EHX

PMC. I.l 8

PMC. 1.22

II

EYOYAHMOY

A3L.
1.

1.

2.

3.

OBV.

Diademed bust of king to r.

REV.

Heracles standing to front,holding out a wreath. PMC* I. 27

OBV.

Indistinct Head.

REV.

APOllo standing,with arrow

OBV.

Laureate head of Apollo

REV,

Tripod-lebes

OBV.

Head of Heracles to r.

REV.

Pranking horse.

OBV.

Laureate head of Apollo

REV.

Tripod lebes.

and bow.

Ariana Antiqua
p. 227

PMC. 1.32

BMC. III.7

N<
1.

PMC. 1.29

6. ANTIMACHUS

I

0
Legend.

BAXIAE5IL

ANTIMAXOY

BAXIAESXz

OEOY

(a)

ANTIMAXOY

BATIAEYONTOX OEOY

(b)

ANTIMAXOY

(c)

&
I.

1.

2•

OBV.

Diademed bust of king to r,,wearing flat kausia.

REV.

Poseidon standing with long trident,

OBV.

Elephant to r.

REE.

Nike standing to 1.

(a)

OBV.

Elephant to 1.

r.

REV,

Thunderbolt

or to

(b)

PMC. II. 54

PMC. 11.59

NC.1940.PI.VIII

(a)

Schlumberger,
PI. VIII. 15

iPs
1.

Commemorative Medals.
OBV.
xRm.
REV.

2,

OBV,

Diademed bust of Diodotus
Legend.

AlOAOTOY

Zeus striding

I

XRTHPOX-

,hurling thunderbolt.(b)

BMC. X X X . 6

Diademed bust of Euthydemus

REV.

Legend.

EY0YAHMOY

6E0Y

REV.

Heracles with c l u b tseated

on rocks.(c)

BM,

7.

Legend •

DEMETRIUS

II.

BAEIAESIS

AH.MHTPIOY

BAXIAEHX

ANIKHTOY

(a)
AHMHTPIOY

(b)

Maharajasa apadihatasa Dimetriyasa

(c)

ifc
1.

2.

OBV.

Diademed bust of king to r,

REV.

Pallas standing,holding spear

OBV.

Diad. bust of king wearing flat

REV.

Zeus standing,holding sceptre

& shield.(a)
kausia.(b)
8c

thunderbolt
(c)

1. OBV.
sq.
REV.

Bust of king wearing elephant scalp.(b)

2.

Buckler with G orgon’s head.

OBV.
REV.

3.

NB.

Thunderbolt.

Trident.

OBV.

Elephant's head.

REV.

Caduceus.

(c)

IMC.1.12

(a)

to the Seleucid Demetrius and is

NC.1923.P1 .XIV*2

PMC. 1.26

(a)

'Bust of king and Seated Pallas’

PMC. IX. iii

BMC,

,BMC.

XXX,2.,

III.2

seems to belong

now removed from BM

Indo-Greek

series.
'Bust of king^wearing elephant scalp and standing Pallas ', IMC.p.
9, No. 5) is a mistake. Prof. J'.N.B&nerjea has kindly checked for
me in the Indian Museum
coins.

collection of the Indo-Greek

2#6
8 . PANTALKON

Legend * BAXIAEJ1Z TtAN® A AE0NT02.
Rajane Pamtalevasa

(a)
(b)

&
1.

OBV.
REV.

Diademed bust of king to r.
Zeus seated, holding out a three-headed
Hecate.

BMC. XXX .if.
N C .1923 oR 1 *X I V .3

(a)

&
1.

OBV.

Female deity (Yaksi) ?,holding a small trisula.(b)

SH* REV.

Maneless lion,or leopard.

2.

Bust of young Dionysus to r.

OBV.
REV.

(a)

PMC. II. 35

Panther touchingja vine with raised paw.
BMC. III .8

(a)
IK
1.

As

BMC.p. 9 .N0 .I

‘Ac. No. 2

9* AGATHOCLES
Legend.

BAY IAE511

ArA^Jt/VEOYX

gAXIAEJlS

ATKAIOY

ArAOCKAEOYX

BAZIAEYONTOX AIKAIOY

1.

(a)

(b)

ArAGjfeAEOYX (c)

Rajane Agathuklayasa^

(d)

Akathukreyasa

(e)

Hiranasame

(f ;

OBV.

Diademed bust of king to r.

REV.

2eus standing with sceptre .holding out
three-headed Hecate.

(a)

j

B M C T5L. A

PMC. II. ^2

1.

Some read sa

as sa. There seems to be a clear medial e_ in le_

2.

It has been variously read as hidujasame, hitajasame.

2.

OBV.
REV.

Diademed- bust of king to r.
Zeus standing with sceptre holding
out three-headed Hecate.

(B) BM ex Friedberg.
y
fVj>pS!'WA.t?r , 25

&
1.

OBV.

Female deity ( Yaksi ? ) with trisula (d)

REV.

Maneless lion or leopard

(a) PMC. II. A5
BMC

2.

OBV.
REV.

Bust of

young Dionysus to r.

Panther

touching a vine with

raised paw.

(a)

w ,

IV. 8

BMC.

3. OBV,
Jar
REV.

Tree in square railing

A*

OBV,

Buddhist stupa,surmounted by star

REV.

A Conventional representation of

g

Buddhist Stupa,surmounted by star (e)

plant,"*'

(f)

PMC. 11.52

PMC.

(f)

II. 51

BMC .Anc

.Ind.,p.cxxxii

PMC. II.

/.f3

3SC
1,

OBV,

Bust of

young Dionysus to r,

REV.

Panther

as £

2,

(a)

Commemorative Medals.
18L
1.

OBV.

Head odT Alexander to r.wearing lion's scalp.
Legend.

REV.

AAE^ANAPOY

TOY

^IAItmOY

Enthroned Zeus with sceptre,holding out eagle.
(c)

2.

OBV.

Head of
Legend.

REV.

1.

Antiochus

PMC.

II.

Al

to r.

ANTIOXOY NIKATOPOZ

Zeus striding,hurling thunderbolt.(c)CASE. II.3

This coin may not be a coin struck by Agathocles himself, but a
local Taxila coin which was the prototype of £ 3 of the above
list, cf. Allan, BMC.Ancient India.,p. cxxxii.
We are doubtful
whether there is a legend on the Obverse side also.

m

3.

OBV.

Head of
Legend.

REV.
if, OBV.

Diodotus I to r.
AIOAOTOY

Zeus striding,hurling thunderbolt.(c). BMC. IV. 2
Head of

Euthydemus to r.

Legend. EY6YAHM0Y
REV.
5*

ZflTHPOX

0EOY

Heracles with club seated on rocks.(c) BMC. IV. 3

OBV.

Head of Demetrius 1* wearing

REV.

Legend.

REV.

elephant scalp,

AHMHTPIOY ANIKHTOY

Standing Heracles crowning himself.(c) NC. 193A*P1* H I . l

10.

Legend.

EUCRATIDES

I.

BAXIAEfli EYKPATIAOY
BAZIAEH-i MErAAOY

Maharajasa

(a)

EYKPATIAOY

Ewukratitasa

(b)

(c)

Maharajasa mahatakasa Evukratitasa (d)
Maharajasa rajatirajasa Evukratitasa (e)

NB.

SHiHSXKia;

Coin-types marked with an aesterisk were probably

not struck by Eucratides I but by some later king (Eucratides
III

? ) as suggested in the text,cf. supra.,pp.

7

M
1.

OBV.

Helmeted bust of king to r.

REV.

Monted Dioscuri charging,

OBV.

Diademed bust of king to r.

REV,

Mounted Dioscuri charging,

(b)

NC.i 923 .Pl. XIV.A

iV
1.

(a)

PMC. II. 63

2.

3*

ii-.

OBV.

Helmeted head of king to r.

REV,

Mounted Dioscuri charging,

OBV.

Helmeted bust of king to r.

REV.

Mounted Dioscuri charging .(b)

OBV.

Diademed bust of king to r.

(a)

CASE. V. 3

PMC

II. 6^

PMC,
BMC

II. 77
n . 10

PMC

II. 71

♦

5.

6.

REV.

Two upright palm and the pilei.(a)

OBV.

Helmeted bust of king to r.

REV.

Two upright palms and the pilei.(a)

OBV.

Helmeted bust with bare shoulder turned 1.
and thrusting javelin.

7.

REV.

Mounted Dioscuri charging.(b)

OBV.

Helmeted bust of king to r.(b)

REV.

r
lhe Dioscuri standing,holding spears
and swords.

8.

(d)

OBV.

Winged figure of Victory to r.

REV.

Mounted Dioscuri charging.

BMC. XXX. 8
JNSI.VI. PI. II A. 1

BMC. XXX. 9
IM C . II.
9

CASE. V. 9

Legend. Indistinct.

&
1.

2.

OBV.

Helmeted Bust of king to r.

REV.

Mounted Dioscuri charging.(b)

OBV.
REV.

PMC. III. 86

As No.l
Only one of the Dioscuri charging.(b).BMC. VI. 2

3.* OBV.

Helmeted bust

s<^* REV,

Mounted Dioscuri charging,

A** OBV.

Helmeted Bust

of king,

s<*‘ REV.

Hike standing

to 1. holding wreath

and palm.

of king,

(b)
(c)

PMC. III.108

(b)

(e)

±Mt> * i *-Lv/
BMC. XXX.12

230

5.

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r.(b)

S<^*

REV. Palms and pilei of the Dioscuri, (c)

6.

OBV.

SC^*

7m*

(b)

Nike standing to r,

( a )

CASE. VI. 3

OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r,

S<^*

but with Legend ...
REV.

8.*

Helmeted bust of king turned to 1.
thrusting javelin.

REV.

PMC,III.132

C THP..

BM

Mounted Dioscuri charging

PMC.p.

2?. x.

OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r. (b)

sq.

^Female deity (City ?) seated,holding
palm, forepart of elephant in 1.field,
a conical object

which looks

like a caitya or mountain (?)

PMC. III.131

Legend. j ^

^ ^ A p p e n d ix ,

gj j e _ ^ g a _ d e v a t a .

Commemorative Medals,

Ai
1.

&■
1.

Twenty-stater piece
OBV,

Helmeted

REV.

Mounted Dioscuri charging.(b)

OBV.

Jugate busts of Heliocles and Laodice.
Legend.

REV.

OBV.

AAQAIKH2.

BAZIAEYE MEFAZ EYKPATIAHE

PMC. IX. i v .

Jugate busts of Heliocles and Laodice.
Legend.

REV.

HA IOKA EO YE KAI

Revue Numismatique,1867
PI. XII
Seltmen,Greek Coins,
PI, LV . 3

Helmeted bust of Eucratides to r.
Legend.

2.

bust of king to r.

HAIOKAEOYE

KAI

AAOAIKHgl

Helmeted bust of king.turned to 1.,
thrusting javelin.
Legend.

BAEIAEY1

MEfAX

EYKPATIAHE.Hirsch Sale Catalogue,
1912, PI. XIV. 52A
Naville Sale.5*
P I .LXXXI,N o . 2896
* Pi- I-'D

11.

Legend.

PLATO

BAE1AESi£

EHl<}>ANOY£ HAATilNO%

JB.

1.

2.
3.

A•

OBV.

Diademed bust of King to r.

REV.

Helios (Mithra ?) on a quadriga.

OBV,

Helmeted bust of king to r.

REV.

Helios (Mithra ?) on a quadriga.

BM ex Friedberg
ft.3L.2-.
PMC. IX. v

OBV.

Diademed bust

of king to r.

REV,

Helios(Mithra

?) standingbto front.

* UvtA<y«£. .
Kunduz Hoard(Kabul Mus

OBV.

Diademed bust

of king to r.

Plajre Appendix

REV.

Helios(Mithra

?) on a quadriga
do. Plate

fronting.

12.

Legend.

I
Pl*SL*^

HELIOCLES I

BAEIAES1S AIKAIOY

HAIOKAEOY % .

Ak
1.

OBV.

Diademed bust of king to r.

REV.

Zeus standing to front, holding
sceptre and thunderbolt.

2.

1

OBV.

Helmeted head of king to r.

REV.

Zeus enthroned, holding Victory.

PMC.

CASE.

III. 133

VI. 9

(Barbarous)
1.

OBV.

Diademed head of king to r.

REV.

Horse

to 1.

PMC.

III. 139

1 . The portraiture is so crude that it is difficult to say whether it
belongs to Heliocles II.

%3%

13. MENANDER.

Legend.

BAEIAEJVE
B ASIA E m

Z 51THPOX
AIKAIOY

MENANAPOY

(a)

MENANAPOY

(b)

Maharajasa tratarasa Menadrasa

(c)

Maharajasa dhramikasa Menadrasa

OBV.

(d)

In a bead and reel border,diademed bust
of king (bare-headed) to r.

REV •

Pallas standing to 1.,hurling thunderbolt.
, .
el .Ptak
Legend (a) but written in two vertical
0
lines as on Attic tetradrachms of the
T i,.
early Indo-Greek kings.
°

*P\*!L7

Unpublished. Unique
Attic tetradrachm
.
__
,.
„
in a collection of
Mr. Aziz Boglu of
Teheran.

OBV.

Diademed bust of king to r. (a)

REV.

Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt.(c )

OBV.

Helmeted bust of king to r. (a)

REV.

Pallas standing, hurling thunderbolt.(c)

OBV.

Diademed bust of king thrusting javelin (a)

REV.

Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt (c)

OBV.

Helmeted bust of king thrusting javelin,(a)

REV.

Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt (c)

OBV.

Helmeted bust of king to r. (a)

REV.

Owl to r.

OBV.

Helmeted bust of Pallas to r. (a)

REV.

Owl to r.

OBV.

Diademed bust of king to r.

REV.

Sai&as Nike to r .,standing,holding wreath
and palm.

(c)

PMC. VI. 3 7 f

PMC. VI.379

PMC. VI. 3 S2

PMC. VI.i+79
*
JNSI. 1 9 H ,P1.IV.
NC.19A7. PI. I •A

(c)

PMC. VI.^80
(b)

(d)

PMC. VI.if8l

9.

OBV,

Helmeted bust

of king to

r.

REV.

Nike standing

to r.,holding wreath

and palm.
10.

(b)

(d)

OBV, Helmeted bust

of king to

r.

REV. King on prancing horse .

(b)
(d)

NC.1923.p. 320.No. 6

Whiteking Sale Cat,
PI. X. 964
cf.Plate Appendix.

a
1.

OBV.

S q * REV.

Helmeted bust of Pallas to r. (a)
Nike standing to r.,holding wreath
and palm.

2 . OBV.
sq,
REV.
3- OBV.
sq. REV.
A«
sq.

(c)

Helmeted warrior (king

standing

with spear and shield.

(b)

Panther to r.

(d)

Helmeted bust of Pallas

(a)

Buckler with Gorgon's head.

(c)

OBV.

Helmeted bust of Pallas to r. (a)

REV.

Pallas to l e ,hurling thunderbolt.(c)

3. OBV.
sq- REV.

Horse prancing to r.

(c)

Helmeted bust of Pallas to r.(a)

7* OBV.
sq,
REV.

Laurelled head of Icing to r, (a)
Dolphin

8.

Diademed head of king thrusting

OBV.

1,

( c)

Owl to r.

javelin.
REV.

NC. 1923 .PI. XIV. 8
IMC • V.9
PMC. VI. 496

CASE. XII. 2

Helmeted bust of Pallas to r.(a)

6 . OBV.
sq,
REV

sq,

PMC. V I .482

.

(c)

CASE.XII. 1

CASE. XII. 4
CASE. XII. 6
NC.1930.PI.XII. 11

(a)

Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt.(c ) CASE, XII. 7*

Whitehead describes the figure as that of Poseidon.cf. NC.1930?
pp. 214 -13 .

9. OBV.
sq.
REV.

10 . OBV.
sq.
REV.

.

11 OBV.
sq.
REV.
12 . OBV.
sq,
REV.
13. OBV.
sq.
REV.

Elephant's head
Club.

(a)
BMC. XII. 6

(c)

Elephant to 1.

(a)

Elephant's goad

(c)

Ox-head facing

(a)

Tripod

(c)

Two-humped Bactrian Camel

(a)

Bull's head.

CASE. XII, 10

CASE. XII. 9

(c)

Head of Boar with ppen mouth.(a)
Palm branch

(c)

14* OBV.
sq,
REV.

Wheel

(a)

Palm branch.

(c)

13* OBV.
sq.

Pallas to 1.,holds patera(?) and

REV.

CASE. XII. 8

skxKid: spear.agHXHKkxwhx&h
Maneless lion to 1.

(b)
(d)

CASE. XII. 12

CASE. XII. 13

BMC.p. 30, No. 74
Ashmolean Museum,ex.J.B.
Elliot. -

16. OBV.
sq.
REV,

17.
sq.

thrusting javelin.

(a)

Nike standing,holding wreath
and palm.

(c)

OBV.

Heracles' head

(a)

REV.

Lion's skin

(a)

Diademed head of king to r.

(a)

Nike to r,

(c)

18 . OBV.
sq.

Diademed head of Icing to 1.

REV.

Unpublished.
BM ex. Cunningham

BM. ex. Cunningham

H.de.S.Shortt collection

Commemorative coin
Ai
1,

OBV. Bust of Pallas to r. wearing helmet.
REV. Horned Owl walking to r.with head facing.
No legend.

N C . i 94O.Pl. VIII. 1
JNSI. 194? .PI. I. 2

Ilf.

Legend.

PO LTXEN U S.

B A X IA E ili

El\I<J>ANOTZ S IT H P O Z 'WOfvXE^OY.

(a )

1
Maharajasa pracachasa tratarasa Palasinasa (b)

JR
1.

OBV,
REV.

&

Diademed bust of king to

r. (a)

Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt.(b) PMC.

OBV.

Pallas
Helmeted bust of kxsg to

r. (a)

S q * REV.

Aegis with Gorgon’s head

(b)

1,

&xxx®BXxxxHEkiHKkK&xfeHsfcxK;fht:ga±kHEx:kpx:KXx:fea;)

15.

Legend.

V.

371

PMC. V .372
NC.I 94O,p. 107^ 0 ,7 e
Cuthbert king .

^PANDER.

BA£IAEA£ NIK^H+OPOY

EUANAPOY.

(a)

Maharajasa jayadharasa Epadrasa (b)

Ak
1.

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r.
REV.

2.

Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt (b) PMC. VI. 316

OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r.
REV.

(a)

(a)

Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt (b) NC.1947*PI. 1*9

*
1,

OBV. Nike hoding palm and wreath,

S q * REV. Humped Bull to r.

1.

(a)
(b)

PMC. VI. 517

Generally on Copper coins the name in Kharos^hi reads Pal&ksinasa
and not Palisinasa. cf. Whitehead,NC.194^ 1p. 107; we have now been
able to examine the coin in hag in the Cuthbert King Collection.

£96

3.6, STRATO

Legends.

BAXIMIlHI

I

©EOTPOTTOY

APAeOKAEIAX

BATIAE^X

XftTHPOX XTPATJlHOL KAI ArAQOKAEIAl

BAriAE51I

X&THPOX XTPATflNOX

BAEIAEflX

X&THPOX AIKAIOY

BJ^lAEilX

XftTHPOX

BAXIAEDX

ET\l4>ANOY£

2 TPATAflNOfc(d )

Maharajasa pracachasa

1*

&

(f)

Stratasa Agathukriae

(g)

dhramikasa Stratasa

(i)

jjratarasa Stratasa

(j)

r# (a)

Armed Male figure (Menander or Strato ?)TVK,/, -,-,r
°
PMC. IX. v n
advancing r,
(i)
N C . 19 k ? • PI* 1*6

OBV. Conjugate busts of

Strato and

Agathocleia to r.
REV.
3*

(h)

STRATO I.

OBV. Diademed bust of Queen to
REV.

2.

AGATHOCLEIA

(4)

2&THPOX 2TPATONOX

Maharajasa tratarasa Stratasa
Maharajasa tratarasa

(b)

(c)

SKAI AIKAIOY gTPATJlNOX

Maharajasa tratarasa

(A)

(a)

(b)

Pallas standing, hurling thunderbolt.(g)NC.19^0*p. 213

OBV. Conjugate busts of
Agathocleia to r,

Strato and
(b)

REV.

Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt,(i) PMC. IX. vi

OBV,

Bust of helmeted Pallas (Queen ?) to r,

£
1.

hair in ringlets.
REV.

(a)

Heracles with club seated on rock.(i)

PMC. V. 370
NC . 19V?.

1*8

(B) STRATO I (FIRST PERIOD)

1*

if0

OBV. Bust of king diademed,to r. (d)
REV. Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt.(i)

PMC. V, 355

OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r. (c)
aREV Pal3js standing,hurling thunderbolt,(i )

PMC. V. 339

OBV.

Diademed bust of k i n g ,bearded, (d)

REV,

Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt.(i)

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r. (c)
REV. Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt,(h)

5«

OBV. Diademed bust of king

to r,

8 . OBV. Diademed bust of king

to r.

REV. Helmeted Pallas standing

NC. 19if8 .Pl.VIII.6

(e)

with spear,

holding out Nike.
OBV. Diademed bust of king

BMC. X. 12

(e)

REV. Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt.(i)

9.

NC.l9if8.Pl.vm.9

OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r, (c)
REVo Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt.(h)

7.

NC . 19if8 .Pl.VIII.8

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r.(c)
REV. Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt.(i)

6.

NC. 19^ 8 .PI.IX. 2 ,^

NC . i 9if8 . P i . v m .5

(i)
to r.

(f)

REV. Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt„(j )

PMC. V. 336

10.OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r, (f)
REV. Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt.(j)

BMC. X. 10

11,OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r. (e)
REV. Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt•(i)

NC. 19if8 ,Pl.IX.l

13.OBV. Diademed bust bf king turned to 1,,
thrusting javelin.

(c)

REV. Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt.(h)

NC .19if8.Pl. IX.3

13*OBV. Diademed bust of king turned to 1.,
thrusting javelin.

(c)

REV. Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt.(i)

NC.19if8.Pl.IX.3

2/9%
lAf. OBV, Diademed bust of king turned to 1,,
thrusting javelin.

(e)

R E V • Pallas standing,hu£ling thunderbolt.(i) H C .19A8.P1.I X ,6
15• OBV, Helmeted bust of king turned to 1.,
thrusting Javelin

(d)

REV. Pallas standing,hurling thunderbolt (i) NC.19^-8,PI.IX.7

&
1.

2.

OBV. Bust of Apollo t o r l a u r e a t e ,

1

hair in queue.

(f)

REV. Bow and quiver

,with a strap (j)

OBV. Apollo standing,with bow andarrow.(f)

sq- R E V . Tripod.
3.
S Q

BMC, XI. 2

OBV. Diademed bust of Heracles to

(j)

PMC. V.

36^

PMC. V.

367

r.,

with club over shoulder

(c)

REV. Hike standing,holding wreath and
and palm.
A* OBV. Diademed bust of Heracles to
3 Cl
with club over shoulder.

(h)
r,,
(d)

REV. Hike standing,holding wreath and
palm

1.

.

(i)

BMC. XI. 5

In the collection of Mr. H.de S.Shortt, there is a small m u n i
copper piece,poor condition, of the type resembling it- 2 of the
above list, but the figure is helmeted and may not be of Apollo
but of a warrior (or king ?).There seem to be no trace of legend
on the obverse but on the reverse Maharajasa
Stratasa can be
read.The legend is on three sides as on square coins.

17* EUCRATIDES
Legend. BAX3AE&Z

II

EYKPATIAOY.

BAXIAEJL2 2ATHP0S.

(a)

EYKPATIAOY

(b)

JSL
1*

OBV. Diademed head of king to r.
REV. Apollo standing to 1.,holding
arrow and bow.

2.

(a)

PMC. II. 60

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r.
REV. Apollo standing to 1.,holding
arrow and bow.

1.

(b)

NC .19^-7 ,P1.1 *1

OBV, Head of Apollo to r,,laureate.
REV. Horse standing 1.

(a)

18. HELIOCLES

Legend, BAXIAEAX

AIKAIOY

BMC. XXX 10

II.

H AI0KAE0YX

(a)
1 / X
Maharajasa dhramikasa Heliyakreasa
(b)

Jk
1,

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r.(a)
REV. Zeus standing,holding thunderbolt.(b)

2.

OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r. (a)
REV. Zeus standing,holding thunderbolt.(b)

3*

HC.1950.PI. XII.7

OBV. Helmeted bust of king thrusting javelin.(a)
REV. Zeus standing,holding thunderbolt♦(b)

1.

H C .1923.PI.XIV.9

OBV. Diaddmed bust of king thrusting javelin.(a)
REV. Zeus standing,holding thunderbolt.(b)

A.

PMC. III. 1A7

H C .1923,PI.XIV.10

On some the name of king in Kharosthi written as Heliyakreyasa .

3oO

1.

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r, (a)

Sq'

R E V .Elephant to 1.

(b)

2.

OBV. Elephant to r.

(a)

sq*

REV. Bull to ix r.

(b)

19.

Legend.

PMC. III. Itf8

PMC. III. 1^9

ARCHEBIUS.

B A S I A E jT C S

AIKAIOY NIKH<j>OPOY APXEBIOY.

( a )

Maharajasa dhramikasa jayadharasa Arkhebiyasa

A^
1.

2.

*
OBV. Helmeted bust of king thrusting javelin.if

Unpublished

REV. Zeus s&anding with sceptra and thunderbolt.(a)

Unique letradr
Plate Appendix
pi.'m-'a.

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r. (a)
.REV. Zeus standing ,hurling thunderbolt.(b)

3.

PMC. IV.226

OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r,(a)
REV. Zeus standing,hurling thunderbolt (b)

A*

BMC. IX. 3

OBV. Diademed bust of king thrusting javelin.(a)
REV. Zeus standing,hurling thunderbolt

3*

(b)

(b)

PMC. IV. 229

OBV. Helmeted bust of king thrusting javelin.(a)
REV. ZEUS standing,hurling thunderbolt.(b )

BMC. IX. A

&
1 . OBV. Head of Zeus with sceptre over shoulder .(a)
sq.
REV. Pilei and palms of the Dioscuri
(b) PMC. IV. 230
2 . OBV. Helmeted head of king to r.
sq.
REV. Pilei and palms of the Dioscuri
3-

A*

(a)

Unpublishdd.Unique
(b) H.de S.Shortt.

OBV. Hike holding wreath and palm

(a)

REV. Owl.

(b) BMC. IX. 6

OBV. Elephant to r.

(a)

REV. O w l .

(b) BMC. IX. 7

20. AHTIMACHUS

Legend.

BAEIAEHS.

II.

NIKH^OPOY

AHTIMAXOY

(a)

Maharajasa jayadharasa Amtimakhasa

1.

(b)

OBV. Winged Hike to l.with palm and wreath.(a)
REV. King on prancing hibrse to r.

(b) PMC. VII

337

2.
J&
1.

OBV. Aegis with Gorgon's head

S q ’ REV. Wreath and palm.

21.

(a)
(b)

PMC. VII.573

PHILOXENUS.

Legend. BATLAESMl ANIKHTOY

t^IAO£EWOY.' (a)

Maharajasa apa<Jihatasa Philasinasa

(b)

At.
1.

OBV. Diademed head of king to r.
REV. King on pranking horse to r, (a)

Attic Tetradrachm.
Unpublished,Unique.
Plate Appendix

2 .1 OBV. Diademed bust of king to r. (a)
REV. King on prancing horse to r. (b)

PMC. VII. 376

3 .2 OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r. (a)
REV. King on prancing horee to r. (b)

PMC. vii. 377

4 .5 OBV. Helmeted bust of king thrusting javelin.(a) .
REV. King on prancing horse (b)

NC.1923-P1. XVI. 12

1. Also silver square coin bf this type,cf. PMC. VII. 383.
2. Also silver square coin of this type,cf. PMC. VII. 378
3. Also silver square coin of this type?cf. JHSI,
.P1.XIIIA.3
\M.$

AS
1,

OBV. Demeter standing to l.,with cornucopias.(a)

Sq*

REV. Bull to r.

2.

OBV. Sun-god facing

Sq*

REV. Nike tpr.

(b) PMC. VII. 5 9 O
(a)
(b) BMC. X X I I . 9

22. ZOILUS

I.

Legend. BATCAEJtE. AIKAIOY

ZAIAOY.

(a)

Maharajasa dhramikasa Jhoilasa

(b)

iR
1.

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r.

(a)

REV. Heracles standing,holding out wreath.(b)
2,

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r.

PMC. VII. 5 2 A

(a)

REV. Heracles as No.l above,but a little
figure of Nike on his 1.shoulder

(b)

PMC.

VII. 5^5

i£
1.

OBV. Bust of Heracles to r.

S q * REV. Bow-in-case and club.

(a)
(b) NC.1950.P1.XII.10

23. L Y S I A S .

Legend.

BAYIAEJIX ANIKHTOY A.YEIOY.

(a)

Maharajasa apadihatasa Lisiasa

1.

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r. wearing
,
.
elephant-scalp.
REV. Heracles standing,crowning himself,

(a)

(b)

Attic Tetradrachm.
.
Unpublxshed.HHX^ME
Kabul Museum ex Kunduz
Plate Appendix.

2.

OBV. Helmeted bust of king turned to 1.,
iv
,.
n
thrusting javelin,drapery over shoulder.
&BEV.

Heracles standing,crowning himself*

(a)

Attic Tetradrachm.
Unpublished
Kabul Museum ex Kund
Plate Appendix.

3.

OBV. Diademed bust of Icing to r. (a)
REV. Heracles standing,crowning himself,

A-

(b)

BMC. VIII. 5

OBV. Diad.bust of king,wearing elephant-scalp.(a)
REV.

5*

Heracles standing,crowning himself,

(b)

PMC. III. 150

OBV. Diad.bust of king to r.wearing flat kausia.(a)
REV. Heracles standing,crowning himself (b)

6.

OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r.

(a)

REV. Heracles standing ,crowning himself(b)
7.

PMC. III. 136

PMC. III. 13A

OBV. Helmeted bust turned to 1.thrusting
javelin.
REV.

(a)

Heracles standing,crowning himself.(b)

^
HC. 1923 *PI. XSfr3/.7

B
1
1.

OBV. Bust of Heracles to r. (a)

S q ' REV. Elephant to r.
(b)
2
2.
OBV. Bust of bearded Heracles to r.,
Sq‘

Legend. BAXIAE&Y ANIKHTOY

PMC. III. 157

AY2I0Y

REV. Pilei and palms of the Dioscuri,
Legend. Maharajasa jayadharasa Amtialikitasa.
B M C . X XXI. 2.
YAuseuyu

1. A round coin of this type, cf.
BMC. VIII. 8
2. This coin-type is a mule. cf. supra.,p. (ft?

•

Legend.

BAXIAEJV*, NIKH^OPOY
M a h a r a ja s a

A N T IA h K IA O Y .

(a }

ja y a d h a r a s a A m t ia lik id a s a

(b )

JS.
1.

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r,
REV. Zeus enthroned holding Nike,a small
elephant's forepart in 1.field,

2,

Attis

(a)

BMC. VII. 9

OBV. Helmeted head kof king to r.
EEV.

As on N o .

Attic

1 above.

Tetradrachm

(a )

Tetradrachm.

U n p u b l is h e d .

Kabul Museum.ex Kunduz
Plate Appendix. PI

1

OBV. Diad.bust of king wearing flat kausia.
2
REV. As on No. 1 above,but legend writtenQ^(a)
OBV.

Diademed bust of king to r. (a)

REV.

As on No. 1 above but Zeus holding

Do.

P\^j2.' ^

wreath and palm only,not Nike,and
a small elephant shown vertically^
in

5-

OBV,

1.

fie ld .5

OBV.

PMC. III .189

(b)

Diad.bust of king,wearing flat kausia.(a)

REV. As on No. 1 above.
7.

10

Helmeted bust of of king to r. (a)

REV, As on No, 1 above

6 . OBV.

(b )B M C . V I I .

Diademed bust of king to r.

(b)PMC. 111.170
(a)

REV. Elephant walking l.,Nike on head,in
foreground Zeus standing with sceptre(b) NO.19^3?P I • XV.5

8 . OBV.

Diademed bust of k i n g ,thrusting javelin(a)

REV. As on No,7 above.

(b) NC.192*7,PI.1.5

1. An Attic drachm of this type was known already,cf. CASE, V I I I .6
2. This is also the arrangement on sH&x&kxthjsxispE&xM&HXHfxkypExMja^R
HkxkkKxafeKxsx&xskxkEsw some Kkkssx: Attic tetradrachms of other kings
in the Kunduz hoard.cp. Plate Appendix.
3. The elephant ,Nike and her wreath and palm are shown in various
^
positions on the bilingual coins of Antialcidas,c f . supra. ,p^-(0V95

3 6 5 ”“

&
1
1 © OBV* Undraped bust of Zeus, hurling thunderbolt.(a)
REV* Pilei and palms of the Dioscuri
2*

(b)

PMC. IV* 193

OBV* Diademed bust of king to r. (a)

SC*’ REV. Elephant standing to r,

(b)

PMC. IV. 212

23. AP0LL0D0TU3

Legend.

BASIAEJbt AVlOLLO&OTOY gSWHPOS.

2 (a)

BAEIAEftX XaTHPOS: KAI cjttftOIUTOPOS AflOMOAOTOY.

(b)

BA^IAEilS METAAOY HITHPOS KAI (flAOVUTOPOS AtlOM'OAOTOY
(c)
BAXIAEJfE AH OAA OAOTOY
(d )
Maharajasa tratarasa Apaladatasa

1*

2,

OBV* Elephant to r.

(a)

REV. Humped bull to r.

(e)

(e)

PMC. iv.263

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r . (b)
REV, As on Ho. 3 above.

A.

PMC* i v *231
P M C . i v *236

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r . (a)
REV* Pallas hurling thunderbolt,

3•

(e)

(e)

PMC. IV. 276

OBV. Diademed biist of king to r . (c )
REV. As on No. 3 above

(e)

BMC. X.l

&
1

k3Y&si$k \

OBV
LtrtA.u^

«g:\r.

T ^ c r^ ..

J*Wu^iu<a 1&r.
o-'rvtfV

Qy

K^.13<h7

p.lW

1. Square coins of this type show the thunderbolt over Zeus' left
2* Both round and square coins of this type areknown.
*\^houlder

2.
OBV . Apollo facing,holding arrow and "bow. (a )
q ' REV. Tripod lebes.
(e)
PMC. IV.307
3."*” OBV. Apol3-o standing,holding out an arrow,
quiver at his back.

(a)

REV. Tripod.
A.

OBV. Apollo facing,holding arrow and bow.(b)

S q " EEV. Tripod.
3*

PMC. V. 322

(e)

(e)

PMC. V.333

OBV. Apollo with bow and arrow.No legend.

S q ' REV.

Tripod.

(e)

BM

OBV. Apollo with bow and arrow.No legend.

7*

REV.

Royal Diadem.

(e)

OBV.

Apollo seated to r. on throne

(a)

Tripod

(e)

S q ‘ REV.
8.

OBV. Humped Bull .

No legend

"

REV. Tripod.

No legend.

CASE.PI.IX.7

CASE. IX. 12

BMC.IX. 13

26. NICIAS

Legend.

BAXIAEA£ O.THPOZ

NIKIOY.

(a)

Maharajasa tratarasa Nikiasa

1.

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r.

(b)

(a)

REV. itKHgxHHxpxsKKXKg Pallas facing,
brandishing thunderbolt.
2.

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r.

(b)

NC.19A0.P1.VIII .k

(a)

REV. Warrior(king ?) fully accoutred,
to 1,, holding palm

3 . OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r.
RE¥. As on No. 2 above.

1.

(b)

PMC. VII. 399

(a)
(b)

NC.1923.PI. XVI.13

On some coins of this type legend arranged as on square coins,
cf.
PMC. V. 388 .

If.

OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r.

(a)

REV. Pallas facing, brandishing thun derbolt (b) JNSI. IX.PI. III.l

Ar

1 . OBV. Diademed bust of king to r. (a)
sq.
REV. King on a prancing horse.
(b)
2 . OBV. Diademed bust of king to r. (a)
sq.* REV. Dolphin twined round anchor (b)

PMC. VII. 602

BMC. XIII. 12

OBV. Head of Poseidon to r . ,trident on shoulder (a)
3*
sq.
EEV. Dolphin twined round anchor (b)
NC.1923.PI .xvi .14

27. HIPPOSTRATUB.

Lefeend.

BAfclAEJtSYWTHPOi
BASIAEJlt

innoSTPATOY.

(a)

METAAO Y YJ1THP 0S I R U O ^ T P A T O Y .

Maharajasa tratarasa Hipustratasa

(b)

(c)

Maharajasa gsya tratarasa jayamtasa Hipustratasa

(d)

Maharajasa tratarasa mahatasa jayamtasa Hipustratasa.
Ce)

1.

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r.

(a)

REV. City goddess to 1.carrying cornucopiae (c) PMC. VIII.606
2.

OBV. Diademed bust of
REV, King on prancing

3.

OBV. Diademed bust of
REV. King on prancing

1,

king to r.
horse.
king to r.
horse

(b)
(e)

PMC. VIII.6l0

(a)
(d)

PMC. VIII. 6l 6

(This seems to be thafc same type as Mo. t 3 of Nicias of the above
list. The BMC,XIII.12. is not distinct, but the obv. figure is
more like Poseidon than king; traces of trident also.

1.

1

OBV, APOllo to r, carrying arrow in
both hands,

(a)

REV, Tripod.

(c)

PMC. VIII.

2. OBV. Deity on square-backed throne (a)
sq *
R E V , Horse standing to r,
(d)
3«

6 2

%

PMC. VIII, 629

OBV. Triton holding dolphin and rudder (a^

Sc*# REV. City goddess to l.with mural
crown and palm.

28.

Legend.

(c) PM¥. VIII. 631

ZOILUS

II.

BAXIAEJU 2ATHP0X

ZAIAOY 2 (a) 1

Maharajasa tratarasa Jhoilasa

(b)

iK.
1.

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r.

(a)
PMC.

VII. 53 A

(a)

BMC.

XII.12

<b)

BMC* X I1 ^

(b)

PMC.

REV. Pallas to 1,,hurling thunderbolt (b)
2x

fi331£x

A*
1.

OBV, Apollo standing ,holding taw arrow,
a quiver at his back.l.field»a small
elephant.^
■ REV. Tripod.

2.

OBV. Elephant moving to r.

No legend.

REV. Tripod.
3*

OBV. Elephant moving to r,

VII.5^6

Ho legend.

REV. Standing male figure, fragmentary
legend ....Jhoilasa....

?(b)

NC.1923*p*333»No.31

1 . Square specimens of this type also known,cf. P M C .¥111.627
2. Notice the irregualarity in lettering,cp. B M C . & P M C .
3* Also square coins. On some no elephant, cf.BMC.XII.13

A- OBV. Elephant walking r,, fragmentary Kh.
sq
legend..
... (jho)ila....
? (b)
REV. Standing male figure. No legend.

NC. 1923,p. 333.No. 30

OBV. Apollo standing to r., holding bow,
legend rubbed.
REV, Elephant to r. Fragmentary legend
probably

(b)

Fitzwilliam Museum.
NC. 19A0, p. 111.No.10

29. DIONYSIUS.
Legend.
±

BAHAEWL

XJVTHDO2

AIHNYZIOY

(a)

Maharajasa tratarasa Diyanisiasa

(b)

AL

1 . OBV. Diademed bust of king to r. (a)
REV.

Pallas 1., hurling thunderbolt (b)

BMC. XII. 9

&
1 . OBV.
sq
REV.

Apollo to r. holding arrow (a)
Tripod.

(b)

PMC. VII. 320

1
2 . OBV. Apollo in an incuse square.
sq
No legend.
REV, Royal Diadem

(b)

PMC. VII. 321

1. Whitehead ,P M C .,p. 65 , notes that it may belong to Apollodotus, but
a coin in BM. gives the legend clear.

36. APOLLOPHANES.
Legend.

BAOAEDZ2ATHP0Z

AHOAAO^ANOY (a)

Maharajasa tratarasa Apulaphanasa^* (b)

Jv.

1.

OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r., diadem
2
tied round the helmet.
(a)
BMC. XIII. 1
JNSI 19
.PI. XIII A.3

REV. Pallas 1., hurling thunderbolt.(b)

31- STRATO I & STRATO II.
Legend.

BAXIAEY

XTHPC

£TPATilN

(a)

Maharajasa tratarasa Stratasa potrasa
casa priyapita Stratasa ^

1.

(b)

OBV. Diademed bust of aged king to r. (a)
REV. Pallas to 1. hurling thunderbolt (b)

PMC. VIII. 6^3

A Lead.
OBV. Apollo to r. holding arrow in both hands-. ( a ? )
REV. Tripod^

(Kh.leg. ?)

1. Some read Apalapinasa.
2. On some coins the helipet is plain and modern-looking.
3. cf. Rapson, Corolla Numismatica, Oxford. 1906.p.

PMC.p.8l.No.6x3

3J|

ARTEMIDORUS.

Legend* BA2.IAE&S.

ANIKHTOY APTEMIAJ&POY

(a)

Maharajasa apa<Jihatasa Atrimitorasa

(b)

&
1.

OBV. Diademed bust of kin to r. (a )
REV. Artemis to 1 . shooting arrow.

2.

(b)

OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r, (a)
REV. Artemis to 1 . shooting arrow.

3.

PMC . vii. 591

(b)

NC. 19A 7 .P1 . II.A

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r. (a)
REV. Nike holding wreath and palm.

(b)

PMC . VII. 533

£
1. OBV. Artemis facing, h i d i n g drawing arrow
sq.
from quiver at back.
(a)
REV. Bull to r.

(b)

2. OBV. Male figure to front.
sq.
REV. Panther to 1.
^4*

PMC. VII. 555

(a)
(b)

OBV. Artemis to 1 holding out bow.

(a)

REV. Bull to r.

(b)

nc. 1923 .XVII. 3

NS. XIV.
PMC.p. 69

35* peiucolaus .
Legend,

BAXIAEJli AIKAIOY KAI 2-aiHPOY HEYKOAAOY.

(a)

Maharajasa dhramikasa tratatrasa P&ukulasa

1,

(b)

OBV, Diademed bust of king to r. (a)
REV. Zeus standing to 1,holding long sceptre.(b) NC.1923*P1*XV.A

£
1,
S(*’

OBV. Artemis standing,drawing arrow from
quiver at back.
REV. Crowned City goddess,holding palm.

(a)
(b)

PMC.

VIII. 6 a 2

3

TELEPHUS.

Legend. BAXIAEftX EYEPfETOY

THAE^OY

(a)

Maharajasa Kalanakramasa Teliphasa.

1.

OBV. Serpent footed Giant ( Yaksa ?)

(b)

(a)

REV, Helios radiate facing,holding long
sceptre,beside him another Male
figure

Ashmolean Museum.
(b)

BMC. XXXII.7

i!£
1.

OBV. Zeus enthroned with long

sceptre.(a)

REV. Male figure walking to r.,long
spear on 1. shoulder,
2.

OBV, Zeus enthroned with long

(b)

PMC. VIII. 6if0

sceptre.(a)

REV. Squatting Male figure .

(b)

NC.1923.PI.XVII .6

35* THEOPHILUS.
legend. BAUAEftS & IKAIOY

SEO^IAOY 1

(a)

BAYXAEAS AYTOKPATOPOE SEO<j>IAOY

(b)

Maharajasa dhramikasa Theuphilasa

(c)

ik1.

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r,

2.

REV. Helmeted Pallas,seated,holding out Nike.(b) KNpublished. Kabul
7
’
0
Museum ex Kunduz.
Plate Appendix.
OBV. Diademed bust of king t o r . ( a )
REV, Heracles crowning himself.

1.

Attic Tetradrachm.

(b)

OBV. Bust of Heracles to r,

(a)

REV. Cornucopiae.

(b)

1. & On some coins 0 is written in squared form fi

PMC. IX. viii

PMC. VIII. 632
.cf .N C .1923»X VII.1

3 13

2.

OBV. Bust of Heracles wearing lion's skin.(a)

s q * KEV. Club.

(b)

36.

Legend.

PMC. VIII. 63k
NC.1923.El.XVII. 1

DIOMEDES.

BALIAEJU 2HTHPCJ£ ^IOMHAOY.

(a)

Maharajasa tratarasa Diyumetasa

(b)

JSL

1.

2.

3.

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r.

(a)

PEV. Mounted Dioscuri charging

(b)

OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r.

(a)

PEV. Mounted Dioscuri charging.

(b)

OBV. Diademed bust of king to r.

(a)

PMC. IV. 213

PMC. IV. 215

REV. Dioscuri standing,holding long spears.(b)

k*

OBV. Helmetdd bust of king to r.

(a)

REV. As on No. h above.

(b)

BMC. VIII.10

PMC.p.37,No. 21?

OBV. Helmeted bjist of k i n g ,thrusting javelin.(a)

3.

REV. Dioscuri mounted,charging.

(b )N C .1923.P I .X V I .10

&
1,*- OBV. Dioscuri standing.
S

.

R E V . Humped Bull to r.

(a)
(b)

PMC. IV. 220

37. AMYNTAS.

Legend. BA2.IAEJ1S.

NIKAT0P02. AMYNTOY

(a)

Maharajasa jayadharasa Amitasa

(b)

AL.
1.

OBV.Diademed bust of king to r. (a)
REV.Zeus enthroned,with long sceptre,holding
out MxksPallas ,1

2.

OBV.Helmeted bust of king to r.

PMC. VIII. 636

(b)
(a)

REV.Pallas 1.,hurling thunderbolt.(b)
3.

BMC. XIV. 9

OBV.Diademed bust of Icing,wearing flat kausia.(a)
REV.Zeus enthroned,holding out

(h)

CASE. XIII. 2

£).. OBV.Diademed bust of king,thrusting javelin, (a)
REV.Zeus enthroned ,holding out kxkis (b)
3.

CASE.p. 2oO.No.3
Also,H.de S.Shortt.

OBV.Helmeted bust of k i n g ,thrusting Javelin.(a)
REV,Zeus enthroned,holding out Pallas.

(b)NC.1923.Pl.XVI.7

£L
1.

2
OBV. Bust of king to r.in Phrygian cap.(a)

s q ’ REV. Draped figure of Pallas to i.

•

(b)

PMC. VIII. 637

2 XXX&BV „

Commemorative Medals.
iSL

1.

OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r.
REV. Zeus enthroned,holding out Pallas (a)

2,

These two large silver
pieces are 20 Attic

OBV. Helmeted bust of king to r.

drachms;the latgest
silver known in any
REV. Demeter enthroned,holding cornucopiae.(a)Gree^ series. They are
in Kabul Museum,ex
Kunduz.c f oA .D .H .Bivar,
XMumismatic circular ,WJt
jyc/,K0'r
.,Al§e,J N S I ,1935, PI TIT Hi-

1. Zeus never holds Nike on Amyntas 1 coin.Mistake in .BMC & PMC descriptor

1

38 . HERMAEUS

Legend,

BAHIAEJIX 5 M H P 0 E

E P M A I O Y . (a)

Maharajasa tratarasa Heramayasa

1 .

O B V ,

D i a d e m e d

R E V .

Z e u s

b u s t

o f

e n t h r o n e d

k i n g

t o

t o

r *

l . , w i t h

A t t i c
T e t r a d r a c h m .
U n p u b l i s h e d , K a b u l
M u s e u m
e x K u n d u s .

l o n g

s c e p t r e .

(b)

( a )

P l a t e
2 .

3 .

O B V .

D i a d e m e d

R E V .

Z e u s

b u s t

o f

e n t h r o n e d

O B V .

H e l m e t e d

R E V .

Z e u s

e n t h r o n e d

O B V .

K i n g

o n

R E V .

E n t h r o n e d

k i n g

t o

b u s t

r .

( a )

1 .

o f

( b )

k i n g

t o

t o

r .

( b )

h o r s e

t o

P M C .

I K .

6 i + 9

( a )

1 ,

p r a n c i n g
Z e u s

t o

A p p e n d i x .

C A S E .
X I V .
B M C .
X V o
3

8

( a )

1 .

( b )

N C . 1 9 V 7 . P 1 *

I I -

5

&.
1 .

O B V .

D i a d e m e d

R E V .

Z e u s

e n t h r o n e d .

2 .

O B V .

B u s t

o f

S<^ *

R E V .

H o r s e

3 .
s q

O B V .

K i n g

R E V .

N o

b u s t

k i n g

o f

o n

r ,

P h r y g i a n
t o

r »

h o r s e b a c k

t o

t y p e . O n l y

t o

( a )
( b )

i n

s t a n d i n g

k i n g

n a m e

c a p .

o f

1 .

O B V .

w i t h

C o n j u g a t e

K i n g

o n

L e g e n d ,
1 .

I

h a v e

n o t

P M C .

I X .

6 7 9

H e r m a e u s

i n
C A S E .

X I V .

1 0

C A L L I O P E

L e g e n d .
R E V .

6 6 6

l e g e f t d .

G r e e k , . . . . f f i l O Y . . .

H E R M A E U S

I X .

( a )
( b )

r . , N o

P M C .

d i a d e m e d
B A H I A E J l £
p r a n c i n g

b u s t s

ZSlWP O X
h o r s e

M a h a r a j a s a

i n c l u d e d

t h e

o f

t o

H e r m a e u s
E P M A I O Y

K A I

C a l l i o p e .

K A A A I O B H H .

r .

t r a t a r a s a

c o i n s

a n d

w i t h

H e r m a y a s a
H T H P O S - H Y

K a l i y a p a y a .
l e g e n d

a n d

P M C . I X . 6 9 3
o f

N i k e

t y p e .

A CHART SHOWING THE INDO^GREEK KINGS IN
GENEALOGICAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL

ARRANGEMENT.

N.B. The relationships and dates given below are based on the conclusions
reached in this work. All dates are approximate and many are hypothetii

DIODOTUS I (256-2^8)
DIODOTUS 11(214.8-255)

ANTIMACHUS I

(190-180)

♦

(I8O-I 65 )

DEMETRIUS II

MENANDER =: AGATHOCLEIA
(see below)

ANTIMACHUS 11(130-125)
9

PHILOXENUS
STRATcF~I
(130-95)
:
0
I
0
:
IS
»
STRATO I & STRATO II
(80 -75 )

APOLLODOTUS
;
ZOILUS II
DIONYSIUS
APOLLOPHANES

(125-115)

(115 -95 )

8
5
Q

NICIAS
*
m

(95-80)

(95-85)

ft
6

•

fiBUSXMJBE

=
(see below)

EUTHYDEMUS I (235-200)

HIPPOSTRATUS (85-70)
CALLIOPE

EUGRATIDES I (171-155)

« « « «

gUTHYDSr'l'AStt

DEMETRIUS I
. (200 -185 )
PANTALEON
(185-175)

PLATO
AGATHOCLES
(180-165 ) •

HELIOCLES I
: (155 - 140 )

EUCRATIljXES II
ft

•

AGATHOCLEIA
(see above)

ARCHEBIUS
(130-120)

HELIOCLES II
(120 - 115 )
ANTIALCIDAS

ZOILUS I
*
LYSIAS (120-110)

DIOMEDES
(95-85)

*

II

THEOPHILUS (

TELEPHUS
AMYNTAS (8 5 - 7 0 5-8O)

-85)
CALLIOPE =
(see above)

Relationship Uncertain :

HERMAEUS (75-55)

POLYXENUS, EPANDER,ARTEMIDORUS & PEUCOLAUS.

INDEX
N.B.

PLATE

TO

PLATES.

For full description see Appendix. Ill .

I.

1. Demetrius I.

Obv.
*

2. Antimachus I. Obv.
3.

ex. Kunduz hoard.

Antimachus I. Obv.

if. Antimachus I. Obv.
3*

Demetrius II. Obv.*

6 . Demetrius II. Obv. of the Bilingual Tetradrachm.
7*

Eucratides I. Obv. 8c Rev.

8 . An Eucratides overstrike
9 . The coin with

on Apollodotus. (enlarged)

the legend Kavigiye Nagara Bevata. (Rev.)

10. AgathoKles. (Rev.)

PLATE

II

1. Plato,.

Obv.

2. Plato.

Obv. & Rev.

3.

Plato. Obv.

8c

8c

Rev.

Rev.

L* Heliocles I. Obv.
3.

Eucratides II. Obv.

6 . Menander. Obv. 8c Rev.
7*

Menander. Obv.

8c

Rev.

±x*Note the bead and reel border.

Attic Tetradrachm.

PLATE

III.

1. Strato I. (young bust) (0bv.
2. Strato I and Agathocleia.
3. Strato I

Obv.

if. Strato I.

Obv.

3.

Obv,

Rev,

Agathocleia. Obv. & Rev.

6. Strato I (bearded bust)
7- Strato I (old age)

Obv,

Obv.

8. Strato I (middle age) Obv.
9. Strato I (middle age)4 Obv.
10. Strato I w±kk(Struck jointly with Strato II) Obv.
11. Strato I (struck jointly with Strato II) Obv.
12.

Archebius. Obv. & Rev. Attic Tetradrachm.

13.

Heliocles II .Obv.

ex. Kunduz Jjoard.

iJLf• Heliocles II. Obv.

PL&EE.
1.

IV.

Philoxenus.

Attic Tetradrachm

ex. Kunduz hoard.

2.

Lysias

do

do

3.

Lysias

do

do

do

do

Antialcidas
1 >1
5*

ob v .

6

Apollodotus

Obv.

7.

Hippostratus

Obv,

PLATE

V.

1. Theophilus .

Attic Tetradrachm,

2. H e k Amyntas

20-drachm piece.

3. Amyntas
(Rev, only)
if. Hermaeus

do

Attic Tetradrachm

Ex. Kunduz Hoard
do
do

Ex. Kunduz hoard

3- Roman Busts on Kujula Kadhphises Coins.

6 . A coin of Claudius SEti±k showing the curule chair.
7 . Kujula Kadphises, Rev. deity on a curule chair.

B I B L I O G R A P H Y *
In alphabetical order.

AGRAWALA

Y.S.

,

Geographical Data in Panini. IHQ. 1953,PP* 1 ff*
An Ancient reference to Menander's Invasion .
I H Q. 1953 , pp. 180 ff.
io w u u ivtrVcc crw

ALLAN . J

PoAbcXlft d«riW ) .

0

S I 13 m

p-"?3

.

Indian Coins acquired by the Bri^tish Museum .
NC. 1932+. pp. 229 ff.
The Cambridge Shorter History of India (Edited by
H.H.Dodwell), Cambridge. 1934
A Catalogue of Indian Coins in the Bristish Musem,
Coins of Ancient India. London, 1936.
Notes on the Punch-Marked, Local Taxilan and Greek
Coins. In Marshall’s Taxila. , cf. Marshall.

ALTEKAR,

.'S.

Some Par© and Interesting Indo-Bactrian and IndoScythian Coins.
JNSI. (YI) 1944,pp. 11 ff.
Ncrf<o <fv\ JStrwvA
C-JVua JVNT•&! [Q Q^^Wipp ^ ff •
Some Rare Indo-Greek Coins. JNSI.(#5&) i 946 .pp.3 i f*
ft (Utua. ^
,JNSI ,
p.3-(
Some New Hermaeus-Kujula Kadphises Coins.
J NSI.(IX) I 947 . pp. g ff.
Some Rare and Interesting Indo-Greek Coins.
J NSI.(IX) 1947. pp. 16 ff.
A New Didrachm of Nikias. JNSI. (IX) 1947* pp. 24 f
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